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Summary
This study investigates the cosmological context of Pindar' s victory odes, and its importance for
their encomiastic purpose. The introductory chapter deals with selected aspects of Pindaric
scholarship in order to establish the usefulness of such an investigation. The first part of the study
focuses on gnomai as a reflection of cosmological ideas. In Chapter 2 modem scholarship on the
proverb and maxim, various ancient texts on gnomai and a number of references in Pindar are
analysed in support of the contention that gnomai provide a legitimate basis for an overview of
the cosmology revealed in Pindars poetry. The overview presented in Chapter 3 discusses three
broad topics. The first concerns the elemental forces, fate, god and nature, the second deals with
the human condition and the third considers man in society from the perspectives of the
household and family relationships on the one hand and relationships outside the OtKO<; on the
other. The overview suggests that Pindar's work is founded on a mostly conventional outlook on
man and his relationships with both extra-human powers and his fellow man. To complement the
overview three epinikia, Olympian 12, Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 are analysed in Chapter 4.
They demonstrate how the complexity of an actual situation compels the poet to emphasise
different aspects of the cosmology or even to suggest variations to accepted views. The analyses
imply that presenting the cosmological context of a particular celebration in an appropriate way
is part of the poet's task. This aspect is further investigated in Chapter 5, which looks at the role
of the poet as mediator of cosmology. In some cases the poet demonstrates certain preferred
attitudes which in tum presuppose particular cosmological convictions. In others this role
involves changing the perspective on the circumstances or attributes of a victor or his family
through a modification of cosmological principles. Different approaches to the same theme in
different poems show the author Pindar shaping the narrator-poet to represent varying viewpoints
in order to praise a specific victor in the manner most suitable to his wishes and circumstances.
The fact that the poet's task includes situating the victory in its cosmological context means that
the glorification of a victor includes presenting him as praiseworthy in terms of broader life
issues, such as the role of the divine in human achievement, a man's attitude to success and his
status in society. Pindar's use of cosmological themes in general speaks of pragmatism rather
than conformity to and the consistent defense of a rigid framework of values. However, the
prominence of cosmology in the odes and the sometimes very conspicuous role of the poet in
communicating it also reveal Pindar's abiding interest in man and his position in the world.
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IV
Opsomming
Hierdie studie ondersoek die kosmologiese konteks van Pindaros se oorwinningsodes, en die
belangrikheid daarvan vir die gedigte as prysliedere. Die inleidende hoofstuk behandel
geselekteerde aspekte van Pindaros-navorsing om die nut van so 'n ondersoek te bepaal. Die
eerste deel van die studie fokus op gnomai as 'n bron van kosmologiese idees. In hoofstuk 2
word mod erne navorsing oor spreekwoorde en wysheidspreuke, verskeie anti eke tekste oor
gnomai en 'n aantal verwysings in Pindaros se werk ontleed ter ondersteuning van die stand punt
dat gnornai 'n redelike grondslag bied vir 'n oorsig van die kosmologie wat in Pindaros se
digkuns na vore kom. Die oorsig aangebied in hoofstuk 3 bespreek drie bree onderwerpe,
eerstens die fundamentele magte, die noodlot, god en die natuur, tweedens die menslike toestand
en derdens die mens in die samelewing uit die hoek van die huishouding en familieverhoudings
enersyds en verhoudings buite die olKOC;andersyds. Die oorsig dui aan dat Pindaros se werk
gebaseer is op 'n hoofsaaklik konvensionele uitkyk op die mens en sy verhoudings met beide
buite-menslike magte en sy medemens. Ter aanvulling van die oorsig word drie
oorwinningsodes, Olimpiese Ode 12, lsmiese Ode 4 en Olimpies e Ode 13 in hoofstuk 4 ontleed.
Die ontledings toon aan hoe die kompleksiteit van 'n gegewe situasie die digter verplig om
erskillende aspekte van die kosmologie te beklemtoon of selfs afwykings van aanvaarde
menings voor te stel. Die ontledings impliseer dat dit dee 1van die digter se taak is om die
kosmologiese konteks van 'n spesifieke viering op die gepaste wyse aan te bied. Hierdie aspek
word verder ondersoek in hoofstuk 5, waarin die rol van die digter as bemiddelaar van
kosmologie bekyk word. In sommige gevalle demonstreer die digter sekere voorkeurhoudings
wat op hulle beurt spesifieke kosmologiese oortuigings veronderstel. In ander gevalle behels
hierdie rol die verandering van die perspektief op die omstandighede of eienskappe van 'n
oorwinnaar of sy familie deur die modifisering van kosmologiese beginsels. Verskillende
benaderings tot dieselfde tema in verskillende gedigte wys hoe die outeur Pindaros die verteller-
digter vorm om wisselende standpunte te verteenwoordig sodat 'n spesifieke wenner op die mees
geskikte manier in ooreenstemming met sy wense en omstandighede geprys kan word. Die feit
dat die digter se taak die plasing van die oorwinning in sy kosmologiese konteks insluit, beteken
dat die verheerliking van 'n wenner insluit dat hy voorgestel word as lofwaardig kragtens breer
lewenskwessies, soos byvoorbeeld die rol van die goddelike in menslike prestasie, 'n mens se
houding tot sukses en sy status in die gemeenskap. Oor die algemeen spreek Pindaros se gebruik
van kosmologiese temas van pragmatisme eerder as onderwerping aan en die volgehoue
verdediging van 'n rigiede stel waardes. Die belangrikheid van kosmologie in die odes en die
soms besonder opvallende rol van die digter in die kommunikasie daarvan openbaar egter ook
Pindaros se blywende belangstelling in die mens en sy plek in die wereld.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this study is to investigate the cosmological context of Pin dar's victory odes,
and its importance for their encomiastic purpose, from two angles. First, the gnomai which
punctuate the epinikia at regular intervals are used as the basis for an overview of the main ideas
about the gods and man's relationship to the divine, the human condition and man in society.
Second, three epinikia, Olympian 12, Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 are analysed to obtain a closer
view of how certain aspects of the cosmology are applied to the sometimes complex
circumstances of a specific victor. These analyses are complemented by an investigation into the
role of the poet in mediating cosmological premises.
This introductory chapter deals with selected aspects of Pindaric scholarship in order to
establish the usefulness of an investigation into the cosmological foundation of Pin dar's poetry.
In Chapter 2 various ancient texts on gnomai, modern scholarship on the proverb and maxim and
a number of references in Pindar are analysed in support of the contention that gnomai provide a
legitimate basis for a cosmological overview. Chapter 3 deals with important definitions and
assumptions before the cosmology revealed in Pindar's poetry is discussed. The analyses of
Olympian 12, Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 are presented in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 looks at
the role of the poet as mediator of cosmology in these poems as well as relevant passages from
other Pindaric odes.
While many scholars note that Pindar's poetry is underpinned by a distinctive outlook
their attitude towards his "thought" is often dismissive, if not openly disapproving, usually
because it is seen as evidence of the poet's inability or unwillingness to embrace the new and, it
is implied, superior ideas of the democratic era developing in Athens.' A fairly recent example is
Race's remarks in his introduction to the Loeb Classical Library edition and translation of Pindar.
I Cf. the connection Gentili makes between political convictions and general outlook when he describes
Pindar as conservative and Simonides as progressive (1990:63-67, 153-154).
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2His praise for the poetry is fulsome: the epinikia "represent the apex of their genre," and the poet
displays "great ingenuity" and "ever new creativity" in varying stock themes. Yet his evaluation
of what Pindar expresses has an unmistakably negative ring: the mores are "conservative," his
thought "ethically cautionary" and "(h)is gaze ... primarily backwards toward the models of the
past.,,2 Kirkwood also makes a distinction between Pindar's originality as poet and what he
regards as a generally conservative attitude. He sees this as a reflection of strong ties to the
Theban aristocracy which represented a social milieu far removed from the innovations in art,
religion and society developing in Athens. According to Kirkwood Pindar's picture of what
constitutes greatness is "narrow, but within its range not without nobility as a concept of the
meaning of apE·r<i." This condescending remark tallies with the "sense of estrangement"
attributed to modern readers in the face of the political and social implications of the outlook
portrayed. For Kirkwood the gnomai as they relate to Pindar's thought have "often proved
misleading and ultimately disappointing.:" Similar sentiments found in Dihle's Griechische
Literaturgeschichte may be attributed to its relatively early date (1967), but they are repeated
unchanged in the revised 1991 edition and its 1994 English translation." These value judgments
of the cosmology reflected in especially the epinikia take as point of departure the opinions and
sensibilities of the modern reader who finds it difficult to reconcile the reprehensible convictions
apparently held by Pindar the private citizen with the generally recognised greatness of Pindar the
public poet. This confusion of private person and poetic persona can best be explained as a
remnant of the by now largely discredited historicism of 19th and early 20th century Pindaric
scholarship represented by scholars such as Wilamowitz, Norwood and Bowra, who regarded the
odes not as works of art but as documents providing historical and personal information.'
2 Race 1997a:2, 16,26,3. For the idea of the backward gaze, see also J. Krause 1976:91 and H. Schmitz
1977:9,23, and for a critique of this position as well as the Athenocentrism it implies Kurke 1991 b: 163-165.
3 Kirkwood 1982:4-5,22-23.
4 See Dihle 1967:95,97,98, 100-101 and 1994:69-73.
5 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1922, Norwood J 945, Bowra 1964. For brief discussions of these and other
representatives of this trend, see Lloyd-Jones 1973:114-116 and Pfeijffer 1999:3--4.
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3A decisive break with this tradition came with the publication of Bundy's Studia
Pindarica in 1962. Since then Pindaric scholarship has to a large extent been positioned with
regard to his claim that the victory ode is "an oral, public, epideictic literature dedicated to the
single purpose of eulogizing men and communities" and his by now well-known concomitant
"master principle," that "there is no passage in Pindar and Bakkhulides that is not in its primary
intent enkomiastic - that is, designed to enhance the glory of a particular patron." 6 Assigning to
the epinician ode the single aim of praise presupposes that the individual for whom it is
composed and the society in which he finds himself attach the highest importance to victory and
the glory it brings.
Such an attitude is supported by the claim of many scholars that the Greek athletic games
exemplify a competitive, or agonal, attitude, with winning as the aim, which is "one of the
characteristic traits and driving forces of Greek culture,"? and which distinguishes Greeks from
non-Greeks.! Even if this is an unfounded generalisation and in some respects even a
misrepresentation, as argued by Weiler,9 the pervasiveness of competition in Greek life cannot be
denied. In such a culture winning can indeed be expected to be of prime importance. Many
passages in Pindar's victory odes can also be cited to support the claim that superiority in general
and victory in the games in particular were among the highest values of the people for whom he
composed his songs. Hieron's kingship is gnomically portrayed as the peak of greatness (ro 8'
6 Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:35, 3. In his essay on the historic antecedents of contemporary Pindaric
scholarship, Heath, with reference to Lloyd-Jones's remark (1973: 116) about the resemblance between Bundy's
"somewhat formidable tech.nical terminology" and the analysis in terms of ancient rhetorical categories in Erasmus
chmid's Pindari Carmina (Wittemberg, 1616), links Bundy's work to Renaissance scholarship, noting that it is
"now based on a close internal study of the genre's topoi, rather than on the application of an externally derived
rhetorical system" (Heath 1986:96). For his discussion of the Renaissance commentators, see pp. 88-90.
7 Burkert 1985: I05. For references to the scholarly literature on this subject, see Burkert 1985:389n70 and
for a brief discussion Weiler 1974: 1-4.
8 So for example Ehrenberg 1935:93: "(Djas Agonale war im Rah.men der anti ken Welt nur griechisch, es
war sehr griechisch."
9 Weiler 1974. He compares Greek representations of competition in myth with those found in other cultures
and comes to the conclusion that there are many "Gerneinsamkeiten ... , die es nicht erlauben, dem Griechentum
dabei etwas Typisches zuzusch.reiben" (313).
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4£0Xawv xopixpoirtut/ ~a0lAEU0l, 01. 1.113-114), Theron's victory, comparable to the superlative
value of water and gold, and reaching the proverbial pillars of Herakles, is the utmost in
achievement (si b' apw,[EDEl J.l8VUbCOP,K'[Eavcov 8€ XPU00<;aibOtI':0'[aw<;,/ VUYb8 npo<; 80xanav
Onpcov cperctotv lKavcov an,[E'[ati olK08Ev'Hpailio<; 0'[aM.v, 01. 3.42-44), and for Chromios of
Aitna the equestrian success flowing from his god-given talents represents naYbo~ia<; aKpov ("the
summit of absolute glory," Nem. 1.8-11). The importance of victory in the pursuit ofdl':o<;, fame
and glory, is clear from Isthmian 5, for Phylakidas of Aigina:
£v r ' aycoviol<; al':8AOl0ln08ElV6v
KAl':o<;£npa~Ev, ovnv' a8p60l creouvot
XEP01vucconvr' avl':b110av £8Elpav
f] '[axu'[un nob&v.
and in athletic competitions a man gains
the glory he desires, when thick crowns
wreathe his hair after winning victory with his hands
or the swiftness of his feet. (Isthm. 5.7 -10) I 0
Pindar also highlights the importance of victory in a negative way, by describing the ignominy of
defeat. There is no joyful homecoming for the loser, only derision and isolation (01. 8.68-69,
Pyth. 8.81-87), "for in defeat men are bound in silence;! (they cannot) come before their friends
(VlKcOJ.lEVOlyap aVbpE<;aypu~tq bl':bEV'[at·j ou <ptACOYsvnvriov sA8EtY, fro 229).
Yet the question has to be asked: Is winning indeed everything for the fifth century
competitor at the prestigious Panhellenic games and his social circle? Should it be pursued at all
costs according to the poet commissioned to commemorate victory in song?
In the conclusion to his study of Isthmian 1 Bundy restates the basic principle of his
method of interpretation strongly, but adds a significant qualification which points the way, albeit
10 The passage echoes the words of Laodamas when he invites Odysseus to show his worth by taking part in
the Phaeacians' games. In spite of Odysseus' careworn appearance after his long sea journey, Laodamas assumes his
having athletic abilities, "for there is no greater glory for a man so long as he lives than that which he achieves by his
own hands and feet" (ou ~lEVyap ~Slt;OVKAEOScvspo; 6<ppa K' £n(Jlv,I ~ 6 tt nocoiv TS pE~n xni xspcriv Ej']crlV,Od.
8.147-148, trans. Murray 1995). Other references to the importance of winning in Pindar are Qt. 2.51-52, Pyth. 1.99-
100, Pyth. 10.22-26, Nem. 3.70-74, Isthm. 1.50-51. Unless otherwise indicated, translations of Pindar are from Race
1997a and Race 1997b. My own translations are marked by an asterisk; they usually owe a substantial debt to Race.
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5indirectly, to the answer to this question: " ... to follow the movement of the ode is ... to pursue
the fulfillment of a single purpose through a complex orchestration of motives and themes that
conduce to one end: the glorification, within the considerations of ethical, religious, social, and
literary propriety of Herodotos ofThebes."I' The qualification suggests that praise for an
individual has to stay within certain boundaries which are not determined by rhetorical
convention but by the practices and norms of society. Itherefore contend that this qualification,
which has so far been ignored by both Bundy's followers and his critics, points to an awareness,
even if it is not fully expressed, that it is not only the how of poetic technique, but also the what
of the broader context of victory and its celebration that needs to be understood if the poems are
to be understood. This awareness can also be traced in Bundy's analysis of Isthmian 1. When he
declares in his introduction that epinician poetry is "hostile to personal, religious, political,
philosophical and historical references that might interest the poet but do nothing to enhance the
glory of a given patron'"? he denies only that such references are made at the whim of the poet,
not that they occur, as his discussion of the poem demonstrates. For example, the political
misfortunes of the victor's father are interpreted as a dark foil for the following praise of the
victor as well as the means to introduce the "philosophical" theme of vicissitude into the poem,
and the final "inverted gnomic foil" which praises the unselfishness and dedication of successful
athletes is recognised for its ethical value and, with its reminder that death is man's common lot,
for what it contributes to the value of the poem as a whole. 13 Bundy's analysis shows that
rhetorical convention is a powerful tool for determining the significance for the encomiastic
programme of references to personal circumstances or reflection on appropriate behaviour and
the human condition, but it also implies that it is the specific content of a conventional theme that
makes it meaningful as glorification of a specific victor. Knowledge of the conventions of
II Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:91 (my emphases).
12 Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:35.
IJ See Bundy 1962, repro 1986:47-53 and 83-91.
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6epinician poetry can help explain how every passage contributes to the aim of praise, but an
understanding of what that praise entails is essential if a poem is to make sense as a tribute to one
man in particular.
In spite of these hints at a broader view, Bundy's emphasis remains firmly on convention
as the preferred exegetical tool, and his final injunction is that "(t)he study of Pindar must
become a study of genre."!" Perhaps predictably the initial effect of his work was a heightened
interest in the formal elements of epinician poetry. The subsequent identification of the many
conventional rhetorical techniques available to the poet has clarified much that previously
seemed irrelevant or incomprehensible, 15 and today it is generally accepted that Bundy and his
followers benefited Pindaric scholarship by countering the romanticism and historicism of 19th
and early 20th century scholarship.
However, formal analysis can lend itself to excess, and form alone cannot be expected to
do justice to the complexity of poetry, something already pointed out by two early critics of
Bundy and his followers, Young and Lloyd-Jones. Young sees the study of genre as nothing more
than the basis for establishing the value of a poem as "a unique and individual work of art,"
while Lloyd-Jones cautions that there is no one key to the understanding of great poetry and that
the historical and social context of Pindar' s poems cannot simply be ignored. 16 As a
consequence, as Kurke notes, "there has been a trend away from narrowly formalist readings
toward a different kind of contextualization," I 7 which focuses on, for example, the performance
of the odes or the social spheres evoked in them. Kurke herself interprets the odes on the basis of
a "sociological poetics" which aims to reconstruct their social contexts of household, aristocracy
14 Bundy 1962, repro 1986:92. Cf. also, for example, his insistence that the use of the theme of wealth "is
carefully regulated by convention" (86).
15 Some studies in this vein are Thummer J 968, Kohnken J 971, Hamilton 1974, Greengard 1980 and Race
1990.
16 Young J 970:88 and Lloyd-Jones 1973: I 17. For references to other critical voices, see Goldhill
1991: 128n203.
17 Kurke 199Ib:10.
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7and polis. Aspects of performance are treated by Mullen, Heath, Lefkowitz and Carey, Stoddart
investigates the legal framework within which the odes operate and Krummen uses the context of
a religious festival specific to a particular poem as an interpretative aid. 18
What all these studies have in common is an attempt to clarify a given aspect of the
historical circumstances of the epinikia and the social practices and norms alluded to by Bundy,
with a view to making the poems more accessible to an audience not only far removed in time
but also in culture and outlook. In their study of Sophokles' Antigone, Oudemans and Lardinois
attribute the "unfamiliarity" which hampers interpretation, and which these studies attempt to
overcome, to a profound difference in cosmology. Approaching it from an anthropological
perspective, they define cosmology as "the cluster of preconceptions that a culture possesses
regarding man's position between nature and the religious sphere, in various social connections,
between birth and death, and in the order of being in general."!" Such a cosmology is as much
part of the context of Pindar' s epinikia as the then current conventions of performance or family
law or religious ritual. In fact, it represents the overarching reality - in the sense of how the world
is conceived by the people concerned, and how best to deal with the world thus experienced -
against which all these elements play out. Furthermore, it is the foundation of the proprieties
which, according to Bundy, must be observed when praising a successful man. Familiarity with
the cosmological assumptions made in Pindar's odes should therefore facilitate our
understanding of the aims of epinician poetry in general and the praise of a given victor in
particular. The value of these assumptions lies in the light they throw on the poetry, and the fact
that they often do not conform to twenty-first century views should not stand in the way of the
pursuit of this understanding.i''
18 Mullen 1982, Heath 1988, Heath and Lefkowitz 1991, Carey [991, Stoddart 1990, Krummen 1990.
19Oudemans and Lardinois 1987: I.
20 But see Oudernans and Lardinois 1987:6 on the pervasiveness of cosmological presuppositions:
"Prejudices of a cosmological nature constitute the conceptual framework of all scholarly effort, and do so tacitly in
most cases."
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8If Bundy's basic assumption is accepted, namely that the exclusive purpose of every
epinikion as a whole and in its parts is the glorification of the victor, but it is also recognised, as
intimated in his work, that this purpose unfolds within a particular cosmological context, the
question of the value assigned to victory must be re-examined. Does victory or superiority in
general have the absolute value that the passages from Pindar quoted above seem to indicate? A
brief look at their contexts reveals that in each case achievement is relativised with reference to
the divine and the limits of mortal abilities. Hieron's future success is entrusted to god (8c:0C;
bdTponoc;, Of. 1.106) and Theron's glory is a gift from the Tyndaridai (eTjpcovi T' EA8c:tvKf>80C;
c:Utnncov 81,MvTCOVTuv8upt8frv, Of. 3.39). Both are cautioned about the limits for mortals, Hieron
as far as his posi tion as king is concerned (j.l11K£TInanTalVC: ztopotov, Of. 1.114)21 and Theron
with reference to his apnui (TOnoporo 8' Ecru oooot; &'PUTOV/Kacro<pOtC;.oii VtV8tcbSco·Kc:tVOC;
c:tllV,Of. 3.44-45). Chromios of Aitna owes the glory of his success to the abilities he received
from the gods (apxui 8£ P{;PAllVTat8c:CDV/xeivou cuv av8poc; 8atj.loviatc; apC:TUtC;,Nem. 1.8-9) and
Phylakidas of Aigina is reminded that the courage that brings glory such as he has achieved is
determined by the divine (xptvsrm 8' aAKa 8ta 8uij.lovuC; av8pCDv, lsthm. 5.11). Moreover,
important as success and praise are for a good life (12-13), mortal man must be satisfied with
whatever share of good things is allotted to him and not strive for what belongs to the gods (14-
16).22
Bundy's approach of using the encomiastic intention of all components of an epinikion as
the point of departure for interpretation has proved to be remarkably fruitful over more than four
21 This cryptic statement is elucidated by two gnomai in which only slightly varied expressions of the same
idea are used in more explicit contexts of man's limits: "for there is among mankind a very foolish kind of person,!
who scorns what is at hand and peers at things far away (ncotrutvei rc n6p(J(J),1 chasing the impossible with hopes
unfulfilled" (Pyth. 3.21-23), and "If a man peers at distant! things (ta J.lUKpa8' £"(ny' nunwiv£t), he is too little to
reach the gods' bronze-paved dwelling" (lsthm. 7.43-44). Cf. also the gnome about the "unattainable beyond," to
n:6p(J(J)... iiputOv, addressed to Theron in Olympian 3.
22 For the Greek text and a more detailed discussion of these gnomai, see Chapter 3, pp. 63-64.
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9decades.f His contention that epinician poetry has the one aim of praise and glorification of the
victor can hardly be gainsaid. Even a sharp critic such as Pfeijffer, who rejects Bundy's claims
about the interpretative power of rhetorical convention in favour of explaining an ode from the
perspective of the specific occasion of its first performance and the particular people involved,
subscribes to the idea that enhancing the glory of the victor is paramount." thus illustrating
Goldhill's remark that "(t)he history of modern criticism of Pin dar ... turns on the notion of
praise.,,25 That the purpose of an ode is praise and glorification is not disputed, but what praise
and glorification entail seems to admit of various opinions.
The examples from Pindar's odes show that glorifying a victor is not a matter of
straightforward eulogizing, the enumeration of a man's achievements and admirable character
traits.i" Success in general and victory at the games in particular are not presented as desirable
goals in themselves, they acquire value in relation to the broader outlook of the comrmmity
regarding both the divine and the social sphere. This need not mean that the epinikion is not
primarily or even exclusively encomiastic but it does mean that the concept of the glorification
of a victor must be explicated. Since the poems make clear that there is more to life than victory
and that the victor is not above the ordinary workings of the world, his glorification concerns in
addition to his notable achievements his success in life, his overall excellence, of which the
victory is but an example. References to the broader context against which the successful life is
measured thus become a necessary part of the epinikion." The investigation into the
cosmological assumptions that constitute that broader context is therefore intended as a
contri bution to a better understanding of what the glorification of a victor entails.
23 One example is the ongoing discussion of the breakoff. See, amongst others, Race 1980, Miller 1983,
Miller 1993 b, Kyriakou 1996 and Mackie 2003 :9-37.
24Pfeijffer 1999:4-18.
25GoldhiII1991:128.
26Cf.Gentili 1990:118.
27 Cf. Goldhill's conclusion from his investigation into the tradition of the "declaration and preservation of
kleos" from Homer to Pindar that "there is no discourse of praise that is not an expression of the changing, normative
discourse of what it is to be a(n outstanding) man in society" (1991: (66).
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Chapter 2
Gnomai as a source of cosmological reflection
Wisdom is a perennial aspect of culture found in various guises throughout the world. 1
Ancient Greece is no exception. Both its mythology and its literature, from Homer onwards, bear
ample witness to the importance accorded to both wise individuals and the collective wisdom
accumulated through human experience over time.
Prominent among the individual wise men were those specially gifted people who acted
as seers and healers and were often closely connected to oracles and the practice of divination,
such as Melampos, Kalchas, Teiresias, Amphiaraos and Asklepios. Other traditionally wise
figures from myth were Nereus (the Old Man of the Sea), Phoenix, and the fatherly elder
statesman Nestor. The Centaur Cheiron occupies a special place as educator. In transferring his
knowledge of medicine to Asklepios he founded a dynasty of healers that dominated Greek
medicine for centuries, while his wisdom about life in general is acknowledged in his status as
teacher of the Argonaut Jason and of Achilles, the greatest of all the Greek heroes.
Hesiod's lost work Xstpcovoc 'Y n081lKat purports to be Cheiron' s precepts addressed to
Achilles, but it is his Works and Days which is generally regarded as marking the beginning of
Greek didactic poetry. Later important works in this tradition include the poetry ofPhokylides,
and the Theognidea. Also worth noting in this context is the poetry of Solon, one of the group of
politicians honoured for their wisdom who became known as the Seven Sages. Acknowledging
statesmen in this way is another manifestation of the importance accorded to wisdom in Greek
society." The use of wisdom sayings or gnomai is a primary characteristic of the didactic poetry
mentioned so far.' However, gnomai are also a conspicious element in many non-didactic or non-
I W. T.Wilson 1991:3,9.
2 On sages in general and the Seven in particular as poets, politicians and performers, see Martin 1993. See
also Detienne 1996 (French original 1967):53-67 on Nereus.
3 Although very widely used, gnomai are of course not the only form in which wisdom can be
communicated. Lardinois mentions similes and paradigmatic tales as other possibilities (Lardinois 1997:234). See
also on the chreia, a later form, Searby 1998:15-16 and W.T. Wilson 1991:15-16.
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sapiential works, albeit in a secondary role in support of a primary objective that is not the
communication of wisdom itself. For example, gnomai are used extensively in Homer's epics,
Pindar's and Bakchylides' epinicians and the dramas of Aischylos, Sophokles, Euripides and
Menander."
In this chapter some of the modern scholarship on gnomai and the proverb.' as well as a
few ancient discussions, will be reviewed in order to establish whether it would be legitimate to
reconstruct a cosmology from Pindar's use of gnomai. Technical and formal analyses are
considered only insofar as they touch on issues connected to this aim. Some pointers in Pindar's
poetry will also be analysed.
1.1. The nature of gnomai according to modern scholarship
In both ancient and modern literature the Greek word YVWIlTJis often used as an umbrella
term for various forms of wisdom sayings, indicating the difficulty of formulating watertight
definitions." Lardinois defines YVWIlTJas a "generalizing statement about particular human actions
or the gods, often newly coined." He also discusses nnpouuc ("traditional, popular sentence or
phrase, sometimes metaphorical"), 1)7t0811K11 ("instruction, sometimes in the form of a direct
command") and cln6<p8Eylla ("short generalizing statement or retort, tied to a particular historical
figure"), and concludes that YVWIlTJ,as the most generic term, can include the others."
4 See Lardinois 1995:278-353 for complete lists of the gnomai contained in archaic poetry from Homer to
Pindar. He identifies 154 in the Iliad, 153 in the Odyssey, 124 in Works and Days and 298 in Pindar's epinicians (pp.
42, 190, 254n I). On gnomai in the dramatists, see Ahrens [1937], Gorier 1963, Stickney 1903, Tzifopoulos 1995
andWolfl910.
5 Most non-classical scholarship focuses on the proverb rather than the gnome (or maxim), but as Russo
1997:56 notes, "(t)he difference amounts to very little." Following Lardinois' definition (see below), I will regard the
conclusions of proverb research as equally applicable to gnomai.
6 Cf. Labarbe 1968:351-353. He hedges his definition, based on the work of ancient rhetoricians from
Anaximenes to Jean de Sardes, with several reservations. On the difficulty of defining the proverb, see Russo
1983: 129n2 and Russo 1997:52, 145nn 11,12.
7 Lardinois 1995: 19. See pp. 13-19 for his full treatment. Additional related terms mentioned under
"Gnome" in Cancik and Schneider 1998, 4: I 109-10 are ainos, aphorism, chreia, nupuyy£A.llum gnomon (yvW]..lCDV)
and priamel. I will follow Lardinois for the purpose of determining the material to be analysed in Pindar's victory
odes.
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Lardinois' definition, while succinct, gives no indication of the purpose or authority of
gnomic statements. In his treatment of proverb and maxim (gnome) as prose wisdom genres,
Russo describes their function as "persuad(ing) the listener and mov(ing) him to correct action by
utterance of familiar, unassailable wisdom.t" This moral-didactic intent or leaning of the use of
gnomai in ancient Greece is based on observation of the world and what happens to mankind in
the world. According to Spoerri gnomai have human life and experience as theme, more
specifically "Stellung des Menschen in der Gemeinschaft; reale Beziehungen der Menschen und
Dinge; Welt des Moralischen; transzendente Notwendigkeiten und Abhangigkeiten."? These
themes echo the themes of the "cluster of preconceptions" which form a cosmology, as defined
by Oudemans and Lardinois: man, nature and the gods, man in society, man and his mortality. 10
Wilson, too, regards wisdom as "a means of comprehending and describing human experience"
and defines gnomai, as far as their purpose is concerned, as "assertions derived from human
experience regarding ethical choice and behavior." It is their link with the realities of life that
makes them useful in situations where choices regarding action have to be made. I I Gnomai
derive their authority not only from being grounded in everyday reality, but also, "because of
(their) antiquity and accuracy of insight," from being "sanctioned or almost' sanctified' by the
culture as wisdom of the elders that must be taken seriously.?'?
There seems to be consensus among classical scholars that the gnomai of antiquity reflect
the views of ancient communities on the nature of their world and how this world works with
regard to both human and extra-human realities. Moreover, gnomai generally have enough
authority to pronounce on how life should be lived in the world they portray.
8 Russo 1997:57.
9 Spoerri 1964:823.
10 See Chapter I, p. 7.
IIW.T. Wilson 1991 :3, I 1-12. For his comprehensive treatment of "The gnomic saying in antiquity," see
pp. 9-39.
12 Russo 1983: 121 on the proverb. Although not all gnomai can claim the authority of "antiquity," the
gnomic form can give weight to an otherwise non-traditional statement. On the distinguishing formal features of
gnomai, see Lardinois 2001.
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In his recent studies on gnomai, Andre Lardinois uses the insights of modem proverb
research undertaken in the field of ethno- and sociolinguistics to analyse the forms and contexts
in which gnomai occur in archaic Greek poetry. 13 While most paroemiological studies focus on
formal features of the use of proverbs and their impact on interpreting meaning, some do remark,
if only in passing, on the nature and significance of the themes often found in wisdom genres.
Briggs, Abrahams and Babcock, and Jason base their studies on three different bodies of
proverbs, oral performances in New Mexico, a fairly wide variety of literature from the twelfth
century AD onwards, and a Yemeni Jewish collection respectively. 14
According to Abrahams and Babcock, when proverbs are used in social discourse "they
carry the force of appearing to embody norms and are therefore voiced by ones who appear to
represent society." If they are detached from an interactional situation, as may happen in some
literary contexts, the "normative meaning" is retained, even if some of its persuasive power is
lost. 15 The "sententious, hortatory potential" of proverbs, 16 also receives attention in Briggs'
analysis of the features of proverb performances in new Mexican Spanish. The performances
often take place in a pedagogical context and aim at instilling the moral values which the
proverbs convey in the form of general principles. The use of a proverb constitutes an
interpretation of a specific situation and an injunction to act in a certain way, both in accordance
with "the talk of the elders of bygone days" - rejection would mean a "violation of a basic
value."!" Briggs concludes that proverb performances depend on both "the 'traditional' shared
understandings" of a society and the applicability of the proverbs to "the minute details of
13 See notes 3, 4 and 12. For details of what modern paroemiology can contribute to the study of ancient
wisdom, see Lardinois 1997:213-217. Russo also acknowledges the importance of these studies (1997: 1440112,3
and 146n 14, and on the importance of context 1983: 130n6).
14 Briggs 1985, Abrahams and Babcock 1977, Jason 1971.
15 Abrahams and Babcock 1977:415.
16 Abrahams and Babcock 1977:423.
17 Briggs 1985:801-802. Cf. Abrahams and Babcock's characterization of oral proverb usage as "an attempt
of the speaker to 'name' and suggest an attitude toward a recurrent social situation" (1977 :417).
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everyday life.,,18
Jason also notes the traditional nature and didactic intent of the proverb, as well as its
close connection to life experience, sometimes just summing it up, sometimes using it as the
basis for advice. 19Proverbs have meaning, or a message, within a given social context, insofar as
they address the problems a society faces and suggest solutions. Jason identifies three problem
areas with which the proverbs in his sample deal: normative behaviour, the relation of man to life
and human suffcring.i"
These paroemiological studies, to the extent that they comment on the contents of
proverbs, agree that they deal with the realities of human existence. Sometimes these realities are
merely stated, but more often a proverb advises an attitude or action as a solution to the problems
posed by everyday existence. Their didactic authority derives from their status as traditional
wisdom which represents the accumulated life experience of a particular society. In this regard
modern proverb research parallels the views of classical scholars on the nature of the use of
gnomai in ancient Greece.
1.2. Ancient thinking on gnomai
Ancient references to or discussions of the use of gnomai are rare, and for the most part
date from the fourth century Be and later." Two applications of gnomai are of interest to these
commentators, moral instruction or education, and rhetoric.
1.2.1. Education through gnomai
In a dialogue with Antiphon, Xenophon has Sokrates describe the proper way of dealing
with the writings of the past so that their practical value may become apparent (Memorabilia
1.6.11-14). Instead of demanding a fee for his companionship and teaching, like the sophists, he
18 Briggs 1985:807.
19Jason 1971:617-619.
20 Jason 1971 :619-622.
21 For a discussion of the earliest references, especially Aristophanes satiric use of the term, see Sinclair
1995 :40-41. For Plato s use of proverbs, see Kindstrand 1978:73.
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prefers making friends of those gifted by nature (EU<j>DU) and teaching them "all the good I can"
(n EXffi uya86v). The study ofliterature is part of this process:
Kat TOU<; 811cJauPOU<; T&V 1l:UAat ooqxov uv8p&v, 01)<; EKEtVOt KaTEAlnOV f;v PtPA1Ot<;
YPU\jfavTE<;, UVEA1.UffiV KOtVfI ouv TOt<; <p1.AOt<;8tEPXOllat, Kat UV n 6p&IlEV uya86v,
EKAEy6W:8a.
And the treasures that the wise men of old have left us in their writings I open and
explore with my friends. If we come on any good thing, we extract it (Mern.
1.6.14; trans. Marchant and Todd 1923, 1968 printing).
The literary treasures he analyses with his friends can reasonably be assumed to include
gnomai.F The value of this wisdom is unlocked only in the interaction between teacher and
student, or through the give and take between friends (Sokrates says "we set much store on being
useful to one another"). This contrasts with the handsome young Euthydemos' naive assumption
that the possession of a good library would be sufficient to teach him the UPETI] he needs to fulfil
his ambition of becoming a great leader (Mem. 4.2).
Gaining and honing wisdom is an active and interactive process. If this proviso is kept in
mind, literature in general, and gnomai in particular, can be a fruitful source of advice on
conducting the life of virtue which Sokrates, in this portrayal by Xenophon, champions.
In his treatises To Demonikos and To Nikokles from the period 374-370,23 the Athenian
orator and educator Isokrates, like Xenophon' s Sokrates, recommends the works of poets and
sages as a guide to a virtuous life.
The young man Demonikos is advised to collect akousmata, or sayings, into a body of
wisdom that will be useful for his education, "for as the body is by nature disposed to be
strengthened by suitable exercises, the soul is by nature disposed to be strengthened by moral
221n his conversation with Euthydemos Sokrates equates the el1(raUpOU~ ...<Joq>ta~with the Trov <Joq>rov
av8prov yvwJ..la~ (4.2.9). Cf. Barns 1951 :7. Barns discusses the passages in the Memorabilia in connection with the
origin and use ofgnomologia. The selection of what is aya66v, with its moral overtones, certainly points to gnomai.
However, from 1.2.56-59 it is clear that Sokrates also interpreted non-gnomic material as a guide to action.
23Too and Mirhady favour the (often challenged) attribution of To Demonikos to [sokrates. See Too
1995:58n53 and Mirhady and Too 2000: 19. For the present purposes it is deemed sufficient that the work deals with
the same topics and is regarded as from the same period as To Nikokles (on the dating, see Mirhady and Too
2000: 10, 19).
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precepts (serious sayings)" Cra !l£Vyap oroucrc rot; ouuusroo«; novou; 116£ \jfUXl1rot;
onouocio«; Aoyate; uusw8m nEq>uKE,Ad Dem. 12). In the final remarks addressed to Demonikos,
he is urged to strive for KUAOKUyu8iu(goodness, nobleness, Ad Dem. 51). To this end he should
follow the advice given by the writer (the treatise contains a collection of gnomic or gnome-like
statements on various aspects of the virtuous life), but he must also familiarise himself with the
works of poets and other wise men (ooqncrct). The purpose of this reading is to select from it
useful material, as the following simile makes clear:
wcrnEp yap L1lv!lEAt't'tUVOp&!lEVEq>'anUVTa !lEv 'to, PAUcrL1l!lUTaKu8t~avoucruv,
aq>' EKacr'tou 6£ 'to, PEAnero AU!lpavoucruv, oiirco 6El KUtroi«; nm6Eiue;
opEyO!lEVOUe;!l116EVOe;!l£VanEipcoe; EXEtv,nUVTaX08EV6£ 'to, XPl1Gl!lU(1)AAEYEtv.
For just as we see the bee settling on all the flowers, and sipping the best from
each, so also those who aspire to culture ought not to leave anything untasted, but
should gather useful knowledge from every source. (Ad Dem. 52; trans. Norlin
1928)
Just as the bee visits many flowers, but takes away only the nectar to produce honey, a man who
wishes to achieve KUAOKUyu8iu should read the poets and other purveyors of wisdom and take
from them the XPl1Gl!lUthat will guide him in his efforts." From the earlier references to
akousmata and sayings, as well as the nature of the treatise itself, it can be concluded that what
the writer has in mind is a selection of wisdom sayings from the poets and sages that can be used
as an educational tool.
Literature is also accorded a major role in the education of a king as it is envisaged by
Isokrates in To Nikokles. As in To Demonikos the object is to promote a life of virtue (En' aPEL1lV
npo'tpE\jfELEV,Ad Nic. 8). Since the aim is practical, usefulness is the criterion for judging poetry,
not aesthetics or entertainment value.
This applies to the hypothekai of the poets of old, one of the private citizen's many
opportunities for education: they are moral instructions that teach how one should live (cbe;XPl1
24 For detailed discussion, with references to other relevant texts, of this image and its implications for the
use of gnomologia in education, see Barns 1950: 132-134, and 1951 :6-7.
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sf]v, Ad Nic. 3). For a king the counsels of literature are even more important, since social
isolation limits him, according to Isokrates, to two sources of instruction. One is contemporary
wisdom, in the form of wise, prudent people (<PPOV1IlOl)with whom the king should surround
himself, the other the work of famous poets and sages, which he cannot afford to ignore (1l~'tE
'trov 1W1ll'trov'trov EUbOKlllouv'tCOV1l~'tE 'trov CJO<plCJ'troVIlllbEvo<;OLOUbEtVanEipco<; EXE1V,Ad Nic.
13).
The bulk of the treatise consists ofIsokrates' own advice, but in the final section he
elaborates on poetry as instruction while contrasting pleasure and usefulness as criteria for
judging the worth of things and men (Ad Nic. 50). Most people regard both poetry and prose
containing advice (tn crull~ouA£uovm) as the most useful (xpllcrtllonam), yet they find no
pleasure in listening to it, just as they would praise those who admonish them, but then associate
with people as imperfect as they themselves are (Ad Nic. 42). This is illustrated by their reaction
to the poetry of Hesiod, Theognis and Phokylides. They are acknowledged as the best counsellors
on human life (npicroix; ... crull~OUA.OU<;'tQ)~iCfl'tQ)'trov av8po)1[cov) but their counsels
(un08f]Kat) are regularly ignored (Ad Nic. 43). The same lot befalls the gnomai of the most
outstanding poets: "And further, if one were to pick out the so-called gnomai of the most
outstanding poets, into which they have put their best efforts (about which they were most
serious), they would treat them also in the same way; for they would listen to the commonest
(most thoughtless) comedy with more pleasure than to such artistically created things"* (EUb'EL
U<;£KA.E~E1E'trov npoEXov'tCOVnOlll'trov 'ta<; KaA.Ou!lEva<;yvci:Jlla<;,£<p' at<; £KElVOlIlUA.LCJ't'
£CJnoubaCJav, ouoiox; UVKat npo<; mum<; bla'tE8Etcv' ~blOV yap uv KcollCflbia<;'tf]<;<pauA.o'tu't11<;11
'trov oiiroi 'tEXV1Kro<;nEnolllllEvCOVUKOUCJatEV,Ad Nic. 44). Against the poor judgment of the
ordinary run of people, stands Isokrates' high regard for what is useful. He not only gives his
own view that the gnomai represent the refinement of art compared with the common appeal of
comedy, but also states confidently that the poets themselves attached the highest value to them.
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The contrasting of poetry that fulfils a useful purpose with that which aims at the pleasure
of the masses is extended to Homer and the first tragedians (Ad Nic. 48-49). Their work is
acceptable to those who disregard the advice contained in poetic hypothekai and gnomai because
they avoid the useful (roi«; cD<pEA.LI..lCl)'tU'rouS'tr v A.6ymv) and concentrate on the fictional ('tOUS
J..lU8mDw'tU'tOuS)and on action ('tOUSuyrovas Kat 'to.SUJ..llAA.aS).While these poets may be
admired for their insight into human nature, Isokrates does not regard them as models where
admonition and advice are concerned.
It is clear that Isokrates' initial broad recommendation not to neglect any of the famous
poets is not an invitation to study literature for its own sake or for any pleasure it may bring. For
him the value of poetry is strictly practical and is to be found in the wisdom artfully expressed by
poets in hypothekai and gnomai."
1.2.2. Gnomai in rhetoric
Two fourth century treatises on rhetoric deal with gnomai, Aristotle's Rhetoric and the
roughly contemporary handbook known as Rhetorica ad Alexandrum, which is generally
accepted to be the work of Anaximenes of Lampsakos (c. 380-320).26
The application of gnomai in rhetoric differs fundamentally from the value Isokrates and
Xenophon's Sokrates attach to the wisdom of old in the pursuit of virtue. In the latter case the
study of wisdom sayings is recommended for their content, the actual advice they contain.
Neither Sokrates nor Isokrates concerns himself with the linguistic form of a gnome and how this
may be exploited to achieve certain effects, while this is the starting point in both Anaximenes'
and Aristotle's discussion. Both give a definition followed by an explanation with examples of
the ways in which the gnomic form can be used in speeches.
25 For a discussion of Isokrates' use of the terms urrOe~Kll and YVW!lll, see Bielohlawek 1940:56-57 and
Lardinois 1995: 18n62.
26 According to Kennedy 1991 :27, the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum is of slightly later date than the Rhetoric,
while Sinclair 1995:42, 20ln25 follows Grimaldi 1972:75-81 and Sprute 1982:144-145 in placing it earlier.
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According to Anaximenes a gnome is "an expression of a personal opinion on matters in
Rh. AI. 11, 1430a40-bl). The proofs (ni(HEt~) that can be used to support a speaker's position are
of two types, those derived from actual words, actions and people (direct proof), and those
supplementary to what is said and done (Rh. AI. 7, 1428aI7-19). Surprisingly, given their
apparent subjectivity, gnomai constitute direct proof. However, comparison with Anaximenes'
definition of the speaker's opinion or judgment, one of the supplementary proofs, shows that the
effect of a personal standpoint depends on how it is formulated: "The opinion (judgment) of the
speaker is the representation of his own understanding of things" ('H IlEVo-ovb6~a rof AEYOV't6~
£CJnto nlv au'tOu oUlvotav £1l<PavisEtVKata trov npaYIlCXt(J)v,Rh. AI. 14, 1431b9-1 0). Both
definitions concern a personal viewpoint. The difference lies in the qualification by Ka8' OA(J)Vof
the things on which an opinion is expressed in a gnome. An opinion functions as supplementary
proof (b6~a) and shares the subjectivity of other such proofs (ucprupin, paCJavo~,OPKO~-
voluntary evidence, evidence under torture, evidence under oath) when it pronounces on
particular actions, but it can also be made to appear objective (b6Ylla), and thus suitable for use
as a logical or direct proof, by casting it in the general terms of a gnome."
However, the gnomic form does not change the personal viewpoint, as Anaximenes'
discussion of examples shows. Four of the five examples are formulated as personal opinions by
the use of uot oOKd and uot OOKOUCJtV.Furthermore, he does not turn to literature (as Aristotle
does) for pre-formulated concepts, but lists methods for making gnomai as the occasion arises
(noAAa~O£notnoouev auta~), i.e. while the form is conventional, the content is newly invented
for every situation. For Anaximenes, then, a gnome is a means to give a personal opinion the
appearance of a generally accepted truth.
27 Cf. Sinclair 1995 :42: "The chief contribution of maxims to the forceful execution of an argument,
(Anaximenes) says, is in their corroborative force as a summarizing conclusion." Also, according to Briggs 1985:803
"successful proverb performances are akin to logical proofs of the performer's point of view in the conversation."
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An important distinction between Aristotle's treatment of gnomai in Rhetoric 2.21 and
that of Anaximenes, is the ethical foundation the former gives it in his definition:
Ecrn DEYVcO!ll1unocpuvcrlC;, ou usvtot nspi 'tmv KuB' EKUcr'tOV, olov no1:oc; ru;
'IcplKpa't"llC;, a"A"AuKuBo"Aou· xci ou nspi nav'twv KuBo"Aou, olov on 'to EuBu 'tep
KU!lnU"ACj)evcvriov, u"A"AunEpi oorov Ut npa~ElC; siot, xai UtPE'tU ~ cpEUK't"asen npoc;
'to zprrrretv.
A maxim is an assertion - not, however, one about particulars, such as what kind
of a person Iphicrates is, but of a general sort, and not about everything (for
example, not that the straight is the opposite of the crooked) but about things that
involve actions and are to be chosen or avoided in regard to action. (Rh. 2.21.2;
trans. Kennedy 1991)
In terms of this definition, gnomai concern principles applicable to human conduct and thus
extend beyond the personal opinion of the speaker. The ethical position is strengthened by
Aristotle's choice of examples from the poets, whose moral authority is undisputed. Sinclair
comments as follows on the significance of this approach: "(H)is clear implication (is) that a
maxim has reference to an external ethical code with which the speaker wishes to identify
himself." It is useful not in the first place as "a personal formulation," but as "a general statement
which is held to be true among people sharing a common ethics."28 Thus, when a speaker utters a
gnome, he relies on it that his audience will regard it not as a subjective opinion about a
particular case, but as a principle, general in nature and generally accepted, that is applicable to
the case in hand.
While in Anaximenes' view the gnomic form is useful to make an opinion appear of
general significance, Aristotle sees gnomai as general principles which happen to express the
speaker's point of view.29 Although approaching the use of gnomai from opposite ends, both
treatments reflect the orator's need to convince an audience of the general validity of a particular
standpoint. From the Anaximenian point of view gnomai recommend themselves for this task
through their ability to "represent ... as authoritative conclusions ... insights that are subjective
28 Sinclair 1995:44.
29 Or which he can manipulate to give credibility to a contradictory view. For details on how Aristotle
applies his definition to different rhetorical situations, see Sinclair 1995:44--49.
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and contingent." For the Aristotelian orator gnomai can serve as an objective verification of an
argument since they "normally purport to embody the forever and universally valid findings of
common human experience. ,,30
1.2.3. The value of gnomai in education and rhetoric
An example of the way in which gnomai were used in fourth century education and
rhetoric, is provided by the Athenian orator Aischines in his speech Against Ktesiphon, written c.
330 Be:
[134] And our city, the common refuge of the Greeks, to which in former days used to
come the embassies of all Hellas, each city in tum to find safety with us, our city is now
no longer contending for the leadership of Hellas, but from this time on for the soil of the
fatherland. And this has come upon us from the time when Demosthenes came into
political leadership. Well does the poet Hesiod speak concerning such men; for he says
somewhere, instructing the people and advising the cities (7tatb8uCOV-ra 7tAfj911Kat
crul-l~OUA8UCOV-raic;7tOA8cn)not to take to themselves corrupt politicians - but I will myself
recite the verses (-ra £1t11); [135] for this is the reason, I think, that in our childhood we
commit to memory the sentiments of the poets (-raC;nDV7tOlll-rillvyvwl-lac;),that when we
are men we may make use of themfmrrniz; xpcO).U:9a):
Ofttimes whole peoples suffer from one man,
Whose deeds are sinful, and whose purpose base.
( )
[136] If you disregard the poet's meter and examine only his thought (LaC;yvwl-lac;),I
think this will seem to you to be, not a poem of Hesiod, but an oracle directed against the
politics of Demosthenes. For by his politics army and navy and peoples have been utterly
destroyed. (trans. Adams 1919, repr. 1948)
It is clear that Aischines attaches didactic value to the gnomai " of the poets. He sees it as the
poet Hesiod's purpose, when using a gnome such as the quoted example (Works and Days 240-
247), to instruct and give advice. The ability of gnomai to do this is not, however, restricted to
the original setting and audience. Many generations later they are still useful as an educational
30 W.T. Wilson 1991: 12, 19 (commenting on gnomai in general).
31 Aischines uses YVW!lll twice in this passage, with reference to poets in general before quoting Hesiod
(135), and referring to Hesiod in particular after the quotation (136). Especially in the second case he is probably not
using it as a technical (rhetorical) term like Aristotle in Rh. 2.21 or Anaximenes in Rh. AI. II, 1430a40-b I, but rather
to indicate "thoughts" or perhaps "opinions." To the quotation itselfhe refers as ta tnll, which could be rendered
"words" or "words of advice, counsel" or "(epic) poetry" ( LSJ S.v. £1tOC;). The remarks about the didactic purpose of
the quoted words certainly differentiate them from the rhetorical purposes described by Aristotle and Anaximenes,
but in form (a general statement) they are a gnome and are used rhetorically by Aischines, as shown below.
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tool because they articulate conclusions drawn from general human experience.F According to
Aischines, the purpose of studying the poets' gnomai in one's youth is to prepare one for using
them as guidelines when one is a man ((iVbPEC; OV'tEC;), with all the responsibilities that manhood
implies, including political decisions. Had the Athenians heeded what they had learnt from the
poets in childhood, Aischines suggests, a man such as Demosthenes would not have been
allowed to take control of the city, and the city would not have found itself in the current crisis.
When Aischines says (YVWllatC;) XPWIlE8u, he reminds his audience of the power of the
poets to help them conduct daily life properly. His own use of gnomai stretches further, however.
This passage illustrates his awareness of the value of gnomai as a rhetorical tool. He does not
expect the audience simply to accept his word for it that Demosthenes is the cause of Athens'
woes. He presents his portrayal of the situation as a specific instance of a general principle,
ancient but still valid, framed in the gnomic statement that "(0)fttimes whole peoples suffer from
one man,! (w)hose deeds are sinful, and whose purpose base." The gnome is expanded by a
recital of the ways in which the gods punish such people, punishments with which the
beleaguered Athenians can identify, and is quoted as confirmation or proof of Aischines'
arguments about Demosthenes. Finally, by citing such a revered poet as Hesiod, he claims the
backing of a figure of ancient authority, thus further strengthening his case.
With the exception of Anaximenes, all the ancient writers who explicitly refer to Greek
wisdom as it is expressed in gnomai, acknowledge the role of the poets and wise men of the fifth
century and earlier in this tradition, either by mentioning them or using their work as a source of
examples. Although there is no discussion about the particular topics treated by the poets, some
inferences can be made from the practical application of the gnomai in education and rhetoric.
In both cases gnomai are valued for their relevance to a particular situation. In education
their credibility as a means of instruction depends on whether they convey information that is
32 On the change from "coining" gnomai to directly quoting from a source, see Lardinois 2001 :94n8.
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useful for making the right choices and determining how to lead a (morally) successful life.
Credibility is equally crucial in rhetoric, since there the general truth a gnome is assumed to
convey must be strong enough to support an argument. Whether this is done, following
Aristotle's analysis, by using gnornai as logical proof, or to evoke a specific emotion, or to
enhance the speaker's standing, it is essential to take actual human experience into account"
The fourth century evidence on gnomai places their usefulness and practical applicability
centrally and assumes that they deal with the real world in which humans live and have to
survive. The poetic gnomai to which educators and rhetoricians refer can therefore be regarded as
a reflection of and on life as it is perceived in the society to which these poets, educators and
rhetoricians belong, and they are prized for their relevance to matters of real importance to the
people concerned.
1.2.4. Pindar and gnomai
The ancient discussions of gnomai all date from well over a century after Pindar was
active. The question therefore arises whether fourth century views on the nature and use of
gnomai can in any way be related to Pindar's usage.
Slater contends that ancient poets like Pindar used as basis for their work a stockpile of
material shared by their audiences. This included "rules for the good life, ... hypothekai and
proverbial wisdom.t'''" Evidence for this view in Pindar's epinikia may be the marking of certain
gnomai as such by the use of the descriptive nouns A6yo~, E1[O~, PTJ!-lU and s<jr1ll-l0cn)vuor the
verbs of saying onut and A£YW,as well as their attribution to a specific sage or the wise men of
33 Aristotle's example of the use a speaker should make of an audience's preconceived ideas is a case in
point: " ... people are pleased if someone in a general observation hits upon opinions that they themselves have
about a particular instance ... for example, if some one (sic) had met up with bad neighbors or children, he would
accept a speaker's saying that nothing is worse than having neighbors or that nothing is more foolish than begetting
children" (Rh. 2.21.15, trans. Kennedy 1991). For the different types of entechnic proofs (artistic, "created by art"),
see Rh. 1.2.2-6.
34 Slater 1977: 194, 199. Cf. on the formal level Bundy's statement that the rhetorical conventions used by
Pindar and Bakchylides "protect( ... ) the artistic integrity of a community of poets working within well-recognized
rules of form and order" (Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:3).
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old in general." The singling out of one of Homer's pfJlla in Pythian 4.277-278 (nov b' 'Ounpou
Kat -rObEcruv8EIlEVO<;/pfJlla xopouv") also implies that a corpus of "Homeric proverbs" may have
been in circulation." There are also several instances of the use of gnomai in a didactic context
which can be traced to the Iliad on the one hand and on the other linked to the much later
teachings ofIsokrates and Xenophon's Sokrates discussed above. According to Bielohlawek the
father-son instructions in Iliad 6.207-210,9.252-259 and 11.783-790 are the first evidence in
Greek literature of the existence of independently formulated wisdom teachings.I? Pindar refers
to this practice twice in praise of his patrons: Hieron is a "guide, instructing his son" (ayrrnlP
avilp,/ ui.cp-r' Effi-rEA)"OIlEvo<;,Pyth. 1.69-70) and Lampon urges his sons to follow him in
industriousness with reference to an sno<; of Hesiod (lsthm. 6.66-68). This didactic tradition is
also reflected in gnomic passages involving Cheiron (Pyth. 6.20-26), Nereus (Pyth. 9.93-96) and
"the Argive" (Isthm. 2.9-12).38
As far as the use of gnomai as a rhetorical tool is concerned, there is no extant evidence
that Aristotle's and Anaximenes' treatment builds on a tradition that goes back to either literature
or rhetoric in the fifth century and earlier.'? Nevertheless it is probable that some account of
rhetorical techniques applicable to poetry, including the use of wisdom sayings, existed in
Pindar's time. Slater regards this as a matter of "common sense", considering the similarity
35 A6yoc;:Pyth. 1.35,3.80,8.38,9.94, Nem. 3.29,9.6; moc;: Isthm. 6.67, fro 35b; pf]Jlu: Pyth. 4.278, Isthm.
2.10; £<PllllocrUvU:Pyth. 6.20; <PUlli:Pyth. 4.287, 7.19); Af:yw: Nem. 6.56; sages: Pyth. 4.277 (Homer), 6.22
(Cheiron), 8.39 (Amphiaraos), 9.38 (Cheiron), 9.94 (Nereus), Isthm. 2.9 ("the Argive"), 6.67 (Hesiod), Pyth. 3.80
(nporsptov), fr. 35b (cooot). Cf. also Pyth. 2.21-25 (Ix ion) and 4.263-269 (Oidipos). Examples from Simonides are
fro542.1 1-12 (saying of Pittakos), fro 579 (ecrl HC;A6yoC;,followed by his version of Hesiod Op. 289-292), fro602
(to b£ Jlu80C;)and eleg. 8.1-2 (Homer, quoting 11. 6.146), and from Bakchylides Ode 3.78-79 (XP~ bt8UJlouC;af:~£tv/
YWOJlUC;)and Ode 5.191-194 (Hesiod). On the citation of Hesiod and the Seven Sages as evidence that Pindar and
Bakchylides worked consciously in an "ideengeschichtlichen" tradition, see Maehler 1963:94 with n4. For a
discussion of Pindar's use of similar markers to introduce myth, see Mackie 2003:67-71.
36 Cf. Braswell 1988:378. For a detailed analysis of how Pindar reworked Iliad 15.206-207 in this passage,
see Mace 1992: 177-182.
37 Bielohlawek 1940:5-6.
38 On these and other so-called "expert" passages, see Mace 1992: 14-21.
39 Referring to Cairns 1972, Slater 1979:79 says that "we do not possess the requisite materials for
determining the precise debt of poetry to rhetoric or vice versa, because we have neither handbooks of poetry
composition nor a comprehensive ancient work on genre theory."
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between and complexity of the poems of Simonides, Pindar and Bakchylidest? Nemean 4.33,
where the epinician narrator refers to poetic convention, '[c81l6e;,that would have him cut short
his praise of the Aiakadai, supports this contention'! Also, a measure of continuity can be
deduced from both Aristotle's use ofliterary examples and Aristophanes' satiric use ofYVWlll1
and its derivatives.
It seems reasonable to assume that Pindar's use of gnomai as a didactic or rhetorical tool
did not differ substantially from that described by later educators and rhetoricians. The question
nevertheless remains whether the pronouncements contained in proverbs and gnomai can be used
as the basis for describing the cosmology of the society in which Pindar worked.
Shirnkin and Sanjuan, in their anthropological study "Culture and World View: A
Method of Analysis Applied to Rural Russia," argue that it can be done. They analyse the
proverbs of three pre-revolutionary Russian communities in order to establish "the major
attitudes and psycho-dynamic patterns common to relatively homogeneous communities.v'?
World view (or cosmology), as revealed in the proverbs, is presented regarding three socio-
psychological aspects, social relations (e.g. with family and friends, women, different social
groups), philosophical orientation (e.g. towards the life cycle, God, other supernatural and natural
forces love piety and justice) and psycho-dynamic indicators (e.g. control, anxiety and impulse,
level of aspiration).
As noted in the discussion of modern paroemiological research (above 1.1), proverbs are
accepted as guidelines for behaviour by the communities concerned. The authors regard them as
suitable for the project since they are more likely to express communal viewpoints than any
statements made by individuals. Moreover, their flexibility of form means that they can be
40 Slater 1979:79. According to Cairns 1972:36 "in antiquity there was no fixed boundary between poetry
and rhetoric at any period."
41 Cf. Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:3n II, who interprets T£8JloC; as a reference to "rules of order." However,
Carey 1980: 147 denies the existence of any formal rule.
42 Shimkin and Sanjuan 1953:345.
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continually adapted and are thus likely to "reflect local, living attitudes and psychodynamically
expressive features.v'? A further factor is that the proverb collections available to them are large
enough, at over 300 examples, to be statistically acceptable. All these factors are mirrored either
in the status of gnomai in ancient Greek society generally or in the Pindaric corpus.i" The
didactic nature of gnomai need not be argued further, and they can only function as such if they
represent commonly accepted views." Like the Russian proverbs, standard themes in Greek
gnomai are varied to suit a particular occasion." Finally, the number of gnomai in the epinikia,
around 300, is large enough to ensure valid conclusions.
The limitations of proverbs as an indication of world view, also in the case of Pindar's
poetry, must nevertheless be kept in mind as well. There is always likely to be a bias towards the
views of a dominant group, in this case adult males. Furthermore, some form of self-censorship,
determined by the circumstances of the time and the social status of the group, may have
occurred. Finally, the historical remove at which the study is done all but eliminates the
possibility of taking into account any implicit connotations attached to a proverb in local
circumstances, which means that only the explicit meaning is available for analysis."?
1.3. The "true point" of gnomai
The value of gnomai as cosmology is demonstrated in Pythian 3 in an encounter between
the epinician narrator and his main addressee, Hieron:
dOE 'Aoywv ouveusv KOpU<po.V,'Isptov,
op8av s7ri0'''[<t, !luv8o.vwv oicr8u nporeprov
Sv nup' sO''Aov ml!lum ouvouo ouiov"[at ~pow1:~
o.8o.vuwl.. "[0. !lEV mv
ou ouvuv"[at vrpnot KocrWr <pSPEl.V,
o.'A'A' ayu80i, "[a KUAa ,,[pS\jfUV,,[E~£~w.
43 Shimkin and Sanjuan 1953:329.
44 Since the aim of the study by Shimkin and Sanjuan is cross-cultural comparison, their method of analysis
of the proverb material is not relevant to my project. For a summary of the method, see Shimkin and Sanjuan
1953 :345.
45 Cf. Slater 1977: 199: "All these precepts and proverbs ... are exactly what (Pindar's) audience already
knows and accepts."
46 Lardinois 200 I, esp. 95-97 and 105-107.
47 Shimkin and Sanjuan 1953:329.
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And since'" you, Hieron, know how to understand the true
point of sayings, you know, learning (continuously) from those of former times:
one good for two misfortunes the immortals distribute to
mortals. These now
the foolish cannot bear decorously,
but the noble can, turning the good things outward. * (Pyth. 3.80-83)
The narrator praises Hieron as one who has learnt to appreciate the wisdom of the ancients and
therefore knows what their "true point" is, and, it is implied, how to apply this knowledge to his
own life. In the following two gnomai he reminds Hieron, first, of the framework within which
sense can be made of the current misfortune of his illness (evil predominates over good and in
this man is subject to the will of the gods), and second, of the acceptable way of dealing with this
situation (emphasize the good, bear the bad gracefully). Thus the two gnomai exemplify the two
broad strands of any world view, description of the world as man finds it, and recommendations
on how man should conduct himself in such a world.
In his overview of prephilosophical popular Greek views of the world and man's place in
it Lloyd is at pains to point out the shortcomings of literary works as evidence for such ideas."
ot only does the author of a particular work stand between contemporary readers and the people
of ancient times whose opinions he is purported to convey. The very fact of the survival of a text
and with it certain ideas and not others depended on the values and choices of people as remote
from ancient Greek society as late antiquity and the Middle Ages. However, Lloyd's main
concern is that the works of, for example, Homer, Hesiod and the tragedians should not be read
as in any way representing a "coherent, unified, comprehensive set of ideas" which is derived
from an overarching theory of the world.t?
The proposed overview of the cosmological outlook reflected in the gnomai in Pindar's
work is not an attempt to reconstruct such a theory, but it does aim to impose a modicum of order
48 On the conditional £i as virtual, see Mace 1992:30n32. Cf. also Smyth 1959:504-505.
49 Lloyd 2000:20-22.
50 Lloyd 2000:21.
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on the recurring references in his oeuvre to fundamental questions of human existence, in the
hope that this will enhance the reading of individual poems. Although there is no indication that
Pindar consciously worked within a systemized cosmology, his use of gnomai in the section of
Pythian 3 analysed above does point to at least an intuitive understanding that the "true point" of
wisdom sayings was a way of looking at the world and acting in accordance with that view. The
gnomai can therefore be considered as adequate, if flawed, evidence for the cosmological
assumptions underlying Pindar's poetry.
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Chapter 3
The gnomic expression of cosmology in Pindar
1.1. Definitions and assumptions
Before the cosmology revealed in Pindar's gnomai is described, it is necessary to clarify
certain terminological and other issues.
Co mology as it is usually understood today is a branch of metaphysics and constitutes
"the cience of the nature, tructure, and origin of the universe as a whole." This definition,
which implies an objective approach, or at least one in which the main focus is on the universe,
not man and human life in the universe, differs substantially from the one given by Oudemans
and Lardinois, which makes man and his place in the world the central issues of a cosmology? In
terms of their anthropological approach cosmology concerns "man's relation with nature, his
gods, his fellow men, life and death, order and law, and insight.'? When these cosmological
categories are u ed to interpret and make more accessible societies and their cultural products
distant from one's own (in time, place or fundamental nature), cosmology usually presents itself
in the form of a popular and unsystemized world view which directs people's lives and behaviour
without their necessarily being aware of it,4 rather than as the systematic scientific or
philo ophicaJ endeavour of what may be termed metaphysical cosmology." The purpose of this
chapter is to describe the main cosmological assumptions underlying Pindar's poetry as they are
xpressed in gnomai, a form of popular wisdom." Since the cosmology revealed in this way
I The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd ed., 563.
2 See Chapter I, p. 7 for their definition.
3 Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:33.
4 Cf. Oudemans and Lardinois 1987: 14.
5 ee Furley 2000 for an overview of Greek scienti fie cosmology from the earl iest philosophers to the
Epicureans and Stoics.
6 For a discussion of the vision of the universe underlying Hymn I, see Hardie 2000. Although he detects
both Presocratic and mystic influences in Pindar's "lyric cosmogony," there is no indication that it is based on a
ystematic scienti fie study of the subject.
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cannot be more formal than its source, the term will be used in its non-scientific, non-
philo ophical sense."
If it is accepted that cosmology provides a framework for human life and action, even if
ubconsciously, a clo e connection can be expected between cosmology and morality, i.e. the
principles, criteria and values which determine moral choices and moral judgments.j For
example, the epinician speaker bases his refusal to attribute gluttony to a god on the statement
that "impoverishment is often the lot of slanderers" (UKEpO£lU A£I..OYXEV 8UI-llVU KUKUYOPOUC;, Ol.
l.S3). The gnome rests on the moral principle that the gods should not be slandered, which in
turn acknowledges the cosmological tenet of divine power over human life. In general most
popular moral principles can be assumed to be founded on the cosmological outlook of the given
society. Conversely, a popular cosmology can be expected to have moral implications. Since
cosmology and morality are often closely interwoven in the gnomai to be investigated in this
chapter, no effort will be made to make a sharp distinction. Rather, the concept of cosmology
will be broadened to include, besides a description of the world and man in the world,
recommendations for living in the world thus described, i.e. cosmology will be considered to
have a moral dimension.
I argued in Chapter 2 that gnomai lend themselves to establishing a society's world view.
However, while statements with cosmological significance are concentrated in Pindars gnomai,
they are by no means the only way in which such issues are addressed. For example, the
recounting of a myth may reveal cosmological assumptions, or the epinician narrator may reflect
such assumptions in his comments on a winner's personal characteristics and his way of life.
7 It might be argued that "cosmology" should then also be abandoned for a more "popular" term such as
"world view" or the German "Weltanschauung." These have in their favour an emphasis on the human perspective,
as appears from two dictionary definitions: "(A) comprehensive view or personal philosophy of human life and the
universe" (Co/lins Dictionary a/the English Language, s.v.) and "(D)ie Art wie der Mensch die Welt u(nd) ihren
Sinn sowie sein Dasein in ihr betrachtet u(nd) beurteilt" (Wahrig Deutsches Worterbuch, s.v.). They may
occasionally be used as synonyms for "cosmology;" however, their drawback is that derivatives are not possible.
g Dover 1974: I.
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Gnomai are nevertheless convenient for gaining an overview of the cosmology underlying
Pindar's work before analysing complete victory odes to establish the implications of this view
and experience of reality for the victor as well as his family and wider social circle.
A final question regards the categorisation of cosmological themes in the gnomai. Any
ordering of such material must to a large extent be arbitrary. Since no comprehensive ancient
treatments of early Greek cosmology exist as a guide to how contemporary thinkers may have
structured the world, classifications tend to be influenced by the background and interests of
those analysing the material." Also, the nature of the works on which a classification is based
can influence the relative importance attached to different categories. In the case of Pindar's
victory odes, for example, there is a strong emphasis on human endeavour and success as well as
on the value of poetry in the greater scheme of things, which forces a decision on whether to
incorporate these aspects into broader categories or to grant them the status of separate
categories. Finally, the interconnected nature of Greek cosmology makes clear distinctions
between categories difficult. 10
The classification that I will use to analyse Pindar's gnomai with a view to their
cosmological content is based on a combination of the six cosmological categories of Oudemans
and Lardinois and the three socio-psychological dimensions of Shirnkin and Sanjuan already
referred to. II The two main categories are philosophical orientation,'? and man in society.
Philosophical orientation includes views on the elemental forces (fate, god, nature) and man's
9 Cf Dover 1974:xii on his decision to approach the material for his survey from a personal moral angle
rather than to follow ancient Greek classifications.
10 Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:48-49. According to Oudemans and Lardinois the distinction between
interconnected and separative cosmologies depends on different "modes of differentiation and unification." A
separative cosmology, such as that of modem Europe, is "based on separation of entities and categories and
subsequent unification." In an interconnected cosmology, such as that of ancient Greece, "entities and categories are
distinguished as well, but the distinctions are not so absolute: they hide various implicit connections" (1987:32). For
their discussion of interconnected cosmologies in general and Greek cosmology as an example of
interconnectedness, see pp. 48-81 and 82-106 respectively. On separative cosmologies, see pp. 31-47.
11 P. 29 above and Chapter 2, p. 25.
12 The term is anachronistic in relation to the period in question, but makes it possible to group together
related topics.
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relation to them, as well as on the human condition (life and death, the implications of mortality).
Man in society concerns the nature and obligations of different human relationships, such as with
family, fellow citizens and enemies, as well as human nature as it reveals itself in a social
context. The list of topics arrived at in this way does not claim to be exhaustive with regard to
cosmological concerns revealed in Pindar's poetry. For example, as has already been noted views
on man's aspirations and how they should be expressed, and on the role of poetry, could be
regarded as separate categories. However, in both cases the positions taken in the poems can be
shown to depend on the viewpoints established for the broader main categories, for example the
idea that poetry has the power to transcend the limits imposed on man by his mortality is linked
to the conviction that the poet possesses a god-given talent which he exercises in accordance with
the divine order. These secondary categories will therefore only be noted where they throw light
on the primary ideas.
1.2. The elemental forces: Fate, god, nature and man
Any discussion of the representation of elemental forces in ancient Greek literature is
soon faced with the question of whether the many terms used in this field are interchangeable or
have different meanings, and if the latter, whether they are subtly or starkly different. For fate or
destiny Pindar uses mainly ,..ioipo and no'q.l.oc;, but also niou. In addition the idea of fate is
conveyed by adjectives and verbs such as uopouioc, uotptdtoc, ncnpCD).I.£VOC;,xptvro and
AayxuvCD.13 A related force operating in the human sphere is TUXa,fortune or chance. Apart from
the gods as persons, such as Zeus, Apollo and Aphrodite, god or the divine is expressed by
8c:oC;/8£Oiand derivatives such as 8cocr&0'CoC;,&ai).l.CDv/&ai).l.ovcC;/&at).l.OVWC;,).I.UKapcc;,xpscoove;
and u8uvawt. The picture is further complicated by the sometimes ambiguous relationship
between fate and god.
13 On the different terms for fate used in Homer, see Dietrich 1965:279-283. For a discussion of the
etymology and meaning of various terms, as well as the representation of fate (as a state, object or person), see W.
Krause 1936.
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l.2.l. Fate and fortune
In Pindar's gnomai on fate, it is either represented as an active force that steers human
life, or as the result of that action, that which is allotted, the fate, fortune or destiny of man, what
may be termed a passive sense of fate.
Man's fate is referred to by several terms: rrotuoz; (01. 2.18), alcra (Pyth. 3.60, fr. 131a),
to uopotuov (Pyth. 12.30), xpivco (Nem. 6.2, Parth. l.7), Aayxavco (Hem. 7.54) and ro
nmpcollEvoV (fr. 232). Its central characteristic is its ineluctability. This is noted starkly in
Pythian 12.30: "what is fated cannot be avoided" (ro DEuopouiov OUnap<puK'rov). In a more
metaphoric turn of phrase man's inability to keep fate in check is compared to his powerlessness
in the face of the natural force of fire and the strength of iron: TOnmpcollEvov ou 7ri)p,ou
mDapEOvcrXilcr£lTclXO<;(fr. 232). The epinician narrator of Isthmian 7 is reconciled to his "fated
lifetime" (TOV1l0pm1lOV/alcOva, Isthm. 7.41-42) and the inescapable fact of death (Ovcoxouev
yap OllcO<;anavT£<;, Isthm. 7.42), a key aspect of the human lot which man ignores at his peril, as
discovered when Asklepios' resurrection of a man brought them both instant death (Pyth. 3.54-
58). This story illustrates the importance of recognising one's destiny as a mortal and respecting
its limits (vvovro TOnap nooo<;, ou«; eiuev atcra<;,Pyth. 3.60).
Fate as an agent in the world appears in the form of personified nOTllo<;,14 uoipn and WXa.
Man's subjugation to this power is expressed in the image of nOTllo<; acting as a yoke which
limits different people in different ways (£tpY£l DEnOTWflsUYEv8' ih£pov ih£pa, Hem. 7.6).
Where these limits fall, what course life will take, is not for man to know, it is determined by
xoruo; (OUKdDOT£<;... / allll£ nOTllo<;/ avnv' £ypa\jf£ DpallclV non cHa8llav, Nem. 6.6-7). In the
context of the games nOTllo<; is also presented as an agent which directs the fortunes of a family:
"Inherited Destiny decides the outcome/ of all deeds" (IToTIlO<;DExptvoi cruYY£V11<;£pycovnEpu
14 According to Gerber 1988:44 "Pindar is the first to personify potmos and the first to treat it as an active
force."
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nrrvtcov, Nem. 5.39-40).15 In this case the inherited ability ofPytheas, uiot; ... c:upu08c:vlle; of
Lampon of Aigina (Nem. 5.4), has brought victory, but a fragment from the hymns shows that
strength does not guarantee success, since WXa, fortune or chance, is also a force to be reckoned
with. According to this fragment, where deeds are concerned WXa has the upper hand, is the
metaphorical victor (EV£PYj..lamv of; VtK~WXa,! ou 08£voe;, fr. 38). The experience of the
Kleonymidai of Thebes, who lost four men simultaneously in war and so lost their chance of
victory in the games, is an example of this power of WXa over the destiny of a family. They took
part in the Panhellenic games with enthusiasm, "but even when men strive, fortune remains
hidden! before they reach the final goal, for she gives some of this and some of that" (£0nv 0'
a<j>avC:lawxae; Kat j..lapvaj..lEVCOv,!ztpiv ,[EA-Oe;CiKPOViKE08at·/ '[mY rs yap Kat '[mYOtOOt), and they
remained unsuccessful (lsthm. 4.28-33).
Control over human life is also attributed to uoipo, who is said to lead the mortal race as
its fortunes fluctuate from generation to generation according to the natural cycle of fields
yielding crops and lying fallow, and trees bearing plentiful blossoms one year, fewer the next
(apxatat 0' apc:'[aiJ aj..l<j>Epov'['aA-A-a000j..lcvat YC:VWte;avopmv 08EVOe;'/EV0XC:P<'j)0' oirr' mv
j..lEAatVatxupnov £ocoKav Cipoupat,! OEvopc:a '[' OUKE8EA-c:tna0ate; E,[ECOVnc:poOOle;I Civ80e;C:UmOEe;
<j>Epc:tVnA-ou'[cp l00V,! aA-A-'£vaj..lc:i.~ovn. Kat Ovurov oirro»; £8voe; Ciyc:t!uoipc, Nem. 11.37-43).
This connection between uoipu and the vicissitude that characterises human life, a recurring
theme in the epinikia, is also revealed in Nemean 7 and Olympian 2. According to Nem. 7.54-58
"complete happiness" (c:uoatj..loviav Cina0av) is a gift Moipn does not bestow. Since different
men are allotted (A-axov'[c:e;)different things in life and nobody can have everything, there are
bound to be ups and downs. In 01. 2.33-37 these are described as streams bringing now pleasure,
now pain to man (poni 0' CiA-Am'CiA-Aat!c:u8Uj..llaVrs j..lE'[aKat zrovrov Ee;Civopae; £~av), and Moipo
15 See Gerber 1988:43 for further non-gnomic expressions of this idea.
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adheres to this principle in alternating happiness and hardship for a family (oiirco bi:. Moipn, ... ,
SE6pLq:>cuv OA~q:>/bri rt Kat nf])l' aYEl, naAlVLpanEAov aAAq:>xp6Vq:».16
The benevolent side of fate or destiny is emphasised in a cluster of gnomai earlier in
Olympian 2, but then also in the context of the alleviation of pain and sorrow:
Lmv 8E reEnpaY)lEVCOv
EVbix~ LEKat reapa bixav areoillLOv oub' av
Xpovor; 6 reavLcov naL1lP
buvano 8E)lEVEPYCOVLEAO<;·
Aa8a bi:. n6L)lq:>cuv EUbai)loVl YEvon' avo
EGAmVyap ureo xap)laLCOV rcf])la 8V~GKEl
reaAiYKoLOVba)laG8EV,
OLav 8£OU Moipu nE)l7r1l
aVEKa<;OA~OVU\jfllA6v.
Once deeds are done,
whether in justice or contrary to it, not even
Time, the father of all,
could undo their outcome.
But with a fortunate destiny forgetfulness may result,
for under the force of noble joys the pain dies
and its malignancy is suppressed,
whenever divine Fate sends
happiness towering upwards. (01. 2.15-22)
This passage shows how the destiny allotted to a man is interwoven with fate as an active force.
If a man's n6L)l0<; is EUbai)lcov the potential for forgetting life's reversals (indicated by the aorist
optative YEvon' av) is realised whenever 8£Ou Moipu intervenes.
The characterisation of Moipu as 8£Ou, from god, raises the question of the relationship
between god and fate, and whether one of these is supreme. A few examples will show that the
actions and characteristics of fate described above are not exclusive to it. In Nem. 11.42-44 the
activity of uoipu in man's life is all but identified with "that which comes from Zeus" (LOb' EK
16 The idea that no mortal can expect perfect happiness is also found in the impersonal use of 1l0lPU with the
meaning "share" or "portion", e.g. in Isthm. 5.14-16: Il~ 1l<l1CUEZEUSYEVE<JSUl"naVe' EXElS,!El <JErourrov 1l0lP'
f:q>lKono KU'AWV'!SVun} SVU,Ol<Jl npEnEl ("Do not seek to become Zeus; you have all there is,! if a share of those
blessings should come to you.! Mortal things befit mortals") and Pyth. 3.84: ,LVbE 1l0lP' EUballlovias EnE,at ("Your
share of happiness attends you"). Cf. Dietrich 1965:279-281 on uoipc as agent and as share in Homer.
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6l0<; 43) and of which "no clear sign! attends men" (uv8pci:m:ol.<;CJa<pE<;oux Em::Tm/T£KI.WP,43-
44), just as they do not know what course noruor; has plotted for them (Hem. 6.6-7).17 Likewise
the results of human endeavour are attributed not only to noruor; and TUXa, but also to 8£0<;, Zeus
and 8ail-lcov. Fr. 141 describes god as the one "who accomplishes all things for mortals" (8£0<; 0
nuvw T£UXCOV~pOTOt<;).According to the epinician narrator in Hem. 10.29-31 the athlete Theaios
of Argos "offers/courage with a heart not unused to labour" (ouo' UI-l0X8cpKap8i(f npootpcprov) in
his quest for an Olympian victory, but he recognizes that "fulfillment of all deeds/lies with
(Zeus)" (Zsf nUT£p, ... mxv 8i; T£A.Oc) EVTIV£pycov} The same principles are expressed
gnomically in Pythian 12, but now 8ail-lcov is the supreme agent: "If there is any happiness
among men, it does not appear/ without toil. A god will bring it to fulfillment ... " (£1 8£ ru;
OA~O<;EVuv8pci:mOlCJlV,o.v£u Kal-l<lTou/ OU<paiv£Tm· EK8E T£A£UTUCJ£l.VlV ... / 8ail-lcov, Pyth.
12.28-30). In addition, this activity of 8aif.lcov is closely associated with the ineluctability of fate
(see p. 33 above on Pyth. 12.30), a further example of how intertwined god and fate are.
In his study of Pindar's piety, Thummer uses several of the examples above to interpret
the closeness between god and fate as a relationship in which fate is ultimately dependent on god,
so that "der eXvilPECJAo<;nicht einer blinden Schicksalsmacht ausgesetzt ist, sondern unter dem
Schutze Gottes steht."!" From his brief discussion of how Pindar "expresses that which is 'given'
to man" Greene draws the less absolute conclusion that he makes no real distinction between the
personal gods and a less personal power like Moira, and that, although they may sometimes be in
opposition, "they are far more frequently joined or treated interchangeably.v'" While a phrase
such as 8£Ou Moipu may well indicate that fate is subject to god, as Thummer maintains.i" such
17 Cf. also Of. 12.7-9 where the uncertainty is with regard to future actions coming from the gods, 6s66sv.
18 Thummer 1957: 105. For his discussion offate, see pp. 90-109. Thummer's views are based on those of
Strohm 1944 (see Thummer 1957:90n2).
19Greene 1944, 1963 printing:71-72. Like Thummer he does not interpret Pindar's usage as fatalism.
20 Thurnmer 1957: 100-101 . Cf. Yamagata 1994: 115-120, 239 on god and fate in Homer. She concludes
that both gods and men act in accordance with fate. Dietrich concludes that "it is not always clear whether in Homer
the gods or fate constitute the supreme force which determines the affairs of men"(Dietrich 1965 :328).
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an interpretation is more difficult to sustain for, for example, the epinician speaker's assertion
that his ancestors came to Thera "not without the gods, but some Fate guided them"* (ou SEeDV
an;p, aAAa Moipn ru; aYEv,Pyth. 5.76), especially since the active role is given to Moipo. The
ambiguity suggested by Greene's approach would not mean that Pindar and his contemporaries
made no distinction between god and fate, but rather that the distinction was more subtle and
open to different interpretations than the establishment of a hierarchy such as Thurnmer's would
allow.
What is the consequence of this difference in approach for establishing the cosmological
outlook reflected in Pindar's gnomai? It seems that a choice must be made between an attempt at
making sharp distinctions, and looking at the bigger picture of how man interprets and portrays
the world and what happens to him in the world in terms of the nature and role of extra-human
forces. The difficulties involved in the former are clear from Gerber's discussion of nOT!J.oc;in
Pindar. His acceptance of the definitions provided by De Heer and Thummer" is triply hedged,
testifying to the slipperiness of these terms: they "[ 1] seem adequate [2] for at least some
passages in Pindar, [3] provided we keep in mind that Pindar is especially fond of stressing the
active rather than the passive aspect of the word.,,22 Although efforts at formulating watertight
definitions of terms or describing relationships between forces operating in the world without
admitting to ambiguity no doubt have value when interpreting complex texts such as Pindar's
epinikia, for the purposes of this inquiry I will follow Greene in accepting fluid definitions and a
significant overlap in the activities attributed to different elemental forces.
1.2.2. God
Gods and the divine permeate Pindar's poetry. As far as the epinikia are concerned this
fits the occasion since the games were held in honour of a god at one of his shrines or
21 De Heer 1969:42, Thumrner J 957:99.
22 Gerber J 988:42.
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sanctuaries.P While particular gods - Apollo, Poseidon, Hera, for example - feature often in
prayers and myths, the gods, with the exception of Zeus and Charis, are not mentioned by name
in the gnomai, since gnomai make general statements about the divine and its workings in the
human sphere. Regarding the various terms used to denote the divine, Francois comes to the
conclusion that Pindar uses Dail-HDVin the sense of "la Puissance supreme" or "la Puissance
surnaturelle" as a synonym for 8c6<;, the most common word. Moreover, although subtle
distinctions could be made, the plurals of these terms are also practically synonymous, as well as
interchangeable with the singulars.f" Since I-HIKapc<;,xpsooovsr; and u8uvaTOl can be regarded as
substitutes for Osot, the gnomai in which they occur will be included in those to be surveyed for
cosmological content regarding god. Zeus has a unique role, representing both himself as the
supreme god, and, following from that, the gods as a whole and the divine in gencral.P
The well-known opening strophe of Nemean 6 provides a convenient basis for discussing
the main assumptions about god and man in the Pindaric cosmology:
"Ev UVDp&v, Ev 8c&v 'YEvO<;'f:K f...llU<;DEnvcouev
uurpor; Uf...lq:>6'LcpOl·DlctP'Yc1DEnucra xsxptuevo
D1Naf...lt<;,00<;'LOf...lEVOUDEv,6 DE
XUAXCO<;ucrq:>aU<;ai.£v EDO<;
usvet oupovoc. UAAUn npocrq:>EpOf...lcVEf...lnaVil f...l£'Yav
voov ilTOl qruotv u8aVU'LOl<;,
Kaincp Eq:>af...lcpiavOUK
ctD6'Lc<;OUDEf...lc'LUvUK'La<;
af...lf...lcnoruc«;
avnv' E'Ypa\jfc Dpaf...lctVnon cr'Lu8f...lav.
There is one race of men, one of gods; and from one mother
we both draw breath. Yet a wholly distinct power
separates us, for the one is notbing.i"
whereas the bronze heaven remains a secure abode
forever. Nevertheless we do somewhat resemble
23 See Krummen 1990 for the representation of rei igious festivals in the epinikia.
24 Francois 1957:75,80-81,92-93. Although Francois notes some reservation about the extent of the
synonymity of9EOe; and Oa,lIl(l)Vin his general conclusions, he regards Pindar's usage as a vindication of this
interpretation (313-314). For examples of the interchangeability of9EOe; and 9wi in Pindar, see pp. 75-76.
25 Francois 1957:74: "(C)e dieu supreme a atteint un tel degre duniversalite que ses attributions et ses
pouvoirs sont aussi etendus que ceux de I'ensemble des dieux, sa personnalite farniliere peut a tout moment se
substituer a la Puissance plus imprecise quevoquent 9wi et surtout 9EOe;."Cf. Dietrich 1965:324 on Zeus in Homer.
26 I have amended the first three Iines of Race's translation in accordance with Gerber 1999:43--46.
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the immortals, either in greatness of mind or bodily nature,
although we do not know
by day or in the night
what course destiny
has marked for us to run. (Nem. 6.1-7)
The opening statement. HEv avopwv, tv 8£wv YEVOC"has been interpreted in two apparently
contradictory ways: either there is one race of men and gods, or they belong to different races."
While Gerber is probably correct in his conclusion that this statement relates to the common
ancestry of god and men made explicit in EK~ldc, nvEO~£V/urrrpor; a~<po-r£pOl,28the strophe as a
whole, in its alternation of resemblances and differences, points to an ambiguity which can also
be read in the poem's first words: men and gods are both the same and different.
In terms of the world view represented here, men and gods trace their origin to a common
mother, Earth (Gaia),29 which accounts for the fact that man can claim some likeness to the gods
in mind and body. The references to human attributes - mothers, mind, body - are an illustration
of the anthropomorphic nature of the Greeks' envisioning of the gods.'? which is also reflected in
fragment 143:
xeivot yap t.' av000l Kat ayijpaOl
novCDvr ' an£lpol, papupoav
nop8~ov n£<p£Dyo-r£C,'AXEPOVL£C,
for they, without sickness or old age
and unacquainted with toils, having escaped
27 The disagreement appears in both scholarship and translations. For a discussion of different scholarly
positions on this question, see Gerber 1999:43-45. Examples of different translations are Race 1997b: "There is one
race of men, another of gods" and Dont 1986: "Ein und dieselbe ist der Menschen und der Gorter Abkunft."
28 Gerber 1999:45-46.
29 Gerber 1999:43-44 quotes Hesiod Op. 108 in support of the common ancestry interpretation: we;ouosev
y£yuacH 8cot Bvnrol T' iiv8p(J)][01("how both gods and men began the same"). According to Clay 2003:99n56 this
line is "generally considered spurious." he adds that it 'seems wrong for the Works and Days, where men are made
by the gods, but they would suit the account in the Theogony, where both gods and men spring ultimately from Gaia
and Uranus." For her discussion of the different perspectives on the origins and nature of man in these two works,
see pp. 81-99. The portrayal of the gods in em. 6.1-7 corresponds to several statements in the Theogony: 8£&v
ytvoe; ... , oue; faia Kat Oupnvoq rupue; £TlKT£V(44-45; "race of the gods ... whom Earth and wide Heaven begot"),
a8avuT(J)v ispov ytvoe; altv EOVT(J)V(105; "holy race of deathless gods who are forever"), Oupnvov ... ucxcpscci
8£Ole;£80e; umpaMe; ai.El (127-128; "Heaven, ... , an abode, secure forever, for all the blessed gods").
30 Cf. Burkert 1985: I 19 on the unquestioning anthropomorph ism and polytheism of ancient civi Iizations.
The god are "understood by analogy with man and imagined in human form."
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the deep-roaring passage of Acheron."
Here the gods are described with reference to the human failings they do not share, sickness,
aging, toil and death. In Nemean 6 these failings are concentrated in the crucial difference
between men and gods which overshadows the apparent resemblances and places them in
different spheres. The ()uvuJ.w;allotted to the gods is of a totally different order to that of man. 32
Their power or vital force is one of immortality, represented here by the image of heaven as a
dwelling-place both secure and everlasting.P Against the eternity of the gods' existence man
amounts to nothing (OU()EV),and the vaunted resemblance is puny (tt). The difference between
man and the gods is the difference between mortality and immortality. Immortality gives the gods
security forever, while mortal man can pierce neither light nor dark (Eq>a!lEpiuv... !lELavUKLUC;)
to learn the future. He must follow the course mapped out by nOL!lOC;without knowing where it
leads. So, in spite of the initial impression of closeness between man and the gods the idea
actually conveyed by this passage is the enormity of the difference and distance between them."
The power of the gods is not only inherently different from and superior to that of man, it
is also a power that is exercised over man and profoundly influences his life." It is the source of
human abilities and achievements, and of the things that befall humans. It can be benevolent, but
is also inscrutable, both prosperity and reversals of fortune originate from it. This can first of all
31 This passage echoes Hesiod's description of the golden race: wcm; Scol 0' £1:;wov <lKTjO£aSU!lOV£xovnxj
vocoiv alEp rs novcov xci 011:;1)0<;'ouO£ n OEtAOV/Yllpa<; tni']v ("And they lived like gods without sorrow of heart,
remote and free from toil and grief: miserable age rested not on them;" Op. 112-1] 4, trans. Evelyn-White 1959). Cf.
also Bakchylides fro 23: oi !ltv <lO!li']'tE<;<lElKEAU1V/[vouotov dait Kat {iVU'tOl,/OUOf:V<lVSpronol<;lKEAOl("they are
unsubdued by cruel diseases and unharmed, not at all like men," trans. Campbell 1992).
32 Cf. Keyssner 1932:48-49 on the depiction of the "Uranfanglichkeit und Allumfassendheit" of the divine
power in the Greek hymn, and the high respect accorded it by man.
33 On the eternal nature of the divine expressed by <lEi, see Keyssner 1932:39-45. For hyrnnic examples of
the depiction of"(d)ie Ewigkeit und Unerschtitterlichkeit des gottlichen Wohnsitzes," see p. 40.
34 Cf. Gerber 1999:43: " ... it is the difference that receives greater prominence." Des Places 1964:27
describes the difference as "I'abirne qui separe les deux races."
35 Pyth. 5.12-13 presents human ODvalll<; in a more positive light: coooi os rot K<lA.A.lOV/<pspovn Kat lay
SEoaoo'tov OUVa!llv ("truly, wise men sustain more nobly/ even their god-given power"). However, this gnome deals
not with man in general, but with cooot and their superior ability to use their power, which is, significantly,
characterised as SE6aoo'to<;.
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be seen in the position and workings of Zeus as the supreme divine power." He is the god
"allotted a larger share" (1CAEOVrt Aaxmv, fr. 35a), and is "the lord of all" (0 mlV'tCDvKUPlO<;,
Isthm. 5.53).37 As such he can hand out "a variety of things" ('ra T£ Kat Ta.VEj..i£l,Isthm. 5.52). For
example, he takes charge of the fortune of those he loves, but inspires fear in those he does not.
The epinician speaker in Pythian 5 attributes to 8£0<; the current success of Arkesilas of Kyrene
and prays that the gods, the "blessed children of Kronos," may promote his success in the future
(117 -121), but ultimately "the great mind of Zeus steers/ the fortune of men who are dear to him"
(L110<;TOlvoo.; ~tEya<;KU~£pV~/ batj..iov' avbp&v <ptACDv,122-123). In Pythian 1 music is portrayed
as an instrument of Zeus. Those for whom "Zeus has no love are terrified! when they hear the
song of the Pierians" (j..il11C£<PtAl1K£Z '0<;, a.W~OVTat ~oav/ I11£pibCDVaLOVTa, 13-14), while the
lyre, aided by Apollo and the Muses, calms and delights those forces of nature, and those among
men and gods who, by implication, enjoy the favour of Zeus (1-12). Pythian 8 and Nemean 11
provide further examples of the ambiguous nature of Zeus' power from the human perspective:
E1Caj..i£P01·ri bE n<;; Ti b' oD n<;; crK1U<;ovcp
Civ8pCD1CO<;.aAA' orcv UlYAUbtocrbOTO<;EA8n,
AUj..iTCPOV<PEYYO<;ETC£crnvavbp&v Kat j..iElAlXO<;aimv.
Creatures of a day! What is someone? What is no one? A dream of
a shadow
is man. But whenever Zeus-given brightness comes,
a shining light rests upon men, and a gentle life. (Pyth. 8.95-97)
TOb' EKL1l0<;av8pmTCol<;cra<pE<;oDXETC£Tat
TEKj..iap·
As for that which comes from Zeus, no clear sign
attends men. (Nem. 11.43-44)
On the one hand Zeus provides relief when man is overwhelmed by the transience of his life, on
the other hand his plans for man are quite inscrutable.
36 For an overview of the role of Zeus in Greek rei igion and life, see Burkert 1985: 125-13 1. On Zeus in
Pindar's Hymn I, see Hardie 2000:23-26.
37 For the many non-gnomic references to Zeus as lord and father of gods and men, see Slater 1969 s.v.
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The divine in general, expressed by a variety of terms (see p. 38), is credited with power
similar in nature and range to that exercised by Zeus.
The gulf in power between god and man declared in the opening of Nemean 6 is
illustrated in the myth of Ixion recounted in Pyth. 2.21-48. Ixion's arrogant pursuit of Hera puts
him in contention with Zeus so that he ends up in "inescapable fetters" (6.<pUKTOlcnYUlOnEOatc;,
42) while the snare Zeus sets for him, a cloud in the form of Hera, leads to the birth ofthe
Kentaurs. Ixion fails in what he sets out to do, Zeus accomplishes his purpose. The epinician
narrator comments on these events with the statement that "god achieves his every goal in
accordance with his hopes"* (8£0C;iuui» bri EAnio£crcnlEKl-Lapuvuetm, 49).38 The ability of 8£0C;
(and Zeusr'" to turn hope into reality is in stark contrast to the "hopes unfulfilled" (6.Kp6.VTOtC;
EAnicnv,Pyth. 3.23) and "shameless hope" (6.vato£u EAniot,Nem. 11.45-46) from which mankind
suffers."? The range of divine power is indicated by the rest of the gnome:
8£0c;, 0 Kat nreooevr' cterov Kix£, Kat 8aAacr-
oniov napal-Lcip£Tat
O£A<ptva,Kat U\jft<ppOVCDVnv' EKal-L\jf£PPOlWV,
£lEPOlcn of, KiJooC;6.yllpaov napEoCDK'.
the god, who overtakes the winged eagle
and surpasses the seagoing
dolphin, and bows down many a haughty mortal,
while to others he grants ageless glory. (Pyth. 2.50-52)
o creature in the sky or in the sea can thwart the divine plan. As for man, if he is arrogant (like
Ixion) he will be brought down, but it is also in the divine power to grant the lasting fame men
desire. That even forces of nature like darkness and light must also yield to god, appears from
fragment 108ab(b):
38Cf. Pyth. 9.67-68: o)KI;:ia8' tm;lyolltvwv ~8119£wv/ n:p{iSl~a80t T£ ppaX£lUl ("swift is the accomplishment
once gods are in haste,! and short are the ways"). Theognis 142 expresses the same idea with palpable bitterness:
"The gods do everything just as they want" (Osoi 6t xnrn oostspov novru T£AOOOlvoov). As for man, "(n)o one gets
all he wants; all men stop short,! checked by the boundaries of the possible.! We think our thoughts in vain, all
ignorant" (ou8t np av9pcimwv nupcvivsttn occc 9tAnOlV·/ '(OX£lyap xaA£7l:fl~rrEipaT' allllxavill~.1 uv9pwrrol bE
llaTala VOlltSOIl£V,d86T£~ ou8tv, 139-141, trans. Wender 1973).
39This is an example of the close connection between Zeus and 9£6~. Cf. p. 38 and n. 25.
40 Cf. Oudemans and Lardinois 1987: 106.
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8£0 of: OUVU'LOV)l£AUiVUS
£K VUK'L0Sa)liuv-rov OpcrUl <paOS,
K£AUlV£<p£tof: oxorei
KUAU\jfUlcr£AUSKu8upov
a)l£pUS
A god can make unsullied light
spring from dark night
and in black-clouded darkness
hide the pure gleam
of day.
gain this i in contrast with man's inability to penetrate either light or darkness to establish his
life s course (Nem. 6.6-7).
The absolute difference between human capabilities and the OUVU)llSof the gods is further
illustrated by mythical examples in Olympian 13 and Pythian 10. Olympian 13 recounts how
Bellerophons impossible dream of riding Pegasos is realised when Athena gives him a golden
bridle with which he tames the winged horse (60-90). The gnomic comment on this reversal
notes the upreme ease with which the gods accomplish what man can barely imagine:
'L£A£tof: 8£wv OUVU)ltSxui rrrv nup' op-
KOVxui nupa £Aniou KOU<pUVxriotv.
The gods' power easily brings into being even
what one would swear impossi ble and beyond hope. (Of. 13.83)
thena al 0 provides the support that empowers Perseus to the extraordinary feat of slaying the
Gorgon and overcoming the captors of his mother Danae (Pyth. 10.44-48).41 Here the gnomic
comment is a declaration of faith in the ability of the gods to achieve what may be unbelievable
from a human perspective:
suoi of: Ocuucco:
8£wv 'L£A£craV'LCDVouo£v zrors <pUiV£'LUl
suusv amcr'Lov.
But to me, no marvel,
if the gods bring it about, ever seems
beyond belief. (Pyth. 10.48-50)
41 See Pyth. 12.6-21 for a more detailed version of the myth.
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Th ame perception of divine omnipotence is expressed in two odes by Bakchylides, also in
connection with superhuman mythic acts. When Apollo saves Kroisos and his daughters from the
funeral pyre and transports them to the land of the Hyperboreans (3.23-62) the epinician speaker
says: "Nothing that the planning of the gods brings about is past belief' (amCJ'WvOUOEV,0 tt
8[£cDV!lE]pq..lVa/ -r£UX£l,3.57-58).42 Ode 17 deals with a standoff between Minos and Theseus.
Th us accept a challenge from Minos to visit his father Poseidon under the sea. To the
astonishment of all he reappears on the ship "unwet from the sea" (o.oiav-ro<;s~o.AO<;,122).
Ne ertheless. to the narrator such a marvel is entirely believable to the rational man, since it
accords with the wish of the gods (dmo rov 0 tt oaiIlOVE<;/8EACOCJlVouo£v opevoupuu; ~po'Wl<;,
117-118). ny divine wish can be realised by divine power.
The gnomai discussed so far leave no doubt about the subordinate position of man in
relation to the divine, whether expressed personally (Zeus) or generically (8£0<;,oaiIlCOV).This is
in line with the Hesiodic view of the purpose of mankind expressed in Works and Days. Clay
de cribe the action of the gods in creating successive races as attempts "to fashion creatures who
were both independent of the gods and capable of ensuring their own continuity while also
conscious of their inferiority to the gods and hence able to worship them.,,43 Ixion's sin was that
he ignored the distance between man and god and in so doing failed in his duty of honour. Pyth.
2.88-89 makes it clear that it is not for man to challenge his position in the cosmos:
o£ npa<; Osov OUKSP{.(,ElV,
0<;o.VEX£tro ts !-l£V-ro.K£LVCOV,tor' av8' S-rEpOt<;
iiOCOKEVIlEya
One must not contend with a god,
who at one time raises these men's fortunes then at other times
gives great glory to others.
Just as Zeus gives -ro.rs Kat -ro.,the gift of Ki)oo<;goes now to one, then to another and no mortal
42 Translations of 8akchylides are from Campbell 1992.
43 Clay 2003:98. Cf. al 0 p. 95.
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can take it for granted that divine power will be applied to his advantage. Given man's
inferiority, it is futile to strive against god." As Tantalos learnt to his cost when he too presumed
to cross the boundary between mortals and immortals (01. 1.54-66), man and his deeds are
transparent to the gods (si oE Oeov a.vf)p n<; £An£'wi <ri> Au8EJ.!£V£PO(l)V,a.J.!uP1'a.v£l.,64) and
misdeeds will be punished. The better option is to fulfil one's obligations to the gods, who will
then also give the appropriate rewards.
These obligations include reverence for Zeus (Pyth. 6.23-25) and an attitude of respect
and piety under all circumstances to the gods in general. The narrator of Olympian 1 rejects the
version of the Pelops myth which has the gods resurrecting Pelops with an ivory shoulder after
his father had served him as the final course at a banquet for the gods, and attributes it to the
eagerness with which people allow themselves to be deceived by lies and exaggerations born of
envy (28-29 36-51). Keeping to the rejected version would entail slandering the gods, with dire
results, since 'impoverishment is often the lot of slanderers" (a.KEpO£l.UMAOYX£VOcurv«
KUKUYOPOD<;,53). Recasting the story shows the necessary respect and avoids incurring the
di pleasure of the gods: "It is proper for a man to speak well of the gods, for less is the blame"
(£CJ1'l.0' a.vopi cpuJ.!£vE01.Ka<;a.J.!cpiOatJ.!OV(l)VKUAU'ustcov yap uiric, 35). The same sentiment is
expressed in Olympian 9 in connection with Herakles' exploits against the gods (01. 9.28-35).
The epinician speaker quite forcefully wishes to distance himself from such stories "for reviling
the gods/ is a hateful skill" (Enci 1'0Y£A01.00pT]<Jat8£0'6<;/EX8pa oootc, 01. 9.37-38).45
s the stories of Tantalos and Ixion show, respect for the gods also consists in not
trespassing on their terrain or trying to usurp their power. When greed prompts Asklepios to
44 Cf., also in the context of myth, Nem. 10.72: XaJ....f:rr.a. 0' SPlC;uv8pwnolC; OJltAclVxpeccovcov ("strife
against those who are stronger is difficult for men to face") and 01. 10.39-40: V£lKOC;of; xpeccovorv/ uno8so8'
MOPOV("strife with those more powerful one cannot put aside"). For similar sentiments in Homer, see Jl. 5.440-442,
Od. 4.78, 22.287-289.
45 In Olympian I the ultimate aim is to deflect a charge of gluttony, or perhaps even cannibalism, from the
gods (37-38,52). In Olympian 9 the concern is that they should not be shown as involved in war and fighting (40-
41). On the latter passage, see also Chapter 5, p. 191.
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over tep the limits of his healing powers by resurrecting a man he is killed by Zeus' thunderbolt
(Pyth. 3.55-58). The epinician speaker comments as follows on his fate:
xpr, tc eoucorc 1[(XP
oaq.lovCDV).lacH£UE)..I£VBva-raie;opnotv
yvov-ra -ro nap noooe;, o'tae;£L).lEVa'tcrae;.
It is necessary to seek what is proper from the gods
with our mortal minds,
by knowing what lies at our feet and what kind of destiny is ours. (Pyth. 3.59-60)
Man's mortality limits what he can do and showing disrespect by striving for more, for
, immortal life" (Btov aBava-rov, 61) is bound to provoke grievous results.
In contrast, there are desirable rewards for those who give the gods their due. It can be the
avoidance of blame and poverty already discussed (01. 1.35, 52-53), or in a more positive vein
succes and lasting happiness. In the opening stanzas of both Olympian 8 and Isthmian 3, Zeus is
aclmo ledged as the one who grants mortals success (01. 8.1-7, Isthm. 3.4-5). In both poems the
appropriate attitude of man to god, in the form of piety and reverence, is gnomically described as
e sential for actually securing that success:
avc:-rm of: npoe; XapLVc:ucrc:piae;avoPeDvAnale;'
but men's prayers are fulfilled in return for piety. (01. 8.8)
ScOC:lOEunootov
OAPOe;OmSO).lEVCDV
and men's happiness has a longer life
when they are reverent. (Isthm. 3.5)46
Perhap the most valuable reward for men who fulfil their obligations is that they can rely on the
upport ofth gods. That "the race of the gods is faithful" (BC:eDVmo rov 'YEVOe;,Nem. 10.54) has
been the experience of the family of Theaios of Argos who enjoy their superior athletic ability in
return for having provided hospitality to the Dioskouroi (Nem. 10.49-54).
46 Cf. Nem. 8.17 which links longer-lasting happiness with god (cuv 8£<v yap TOt <puT£u8dc; OAPOC;
aV8pWllOlCH ncpuovdnspoc). Although the gnome does not refer to the attitude required to enjoy such happiness this
is indicated by the respectful way in which the epinician speaker "(a)s a suppliant ... clasp(s) the hallowed knees of
Aiakos" (iK€"WC;A lUKOU csuvrov YOVa1(J)v ... anlOJlat, 13-14).
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The analysis of the power of the divine shows that inasmuch as the statement "Ev
<xv8pwv,£V8£wv ,,(§:voc,opening Nemean 6 refers to the unity of man and god, it has only a very
limited application. The gulf between the divine and the human sphere is vast. Man's attempts to
bridge it are doomed to failure and unfailingly elicit retribution. Faced with the reality that the
human race is as nothing when confronted with the divine, the best course for man is to
a knowledge his inferiority and give god due honour. Although he cannot expect that the divine
power will be exercised to his advantage at all times, such an attitude is indispensible for what
measure of happiness and success a mortal can hope to experience.
1.2 .3 . ature
In a society with an interconnected cosmology such as that of ancient Greece the
relationship between man and nature is shrouded in ambiguity. On the one hand nature is feared
a a force that threatens civilization, on the other hand it is a power without which civilization
and life itself cannot be sustained. ature represents disorder, but is also in spite of its potential
for di rupting the orderly course of life "a divine power which should be worshipped.t'"?
nlike in the case of fate and god, Pindar's gnomai make few explicit pronouncements
on nature and its role in man's life.48 Nevertheless it is possible to draw some conclusions from
e pecially weather and plant imagery as it is used in the gnomai, as well as several gnomai
dealing ith natural ability.
From the human perspective the sea, fire and storms display the disruptive power of
nature. The "overpowering sea" (ztovrov ... <Xucq...I.<XK£TOV, Pyth. 1.14) serves as an image of
d ath. "that ultimate intrusion of nature into culture.?"" in the form of the "wave of Hades" (KUfl'
47 Oudernans and Lardinois 1987:89. For their discussion of nature as a cosmological category in
interconnected societies generally and ancient Greece particularly, see pp. 60-63 and 89-92 respectively.
48 According to Peron 1974:335, for Pindar "les elements du monde exterieur sont avant tout des symboles."
For his exhaustive analysis of Pindar's symbolic use of natural images connected with seafaring (wind, sea, waves,
storms) see pp. 167-308, and for a summary of his views on nature in Pindar pp. 334-339.
49 Oudernans and Lard inois 1987:63.
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, i8a, em. 7.'" I) which overwhelms all. In its ceaseless rising and falling it is also an image of
the in tabilit of human life and the vanity of man's aspiration (01. 12.5-6).
Th gnome stating that "fire that springs from one spark onto a mountain can destroy a
great fore t' (7tOAA-UV8' Opel rrUp f:~ f:v6cj CY7tEPl-la'We;f:v80pov at<JTCD<J£VuA-av,Pyth. 3.36-37)
highlight the de tructive nature of this elemental force, while also acting as a metaphor for the
ha 0 that can b wreaked when love, itself a natural power, is abused. Koronis, already pregnant
b plio, pro oke the god's anger by sleeping with the Arcadian Ischys. Not only does she die
b fire. but "many neighbours/ shared her fate and perished with her" (Pyth. 3.8-40). While gods
and man share in the power of erotic attraction.t? for man it can have disastrous consequences
beau of his tendency to 0 erstep boundaries. Ixion's attempt on Hera (see p. 42) is another
illu tration that "aberrant acts of love cast one into the thick of trouble" (suvni 8£ 7tapaTp07tOlEe;
KaKOTaT'a8p6av/ £~aAov, Pyth. 2.35-36).
Both fire and love also demonstrate the ambiguity of the power of nature. In its
"ci ilized" form fire illuminates and honours. For example, in Isthmian 4 the epinician speaker
pra that his beacon-fire of hymns" (mipoov UI-lVCDV,43) may light up and honour the victor's
a hie ement. In the same poem fire in the form of burnt offerings honours Herakles and his sons
and provide Iight through the night (61-66). "Tamed" in marriage, erotic attraction is the
foundation of a man's ability to perpetuate himself in "a son, born from his wife" (nate; E~
MOXOU.OI. 10.86) and so overcome his mortality to some degree. 5 I
Di ine power over nature as manifested in animals and phenomena such as light and dark
has alr ad been discu sed (p. 42-43 on Pyth. 2.50-51, fr. 108ab(b)). Zeus personifies divine
control in hi role a weather god, "loud-voiced lord! of lightning and thunder" (Bcpuoxcv
so Cf. Pyth. 9.40-41: Kat €\I TE SEale; tofrro KclVSpW1l0le; oJ.lwc;l al8{;ovr', clflq>avDOv cl8Eiae; TUXElV TO llP<l11:0V
suva ("and both gods and humans alike! shy from engaging openly for the first time in sweet love"). See also Hom.
Hymn 5.1- on the power Aphrod ite wields over gods, men and the rest of nature.
S! udemans and Lardinois 1987:91 describe marriage as "a civilized institution which nevertheless sorely
need the elemental power of lust." On children a a form of immortality, see pp. 68-69 and 72 below.
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crepondv xspnuvrov T£ n:pl.navtv, Pyth. 6.24).52 One way in which the power this entails
unleashes itself is in stormy weather. Man's defenselessness against the raw forces of nature thus
di played is mirrored in the horrors he experiences in war, which is often represented in storm
imagery.v' In Isthmian 5 the sea battle at Salamis is described as "Zeus' devastating rain,! that
hail torm of gore for countless men" (ev n:oAu<p8opq:>... i1tOc;6j.l~pq:>/avapi8j.lcov avbpcOv
XUAaSu£VTl<povq:>49-50). The Kleonymidai of Thebes lost four men in one day in "a cruel
blizzard of war" (Tpaxda vt<pac;n:OA£j.lOtO,Isthm. 4.17). Gnomai using similar storm imagery deal
with efforts to tum the tide of war towards the enemy:
n:aiJpOt bE ~OUA£iJcrat oovou/
n:apn:obiou v£<p£AaV
Tp£\jfat rro'ri bucrj.l£v£cov aVbpcOv errixac;
x£pcrl Kat \jfUX~buvawi
Few are able to counsel how,
with hands and soul, to tum the storm cloud
of imminent slaughter toward
the ranks of the enemy. (Nem. 9.37-39)
tcrTCOyap cra<pEC;ocrnc; £VTalnq_ v£<p£Aq.XUAa-
say alj.laTOC;npo <plAac;n:uTpac; aj.lUV£Tat,!
AOtyov ana <p£pcov£vavriq:> crTpaTcp,
corrov y£v£~ j.l£ytcrTOVKA£OC;aD~cov
ScDCOVT' an:o Kat Ocvrov.
For let him know well, whoever in that cloud of war
defends his dear country from the hailstorm of blood
by turning the onslaught against the opposing army,
that he fosters the greatest glory for his townsmen's race,
both while he lives and after he is dead. (Isthm. 7.27-30)
The ocation of winds, snow, rain and hail underlines man's feebleness, which explains both
52 For other Pindaric references to Zeus as ruler of the elements, see Slater 1969 S.Y., and for a discussion of
his role as weather god Burkert 1985: 126.
53 Cf. fragment I 10 which states plainly the anguish induced by war: yAuK1) O£ 7IOA£j..lOC;U7I£iPOWlV,
E)..l7I£lpwy bE rt TUP~Ei rtpootovrc VlV KUp8i.~ 7I£pw(J(.i)C; ("sweet is war to the untried, but anyone who has
experienced it! dreads its approach exceedingly in his heart").
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the fact that few are able to change the course of war (Nem. 9.37) and the high honour accorded
to tho e who do succeed (isthm. 7.29-30).
Like fire and love weather phenomena also reflect man's ambiguous relationship with
nature. Since man's experience of the wind is one of fluctuation and unpredictability, it is a
fitting image for his ever changing fortunes: "But in a single portion of time I the winds shift
rapidl now here, now there," the great Diagoras of Rhodes is reminded at the end of the poem
dedicated to his praise (tv b£ )..lt~uoipc xpovoul aAAo-r' aAAOtCHbtCH8u<J<Jotow aupat, 01. 7.94-
95).54 On the other hand the wind, unpredictable as it is, can, when favourable, be harnessed by
man for hi own purposes, namely to sail the seas. Therefore, "for seafaring men the first
ble ing/ as they set out on a voyage is the coming of a favorable wind" (vuuoupopnrou; b'
<iv8pa<Jt 7!pc1na Xapte;1 Ee;7!AOOVapXO)..lEVote;1to)..l7!7!atovEA8£tv oiipov, Pyth. 1.33-34). Like
marriage, sailing is a cultural phenomenon which needs the power of nature. The gnomai opening
Olympian 1 1 express this dependence of culture on nature with reference to sailing once again, as
well as to agriculture: "There is a time when it is for winds that men have greatest! need; there is
a time when it is for heavenly waters,! the drenching children of the cloud" (Ecrtv av8pomote;
cvsucov o-r£ 1tA£i.(J1;al xpf]me;' E<JUV8' oupcvicrv u8a-rcov,!o)..l~pi.cov 1tai.8cov v£<pEAae;,1_3).55
The gentler side of nature comes to the fore in plant imagery 56 which is often used to
ugge t the abundance associated with success:
8uo b£ rot ~co{ie;aco-rov )..lODVazrotuci-
vovn rov aAnYwwv, £uav8£t cuv OA~q>
£'t ru; £1)mX<JXcovAOYOVE<JAOVaKOUn.
Truly, two things only foster the loveliest
flower of life with blossoming happiness:
if a man fares well and hears noble words. * (lsthm. 5.12-13)57
54 The same idea involving the wind is expressed in slightly different terms in Pyth. 3.104-105 and Isthm.
4.5-6.
55 It should be noted that Lloyd's remarks with reference to Homer and Hesiod about nature and culture as
modern, not ancient categories, apply equally to Pindar (Lloyd 2000:22, 25).
56 For list of plant imagery in Pindar, see McCracken 1934.
57 Cf. em. 8.40-42 and Nem. 9.48-49 for more gnomic expressions of the conjunction of growth or
flowering, success and praise.
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This ben volent nature is al 0 linked to the benevolent intervention of the divine in human life.
Wh n g d i involved in a man's uccess and the "planting" of fame he has the best chance of
achieving the ultimate in happiness (el yap ne; aV8proncov oanavq. re xap£i<;l Kat nov<+>npaam:l
8£Oo)..lawue;ap£'tae;/ cuv 't£ oi oai)..lcovrputsust oo~av £nT]pa'tov, £axana1e; flOll npoe; 6,,~ou/
~UAA£T'aYKUpav Oeonuor; scov, lsthm. 6.10-13), since such happiness "lasts longer for men" (ouv
8c:cpyap TOt<pu't£u8£ie;6,,~0e; av8pronotm nap)..lOVc.lH£pOe;,em. 8.17).58
H we er, plant imagery al 0 denotes man's integration into the cycle of nature, which
m an that both up and downs are inevitable. Periods of growth and success alternate with times
in which misfortune or lack of success dominates. Tills topos is often presented with the
empha i on the positive, for example when the unsuccessful generations of the Bassidai of
igina are compared to fields lying fallow for a season to ' rest to gather strength" so that they
can gi e "abundant su tenanc " in the next (ro auyy£v£e; ... / ayXl xcpnooopou; npoupmrnv, ah'
cvcncuccuevci a8£voe; £)..lap\jfav,Nem. 6.8-11; cf. p. 34 on Nem. 11.37-43 where the same image
i u ed. Ithough Charis also turns now to one, now to another and her favour therefore
fluctuat s a far as anyone man is concerned, she remains the goddess "who makes life blossom"
(aUo't£ o· aUov £non'tc:u£t Xcpu; sco8a")..l1.Oe;01. 7.11). Megakles of Athens, who alongside his
Pythian u cess has to contend with the envy of his fellow citizens, is encouraged to accept this
mingling of good and bad fortune as part of "lasting and flourishing happiness"* (qxrvri y£ )..lav/
oiitco K' avopi xnpuoviucv/ 8a""Olaav £uoat)..loviav 'ta xui 'ta <p£p£a8at, Pyth. 7.19-21).
The less gentle picture of the natural cycle and its effect on man has already been
nc untered in the use of rapidly shifting winds to depict man's fluctuating fortunes. In
Olympian 12 pitching waves portray the violent changes in human expectations, and the sudden
58 Cf. also 0/. I 1.10. In lsthm. 4. I8- I9 Melissos' success in the games after his family's great misfortunes in
war is de cribed as the blo soming forth of red roses from the earth "by the gods' designs" (X9wv ... q>OlVlK£OlCHV
UV911(J£V pooo«; / Snuiovrcv ~OUA.UlC;).
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pas ing of storms the reversal of fortunes (at Y€)lEVav8pwv/ nOAA'av(\), Ta 8' au KaT(\)/\jI€u811
)l€Ta)lWVlaTa)lVolCJatKUAlV80VT'EAni8€t;, 5-6a; nOAAa8'avSpwnOtt; napa yvw)lav £n€CJ€v,l
€)lnaAlV)lEVTtp\jllOt;, ol 8' aVlapa1:t;/ aVTUcUpCJaVT€t;(,aAatt;/ ECJAOVpaSu m1~laTOt;EV)llKpcp
m:8a)l€l\jlav xpovcp, 10-12a). In the latter case the image denotes the positive experience of the
natural cycle, the promise that calm will follow the storm. Although the reverse also holds, there
is reas urance in the regularity of nature.
However, when the natural process is distorted man is the one who bears the
con equences. Therefore the victor who is rejoicing in his success is warned that "in a short time
the delight! of mortals burgeons, but so too does it fall to the ground/ when shaken by a hostile
purpo e" (tv 8' OAtycpPpOTWV/TOrspnvov aU~€Tat· OUT(\)8E Kat mrvst xa)lai,l anoTponcp YVW)lq
G€CJ€l0)lEvOV,Pyth. 8.92-94). Here the usually benign plant imagery (even when it denotes
fluctuation) turns uncharacteristically violent. The too quickly ripening fruit cannot withstand
being shaken and falls. Instead of the mature fruit of measured action the harvest is the bruised
fruit of immoderateness. 59
An important issue regarding man and nature, especially in the context of the celebration
of athletic success is the role of natural ability in human achievement.P'' What is allotted to each
man in life is regarded as cpuq.,from nature, and as far as happiness is concerned, what nature
give is incomplete and differs from one person to the next (cpuq.8' EKaCJTOt;8lacptpO)l€VPLOTaV
AaXOVT€ o usv Ta, TO.8' aAAOt·TUX€1:v8' EV' a8uvaTOv/ €u8at)loviav anaCJav aV€AO)l€VOV,Nem.
7.54-56). However there is no doubt about the supremacy of natural ability over learning, and
that the ictors by their success testify to this supremacy. Furthermore, natural ability is an
indication of di ine support, since nature is subject to divine power, as has already been shown
59 Cf. the earl ier warn ing to "enter the contest in due measure" (f.LELPCP KULUPUlV', Pyth. 8.78) and
Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:60 on the fear in interconnected societies of anything transgressing the natural order,
including "extremely overdeveloped fruit." Such "(n)atural anomalies may reflect human disorder: when man has
exceeded his limits, nature is turned upside-down."
60 For a discussion of natural ability as an "aristocratic concept of inherited excellence," see Rose
1974:150--155.
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(pp. 42-43,48-49). It may therefore seem contradictory that human effort is also called for if a
man is to gain success, but this can be explained by the duality of man's relationship with nature.
The cultural institution of marriage and the activities of sailing and agriculture cannot exist
without the natural power of love, wind and rain, but conversely these natural powers can only be
beneficial if they are "civilized" by culture. In the same way victory is impossible without natural
ability, but natural ability needs the forces of civilization to show results.
The following passage from Olympian 9 illustrates this complex interconnected way of
thinking:
T() 6£ <puq.xprrnorov anuv' no"-"-ol. 6£ 8t8unul:<;
av8pci)1t(l)v apE'rul:<; KA.EO<;
ropouO'uv apE0'8m:
cveu 6£ 8£01), O'EO'tyUIJ.£VOv
OU O'KUt6'rEPOV xpi']IJ.' £KUO''rOV' svri yap a,,-,,-Ut
68wv 680i nEpuhEpat,
IJ.lU 8' oux anuv'ru<; aIJ.IJ.E8PE\jIEt
IJ.EA.£'rU·cootrn IJ.EV
utnEtvui:
What comes by nature is altogether best. Many men
strive to win fame
with abilities that are taught,
but when god takes no part, each deed is no worse
for being left in silence; for some paths
are longer than others,
and no single training will develop
us all. The ways of wisdom
are steep (01. 9.100-108)
This cluster of gnomai follows the impressive list of achievements of the laudandus,
Epharmo to of Opous. They are presented as proof of his natural ability, the supremacy of
which i proclaimed against the effort to achieve through Iearning.v' The latter is a fruitless
undertaking, since it does not have divine support. Then, in spite of the clear link between god
and natural ability, and the implication that those who are naturally talented and enjoy divine
61 Cf. 01. 2.86-88 and Nem. 3.40-42 for other gnomic statements of the superiority of nature over learning.
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upport will be ucce [111,a proviso is added in the form of a reminder that wisdom cannot be
achi ed without effort.
If effort i required in addition to god-given natural ability, the question arises why
8t8uK'wi apETui are regarded as aVED 8EOD. The verb opouco gives a first indication. It denotes an
eagerness to do something, but there is also an element of violent haste and rushing on something
(L J s .. ).62 This word portrays taught abilities as an effort to find a shortcut to ilioe;, as if uin
IlEAETUwould uffice. However, the path to success is not that simple, as the gnome EVTtrap
aUm 08wv 080i 1tEpuhEpm indicates. In the context xspuirspoc, from 1tEPU, beyond, can mean
leading further, or longer, or even better (LSJ s.v.), ifit is considered against the background of
a H siodic passage on the roads to KUKOT11e;and apETIr
T"ilvIlEVTOt KUKOT11TUxui iAU80v £0TIV £M08at
PTltblwe;' AElTlIlEV080e;, llaAU 8' £'Y'Yu8tvniat
TI']e;8 apETI']e; i8pw'w 8EOl nponrrpotllsv £8TlKUV
a8avaTOt" IlUKpOe;DExui op8tOe; oiuor; Ee;auT"ilv
xni TPTlxUe;TO1tPWTOV'Em1V8' de; aKpov tKT]Tat,
PTltoiTl 8Tl £1tEtTU1tEAEt,XaAEml 1tEp EOU0U.
Badness can be got easily and in shoals: the road to her is smooth, and she lives
very near us. But between us and Goodness the gods have placed the sweat of our
brows; long and steep is the path that leads to her, and it is rough at the first; but
when a man has reached the top, then is she easy to reach, though before that she
as hard. (Op. 287-292; trans. Evelyn-White 1959)63
The road to apETI) is both longer and harder than its alternative, but it is the one with which the
gods concern themselves, and unquestionably the better choice. When the epinician narrator
tran fer this antithesis to athletic endeavour the type of training that can be likened to a smooth
and hort road is rejected. From the reference to the inadequacy of Ilia IlEMTa (practice, exercise,
drill), the teaching involved may be presumed to be according to a formula or recipe designed to
appeal to rt ) Aoi av8pw1twv a shortcut to success for those without the benefit of god-given
talent. But there is no single way in which everyone can achieve (athletic) success. It is reserved
62 Cf. Gerber 2002:66 on OpJ..lUW as a synonym for opoixo and Miller 1983 :209 who calls the action "overly
strenuous. "
63Cf. Simonides fr. 579 for his version of this passage.
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for tho e favoured by the gods (and the implication is that they are few'"). Although there is a
strong mpha is on natural ability and divine help, the ncpui-ccpoC;path shows that this does not
mean effortless success. According to Hesiod iopffiC;,the sweat of hard work, has been placed by
the gods on the road to apcTI1. Likewise, oorpirn J..lEVuinavui. To reach the pinnacle of success,
hich is not mere victory, but wisdom, natural talent must be supplemented by work, a cultural
acti i
Thi int rplay between the divine, nature and culture is also reflected in Nemean 1. The
ictor' god-gi n abilitie are acknowledged as a firm foundation, but to achieve the ultimate
glory these abilitie must be converted into success (apxui Of. PEPAT]V'LUl8cffiv/ KclVOD<Jl)Vavopoc;
Smuovim apc'Lutc;·/ Ecrn 0 tv c1rruxiq./ nuvoo~iuC; axpov, 8-11). That talent and effort, nature and
culture, are both required in this endeavour is unequivocally stated in a gnome which urges the
ictor to J..lapvucr8m <PD~,exert himself with the help of his natural talent (25). The point is
elaborat d in the following gnome. The talent of strength and wisdom only amount to something
if the are u ed. con erted into action and counsel. atural ability, which comes from god,66
ne d man ultural input to fulfil its potential (apuooei yap EPYCPJ..lEVcr8EVOC;,/PODAUtcrtOE
<ppilv.sccouevov npolo6v/ cruyycVEC;oic; £nc'LUl,26-28).
Like fate and god nature has a powerful presence in man's life. It is something to which
he mu t nece aril ubject himself, whether in the form of love or elements like fire and wind,
the c cle of the easons or the allocation of talent. However, this relationship is not one of
ab lute dependence, since man has the ability through his cultural efforts to harness the forces
of nature to hi own advantage. Nevertheless the latter's primacy is never in doubt: nature can do
M Cf. Pyth. 3.1 14-115: "Excellence endures in glorious songs/ for a long time. But few can win them easily"
(a 0' ciPETO:KAEtvaic;aotoai xpovia TEAt9Et·nuupo«; os npa~aa9' EUJ.Wp{;C;).
65 For a similar conclusion, see Hubbard 1985: 123, and for a contrary view, Miller 1993a: 143,145.
66 Cf. Pyth. 1.41-42: tK 9EWVyap flaxavai nuaat ~poT{;at(;aPETai ,! Kat ooooi xni XEpat ~taTUi nEpiyA.(J)(Jaoi
T' £<j>uv("for from the gods come all the means for human achievements,! and men are born wise, or strong of hand
and eloquent").
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without civilization but civilization needs nature.f?
1.3. The human condition
The analysis of Hem. 6.1-7 has shown that death is what primarily distinguishes man
from god. Mortality is his central characteristic. It limits his abilities and separates him from the
gods who inhabit a place and lead a life to which he would aspire at his peri1.68
The victory odes reflect a society in which death was ever-present, not surprising in view
of the 10 life expectancy, partly as a result of almost constant war.69 Seven of the victory odes
mention dead relatives of the victor (in at least two cases as a result of war), and from the use of
the past tense in lsthm. 2.35-42 it is generally assumed that Xenokrates of Akragas was already
dead when thi poem was composed.i? That death loomed large in the consciousness of the time
is further evident from the fact that in almost 70% of the odes (31 of 45) there is at least one
gnome that deals with mortality, if not directly then indirectly, e.g. by referring to man in
oppo ition to or subject to the gods."
The evanescence of mortal life is evoked memorably in Pythian 8:
bru!-l£pot· T1. 8E nc:;; n 8' oii nc:;; cna.uc:; ovcp
(iv8pco7roc:;.
Creatures of a day! What is someone? What is no one? A dream
ofa shadow
IS man. (Pyth. 8.95-96)
Death is final and bringing back a man's \jIUXU is "the vain goal of empty hopes" (K£Y£UV 8'
6 On nature and culture, cf. Hubbard s remarks on what he terms the <pU<Jl(;/IEXVT] polarity (Hubbard
1985: 107-110).
68 Cf. Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:98-99.
69 Cf. Dover 1974: 161-163 on accepting regular warfare, the honour of dying for one's community and the
importance of either achieving victory or fighting to the death.
70 The other deaths are referred to in Of. 8.77-84 (father and uncle of a boy victor), 01. 14.20-24 (father),
em. 4.13-16, 79-90 (father and uncle of a boy victor), Nem. 8.44-45 (father), lsthm. 4.16-18 (four family members
in war), Isthm. 7.23-36 (uncle in war) and Isthm. 8.61-65 (cousin).
71 Segal 1985:201 sees the "insistent consciousness of death" in the odes as an aspect which distinguishes
Pindar from Bakchylides, i.e. as something peculiar to Pindar rather than as a reflection of the views of his society.
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£Ambcovxauvov TEAOC;,Nem. 8.45).72 Although there is a note oflament in the epinician speaker's
voice in both these pas ages, elsewhere the unavoidability and universality of death are taken for
granted and stated irnpa sively, for example in Isthmian 7. The speaker recommends enjoying the
pleasures of every day (rspnvov £q:>aIJ.EpOV,40), i.e. making the most of man's ephemeral
existence, and awaiting inevitable old age and death calmly, "for we all alike die" (on rspnvov
£q:>aIJ.EpOVblcOKcovl£KaAoc;E1tEllJ.lYTJpac;EC;TETOVuopoiuov/ aicova. ev~(JKOIJ.EVyap OIJ.COC;
iinavTEC;'40-42). 0 one is exempt, neither riches, nor poverty, obscurity or fame can change the
fact of death ( em. 7.19-20,30-31).73
There is thus a hint of ambiguity in the attitude to death, which seems to fluctuate
between calm acceptance and, if not fullblown fear, at least some anxiety and sorrow about the
brevity of life. This may account for the presence in Pindar's work of both the traditional
Homeric vision of the soul and the afterlife, and descriptions of places of eternal bliss and eternal
pain, as well as the reincarnation of the soul. 74 Not surprisingly, there has always been great
cholarl interest in the latter, especially as expressed in 01. 2.56-80.75 This has tended to
overshadow the fact that, as Lloyd-Jones describes it, "the great body of his work appears to
pre uppose the beliefs about life after death "which were generally held among his
contemporaries. ,,76 These beliefs are also found in Olympian 2, in the reworking of the Homeric
ideas, now part of popular religion, of a feeble but painless existence in Hades for the majority of
men and an eternity of punishment for great sinners (56-67), with the doctrine of the
72 According to Bremmer 2002:41 resurrection was an "unthinkable idea" for Greeks and Romans. In
upport he mentions, inter alia, Aischylos Ag 568-569, 1019-1024 and Eum. 648. Cf. Pyth. 3.54-58 on Zeus'
puni hment of Asklepios for resurrecting a man.
73 For imonides' expression of man's frailty and the universality of death, see fragments 520 and 522.
4 Cf. Bremmer 2002:5. For his overview of developments in Greek ideas of the soul and the afterlife, see
1-8.
75 According to Nisetich 1988: I this is the most analysed poem in Pindar 's oeuvre. For a brief discussion of
the literature. see Lloyd-Jones 1985:246-248.
76 Lloyd-Jones 1985 :246. Cf. Willcock 1995: 139: "(T)he concept of an immortal sou I may be said to be
inconsistent with the poet's normal view of human life."
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r In arnation of souls which leads ultimately to eternal bliss on the Island of the Blessed (68-77)
pr ented a a third pos ible state after death."?
The mphasi in cholarship on Pindar's references to the afterlife also obscures the fact
that most of the reflection on death in his work is concerned with its effect on life and with,
man fforts to deal with his incontrovertible mortality in the here and now.
Fragrn nt 143 details the physical consequences of man's mortality in which the gods do
n t har : ickne , old ag and toil (see p. 39 for text).78 This physical frailty can be seen as an
outward manif tation of the mental and piritual frailty which pervades human life and
ndea our. Mortality i the root cause of man' lack of foresight and insight into the plans of the
g d (cf. em. 6.1-7). This makes life unpredictable and limits man's abilities so that he suffers
not onl because of his physical shortcomings but also from the reversals of fortune that
chara rize human life. 79
The e point are illustrated in the gnomic conclusion to Pythian 12. The victory of the
aul pIa er "famou Midas" (EUbO~O<;MibU<;) is celebrated with the mythical tale of how
P r eu ' t il again t the Gorgons and Polydektes moved Athena to invent the art of the aulos. In
th myth the mo ment i from hardship to the pleasures of music, but in the gnomai the
rna ement i in the oppo ite direction. Happiness is hard won, and life is uncertain:
si E rt OA~O<;EVclv8pc01COHJlV,o.VEDKUll-cl'"COD
OUoctvsrcn EX bE '"CEAED'"CclO"EtV1VTl'"COlO"clll-EPOV
buill-cov - "to bE uopouiov OU1CUP<PDK'"COV- clAA' EO""tatxpovo<;
olno , 0 KUt rw' clEA1Cnq.~UAcOV
Thi urnrna i ba ed on Willcock 1995:137. See also pp. 138-140 for general discussion of the doctrine
ofreincamati nand pp. 154-161 for commentary on the passage on the afterlife. See Nisetich 1988 and Nisetich
1989:2 - ~ for an interpretation taking Iiterary rather than rei igious principles as point of departure. On the lslands
of the Ble ed. ee Gelinne 1988 with 224n3 for bibliography.
Cf. Pyth. 10.41-44. The description of the IiFe of the Hyperboreans is virtually identical to that of the gods
in fragment 143:" either sickness nor accursed old age mingles/ with that holy race, but without toils or battles/
the dwell there. ha ing escaped! strictly judging Nemesis" (vocoi 0' OUTe y~pac; ouMf.lCYov KtKpmat! lep~ ycye~·
novrov OEKat f.laxav drep/ olxsotct qruy6vree; / untpolKOV Neusciv). On the Hyperboreans, see Rornm 1992:60-67,
with 60n"'7 for bibliography as well as Dillery 1998, Kyriazopoulos 1993.
-9 Cf. the ophi t Aristides' remark in his oration In Defense of the Four on Pindar's detailed account in the
hymns of "the suffering and reversal befalling men through all time"* (KaV TOLe;iiuvo«; Ol€~l(.iJv1tepi TroV tv anavn
t4J xp6v4> cruf.lPalv6vT(J)V rra8TWaT(J)V TOLe;aV8pW1tOle; Kat T~e; f.l£TapoAfj , or. 3.620).
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If there i any happiness among men, it does not appear
without toil. A god will bring it to fulfillment either today -
what i fated cannot be avoided - but there will come
that time which, striking a person with surprise,
will unexpectedly give one thing, but defer another. (Pyth. 12.28-32)
The dichotomy between happiness and hardship (OAPO<;and Ka).lUTO<;)in the first gnome parallels
the allotment to man of good and bad, pleasure and pain by the gods or fate. Since the divine plan
regarding thi allotment is inscrutable to mortal man, his life is necessarily unpredictable. Man
cannot a oid hi fate, which more often than not goes against expectations, as the use of two
phra e to express this, a£Annct PUAWVand E).lnUAlvyvW).lu<;demonstrates.
The p rvasiveness of hardship is also expressed with reference to Karrhotos, charioteer of
Ark ila of Kyrene. Through ).l£yuv Ka).lUTOVhe succeeded where many others failed. He is
prai ed fulsomely for his efforts (Pyth. 5.26-53), but they also inspire the remark that "(n)o one is
without hi hare of toil, nor will be" (novcov 8' OUn<; anodupo<; scrw OUT'ECJ£TUl,Pyth. 5.54).
h n Herakle and Telamon contend with the giant Alkyoneus, victory comes at the cost of
twel e chariot and 24 Ii es ( em. 4.24-30), once again demonstrating the idea that success and
uffering go hand in hand, even that "it is fitting for one who achieves something to suffer as
well" (p£ 0 Ta n KUtnu8£lv EOlK£V,Nem. 4.32).
Man's inability to fathom the gods' plans is linked to his mortality in fragment 61:
riEAn£Ulcooicv E).l).l£V,dv oAiyov TOt
av~p un£p av8po<; t<JX£l;
ouyapE<J8'onCD<;Ta8£&v
POUA£1»).lUT'tp£uva<J£l PPOT£ctopsvt
8VUTU<;8' ano ).lUTpO<;E<PU
What do you imagine wisdom to be, which
one man possesses in slightly greater degree than another?
For it is impossible that he will search out the gods'
plans with a mortal mind,
ince he was born from a mortal mother. 80
80 Other expressions of man's inability to penetrate the gods' intentions are 01. 12.7-9, Pyth. 10.63, Nem.
6.6-7, em. 11.43-44.
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Thi m an human life is dogged by uncertainty. Not only does "many things happen to men
ounter to their judgment" (noAAa 0'av8pamotc; napa yvwllav £nECJEv,01. 12.7), but they cannot
len0 what await them, neither in the long term (when they will die) nor in the short term
(wh ther a particular day will end as well as it started) (rrro; ~pOT&VyEKf:KPLTUI)nEtpW; oii n
Ocvcrou.' ouo' r,crUX1llovcuspcv OnaTEnato' aEAlou/ aTElpE'Lcov aya8cp TEA£UTo.CJOIlEV,Of.
2. 0- 3).
Th weather and plant imagery often used to portray uncertainty and vicissitude (see pp.
8-~2) underlines the fact that this is a "natural" state of affairs, something inherent to mortal
life. The ind as metaphor for the course of life, for example, shows that mortals are not in
ontrol of v hat befalls them. lust as the wind itself is invisible and cannot be pinned down, so
the future is unknown and intangible. The wind is visible only in its effect on man and nature. In
the arne a a mortal knows his fate only from the results he experiences in his life, from what
has alread happened.
Ju t as d ath comes to all irrespective of their station in life, so all are subject to the
ICI itude of life. In Pythian 3 the epinician speaker illustrates this for the benefit of Hieron
with reference to the heroes Peleus and Kadmos. In spite of gaining the utmost in happiness
am ng men, the did not enjoy "an untroubled life" (uirov 0' o.mpaAr,<;,Pyth. 3.86), but suffered
from the mi fortune of their children (Pyth. 3.86-103). This unpredictability is generalised in a
gnome u ing the wind metaphor:
(iAAOTE0' aAAOtUlzrvoui
Now here, now there blow
the gu t of the high-flying winds. (Pyth. 3.104-105)
The con equ nee of the rrvoui ... o.VEIlCOVcharacterising mortal life is that happiness is fleeting, a
ntiment expressed in the following gnome:
6A~0<;OUKt<; unxpov o.vop&v £PXETUl
onoc; nOAu<;EUT'Civtm~piCJUl<;brTlTal.
Men's happiness does not come for long
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unimpaired, when it accompanies them, descending with full weight.
(Pyth. 3.I05b-l06)
Th effect of vicissitude on man can be gauged in a comparison with the gods:
okov 8£ KDAlv80~l€vat<;6.~€Pat<;0.1..,1..,' o.AAo"t'£S
o.AAuSEv.o."tpco"toiyE ~uv nUl8E<;8EeDV.
s the days roll by one's life changes now this way
now that, but the sons of the gods remain unwounded. (lsthm. 3.18-18b)
Th impa t of the re er als to which men are subjected is intensified by the use of both 0.1..,1..,'
aM 'T' and i: aAAUSEv(€suAAaCJCJco= to change utterly). The implied violence of the changes is
onfirm d in the econd part of the gnome. Behind the seemingly innocent remark about the
aTPCOTOIif of the son of the gods lies the contrasting human experience of being wounded by
life, of not emerging unscathed from the upheavals that are a man's lot.
ici itude is not only an unavoidable part of the human condition and another feature
di tingui hing man from god it is also a manifestation of the power of god and fate over man.
E p ciall when a man seems to be totally in control of his life and success comes easily, he must
b r minded ofthi pov er. In Pythian 8 the epinician narrator seems to refer to one of the "few
(who) ha e won ithout effort thatjoyl which is a light for life above all deeds" (o.novov
8'£Au~ov xap~u nuupoi. nVE ,I £pycov npo nav-rcov ~to"tCPcpao<;,01. 10.22-23):
ei yap tt £CJAU1t€nu"tat ~ilcuv ~UKPC:Pnovcp,
nOMoi CJocpo<;80KEl1tE8' 6.cppovcov
~i.ov KOPUCJCJ£I-lEVop80~ouAotCJt ~UXUVUt<;·
for if someone has gained success without long labor,
he eems to many to be a wise man among fools
and to arm his life with effective good planning. (Pyth. 8.73-75)
pparentl effortles uccess gains a man admiration and a reputation for being wiser than his
fellow man. Howe er. ucces is not the result of a man's cleverness, and only fools would think
thi to be 0.81 The exception to the rule of no pleasure without pain is equally in the power of
81 Line 74 can also be rendered "to many among fools he seems clever." The ambiguity is retained in Dent's
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the di In
TO.b ou En' aVbpa<n K£LL£t·ball-H.l)Vb£ naplcrXEt,
aAAoT' aAAov un£p8E ~aAAcov,aAAov b' uno XEtp&V.
But those things do not rest with men; a god grants them,
exalting now one man but throwing another beneath the hands. (Pyth. 8.73-75)
The euphoria of victory may be conducive to inappropriate behaviour, hence this reminder that
life i unpredictable and that the gods favour now one man, now another. The following
exhortation to exercise re traint when competing (~TPCf>KaTa~atv', 78) therefore concerns not
o much the actual contest a the winner's attitude to his success and his obligation to give due
recognition to the gods by staying within the limits set for mortals.F
Boundaries are especially important in the context of success, which may lead a man to
forget his mortality and reach for the sphere of the divine.83 In the case of mythical figures this
u uall means literally trespassing on the terrain of the gods, while the danger for the successful
man, be he athlete, general or statesman, lies in expecting more than his allotted, and limited,
share.
Ixion i an example of a figure from myth who, enjoying the benevolence of the gods,
delude himsel f that he i equal to them and worthy of being Hera's lover. As punishment for
trespas ing on Zeus' domain he is tricked into sleeping with a cloud, thus fathering the Kentaurs,
and then fixed to a wheel on which he must spin for all eternity (Pyth. 2.21-48).84 Ixion
di regarded the principle that "one should keep in sight due measure in everything in accordance
with one's own position * (XPTJb£ KaT' curov aid navToc; opdv ~TPOV, Pyth. 2.34), in this case
German translation " ... , scheint er vielen unter Unvernunftigen weise."
82 Cf. Hubbard 1985 :89 with n50. For my discussion of vicissitude and the divine in other contexts, see pp.
34 (lsthm. 11.37-43),40-4 I (lsthm. 5.52-53),42 (Pyth. 2.49-52),44 (Pyth. 2.88-92) and 58-59 (Pyth. 12.28-32).
83 On boundaries in interconnected cosmologies, see Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:48-51.
84 On Ixion see also pp. 42 and 44, and for the similar arrogance ofTantalos and Asklepios pp. 44 and 45.
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p if! ally that f being a rnortal.P Ixion' story illustrates the negative results of attempting to
e d mortal limit, thereby reinforcing the call to respect boundaries and avoid excess.
Th arne message is directed at Psaurnis of Kamarina in Olympian 5 and Phylakidas of
igina in J thmian 5. In both poems the addressee is reminded that success and the
accompan ing fame have the potential to tempt a man into forgetting his mortality, and that he
hould re i t this.
In the short ode to Psaumis he is presented as lavish in both his sacrifices to the gods (I-
) and hi support of the people of Kamarina, leading them "from helplessness to light" (1m'
ullaxa ic a:ywv t<; cpa.o<;Of. 5.14). While a gnome implies that his fellow citizens appreciate his
ffort (15-16). the prayer for continued prosperity for the city and a "cheerful old age" for
P aumis (YTlpa<;£u8Ullov, 17-23) is followed by a gnomic warning that a man should be careful
not to 0 erreach himself under such fortunate circumstances:
DYl£vra b' £t n<; OA~OVapb£t,
t~apKtwv K'T£CL't£crenKat £DAoyiav
npoo nfle«; 1l1llla'T£ucrTI8£0<;y£v£cr8at.
If a man fosters a sound prosperity
by ha ing sufficient (or: being generous with his) possessions and adding
prai e thereto, let him not seek to become a god. (Of. 5.23-24)
The injunction against striving for divine status in Isthmian 5 follows a pattern similar to
that in Olympian 5, albeit in a more elaborate fa hion. It also begins with those things that
contribute to OA~O. viz. success (indicated by wealth in Of. 5.24) and praise (lsthm. 5.12-13, see
p. 0 for txt). The injunction itself differs from the one in Olympian 5 only in the form of the
erb ucreuro and the us of Z£U<;for 8£6<;: 1l1l1la.'T£U£Z£D<;y£v£cr8m (lsthm. 5.14).86 Here,
however. it is expanded b two motivating statements. According to the first a share of good
8 Cf. Yamagata 1994:239.
86 Lardinois 1995 omits Isthrn. 5.14-15 from his list of gnomai (p. 352). While the use of direct address may
eem to particularize rather than generalize, the position of these lines between three preceding gnomai and one
following. and their typically gnomic instructional intent, argue for including them in a set ofgnomai spanning lines
7-16, Cf Bischoff 1938: 133. ee also W.T. Wilson 199 I :24--25 on the distinction between wisdom sentences and
wi dom admonitions,
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thing ( p cificall uccess and the concomitant praise, Isthm. 5.13) constitutes everything for a
man: 1Can' £XEl~,1El cs ·TOU-rWVuoip' £<plKOl-rOKU'A.cov(Isthm. 5.14-15). To strive for more would
b t a pire to hat belongs to Zeus. The implication is that even a share should not be taken for
granted, and th use of !-LOtpUalso hints at the idea of accepting one's fate, which of course for a
mortal include that certain thing are out of bounds. The second statement, that "mortal things
b fit mortal "{Ovurc 8VU-rOt<Jl1CP£1CEt,Isthm. 5.16) explicitly links man's limits with his
mortali .
The importance of the distinction between the mortal and the immortal spheres is
mpha iz d b tbe use of images which heighten the perception of dealing with a physical
r ality. The "bronze hea en" is presented as the dwelling place of the gods, which is completely
out of bounds for mortal . They cannot even come close to it, and face divine wrath if they
hould try. a Bellerophon experienced when he tried to enter heaven on the winged horse
Pega (J thm. 7.44-47). He i an example of a man who "peers at distant things," only to
di 0 er that "h is too little to reach the gods' bronze-paved dwelling" (-ra !-LUKpa8' E'ln~ /
namal ei. ~puxU £v tK£cr8mXa'A.K01CE80v8ECOV£8puv, Isthm. 7.43-44).87
The pillar ofHerakles situated as they are at the edge of the known world, represent a
mu h mor ambiguou pace than heaven, as a point of contact between the human and the
di ine sphere. On the one hand they are a desirable destination symbolic of the highest
achievement, but on the other hand they constitute an absolute boundary beyond which lies
tran gre ion.88 The are an image of both the danger and the reward involved in seeking
e c lienee. In Olympian 3, for example, the epinician speaker holds up the magnitude of
Theron' a hie ements b comparing them to reaching the pillars of Herakles (43-44). However,
he al warn that' hat lies beyond is not to be trodden by either the wise or the unwise"* (ro
87 ee al 0 em. 6.-'·4 and Pyth. 10.27·30. In the latter passage the reference to "the bronze heaven (which)
is ne er his to scale" (6 X.UAK£OC; oupcvoq OU nOT' Ui-lpaTOC; U1hcp) is followed by one to the equally inaccessible land
of the H perboreans (see note 78). On the "bronze heaven," see Gerber 1999:46.
88 f Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:49.
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noporo 0' £()1"1cotpou; Cipu1"ov/ xccorpou; 44-45). The implication is that a man may extend
him If but he must keep within the limits set for mortals and make sure that he does not trespass
on the di ine domain.i?
The drawbacks of the human condition are clear. Because of his mortality man is
ph ically frail, ubject to suffering and vicissitude and finds his life circumscribed. The
important question now arises how man should react to these realities of life, both in his attitudes
and hi actions.
In Pythian 3, a poem which deals extensively with suffering, an attitude of acceptance of
one lot i ad ocated. Mortal man "must be happy with what good the blessed gods allot him"
(XPllnpO )lUKUPCOVwYx'UVOV1"'cD nU()x,E)lcV, 103-104). This also means accepting the
changeability of the divine allotment and the brevity of happiness described in the following
gnomai ( ee pp. 60-61 for text). Earlier the epinician speaker has already reminded Hieron of the
ancient wi dom that 'the immortals apportion to humans a pair of evils/ for every good" (sv nup'
£()AOVml)lU1"Uouvcuo So.iovrm PP01"o'iS aSUVU1"Ol,81-82).90 The appropriate response to this
undeniable state of affair is to bear one's troubles with dignity and display only the good things
t the world (tu )..LEVmv ou OUVUV1"Utvrpnot KO())lC.p<pEpclV,uAA' ayuSoi, 1"<1KUA<1"p£\jfUV"CESE~CO,
81-83). The same appeal to show fortitude in the face of "god-given, unbearable trouble"
(8£0()o01"OS a1"Aa1"uKUK01"US)and hide it, but display publicly one's "share of noble and pleasant
things" (KuAwv ... uoipcv 1"E1"EPnvwV) is made in fragment 42 from the hymns.?'
89 For a irtually identical expression of these ideas, see lsthm. 4.11-13. The pillars are implied by referring
to the furthe t po sible voyage in Pyth. 10.28-29 and lsthm. 6.12-13, and the furthest promontory in Nem. 9.46-47. in
em. 4.69 the forbidden realm beyond the pillars is indicated as "that which lies to the west ofGadeira" (on this see
Peron 1974:82). Cf. also em. 3.20-26. On the pillars of Herakles in Pindar, see Peron 1974:72-84 and Hubbard
198-:11-16. and in general Romm 1992:17-20.
90 Cf. fro 22 : ozrotcv 9£0<;<lv8pi XapflU TC£fl\jln, TCapo<;flEAmvuv Kup8iuv £OTUqJ£A.lS£V ("whenever a god
send joy to a man, he fir t strikes his heart with gloom"). On the scholarly controversy about the source of the
gnome in Pythian 3 and the number of urns in the favoured text, fl. 24.527-528, see Young 1968:50-5 I, 5 Inn 1-2.
ccording to Mace 1992: 114n9 it is unlikely that the Homeric text was Pindar's source. She argues for lost verses
from the he ameter tradition.
91 ee Maehler 1963:93n2 on how the attitude of restraint differs fundamentally from the personal
expre ion of sorrow, disappointment and indignation in the earlier lyric poetry of Archilochos, Alkaios and Sappho.
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The clo ing lines of Pythian 2 argue that railing against the way in which god apportions
gl r m r I increa es th misery and that enviou men only wound themselves (88-92). The
better cours i to accept what 8E6C;decides and acknowledge vicissitude and hardship, but
nev rth Ie not to allow the inevitable reversals of life to become overpowering:
<P£PElV8 EAU<pp&C;E1WUX,£vtOvAu~6V'w ~uy6v
apllYEl· non K£V'LPOV8£ 'LOl
AUK'Ll~£).lEV'LEA£8Et
6A.t<J811POC;01).l0C;·
It helps/is good to bear lightly the yoke taken on one's
shoulders; and indeed, the outcome of
kicking again t the goad is
a slippery path. * (Pyth. 2.93-96)
Th image i of a draught animal which when goaded, kicks in stead of submitting to its master,
and thereby 10 es its footing. To rail against and resist the inevitable is not only futile, it is also
dang rou . The 6A.t<J811POC;Ot).lOC;points to a loss of control which is bound to end in disaster.F
F r mortal , re i tance to their lot makes the load heavier, acceptance lightens the burden.
ap~y(l) mean both "to help succour," and "to be good, fitting" (LSI s.v.). Thus the gnome
recommend an attitude to hardship that is both subjectively beneficial and objectively
appropriate, i.e. acceptable to the gods and society.
In contrast to tho e who are not satisfied with their portion in life, "(w)ise men know well
the wind to come on the third day and are not harmed by greed for gain" (ooooi 8£ ).l£A.AOV'LU
1pt1UlOVaVE).lOv£).lu80 ,ou8' uno K£p8Et ~Aa~Ev, Nem. 7.17-18). They are aware of the
uncertainty that goes with being mortal and take this into account in the way they live their lives.
s th eather change and the wind comes up, so their fortune may change. They do not allow
gr ed to determine their actions, since not only may wealth turn into poverty, it also provides no
pr tecti n again t death.
92 Cf. Theognis 441-446. He attributes acceptance and endurance of the fickle gifts of the gods to good men,
while the bad are characterized by their lack of control.
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Th in vitability of old age and death can be mitigated by appreciating the pleasures that
an b had every day (Isthm. 7.40-42, see p. 57 for text). This attitude is also recommended in
Olympian I as an essential complement to the gratification afforded by victory:
o V1K&VM, A.omov u,.L(pi ~lO'roV
EXElf..LEA.noEO'O'a.vcUbla.V
M:8A.coVy' EvEKEV'ro b' niei na.pUf..LEpOV£0'A.6v
imrrtov EPXE-rUtncvri ~po-r&v
And for the rest of his life the victor
enjoys a honey-sweet calm
so much as games can provide it. But the good that comes each day
is greatest for every mortal. (01. l.97 -100)
Young omewhat disparagingly refers to this attitude as "the philosophy of an easy-going life
... , one that pursues gratifications as they arise, day by day, one by one ... , without much
regard for what lies beyond the current concern.,,93 On the contrary such a world view is the
r ult of an acute awareness of the hardness and uncertainty of life and the limited power of a
ingle success such as victory at the games to change that fact.?" The enjoyment of what
plea ures each day brings, can be seen as another way of living according to the dictum
expre ed in Pythian 3 and fragment 42 to emphasize the good in life and downplay the bad.
The appropriate attitude to man's limitations as a mortal is summarised in Pyth. 3.59-60:
one hould temper one's expectations from god to what is proper for a mortal, which means
concerning oneself with human affairs, with what is "at hand" (ro ztupxeiuevov, Nem. 3.75), and
accepting what fate has determined (XPll -ra £01K6-ra. nap Srnuovrov f..La.O'-rEU£f..LEV8va.-ra.1s rppnotv/
yv6v-ra. ro nap nob6 ,0La.S siuev a.'(O'a.S).95This injunction is followed by one which once again
declares the "life of the immortals" out of bounds, and recommends rather to "exhaust the
93 Young 1971:30-31.
94 Cf. fro 126. It is unlikely that the advice to a ruler like Hieron not to "diminish delight in life, since by far/
the best thing for a man is a pleasant lifetime" ().l118'a).laupou 'tEP'Vtv t» Pic:p' ROA.U 'tOt! q>Epunov av8pi n:pnv6<; uidiv)
would ha e been intended as a recommendation to take life easy and disregard adversity.
95 For other expressions of the idea that man should limit himself to his own sphere, see Pyth. 3.21-23, Nem .
.30.74-7 . lsthm. 8.12-14 and Pae. 4.32-35.
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practi al mean at your di po al" ().IT),<piAu\jJUXu,~iov uSuvu-wv/ cmEucSE,rev cS'£).lnpuK'Cov
Ci TAcl ~taxuvuv, 61-62). The e lines like the image of the pillars of Herakles, point to the
parado inh r nt in human life. On the one hand man must always be aware of the limits
impo ed b hi mortality on the other hand he must make the most of what he has in pursuit of
exc lienee, whi h in tum creates the risk of overstepping the boundary.
Pelop accepts this risk, because it is through action that a man can win the fame that
pro id me immunity again t the oblivion of death:
o ).!tyw; cSt KlV-
Su 0 aVUAK1Vou <pOnuAU).l~UVGl.
Ocveiv cS'oiorv UVUYKU,'CuKEr«; avc.OVU).lOV
yfjpus tv (JKO'Cq:>KUST)).lEVOS£\jJOturrruv,
Q.mXVtCDVKUAcOVa~t).lopOS;
Great risk
doe not take hold of a cowardly man.
But since men must die, why would anyone sit
in darkn s and coddle a nameless old age to no use
depri ed of all noble deeds? (Of. 1.81-84)
Th thought of death without fame becomes a spur to action. Man has a choice between waiting
re ignedl for old age and death and taking risks in order to perform great deeds. For Pelops the
re ard both in life and after death are well worth the effort. He wins the much sought after
Hipp dam ia a ife, fathers six outstanding sons and is buried next to the altar of Zeus in
Olympia. here he enjoys enduring honour from the many visitors (01. 1.88-93).
Taking part in the games also involves risk, such as the humiliation of losing, but there
are enough reward to make it worthwhilc.l" For example, through his victory at Olympia the boy
wre tier Ikimedon of igina provides the means to both his still living grandfather and his dead
fath r to d al with death. His' great success' ().lGyUAUV/a.PE'CUV,01. 8.5-6) has given his
grandfather the trength to confront one of the consequences of mortality, old age (mrrpi ot
96 On the ignominy of losing, see 01. 8.67-69, Pyth. 8.81-87 and fro 229.
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7W"CP' svenveuoev )lEVOC;/YllPUOC;av"CinUAOv, 01. 8.70-71), and push the thought of death into the
b kgr und:
, ibU 1"OlAa8£1"at
ap)lEvU npa~atc; av1lP.
Truly, a man forgets about Hades
hen he has done :fitting things. (01. 8.72-73)
lkim d n father, though dead i neverthele s regarded as partaking in the customs observed
at thi tim ffe ti ity, enjo ing his on's uccess and sharing it with other departed relatives
l. .77- 4), in c the dust (doe not) bury/ the cherished glory of kinsmen" (KU1"UKpUn1"El8'
ou KOVl / cruYYOV(l)VKEbvav XaPlV, 08.79-80).97
Th importance of Alkimedon's victory for his living and his dead relatives demonstrates
Oud man and Lardinoi ' statement that "in interconnected cultures, immortality is not primarily
a per onal affair.' 98 The uccess of a ictor is often described as a source of delight and
gratification for his father ( ee, for example, Pyth. 10.22-26 and Nem. 6.17-24). The honour that
lkirn don be to on hi dead father shows that such success is not just about the immediate
a lairn that achievem nt bring. but perhaps even more about giving a man a form of
immortality through his de cendants, an idea set out in Partheneion 1:
a8avu1"at 8£ ~p01"OlC;
a~pat. crOO)lU8' scri Ovcrov.
aU' C!:>1"lVl)l1l ALno"CE- _
KYO cr<puAflna)l7ruv otxoc; ~lui-
q. 8U)l£l avaYKq.,
WEt Ka)lU1"OVrtpoqnryrov ovic-
pov
Humans have immortal
da . but their body i mortal.
9 f. Pyth. 5.96- J 03 for a similar relationship between Arke ilas of Kyrene and his ancestors.
98 Oudemans and Lardinois J 987:73.
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But he, who e hou does not fail
of hildren and i not completely
o erwhelmed by the force of necessity,
live fre from painful
toi I. (fr. 94a.14-20)
In addition t a mea ure of immortality, offspring relieves a man from a life of toil, one of the
c n quen e of mortality, provided that fate does not intervene.?'
In an int rconnected society immortality also consists in being remembered by one's
mrnuru a a man of worth. 100 The good reputation that ensures this kind of immortality rests
n t nl . but also on living peacefully and a oiding arrogance, i.e. in being a
r p n ibl memb r of ociety:
aU' cl rt cxpcv SAcOV
110uXq T£ vsuouevor; uivrrv D~PtVIOI
anEqYU'Y£V, !-LEAaVOC;dv SO'Xanav
KaUiova Ocvrrrou <O'T£lXOt> 'YAUlCUTaT~ y£v£q
tUc.OVU!-LOVKT£av(J) xpurto rov xaplV zropcov
But if a man ha won the peak
and dw !ling there in peace has avoided dire
in olence. he would go to a more noble bourne
of black death ha ing given his sweetest offspring
the be t of po se sions, the grace of a good name. (Pyth. 1l.55-58)
in the example of Ikimedon. this gnomic passage reveals the constant exchange between
generation. hat the one doe has significant implications for the other. A man who is
h noured in hi ociety knows that death will not erase that honour, while his children are
a ured of their position because of his status. 102 In contrast the miserly and scornful man will
find him elf in the realm of the dead without the fame needed to preserve his name or establish
that of hi famil :
99 On civuYKlla fate, see Schreckenberg 1964:72-81.
100 Cf. Do er 1974:267-268 on the importance of leaving a positive image for future generations and being
well thought of b them.
101 On the importance of avoiding U~PlSfor ensuring one's status in the community, see Fisher 1992:219-
220 on thi pas age.
102 ee em. 8.35- 7 for a negative, non-gnomic statement of the idea that the way a man lives has
important c n equences for his offspring.
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ei of. TlC;£voov vEf.l£l7tA,olh;ov xpixpuiov,
UA,A,Olen 0' Ef.l7tl7ttCOV'Y£A,q., \jIUXav 'ALOq.t£A,ECOV
0'0 <ppas£tat oo~UC;uvcu8£v.
But if a man keeps wealth hidden inside
and attacks others with laughter, he does not consider
that he is paying up his soul to Hades devoid of fame. (Isthm. 1.67-68)
The honour of fellow citizens as a way of dealing with mortality is linked in Nemean 11
ith the power ofpoetr . Praise for Aristagoras's "admirable build and inborn courage" (to
Burrro OEf.lU atpqLtuv re crU'Y'Y0vov,12) is immediately followed by a reminder that wealth,
go d look and ucce cannot avert death (ei OETlC;6A,~OV£xcov f.lOp<pq.nnpcusucsrci UAAOUCj
£v t ' aE8AOlCJ1VaplCJt£UCOVE7tf.O£l~£V~tuv,! 8vuta f.l£f.lvaCJ8co7t£ptCJtf.UCOVf.lf.All,! KUt t£ACUtaV
a7taVTCO 'Yav E7t1.£CJCJ0f.l£vOC;13-16). A man who heeds the implied warning against overreaching
oneself deser es the respect of his community (see Pythian 11 above), but more than that, in the
light of his mortality he needs it:
EVAOrOlc; 0' aCJtcOv a'Yu80tCJtv E7tatvElCJ8at x,p£c.Ov,
KUt f.l£Al'YOOU7tOlCJ1oatoUA8EVtU f.l£AtS£v aOlOUtc;.
And it is neces ary that he be praised by citizens' words of honour,
and, having been adorned, be celebrated with songs sounding honey sweet. *
(17-18)
He alone d the commemoration provided by poetry. The potency of poetry to breach the
barrier of death i a continuous thread in Pindar's work. For example, in Nemean 6 the epinician
peaker reque ts the help of the Muse in aiming "a glorious wind of verses" (oiipov E7tECOV/
ruiliu. 28b-29) at the Bassidai "because when men are dead and gone,! songs and words
preserve for them their noble deeds" (7tUPOlX0f.lf.VCOV'Yap aVEpcov/ a.OlOUtKUt A,0'Y0lta KUAa CJ<ptV
£P'Y' EK0f.llCJUV,29-30).103
103 Cf. Pyth. 1.92-94: 6m86!lPpo'tov aUXll!la 86E,ar:j olov CmOtX0!ltvffivuv8p&v 8lat'tav !lavu£tI Kat AoytOl!:;
xni a0100t Conly the posthumous acclaim of fame by both chroniclers and singers reveals how departed men have
Ii ed"*). On both passages, see Gerber 1999:63-64. See also fragment 12 I, which emphasizes the unique role poetry
ha in immortalizing good men's deeds: ... npsn£l 8' S<JAOlCHVu!lv£l<J8at .. .I ... KaAAt<J'tOtC;uot8otC;.I rofrto yap
u80vuwt H!loiC;nOll\jlOU£t !l6vov,!8v~<JK£t 8E <Jtya8tv KaAOV£pyov (" ... it is proper for good men to be hymned!
... with the most noble songs,! for that alone touches upon immortal honors,! but a noble deed dies when left in
ilence ... "),
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In an extended gnomic simile in Olympian 10 the role of poetry in ensuring a man of
immortal fame is enhanced by linking it with the conventional view that children are essential for
a man' peace of mind when he considers death, and make mortality more bearable. If a man dies
ith ut lea ing a son, his life's efforts have been in vain, for the wealth he has assembled will go
to a tranger (86-89), a situation "most hateful to a dying man" (8V~GKOVnGW'YEpcinu'We;90).
Th arne I true when a man's deeds go unsung:
KUt<huv KUA,clEp~Ule;cloloae; aTEp,
......... , de;' iOu GTu8).loV
cvnp lKETUl KEVEclnveuco.u; EnopE ).loX8cp
~puxU rt TEPrrvOV.
0, when a man who has performed noble deeds,
.......... , goes wi thout song to Hades'
dwelling in vain has he striven and gained for his toil
but brief delight. (01. 10.91-93)
Ithough "noble deeds" are a prerequisite for fame, the deeds of the unsung man, like the wealth
of the chi Idles man, will be 10 t to him and will contribute nothing to his posthumous farne.
Po try. howe er. like the birth of a child who "warms his (father's) mind with great love" ().laAu
e oi 8EP).luivEl<piAoTunvoov 01. 10.87), can remedy the situation, "for the word lives longer
than deeds" ((rfl).lu0' tp'Y).laTCOVxpovlci.nEPOV~toTEU£l,Nem. 4.6).
The need for poetry to immortalise deeds ari ses from another of man's frailties, his
forgetfulne . Isthmian 7 opens ith a catalogue of KUAaassociated with the victor Strepsiadas'
city. Thebes. which rna reasonably be supposed to be unforgettable (1-15). However, illustrious
though the e deed rna be, they do not escape the limitations of human memory:
aAAa nUA,Ulclyap
EUOElXaPl , cuvcuove; O£Bporoi,
o tt ).lllGo<piue;aCOTovaKpov
KAUTU'lEntcov POUtGlVE~iK11TUlSuytv'
But the ancient
plendor sleeps; and mortals forget
what does not attain poetic wisdom's choice pinnacle,
yoked to glorious streams of verses. (16-19)
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Th e gnomai are followed by an injunction to celebrate Strepsiadas in song for his victory
(KcDI-W' enElTEvUbWlEN::tcrov UJ-lvcp/KUtLTPE\jJlUb<f'(j)EPElyup 'Ia8J-loVVtKUVnUYKpUTtOU,20-
22). hile trepsiadas' success is clearly intended to be elevated to the level of his city's ancient
KUAU.th gnomic link highlights the importance of commemorative poetry, not only for ancient
deed . but al 0 for the current effort. This is underlined by the use of enEt'"CEvand KUtin lines 20
and 21. in e e en deeds in olving gods and heroes tend to fade from memory if they are not
fixed in poetry, if a man like trepsiadas wishes his deeds to leave a lasting impression he too
n ed it.
To deal satisfactorily with the consequences of mortality a man first of all needs the
appropriate attitude: humility towards the immortal gods, acceptance of his limitations and the
willingne s to emphasize the good rather than the bad that befalls him. However, this does not
mean that mortal life i only to be endured passively. The man who wishes to counter the ravages
of death n eds to establish himself as someone of worth in his community. It is in the social
arena that a man' tanding is determined, whether his life and actions are such that his fellow
men are prepared to accord him the fame and good narne that will live on after his death. Also
important in the ocial context is a family's continuity through successive generations. Offspring
afeguard the fami I name and through their own achievements enhance the fame of their
ance tor. Yet for all this acknowledgement of the conventional ways in which mortal man seeks
to overcome the realities of his essential nature, Pindar's oeuvre suggests that they will not be
enough. Poetry. becau e it has the support of Mnemosyne, so lacking in humankind, surpasses all
the e effort and remains a the only true and lasting reflection of human effort (epyolC;bE KUAOtC;
scoxrp v iocuev svi cuv Tp6ncp,l ei Mvcuocuvcc £Kan AmUpUJ-l7rUKOc;/EUPllTat a.nolvu J-l6X8wv
KAUTUtC;EnEw UOlbUtC;. em. 7.14-16).104
104 For the enduring quality of poetry, see also, amongst others, Of. 4.8-10, Pyth. 3.1 14-1 15, Isthm. 4.40-42.
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While the abov summary reflects the dominant ideas in Pindar's poems on dealing with
the human condition, the question of the soul and the afterlife which was raised earlier in
c nn cti n ith iews on death (pp. 57-58) also needs to be considered in the context of man's
nd a our to find orne form of immortality. Several fragments from the threnoi point to a belief
at lea t b ome in the immortality of the soul and the possibility of a better life after death for
tho e ho Ii ed piously with corresponding damnation for the wicked.
Fragm nt lib posits the concept of a godgiven immortal soul which remains after the
d ath f th body:
GeD)..1.a~ novrcov £neTat 8avaTcp nepW8eVel,
coov 8' ETIA£ln:eTataieDvoc;ci:8w-
A-ov'TOyap EGn uovov
EK8eeDv·IOS
The body of all men is subject to overpowering death,
but a Ii ing image of life still remains,
for it alone is
from the gods. (1-3)
The consolation pro ided by the immortality of the soul rests on the condition that one lives a
piou lif on earth. ccording to Plato "(a)mong others Pindar says ... that the soul of man is
immortal ... that therefor it i indeed necessary to live one's entire life as piously as possible"
(Myel 8E Kat Flivoupo xui CiA-Act... TI)v \jfUXl1Vrof av8pcOnou etvat u8avaTov ... 8dv 8118tu
wfna ro 6GlcOTaTa8la~teDvat rev ~iov Meno 81B). Fragment 129 from Threnos 7 describes the
delight and happine enjo ed by the pious in Hades, while fragment 130 from the same poem
hold ut "endle s darkne s' (rov CinetpOv ... oxorov) for the unholy. This division between the
go d and the bad i paralleled in Olympian 2 where the EGA-Otare described as "spend(ing) a
t arIes / e istence, wherea th other endure pain too terrible to behold' (Ci8aKpuvVS)..1.oV"Cat/
nkovc. "C i8' unpoG' pcrov OKXSOVTInovov, 66-67). The reference to the Eleusinian mysteries in
fragment 1 7 aJ 0 promises happiness for those who die after having seen them, 106 and another
105 n Greek idea of the divine in man, see Pepin 1971:5-1 I.
106 f. Bremmer 2002:6 and 137n53.
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r ion ofth reincarnation of the soul described in Olympian 2.68-77 is found in fragment 133.
hil th traditional view accords a man who lives a proper life a good name after his death, i.e.
c ntinued ocial acceptance, and the opposite to those who do not conform to social norms (see
pp. 70-71), the my tic religious approach promises immortality, with bliss as reward for piety,
horror otherwi e.
ccording to Bremmer these latter ideas are a response to a change in attitude towards
rnortalit during the archaic period, from the traditional concern with social survival to an
inter t in personal sur i al.I07 This would correspond to the move from acceptance to fear of
d ath already noted (pp. 57-58). Whether the presence of both views in the Pindaric oeuvre is an
indication of de eloping interests or convictions of the poet himself, or of different positions
taken by different patrons and audiences, or a combination of the two, is difficult, if not
impo sible to e tablish. Howe er, a leaning towards the individual may also be discerned in the
empha is on the power of poetry to provide immortality. Although this can be interpreted as the
be t wa to keep a man' s memory ali e in society, or even as a negation of the idea of an active,
entient aft rlife, 108 poetic commemoration does single out the individual and his deeds. In this
re p ct the power of po try as en isioned in the Pindaric oeuvre makes it similar to the inscribed
grave monuments mentioned b Bremmer as an example of the reactions to the new interest in
the indi idual's fate after death which also include the ideas of happy abodes and, more radically,
reincarnation, both found in Pindar's work. 109
1.4. Man in ociety
The analy is of tho e gnomic reflections in Pindar's oeuvre that deal with man's position
in the world as he encounters it in nature and the workings of the divine, has shown him to be a
fragile creature limited in his pursuit of happiness and success by his inherent weakness, his
10 Bremmer 2002:25.
108 Cf. Willcock 1995: 139.
109 Bremmer 2002:25.
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mortalit . In thi ituation the importance ofa social network comprising both the intimate
famil ircl and the wider community is evident, as has already been noted (pp. 69-71 ).110In an
ntiall ho tile world a man needs the support provided by human relationships for his efforts
hore up his precarious position, and in return assumes certain obligations so that the survival
of th netv ork can be a sured. In the give and take of relationships human nature reveals itself,
admirabl in qualitie such as respect for ancestors and generous hospitality, less so in, for
xarnpl . gr ed and n
Th p Iitical background to the social network in which a man of the first half of the fifth
ntury find him elf, aries between tyranny, democracy and oligarchy, a situation reflected in
Pythian 2.86-88 v h n the epinician narrator claims with gnomic authority that "under every
regrm the traight-talking man excels:! in a tyranny, when the boisterous people rule,! or when
the wi e atch over the city" (tv nrrvtu 8£ VOIlOVcU8UYACO(J(JO<;avrlP npo<p£pct,! napa. rupuvvtoi,
xcimOLav0 Aa~po (JLpaLo<;,!yjJJLav nOAlv 01. ooooi rnpecovn). This raises the question whether
political views have a bearing on how the privileges and obligations attached to human
relationships are perceived, which would be the case if cosmological convictions were regarded
a in xtricabl and exclusi el bound to a particular dispensation. Against the (now largely
di cr dited) historicist approach Lloyd-Jones states unequivocally that it is "certain ... that in his
urvi ing po try (Pindar) make no political pronouncements." He is loyal to his home city of
Th be and react ympatheticall to the difficulties of his patrons, but "none of these sympathies
In olve him in a tatement of political principle.,,111 These are strong views, but an analysis of
th generali ation involving political position found in a handful of gnomai bears out Lloyd-
Jone p ition.
IIOThi po ition of the individual in relation to family and community is a feature of interconnected
ocietie. f. Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:71.
III L10 d-Jones 1973: I 12. An example of the historicist approach is Bowra 1964. He devotes a long chapter
(99-1 8) to" choes f politics" in Pindar and sees in Pyth. 2.86-88 the poet's "preference ... for the aristocratic
ociery of the 'wi e '."
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lth ugh th gn me cited above mentions the different constitutional forms current in
e at the time. it theme i not their relative merit, but the desirability and benefit of being an
c68U')'A.(l)00 rrvnp, whatever the political circumstances rather than a "devious citizen" (OOA.lOC;
clCJT' .8 ).112 In fact, onl five gnomai make statements about a particular political dispensation,
on ab ut ligar h and four about kingship. 1 13 Direct praise for the way in which the Aleuadai
g rn the tate of The saly (Pyth. 10.69-71) is supported by a gnome about the nature of
oligar h and oligarch : the go erning of a city is the preserve of "good men," it is hereditary,
and d m n kno how to look after and cherish this inheritance (£v 0' a')'u80t0l K£lTml
nntproun K£OvUi.'1tOA.t(l)V1CU~£pVa0l£C;,Pyth. 10.71-72). By implication the Aleuadai are
I gitimate and competent rulers. However, similar sentiments are expressed of a king, Arkesilas
ofK rene: he enhances the inherited privilege of kingship with his insight (10 IlEV,on ~U0lA.£UC;1
tam IlquA.dv '1tOA.l(l)-l £'1t£i.(Jl)')'')'£Y1l ocp8uA.1l0C;UiOOlO'WTOV')'EpuC;1£~ 101ho ~l£l')'VUIl£vOV
opsvi. Pyth. 5.15-19).114 Even though the praise of Arkesilas is not given the added weight of a
gnomic formulation. the comparison shows that claims are not made for the inherent superiority
of one form of go ernment 0 er the other, but rather for the excellence of the particular people
occup ing the eats of power.
Do s the same apply to the gnomai on kingship? Three of the four are addressed to
Hi ron of yracuse and a in the case of the Aleuadai they are used to magnify the praise of a
p cific victor by attributing general significance to certain aspects of his political status. Hieron
112 ee Llo d-Jone 1973: I 15 with n 17 for a refutation of the pejorative connotations attributed to 6 Aa~po<;
crpcro.; Bells mi reading of the gnome. according to which "(s)traightness of tongue ... is contrasted with the
indi criminate racket of the contentious," is based on a pejorative interpretation of the noise of the assembly (Bell
1984:27 \. ith n89). f. Of. 12.5 where assemblies are characterised positively as "render(ing) counsel" (Kuyopai
pouAaq>6pOl). On the apol itical and non-judgmental nature of the gnome, see also Ostwald 2000: 15-16. Hornblower
agrees with thi po ition. but ne ertheless leans to the view that AU~pO<;is disparaging (Hornblower 2004:81 with n.
97).
113 Compare also the generalized first person statement in Pyth. 11.50-54 which expresses a preference for
the "middle estate" abo e the lot of the tyrant. For a refutation of the interpretation of this passage as constituting
Pindar's personal political con ictions and as a condemnation of tyranny as a political system, see Young 1968: 12-
I .
114 n ETC£l in line 17 in stead of £X£l, as in the manuscripts, see Race 1997a:303n I.
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is a sured that a king occupies the highest possible position in society, his greatness surpasses
that of all other (EVCiAAOl<Jl0' CiAAOl).lcyaAOl·ro 0' E<JXUTOVxopuootrtut/ ~U<J1AcD(Jt,Of. 1.113-
I 14), he i a leader of people and enjoys the attention of destiny (AUYE-rUVyap TOlrupcvvov
DEPKCLatj£'lnv' av8pwnCDv, 6 ).l£yue;n6-r~LOe;,Pyth. 3.85-86). Once again these statements are not
about the primacy of kingship, but about the advantages enjoyed by those who have this position
in ociety. Also, the acknowledgement due to a king rests not merely on his elevated position, but
is a "recompense for (his) excellence" (CiAAOle;O£ ne; £L£Ac<J<J£VCiAAOe;avTjp/ £UUX£u~U(JtAcD(JtV
U).lVOVCinolv' ap£-rac;, Pyth. 2.13-14) - in this he receives no more than any other good man. I IS
Contrary to the gnomai discussed so far, there is no link between victor and political
di pensation to motivate the choice of subject in Nem. 4.83-85, where the enviable position of a
king i used to demonstrate the power of poetry: "a hymn! of noble deeds makes a man equal in
fortune/ to kings" (U).lVOe;of: -r&vayu8&v/ EpY).la-rCDv~U(JtAC:i)(J1Vicoouiuovc LCUXCV<p&-ru).In a
politicall neutral context the fortune of kings is assumed as the best of its kind and something to
tri e for (note the implied comparison with marble and gold in the preceding lines 81-83). This
may reflect the respect for kings or leaders typically found in interconnected societies, 116 but
e en so the aim is to display the value of song, not to recommend kingship above other forms of
go emment.
What the above analysis does imply, is that the position someone occupies in the
hierarch of his particular city state does not fundamentally influence the expectations and
obligations inscribed in the social code regarding aspects such as the insistence on and reward for
e .cellence. In the epinikia social status ranges across that of tyrant or king (Hieron, Theron,
'ke ilas) and his family or close associates (e.g. Xenokrates of Akragas, Hagesias of Syracuse,
hr mios of itna), member of a ruling or otherwise prominent family (e.g. Hippokleas of the
leuadai of Thessaly, Megakles of the Alkmaionidai of Athens), an important private citizen
115 ee, for example, Isthm. 3.1-3,7-8.
116See Oudernans and Lardinois 1987:71-73,98.
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(e.g. P aumis of Kamarina), a member of a family of no apparent distinction (e.g. Hagesidamos
of We tern Lokroi), and an exile from civil strife in his homeland (Ergoteles of Himera, formerly
from Knossos), However, what differentiates these people is less important than what joins them
socially, their membership of the upper class or aristocracy, which in turn differentiates them
from the rest of society. I 17 This state of affairs is mostly taken for granted, but in Isthmian 1 the
distinction is clearly articulated:
1..ll<J8oc;yap a:A:Aotc;a:A:Aoc;En' EpYllamv av8po)1t0tc; y:AuriC;,
1l11:Ao~6"C(f"C'ap6"C(f "C'op-
vtxo:A6XCfl"C£xo.i OVnovtor; "Cpaq>£t·
vcorpi bf. naC; nc; cuuvcov :A1llov aiavf] "C£"Ca"Cat·
OC;b' allq>' a£8:AOtc;i1 no:A£1l1t;;covapll"Cat KUbOC;a~p6v
£uayoP1l8£i.C; K£pbOC;D\jft<J"COVb£K£"Cat, no:Ata-
rdv Kat ~£vcov y:AcO<J<Jac;aco"COv.
For a different payment for different tasks is sweet to men,
whether to a shepherd, a plowman, a fowler,
or to one whom the sea nourishes,
since everyone strives to keep gnawing hunger from his belly.
But he who wins luxurious glory in games or as a soldier
by being praised gains the highest profit, the finest words
from tongues of citizens and foreigners. (lsthm. 1.47-51)
Reward in accordance with the task fulfilled is the general principle which allows differentiation.
lthough the need to keep hunger at bay is acknowledged as a universal concern, the implication
is that it is a matter of actual importance only to those depending on subsistence pursuits, not to
the man described a few lines earlier as "devoted wholeheartedly to excellence! with both
expenses and hard work" (apnq. Ka"CaK£nat na<Jav 6pyav,! allq>O-r£pov banavatC; "C£Kat novoic,
Isthm. 1.41-42). The basic reward of food on the table is what the former can expect in return for
their efforts, while the ultimate reward of praise from both fellow citizens and strangers goes to
th man who can spend his money and effort on the pursuit of ap£"Ca in games or war, in Pindar's
time all but certainly a member of the elite. I 18
117 On the dominance, if not monopoly, of the games by the aristocracy, see Kurke 1991 b:3n9 and Golden
1998: 14 1-145. On the same situation regarding politics, even in democratic Athens, see Lacey 1968:20,65.
118Cf Woodbury 1978:296-297 on the shift in meaning of!lw96C; in this passage. On the link between
sport and warfare, and the role of the elite in both, see Golden 1998:23-28.
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The views on man in society that will now be investigated (like those on man in the wider
world of nature and the divine already discussed) therefore pertain to the dominant social
class, 119 irrespective of different positions within that class or different political dispensations in
the arious cities represented.
1.4.1. The household and family relationships
The household, or OiKOe;,is generally regarded as the central social unit in the Greek
world of the fifth century. 120 Something of its importance as a positive force in a man's life
appears from Paean 1:
rcP1V68uVTlPU'YllpaOe;0"[ ..... !-l]OMlV,
rtpiv ru; c:ueU!-li.~O"Kl.as£-rco
V011!-l'O:KOTOV£rc1 usrpo, l8wv
8UVU!-lLVotKo8C:TOV.
Before the pains of old age ... arrive,
let a man shelter in cheerfulness
a mind without rancor in moderation, having seen
the resource stored in his house. (fr. 52a.1-4)
It i the 8UVa!-lLe;contained in a man's household which ensures him peace of mind and good
cheer, e en if he cannot avoid the infirmity of old age. A house filled with such power no doubt
enjoys material wealth (as Race's translation implies '"), but wealth alone is not enough. For the
head of the household its strength also lies in his offspring, in the physical support and care in old
age. and ritual care after death they are expected to provide their parents. These are the practical
implication of natural affection for one's parents and the honour in which they are held. Both
thi 10 e and honour are expressed in superlative terms in the epinikia, confirming the
119 Cf. Poliakoff 1987: 129: "Though clearly all social classes were free to enter the contests, it is also clear
that throughout its history, sport in the Greek world claimed the attention and participation of the nobility and was
molded by its ideology" (my emphasis). For his discussion of the social background of athletes from early to late
antiquity. see 129- I33.
120 See, for example Lacey 1968:9, Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:96, and Kurke 1991 b:9, and for a
description of the basic composition of the household Lacey 1968: I5- 16. Further bibliographic references are given
in Kurke 199 Ia:288n6. For a detailed treatment of the role of the olKo<;in Pindar's epinikia, see Kurke 1991 b: 13-82.
he comes to the conclusion that the kleos sought at the games "depends on and aims at the preservation and
glori fication of the oikos."
121 Cf. Rutherford 200 I :254 who translates "wealth."
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importance of family loyalty and obligations in the Pindaric cosmology. 122Isthmian 1
demonstrates that love for one's parents entails putting their interests first. In the opening lines
the epinician narrator states his intention to give priority to his obligation towards his mother city
even though he is already fully occupied working for another city (Mdrsp E!-.l(l,T() T£OV,XPUCYU07n
011~a,/ 71:puy).!aKat a0x,oAiac; U71:£pT£povl811(0).!al. )'!11uot xpuvuc V£).!£0a0atJ L1UAOC;,EV~
K£X,D).!at.Isthm. l.1-4). He explains and justifies this stance with the rhetorical question, "What is
dearer to good men than their beloved parents?" (ri <pihEPOV K£OVWV'WK£CDVaya801:c;; Isthm.
1.5), which implies that parents, including the mother city as metaphorical parent, have the
highest claim to love. The narrator can expect his decision to execute the mother city's
commission first to be accepted and respected, because it reflects an outlook on relationships in
terms of which love for one's parents means all other obligations must yield to their claims. As
far as Tt).!a is concerned, Thrasyboulos is reminded in the form of Cheiron's advice to Achilles
that parents outrank others as much as Zeus outranks the other gods ().!aAl0'W ).!f:VKpovtdcv.'
... ,18Ewv 0£~E08al"l 'WuTac; of: )'!1171:0T£Tt).!uC;1cueipsw YOV£CDV,Pyth. 6.23-27).123 The gnome is
illustrated by the myth of Antilochos, who died protecting his father against Memnon (28-42),
thus demonstrating both the absolute nature of a parent's claim to honour and that it entails
deeds, not just sentiment.
The bond between parents and children, and especially father and son, is not broken at the
death of the former. As the epinician narrator reminds Thrasyboulos in Isthmian 2, he has an
obligation to proclaim the apETa of his dead father against the "envious hopes ... of mortals"
(!-.111VDV,OTt <p80v£pai 8vaTWV <pp£vac; a)'!<plKp£).!avTat EA71:LO£<;,1)'!l1T'cpercv 71:0TE0lyaTCD
71:aTpcpav, Isthm. 2.43-44). The achievements of a man's offspring is another way of keeping his
name and glory alive, and in the context of the games this appears in the recognition of the
122 On the responsibility of children for aged parents see Bolkestein 1939:79-80,282 and Lacey 1968: 116-
118.
123 On obligations towards parents, see Blundell 1989:41-42 and Dover 1974:272-273. Dover gives a few
parallels for the gods-parents analogy. For a more detailed list see Kurke 1990:89n20.
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participation of dead relatives in the VOl-LO<;,the tradition and customs surrounding a victory
celebration (E<JU8E Kat U 8aVOVtE<J<JtVIlEPO<;!K<lVVOIlOVEP80IlEV(J)V,01. 8.77-78).124
While children are indispensible to the continued wellbeing of older family members and
glory of the family name, the protection of the material 8uVallt<; of the OIKO<;also depends on
them. The importance of preserving the household and its land for the family appears from the
explanation given in a gnomic simile in Olympian 10 for an old man's longing for a son: "wealth
that falls to the care! of a stranger from elsewhere! is most hateful to a dying man" (E7tci 7tAoi'no<;
6 Aaxmv 7tOtIlEva! E7taKTOV<lAAO-rpWV!8Vq.<JKOVTt<JWYEPcDTa-rO<;,Ol. 10.88-90).125 The patriarchal
nature of the family is evident in the emphasis on father and son. The pointed desire for a son ES
<lAOXOD("from his wife," 01. 10.86) highlights the implication of the patriarchy for a woman: her
most important role in the otKO<;is to provide it with a legitimate male heir. 126Since legitimacy
was a prerequisite for the inheritance of property, on which the continuance of the OIKO<;
depended, it is not surprising that adultery is regarded as "most hateful in young wives," and,
since citizens have an interest in preserving the purity and exclusivity of citizenship, something
which they would feel entitled to censure (to 8E vsc«; <lAOXOt<;!EX8l<J-rov<l1l7tAUKWVKaAu\jfat r'
Ul-lUXavov!UAAo-rptmm YAcD<J<Jat<;-iKaKoAoyOt 8E 7toAhat, Pyth. 11.25-28).127
124For more on offspring as a shield against mortality, see pp. 41-43. On religious duties towards the dead,
and their importance, see Lacey 1968:147-149.
125Not only the prestige ofa particular family was involved. The preservation of olxoi was also important
from a religious and political perspective. On these matters, see Lacey 1968:23,97-99, and Fisher 1976:6-7,9-10.
126Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:97. Cf. Dover 1974:273,302-303 on the subordinate position of a man's
dependants in the hierarchy of his relationships.
127These gnomai form part of the mythical narrative on the woes of the house of Atreus, and are prompted
by a reference to Klytaimestra's adultery as a motive for the murder of Agamemnon and Kassandra. In the context
their purpose is not primarily to expound the common views on adultery (and its implication for women) that they
represent, but to demonstrate public reaction to the behaviour of those who enjoy prosperity, namely to speak ill of
and envy them (Pyth. 11.29). However, although those in high places disregard the clamour of those who "breathe at
ground level" (Pyth. I 1.30), the values expressed in the gnomai can be seen to triumph in the eventual downfall of
the adulterers (Pyth. I 1.36-37). Cf Maehler 1985:397-399, especially his conclusion that aq>avtov PP{:J.lEl refers to
"den lauten, aber ohnmachtigen, von den Herrschenden ignorierten Protest der Bi.irger gegen Klytaimest:ras und
Aigisths 'Coup" (my emphasis). Hubbard comes to substantially the same conclusion (although he does not seem to
be aware ofMaehler's article). However, his emphasis is on the invisibility of the ordinary citizen rather than the
disregard of the rulers (Hubbard 1990). For an interpretation of this controversial set ofgnomai in terms ofwhar he
calls "logical drift," see Miller 1993b:49-53. On the importance of legitimacy see Lacey 1968:1 I I-I 12 and Finley
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Although the parent-child relationship, especially that between father and son, is the
focus of household affections and obligations, these also stretch further to include earlier
generations and kinsmen in general. The value of a young victor for his grandfather, whose son,
the victor's father, is no longer alive, has already been discussed (see pp. 68-69). According to
the narrator of Paean 2 an acceptable political situation is one in which "hate-mongering envy/
has ... disappeared/ for those who died long ago" and where it is acknowledged that "a man
must give his forefathers their due portion of ample glory" ([0 0]' EXepa vo~cratC;/ 11011 <pe6voC;
OLXETat/T&VreaA-atrepOeUV6VT(J)V';XPll 0' (ivopu TOKEUO'l<V><p£PELV/~ueuoo~ov uicruv, fr.
52b.54-58).128 A mythical example of a man's responsibility to his ancestors is found in the
confrontation between Jason and his uncle Peleus described in Pythian 4. Although Jason is
intent on recovering the throne stolen from his parents, he is concerned that the "great honour" of
his and his uncle's forefathers will be tarnished if, by coming to blows, they ignore the divinely
sanctioned principle that kinsmen owe one another respect: 129
Moiprn 8' a<plcrTavT', c'( nc; EXepu re£A.ct
ouovovou; uio& KUA-U\jfUt.
ou rep£reEtvcpv XUA-KOT6pOtC;~l<PEO'lV
oDo' aK6vTEO'O'lV).lEyaA-UVxpovovrov ri-
unv oacrucreat.
The Fates withdraw, if any feuding arises
to make kinsmen hide their mutual respect.
It is not proper for the two of us to divide the great honor
of our forefathers with bronze-piercing swords
or javelins. (Pyth 4.145-148)
The Pindaric oeuvre gives no indication that the burden of respect and responsibility
1981 :243, and on attitudes to adultery Lacey 1968:69, 113-116 and Fisher 1976: 14-15. For a detailed treatment of
the law of adultery in Athens and its effect on women, see Cohen 1991 :98-170.
128 Note the resemblance to the injunction to Thrasyboulos to praise his father in the face of envy. On this
passage as part of a description of a political situation, see Rutherford 200 1:270.
129 On relations with the extended family, see Blundell 1989:42-43, Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:68--{)9.
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borne by the young is ever considered onerous. This may be explained by a strong sense of
different life stages - childhood, manhood or maturity, and old age - with the promise of
different responsibilities and privileges for different generations. 130 In the context of competition
this is expressed as the opportunity for someone to "prove superior,! as a child among young
children, man among men, and thirdly! among elders," these being "each stage that our human
race! attains" (mv r«; £~oXci)Ttpo~YEVrl1:m,!£v nmci vsoiot 7tai~, £VaVDpacrtVav~p, tpirov/ i»
rraAanEpotcrt, IlEPO~EKacrTovOlOV£XOIlEV!~p6TEOVE8vo~,Nem. 3.71-74). In Nemean 9 the praise
for Chromios of Aitna includes a gnome on the rewards a man reaps in old age for the proper
execution of his duties as a young man:
£Knovrov D', oi ouv vsorcn YEVCOvWt
ouv TE8iKq.,TEAE8Etrrp6~yf]pa~ ai.cOv~IlEpa.
From labors which are borne in youth and with justice
life becomes gentle toward old age. (Nem. 9.44)
In the context of the poem the novoi refer specifically to military exploits (34-43) and the ckov
~IlEpa to the peaceful pleasures of the victory celebrations (48-53), but in a society graded
according to age they could equally well be applied to a man's responsibilities and rewards as
member of an OlKO~.Although the duties of respect and care are strictly enforced, not only the
older generation reaps the benefits of compliance - they accrue to both parties, even if not
simultaneously. On the one hand a young man receives instruction and advice from his father,
and ultimately "the best of possessions, the grace of a good name" (d)(DVUIlOVKTEavcov
xpnttotnv xaptv noprov, Pyth. 11.58).131 On the other hand, when a man reaches the next stage in
the generational division of life he can reasonably claim the same respect and care he devoted to
his elders.
130 For details on this age differentiation, see Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:68 (interconnected societies)
Redfield 1975:110-111 (Homeric society) and Dover 1974:102-106.
131 Cf. also the reminder to Hieron's son Deinomenes that "a father's victory is no alien joy" (xapJ.la 8' OUK
uAA6,pIOV vuccoopic 1[aT£POC;,Pyth. 1.59). On father-son instruction in Pindar, see Chapter 2, p. 24.
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Pindar's poetry presents a wholly traditional picture of the role of the olKo<;in the social
system and the relationships of its members. It is a patriarchy in which sons and women have
clearly defined obligations. While its hierarchical nature places a heavy responsibility on younger
members it also ensures that they can depend on the future support of their own children - hence
the absolute importance of having offspring and the emphasis on the father-son relationship.
1.4.2. Relationships outside the OtKO<;
With his household as the foundation of his standing in the community, a member of the
elite would be active in two distinct, but partially overlapping outside social spheres, the city, a
political entity, and the aristocracy, a social class in the city but with ties across city borders. 132
Both these spheres are manifested in Pindar's epinikia, although the gnomai expressing
commonly held views on the conduct of relationships deal predominantly with social contacts in
the city. Before the presentation of outside social relationships in Pindar is discussed, it is
necessary to consider the functioning of the principle of reciprocity, or repayment in kind, in all
relationships. 133
The continuous flow of obligations and rewards involved in family relationships is one
example of how this principle works in practice. Pythian 2 provides evidence of its importance
by establishing it as a theme of the poem in an alternation of general statements on and
illustrations of the necessity of properly recompensing a benefactor. First, a gnome states the
principle of reciprocity operating between kings and their people: the rulers' ap£'(a is rewarded
with the "tribute of a resounding hymn" (aA,A,Ot<;DEn<;E,(EA,£(j(j£vaA,A,o<;av~p/ c:1JUXEUp mA,£DmV
U~LVOVanOtV' ap£'(u<;, 13-14). The Cyprians celebrating their king Kinyras is an example of such
132 See Herman 1987 on ~Evia, ritualised friendship, as an important means of establishing and maintaining
these ties.
133 Seaforth 1998: I defines reciprocity as "the principle and practice of voluntary requital, of benefit for
benefit (positive reciprocity) or harm for harm (negative reciprocity)." For a discussion of definitions from an
anthropological point of view, see Van Wees 1998: 15-20, In addition to these contributions G ill, Postlethwaite and
Seaford 1998 contains essays on reciprocity covering a wide range of fieJds. For treatments of this topic as it relates
to their specific concerns, see also Hands 1968:26-48, Blundell J989:26--59 passim and Millett 199 I :27-44, 109-
126,
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a tribute (15-17). The relationship is further characterised as an exchange of gratitude for deeds
of friendship (uyn 8£ xapt<;<p1.AWV7r01.nvoc aVTlEPYWVom~oIlEva, 17), turning the hymn into an
expression of gratitude for services rendered. Next the general principle is again made concrete
with an example, this time involving the victor, Hieron, and the people of Western Lokroi, who
owe their safety to his intervention (18-20). In this way the victory hymn addressed to Hieron is
expanded to become a tribute not only to his sporting excellence, but also to his prowess in war
and his concern for those finding themselves in danger. Finally the negative example of Ixion -
he reciprocates with arrogance the divine favour bestowed on him, for which, ironically, he is
repaid in kind by being bound to "inescapable fetters" (£Va<puKTOtO"tyut07rE8m<;,41) - throws
into relief Hieron' s greatness by implying that anyone who does not repay his achievements with
honour and gratitude would be guilty of the same arrogance as Ixion. For his part, Ixion has
learnt the lesson, albeit too late, that it is one's duty to repay a benefactor properly, "with deeds
of gentle recompense" (TOVEUEPYETaVayavat:<;allOtpai<;£7rOtXOIlEVOU<;T1.vw8m, 24).
In both the mythical and the contemporary relationships described in Pythian 2 the
beneficiaries find themselves in a subordinate position to their benefactors (subjects to kings,
human to gods). While their duty to reciprocate is in each case linked to the benefits they derived
from the relationship, the Xapt<;they express may also, as Most maintains, be based on their
respect for their benefactors as "onto logically superior" to them. 134 However, distinctions on the
basis of social class are to a large extent secondary to the concept of reciprocity, and superiority
alone, without some form of favour to support it, will not be sufficient to secure xapt<;.For
example, although parents and children are not equals, the latter's obligation of care in old age to
the former can be seen as a repayment for parental love and nurture, not just an absolute
expression of respect demanded by social differences. Even man's respect for the gods presumes
134 Mo t 1985:75-76.
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that they will in some way return the favour. 135
The treatment of reciprocity in Pythian 5 shows that it is in the first place benificence that
demands a return, not superior status. As in Pythian 2, gratitude towards a benefactor is a topic of
this poem, and once again it involves the relationship both between god and man, and ruler and
subject. The appropriate response of beneficiary to benefactor is summed up in the gnome sxovn
toivuv npbrEv voq. TOVEDEpYEmvDnuvnacrat ("It is fitting, then, to meet one's benefactor with
willing mind," Pyth. 5.43-44; trans. Kurke 1991b: 127). Graciousness and recognition are called
for. The gnome refers to several relationships posited in the poem. Both the victor, king
Arkesilas of Kyrene, and his charioteer, Karrhotos, are indebted to the god Apollo for their
success. Karrhotos has already acknowledged his debt to the god by dedicating his equestrian
equipment at a shrine at the site of the victory (34-42), and while the epinician narrator urges the
king not to forget, in the excitement of the celebrations, that he owes all to the god, he
simultaneously represents Arkesilas as invoking Apollo in the song and thus fulfilling his
obligation to the god (20-25, 103-104). On the human level the burden of debt lies with
Arkesilas, the social superior. In addition to acknowledging the god's help he must "cherish
above all comrades Karrhotos," who "placed around (his) hair the prize for the first-place
chariot" (<lHA-EtV6EKupporrov £~OX' f:mipCDv'... apw8aplluTov ... YEPU~awpE~uM TEUt<JlV
xoucu; Pyth. 5.26,31). Even though the designation of Karrhotos as Arkesilas' f:mtpo~ indicates
a much closer bond than that between kings and subjects portrayed in Pythian 2, they cannot be
regarded as full social equals. The narrator's emphasis on the charioteer as benefactor and the
king as beneficiary thus confirms that reciprocity is a social principle which is primarily
concerned with actions rather than status. As in the case of Apollo, the song commissioned by
135 Cf. Blundell 1989:41-42, 46-47. On the imbalance that nevertheless characterises these relationships,
Blundell remarks (42n80): "Aristotle regards the debt to parents, like that to gods and philosophy teachers, as so
great that we cannot hope to repay it in full (EN I I64a33-b6)."
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the king is offered as a means of compensation for his charioteer. 136The narrator asserts that
Karrhotos is "(b )lessed ... in having, ... , a memorial of finest words of praise" ()lUKapLOe;,be;
£X£le;/.. .IA6yrovoeptntrov/ )lVU)llll',Pyth. 5.46-48) and this statement is backed by the most
detailed description and praise of a charioteer and his exploits in the epinikia (27-53).
The mutual goodwill of ~dVOlepitomises the proper functioning of reciprocity. An
important way for the aristocracy to distinguish themselves from the lower classes, is through the
institution of ~£vlu, guest-friendship or ritualised friendship, 137which Herman defines as "a bond
of solidarity manifesting itself in an exchange of goods and services between individuals
originating from separate social unitS.,,138Only one gnome in Pindar refers to this exclusive
arrangement, but it makes an important statement about the nature of the relationship between
guest-friends:
~£ivrov1398' £Dnpcooovtrov
£cruvuv ulniK' aYY£Aluvxori YAUK£tUV£crAol'
and when guest-friends are successful,
good men are immediately cheered at the sweet news. (01. 4.4-5)
The gnome expresses unhesitating goodwill as the norm for ritualised friendship, and also
implies that this is part of the mutual obligations which entering into such a relationship
entails. 140By attributing pleasure in each other's success to ~f;VOl,the gnome also demonstrates
the resemblance of guest-friendship to kinship: in the epinikia the victory of a son or grandson, or
136Kurke 1991 b: 127. Note that finally the victor's expenditure (without which participation in the games
would not have been possible) qualifies him as benefactor as well, and that he receives the victory song as
recompense (£Xov"CUnu8wv68EV/ TO KaUlVtKOv Aunlptov oarrav{iv/ I1£AO<;xaplEV Pyth. 5.105- I07).
137Herman 1987:162.
138Herman 1987: IO.
139Gerber 1987: 12 comments on ~ELvwv:"here, as in several other passages, simply 'friends'." However,
Herman's investigation of the use of the term shows that it is applied exclusively to "cross-border" relationships, not
to friendships in general (Herman I987: I0- I2 with nn. 4 and 5). On the differences between guest-friendship and
ordinary friendship, see Herman 1987:29-3 I. The difference between the gnome in Olympian 4 and those on
relationships in the context of the city, will confirm Herman's analysis.
140According to Herman 1987: 12 the "more formal xenos words" (as against, for example, phi/os) were
used "when a speaker wished to stress the rights and obligations of ritualised friendship."
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a father, is often presented as a source of joy and satisfaction. 141For example, in Olympian 14
Echo is urged to take the "glorious news" (KAmav ... a'Y'YEAiuv,21) of Asopichos' victory to his
father in the underworld, and Deinomenes is included in the celebrations for his father Hieron's
victory on the grounds that "a father's victory is no alien joy" (xap)lu 0' OUKaAA6't'PLOV
vtxorpopin 7t:a'tEPO<;,Pyth. 1.59).142
Another example of proper reciprocation is the neighbourliness extolled in Nemean 7:
ei O£YEUE'tUt
av8po<; aVTlPrt, <pul)lEVKEysirov' E)l)lEVat
v6ep <PtA~O'UV't'U'tEVEtyEi'tOVlXUp)lUnuV''Ccov
Ena~LOv'
If man has any enjoyment
of his fellow man, we would say that a neighbor who loved
his neighbor with fixed purpose is a joy to him worth
everything. (Nem. 7.86-89)
A detailed analysis of diction and context by Mace confirms that this gnome is a paraphrase of
Hesiod's declaration that "(a) bad neighbour is as great a plague as a good one is a great blessing;
he who enjoys a good neighbour has a precious possession" (m'l)lU KUKO<;YEhcov,occov r'
ayu8o<; )lEY' OVEtap.i E)l)lOPErot n)l~<;, 0<;r' E)l)lOPEvstrovo; E0'8AOD,Op. 346-347; trans.
Evelyn-White 1959).143 The importance of reciprocity that is implicit in Pindar's version is
elaborately stated in the Hesiodic passage:
ED)lEv )lE'tpEl0'8Ulnapa YEhovo~, ED8' uno8ouvUl,
uU'tep 'tep )lE'tPep,KUtAcOLOV,Ut KE8uvT]at,
<:0<;av XPT]i.scovKUtE<;UO''tEPOVapKLOvEUPTI<;.
Take fair measure from your neighbour and pay him back fairly with the same
measure, or better, if you can; so that if you are in need afterwards, you may find
him sure.
(Op. 349-351; trans. Evelyn- White 1959)
A conspicuous difference between the two renderings of the neighbour theme is that Pindar
141 Cf. Kurke 1991a on the identification of fathers, sons and grandfathers in Pindar. The importance of the
parriline in the confrontation with death and mortality is discussed above pp. 68-69.
142 See Herman 1987: 16-29 for a discussion of the ways in which ritual friendship "mimics" kinship.
143 Mace 1992: 162-173.
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neglects to mention the curse of a bad neighbour. This is part of a strategy to emphasize positive
and supportive relationships. 144 The context of Pindar's gnome shows that the XaP!lU provided by
a good neighbour is on a level with that derived from guest-friendship and close family ties. First,
the gnome is preceded by a reference to the relationship between Herakles and Aiakos, his
"benevolent guest-friend and brother" (npoapriov' ... ~EtvOVabEA<pE6vr", Hem. 7.86). Then the
oblique request to Herakles to be a good neighbour to the victor is supported by portraying
Sogenes as "cherish(ing) a spirit of tenderness/ for his father" (nnrpi LO),Yf:VllC;amAov a!l<Pf:ncov/
Guuov, Nem. 7.91-92). Thus in setting up Herakles as a neighbour of the victor (89-94), the
epinician narrator wishes for the victor the benefits entailed in all these relationships. 145
Although this passage of Nemean 7 highlights the positive in relationships, it would be
wrong to read into the omission of the "bad neighbour" topic a resolutely optimistic outlook on
human interaction. In fact the superlative value ascribed to a good neighbour would be
meaningless without the tacit acknowledgement of the existence of its opposite. 146 This
acknowledgement is implied by the conditional formulation of the saying, which shows that the
narrator is well aware that men do not always experience enjoyment of their fellow men. ei in the
sense of "if ever" or "whenever" limits the positive experience, so that the protasis may be
rendered "to the extent that ... ," with the apodosis singling out a good neighbour among the
instances of pleasure, since this is the relationship the victor enjoys with the hero-god
Herakles.!"?
Family, guest-friends and good neighbours take pleasure in a man's good fortune and
success, thus repaying him for his efforts. In contrast, fellow citizens are often not as generous
144 Cf. Sullivan 1990: 189 on the strong positive feelings expressed by v6ep ... an:v£l.
145 On heroes as neighbours to mortals, see Rusten 1983.
146 Cf the characterisation of neighbours as envious in 01. 1.47 but guardians of possessions in Pyth. 8.58.
147 Contra Mace 1992: l72n3 who avers that "(d)espite the conditional form ... , the protasis has no real
cond itiona I force and its sense is closer to 'of the ways that one man benefits from another ... '.' Cf. Smyth
1959:527 (§2335) on general conditions: "The ifclause has the force of if ever (whenever), the conclusion expresses
a repeated or habitual action or a general truth."
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and need to be reminded of their duty to recompense excellence with recognition and praise. 148
Their attitude is an example of how the potential for less than cordial relations between citizens
implied in the gnome on neighbours becomes a reality.
Reluctance to give a successful man his due, and envy, whether generally of a family or
an individual's high standing, or of a specific achievement, such as victory at the games, go hand
in hand. 149 The eagerness of 1tOA,t-ratto defame those in high places has already been noted in
another context (see p. 82 with n. 127), and is explained as the result of prosperity attracting envy
(tCJXElTEyap OA,~OSOD IlE10VU<p86vov, Pyth. 11.29). An example of the conjunction ofa
prominent family, the success ofa family member, and envy is found in Olympian 6.71-76. The
lamidai clan to which the victor Hagesias of Syracuse belongs is "much renowned among
Hellenes" (1tOA,DKAElTOVKu8' "EA,A,uvuS, 71), they enjoy prosperity, and their virtuous deeds add
to their visibility (OA,~OSall' ECJ1tETO·TlWDVTESD' apET<is/ ES ocvspdv 6Mv EPXOVTaVrexuntpet/
XP1lIl' EKUCJTOV,72-74). A member of such a high-profile family can expect "blame coming from
others who are envious" in return for victory, especially since the favour of Charis that
accompanies success would make him even more conspicuous (WDIlOS ES aA,Amv KPEIlUTat
<p80VE6vTCDV/TOtS, olS 1tOTE1tPOHOlSnepi DCDDEKUTOVDp61l0v/ EA,uuv6VTECJCJlVuiDoiu 1tOTlCJTa.sn
Xa.PlS EDKA,EUuopocv, 74_67).150 In Pythian 1 it is the prominence of a ruler which makes him
the target of the envy of citizens, who are secretly aggrieved when they hear of others' success
(a.CJTcDVD' aKoa KPD<pLOV8Wl()v ~UPUVEllla.AlCJT' ECJA,OtCJlVE1t' aA,A,OTpiOLS,84).151 While KPU<pLOV
Guuov implies that these citizens would not openly display their negative attitude, they should not
be dismissed as of no consequence. Just as another ruler, Arkesilas of Kyrene, is urged to act
circumspectly "for easily can even weaklings shake a city" (pq.DtOV IlEVyap 1t6ALVosiom xni
148 Compare Kurke's discussion of Hdt. 7.237.2-3 on the contrast between the goodwill of guest-friends and
the envy of fellow citizens when a man experiences success and its implications for Pindar (1991 b:90).
149 For an analysis of several of the passages mentioned below from the perspective of envy as topic in
Pindar, see Bulman 1992: 15-36.
150 On 1.l(:1'lf.lO~as the "voice" of <pe6vo~) see Bulman 1992:22.
151 For the link between envy and success, cf. also Nem. 8.21-22 and Parth. 1,8-9.
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u<paupoT£pOt<;,Pyth. 4.272), so Hieron must counter those who would diminish his
accomplishments with good governance and exemplary behaviour (Pyth. 1.86-92).152
The complexity of human relationships reflected in the different reactions to another's
success discussed so far, is further demonstrated by the demands made of a man who wishes to
be acknowledged for successful exploits. To earn the respect of his fellow men a man must be
prepared to face danger and run the risk of failure, otherwise honour is withheld (rncivouvot 0'
Up£TaiJ OUTt:nap' uvopucnv OUT' tv vcuoi KoiAat<;!riuun: nOAAOtof: ueuvovtm, KaAov c:t Tt
nova8fj, Of. 6.9-11). In the particular case of Hagesias his success is in accordance with this
principle and he moreover "finds his townsmen ungrudging in the midst of delightful songs"
(tm1C6pO'at<;u<p86vcovUO'T(DVtv l)l£PTai<;uOtoai<;, Of. 6.7). Bulman rightly refers to the "ideal
nature of so generous a response to UP£TU," given that the usual reaction to another's success
entails blame and envy (see p. 91 on 01.6.71-76).153 A gnomic passage from Olympian 5
confirms the general attitude:
aid 0' U)l<P'up£Taicn novo; oanuva T£ )lUpVaTalnpo<; £P'Yov
KlVODVCflK£KaAU)lIl£vOv'£Dof: WX6v-
T£<;O'oCPOtKat nOAhat<; £oo~av £)l)l£v.
Always do toil and expense strive for achievements toward
an accomplishment hidden in danger, but those who succeed
are considered wise even by their fellow citizens. (Of. 5.15-16)
Slater interprets Kat nOALTat<;,"even by their fellow citizens," to "(imply) that one's own
colleagues will be the last people to believe one to be sophos, and the first to think one
stupid."!" Even for an achievement based on working hard, making the necessary expenditures
and taking risks, i.e. success in accordance with the ideals of honour, recognition can be
grudging.
152 Cf. Hands 1968:35 on the increasing importance of the goodwill of the poor as democracy became more
dominant socially and politically. For the epinician narrator the right way to respond to the potential censure (!l&!l0~)
of the envious is to observe KU\p6~, "appropriateness" or "due measure' in his praise (Pyth. 1.81-83).
153 Bulman 1992:28. See also her p. 23.
154 Slater 200 J: 113. His article investigates several instances of the commonplace idea that "success frees
one from being called a fool" (I 12).
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Against the background of the natural tendency to envy another's success, rather than
rejoice in it,155injunctions to citizens to honour victors can be seen as an effort to elicit the ideal
generous response which rejects envy. InNemean 9 the obligation to acknowledge achievement
is presented with the authority attributed to a "Aoyoe_,by men:
Ecru 8f; ue_,"Aoyoe_,av8pc01CwV,'LEU;M;CJI1EVOVECJ"Aov
1111 XUl1uimyq. Ku"A{)\jlm·8W1CEcriu6' E1CEwv
KUUXUe_,a016a npootpopoc.
Men have a saying: do not hide a noble accomplishment
on the ground in silence. Rather, a divine song
with verses of acclaim is called for. (Nem. 9.6-7)
The force of the call to praise is underlined by juxtaposing it with the victor Chromios' appeal for
a hymn honouring Leto, Apollo and Artemis (4-5). The opening lines of the poem evoke a
picture of Chromios surrounded by celebrating guests in his home (1-3), and in this private
context there is no question that they accept the obligation implied by the saying to praise their
successful host. 156
In the civic sphere such generosity can evidently not be taken for granted. Therefore an
appeal is made on the basis of the generally accepted principle of reciprocity in relationships, and
the portrayal of the victor as a benefactor of his community. Although the formal terms
EUEPYEcriuand EUEpYEme_,are reserved for private contexts, and have particular significance for
relations among the aristocracy, 157 the idea that victors and their families benefit their community
is promoted repeatedly in the epinikia. In Isthmian 6, for example, Lampon, the father of the
young victor is described as "bring(ing) to his own city an adornment all share." Significantly,
this is coupled with his "benefactions to his guest-friends" (~uvov acr'LEl.KOcrl10VE4>1Cpocraywv/
KUt~£vwv EUEpYEcrLme_,ayu1[(hm, 69-70). According to Herman "a benefaction - a favour
155 The natural tendency to envy is recognised by a scholiast on 01. 6.6-7: route Sf: rrpom:1811<HV£7t£l8~ oi'
rroAl,[al Kara !pv(J[V ill~AOl(; cp80voumv (text from Bulman 1992:87n51, my emphasis).
156 See also Nern. 3.29 and fr. 121 on the justice and propriety of honouring good men in song.
157 See Kurke 1991 b:98.
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accepted or imposed - is like a debt: it must be repaid at all costs." 158 Like the benefactor in the
private sphere the man whose achievements bring glory to his city, thus turning him into a public
benefactor, deserves recompense from his fellow citizens, a view which is put forward in several
gnomai .159 A notable feature of these gnomai is the recurrence ofterms such as XPll, anotva, avrt
and ~uvo~. They signify a reciprocal arrangement and underline the idea that the relationship
between a successful man and his city should be regarded like that between a private benefactor
and those who benefit from his generosity.
In Pythian 9 both Telesikrates' current victory at Pytho and his numerous successes at
local games are characterised as benefiting his city. With his Pythian victory "he made Kyrene
light up"* (£v8a vucccc«; aVE<jmvEKupcvcv, 73), and at Aigina and Megara he "glorified this
city" (noALvTav8' EDKAEL~a~,91). That the glorification of the city makes the victor a benefactor
of his fellow citizens and lays a debt of praise on them, is made explicit in a gnome incorporated
into the catalogue of local victories:
OUV£K£V,ei <P1Ao~acrTcDv,£i: n~aVTa-
£LC;,TOY' EV~uv0 n£noval-l£VOV£D
1-l11 AOYovpA6.nTcovaA10l.OYEPOVTO~KPUnTETCO'
KElVO~niveiv xui tov £X8pov
ncvri 8uI-l0 cuv TE8iKq.KaAUp£~OVT'EVVEn£V.
Therefore, let no citizen, whether friendly or hostile,
keep hidden a labor nobly borne on behalf of all,
thereby violating the command of the Old Man of the Sea
who said to praise even one's enemy
wholeheartedly and justly when he performs noble deeds. (Pyth. 9.93-96)
OUVEKEVestablishes a direct link between Telesikrates' success and Nereus' injunction that
citizens must praise noble deeds. This is proper reciprocation for efforts undertaken £V~uv0, a
158 Herman 1987:48. See also pp. 47-49 and passim on the role of £U£PYEalU in ritualised friendship. For
views in the epinikia on repaying personal benefactors, see discussion of Pythian 2 and Pythian 5 above (pp. 85-88).
159 Cf. Kurke 1991b:91: "(T)he custom of feasting athletic victors in the prytaneum shows that they were
regarded as public benefactors." For details of prizes and other honours accorded to victors, see Young 1984: 115-
133. Cf also Herman 1987: 15 on the "honours and privileges (conferred) upon people who benefited (Greek states)
in one way or another."
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phrase which signals victors as benefactors of their communities. 160
Reflection in Isthmians 3, 1 and 5 on the responsibility of citizens to reciprocate
achievement with praise emphasizes the successful man's effort and attitude. The great deed
itself is deemed worthy of recognition, even if it does not directly or obviously benefit fellow
citizens. Nevertheless, in Isthmians 1 and 5 a connection is made between soldiers and athletes,
and since war is by definition a communal rather than private activity, this shows, albeit
indirectly, that athletic success is regarded as a benefit to the city which deserves
acknowledgement just as fighting for one's city does.
Isthmian 3 contains two gnomai on the topic of success and its public requital. The first
qualifies the success which is worthy of praise by adding a rider about the successful man's
attitude to his achievement:
EY r«; av<>pcDvE1rtDxilcrate;
11 ouv EubOsOle;M:8AOle;
;1 cr8£VEl7l:AOU-COUK(H£XElopcoiv ninvf KOPOV,
aSLOe;EUAoyiate;acr-ccDV!lE!-.lix8at.
If a man is successful,
either in glorious games
or with mighty wealth, and keeps down nagging excess in his mind,
he deserves to be included in his townsmen's praises. (Isthm. 3.1-3)
Whether KOpOe;is to be interpreted in terms of social relations generally'"' or more specifically as
a pointer to the victor's political aspirations, 162 the importance attached to avoiding it shows that
success can alienate a man from his community. However, ifhe acts appropriately he can claim
to be worthy of the approval of his fellow citizens. The basic meaning of aSLOe;,"weighing as
much, of like value, worth as much" (LSI s.v.), underlines the careful balancing of achievement
and praise that is called for. In this gnome the main concern is with the successful man and his
160 Cf. Kurke 1991b:208. She translates tv ~uv4>as "in the common interest." The implications of this
passage for views on friendship and enmity are discussed below.
161 Fisher 1992:218-219.
162 Kurke 1991b:21 O. See also pp. 209-218 for Kurke's views on the link between the rejection of xopoq
and U~Pl~ and the fear of tyranny.
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merit, while the second gnome stresses the necessity of giving him the reward to which he is
entitled:
SUKAE(J)V0' i':PY(J)Va7tOtVU
XPl1ll£v uuvftom rov £cr"Aov,
XP110£K(J)llaSOV"C'ayuVUtc;xuphwcrtv ~ucr"Cacrut.
In recompense for glorious deeds
one must hymn the good man
and must exalt him, as he revels, with gentle poems of praise. (Isthm. 3.7-8)
The conduct described in the first gnome is picked up by the reference to SUKAE(J)v... i':PY(J)v,
actions which elicit positive reactions, of which good report is given. Together with a7totVu the
strong XPl1 uev ... XPl1oE construction then signifies that such efforts constitute a debt that can
only be discharged by appropriate recognition in the form of song and public praise. The gnome
does not specify the debtors, but by placing the laudandus among revellers, the epinician narrator
goes beyond the notion of private justice implied by a7totVu to convey the necessity of public
recompense. 163
The elaboration of the principle of reciprocity in Isthmian 1.41-51 illuminates several
aspects of the relationship between the successful man and his fellow men. The passage begins
with a statement of the nature of the effort expected from those who strive for success and the
appropriate response when it is gained:
el 0' aps"C~xcrcxsttrn 7t(xcruvopyav,
awp0"CEpOVoU7tavmc;"CS KUtzovoic,
xP~ VlVsupovreooiv ayavopu KOIl7tOV
1111<j>80vsputcrt<j>EPStV
yv coucu;:
If someone is devoted wholeheartedly to excellence
with both expenses and hard work,
it is necessary to give those who achieve it a lordly vaunt
with no begrudging
thoughts (lsthm. 1.41-45)
163 On the particular use of a7Wlva by Pindar, see Kurke 1991b: I08-116, esp. pp. 108-110 on unOlva as a
form of private justice operating between aristocratic families, and p. 112 on the extension of the obligation to praise
success from the private to the public sphere in lsthm. 3.7-8.
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Success requires total commitment of both resources and effort to the pursuit of a goal. The risk
inherent in such an undertaking (and stated directly in 01. 5.15-16 and 01. 6.9-11; see pp. 91-92)
appears from the fact that the endeavour alone is not enough: recognition is reserved for those
who actually achieve excellence (VlVeupovreccw). The acknowledgement such an achievement
demands (XPll), praise on a grand scale I 64 given with a generous spirit that rejects envy, recalls
the working of reciprocity in the close relationships of family, good neighbours and guest-
friends, all of whom would naturally, without having to be exhorted to do so, react positively to
the successful man in their midst. By implication the injunction to unstinting praise is therefore
directed at his fellow citizens who may be more reluctant to give him his due. The skilled or wise
man, i.e. the poet, is qualified to undertake this task on behalf of the community:
End KOU<j>U86(JtC;avopi (Jo<pcp
cvri )loX8(J)vnanooancDv £noc; ei-
non' aya80v ~uvov Op8cD(JatKaMv.
since it is a light gift for a man who is wise
to speak a good word in return for labors of all kinds
and to raise up a noble tribute shared by all. tIsthm. 1.45-46)
Praise is again presented as reciprocation for effort (cvri )lOX8(J)v... £noc; ... aya8ov). It is also a
~uvov ... KaAov,a common or shared good. This phrase can be interpreted from two angles. On
the one hand it points to the community'S participation in the praise articulated by the poet. By
association they share his wisdom, demonstrated in doing the right thing, giving credit to the
successful man. On the other hand it indicates that praise for an individual citizen's achievement
reflects glory on his community, which shares in the esteem accorded to him. As such he is their
benefactor, which in turn obliges them to honour him.
In the final section of the passage the highest value is attached to the acknowledgement
given by citizens and foreigners (EuayoP118dC;KEPOOC;U\jIl(JTOVO£KETat,nOAlanlv Kat ~EV(J)V
164 Compare Pyth. 3.55 and Pyth. J O. J 8 where ayuv(J)p is used in conjunction with gold and wealth.
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YAW(J(JW;aCD'WV,Isthm. 1.51).165 This is not easily obtained. In the close-knit family and
aristocratic social circle honour and respect for success are not negotiable, but in the wider
community of the n6h; they cannot be taken for granted. Citizens have to overcome a natural
antipathy towards the prosperity of a man with whom they have no close ties and must be
convinced that it also benefits them.
An effective way of persuading citizens that the victorious athlete promotes their interests
is to equate success in the games with that in war. In a section of Isthmian 7 devoted to the uncle
of the victor who died in battle it is clear that, in contrast to the athlete, no case needs to be made
for rewarding the bravery of a soldier with honour. Such acknowledgement is stated as an evident
truth, and is directly connected with the glory his success bestows on his fellow citizens:
nfH16' aya80t(Jlv avrl.KEttal.
l(J'[CDyap (Ja<p£~ocr«; EVLal)'[<fVE<p£A<fXUAa-
say a'(f-la'W~npo <plAa~na'[pa~ cuuvsrct,
AotyOVav'[a <p£PCDVEvaV'[lcp (J'[pa'[0,
a(J'[cDVYEVEq.f-l£Yl(J'[OVKA£O~auSCDV
SWCDVr' ano xni Gcvcov.
but honor is laid up as a recompense for brave men.
For let him know well, whoever in that cloud of war
defends his dear country from the hailstorm of blood
by turning the onslaught against the opposing army,
that he fosters the greatest glory for his townsmen's race,
both while he lives and after he is dead. (lsthm. 7.26-30)
So, by conflating the "luxurious glory" won by the athlete and the soldier (o~ 6' af-l<p'a£8Ivol~ ~
nOAEf-llSCDVapllLal Ki)60~ app6v, Isthm. 1.50) the former is presented as benefiting his city no
less than the latter. 166The same strategy is followed in Isthmian 5 where the motivation for the
call to praise is the honouring of warrior heroes in song:
ei 6£ rsrpcxrm
8£060'[CDVSPYCDVK£AcU80v (iv Ka8apav,
f-lTJ<p86vEl xounov rov EOlK6'[' aOl6q.
xipvcusv aV'Lin6vCDV.
xni yap TJPWCDVaya80t nOAcf-ll(J'[ai
165 For the full text and translation of the last part of the passage (lsthm. 1.47-51), see p. 79 where these
lines are considered from the perspective of social differentiation.
166 Cf. Kurke 1991b:209 on Isthm. 1.50-51.
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AOYovEK£p8uvuv' iliOVLUl 8' EVts oopuiv-
Y£(JO'lVEVuUAcovre 1ta!l<PcDVOlt;O!lOKAUtt;
If someone has entered
into the clear road of divinely granted deeds,
do not grudge to blend into your song a fitting vaunt
in return for toils,
for among the heroes brave warriors also
gained praise and are celebrated on lyres
and in the full range of pipes' harmonies (lsthm. 5.22-27)
Although the appeal is made in the singular (!l~ <p80V£l)and so suggests that the epinician
narrator addresses himself, or his heart, which "tastes no hymns without the Aiakidai" (ro 8'
E!lOV!OUKci't£p AiuKl8<'iv K£UPU!lVCOVy£uC'tat, 19-20), the context and the diction of the gnome
point to the victor's fellow citizens as its intended audience. The victory celebration is
specifically situated in Aigina, the home city of the victor (E!lOAOV... 'tav8' Et; siivouov nOAlv,
21-22) and, as in Isthmian 1, giving praise suited to the effort expended (xounov rov EOlKO't' ...
ani novorv) means avoiding the envy (!l~ <p80V£l)with which citizens tend to regard another's
good fortune.
The pressure for recognition of achievement points to a certain level of mistrust among
citizens, which makes the support provided by friendship all the more valuable. 167 The delight
(xaP!lU) given by a "neighbour who loves his neighbour" is an example of the worth of such a
relationship (see pp. 89-90 on Nem. 7.86-89).168 Millett describes <piAOlas "individuals
associated in a koinonia for the sake of mutual advantage.v'P? This pragmatic approach to
friendship is reflected in a gnome in Nemean 8:
167 The Greek concept of <plAtaencompasses a wide range of relationships, from those within the family to
those between men and gods, and sharp distinctions in line with modern ideas of friendship are not always possible.
The present discussion of the views on friendship propounded in Pindar's work includes what Blundell terms
"personal friends bound by reciprocal favour and often, though not necessarily, by mutual esteem and affection'
(Blundell 1989:44). For Blundell's discussion of the whole range of <plAiaand the concept of citizenship as basis of
friendship, see pp. 39-49. For a discussion ofq>lAla based largely on a reading of Aristotle and Xenophon, see Millett
1991: 109-126.
168 Cf. Herman 1987:29. He uses an example of neighbours becoming friends from pseudo-Demosthenes
Against Nicostratus to illustrate the development of friendship over a long period of close contact. See 29-31 for his
discussion of the distinction between civic friendship and ritualised friendship.
169 Millett 1991: 126. Cf. Konstan 1998:282.
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xp£'lat oEnuvtoirn <PIAWV av-
Op&v' 'to. IlEvall<ptnovou;
uneprorcrc, llaO''t£U£tOEKat
'tEP\lIte;EVollllam 8E0'8at
mcrov.
There are all sorts of needs for friends,
and while help amid toils
is greatest, joy too seeks
to set in view
what is trustworthy. (Nem. 8.42-44)
xp£'lat indicates both the need for and the usefulness of friends, who are expected to stand by one
another in both good times and bad. The gnome acknowledges the conventional notion that the
need and usefulness are most acute when someone suffers hardship, but its focus is the role of
friends in times of success, when they must make sure that a man's achievement is clear for all to
see. The urgency of this task is reflected in the verb uccreixo, from the root verb * llaW, "to wish
eagerly, strive, yearn, desire" (LSI, sv). The previous gnome states that ap£'ta is enhanced when
it is praised "among wise and just men" (aDS£'tat 0 aP£'ta, x/"'wpa1:e;EEpO'ate;cDe;o't£ OEVOp£OV
~O'O'£t,l<EV>0'0<p01:e;avop&v a£p8£1:e;'EVotKaiate; re npoe; uypov/ ai8Epa, Nem. 8.40-42),170 and
the insistence on the duty of friends in this regard is telling in the light of the reluctance of the
citizenry to reward success properly. I7l
The obligations of friendship represent one half of the ubiquitous Greek moral imperative
to help one's friends and harm one's enemies, another manifestation of the idea of reciprocity or
retaliation. 172 The gnomai in Nemean 8 just discussed are in fact preceded by a first person
indefin ite (or generalised first person) statement on this theme: 173
170 Cf. Bakchylides Fr. 56 for the same tree comparison and Nem. 9.48-49 for a similar but less baroque
statement of the power of song to elevate success.
171 See Carey 1976:35-36 on the particular implications of this passage for an athletic victor.
172 imonides fr. 642(b) expresses the thought succinctly: TOUe;cplAOUe;ED noisiv TOUe;<8'> f:x8poue; KUK<'ile;.
Cf. also Theognis 227-240,869-872,1032,1107-1108. Several more parallels are given in Hubbard 1985:76n9. For
a discussion of the topic, see Blundell 1989:26-59 with 26n I for bibliography of other (brief) treatments. See also
Dih Ie 1962:30-40, who treats this rule in the context of the wide application of reciprocity in popular morality.
173 Although generalised first person statements are not formally gnomic they function in much the same
way, in the words of Frankel 1969:543nI2: "(S)chlief3lich bedeutet oftein 'ich will', 'ich werde' und ahnliches so
viel wie 'man soli', weil das Dichterwort ein Ausdruck del' offentlichen Meinung und ein Spiegel mafsgeblicher
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XPD<JOV£UXOV-
'rat, 7l:£8iov8' srspo;
u7l:£paV"Cov,E)'cO8' u<J'Wte;u8cOv
Kat X80vt )'Dta KaA;i)\jfm,
cdvscov nivnt«, uourprrv 8' Em<J7l:£ipcovaAnpOte;,
some pray for gold,
others for land
without end, but I pray to find favor with my townsmen
until I cover my limbs with earth,
praising things praiseworthy, but casting blame on evildoers, (Nem. 8.37-39)
With few exceptions friends are regarded as good people who do praiseworthy things and
enemies as wicked and deserving of censure. 174 To make the distinction and act accordingly is a
mark of sincerity, of keeping to the straight and narrow in life (K£Atu80l9 a7l:A6me;~coCie;
Eqmmoiflav, 35-36). This 1180e;(35) is in stark contrast to the flattery and deception which favour
a man such as Odysseus and refuse recognition of a true hero such as Aias (23-34).175 In
anti strophe 4 of Pythian 2 sincerity and deceit in dealing with fellow citizens are similarly
contrasted. Whereas the devious man tries to be all things to all men (81-82) the "straight-talking
man" (£U8U)'ACO<J<JOe;av~p, 86) openly behaves as a friend to friends and an enemy to enemies
(<piAoV£lll <ptAEtV'/1t01;i8' EX8pov at' Ex8poe;EcOVAUKOLO8iKav u1t08£u<J0flm,! aAA' aAAOt£
7l:at£cov68ole; <JKoAlale;,83-85; "Let me befriend a friend! but against an enemy, I shall, as his
enemy, run him down as a wolf does,! stalking now here, now there, on twisting paths"). The
moral superiority of the latter stance over the former is clear from the result, acceptance "under
Lebensweisheit ist." See also p. 587 [2.2-5], as well as Young 1968:12-13,58. According to Hubbard 1995:49 the
"generic 'I '" used in such statement function gnornically, as "a kind of moral self-exhortation to conform to a
certain pattern of behavioral constraint." He discusses several instances of these statements as part of what he terms
the "subject-object relation" at Hubbard 1985: 145-148.
174 Blundell 1989:51-52. Cf. Nem. 4.93-96 which states gentleness towards tcrA,oiand rough treatment for
rrUA,(YK0101as the norm.
175 In the epinician context the distinction is especially important. By subscribing to a general truth which
includes blaming where blame is due the narrator proclaims the sincerity of his praise. Since he is someone who
adheres to the basic principle of helping friends and harming enemies he can be trusted to "cast a fitting vaun upon
(the vi tor's) accomplishment" (npocoopov/ tv ... €PYQlxounov i.Ei.<; em. 8.48-49).
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every regime" (tv mivm 8[. vouov, 86) rather than a failure of influence "among good men" (tv
aya80tC;, 81).
The image of the wolf indicates that any means available can and must be used to achieve
the end of undermining an enemy. 176 This uncompromising attitude is stated baldly in a gnome in
Isthmian 4: "One must do everything to diminish one's opponent" (xp1l6t m'iv Ep80V''C'
allaupmom TOVtx8p6v, 48), including using the wiliness of a fox to outwit him (47). In this
poem the injunction is applied to a narrowly personal goal, victory in a pancratium competition,
but in Paean 2 its scope is widened to include the interests of one's homeland. In a section
dealing with the defence of a city under attack the following gnome occurs:
Ei 6Enc; apKECDv<plAOtC;
tx8POtCHTpaxUC;u7taVnaSEt,
~l6X80C;ll<JUXiav<pEPEL
KatpcpKcnapaivCDv.
If, to aid friends,
one sternly opposes enemies,
the effort brings peace
when it proceeds in due measure. (Pae. 2.31-34)
ll<Juxia cannot be achieved without harsh action against enemies. Since the circumstances require
such action it carries the moral approval of being appropriate, being "the properly timed and
properly regulated application of force." 177 Fierce opposition of enemies is also presented as an
essential part of one's obligation to friends. This may be explained by the transitivity of
friendship and enmity.!" but given the political context of the gnome, the meaning of <piAOLis
best evaluated against that background. A civic duty is at stake, namely to defend one's city
against threats from outside, and in such a situation all fellow citizens should be regarded as
176 Most 1985: 115-1 16. For his detailed treatment of Pyth. 2.81-88, see pp. I 11-118.
177 J.R. Wilson 1980: 184. Cf. Frankel 's definition of Katp6C; as "die Norm der treffsicheren Wahl und
weisen Beschrankung, der Sinn fill' das jeweils den Urnstanden Angemessene, Geschmack, Takt u.a " (Frankel
1969:509). On the similarities between Pae. 2.31-34 and the opening of Pythian 8, see Frankel 1969:567-569 with
n9, J.R. Wilson 1980:184 and Hubbard 1985:87.
178 See Blundell 1989:47 on this aspect of friendship and enmity.
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friends, regardless of whether personal relationships with them are friendly, hostile or neutral. 179
In this broad view of friendship obligations towards one's city take precedence over
personal animosity. As a result people who would not assume a benevolent attitude towards each
other in personal affairs would work together when faced by a threat to their city, e.g. in war.180
In Pyth. 9.93-96 the epinician speaker, basing himself on the wisdom ofNereus, the Old Man of
the Sea, goes a step further by demanding positive action towards a personal enemy in the form
of recognition through praise ifhe has benefited the city (see p. 94 for text). It is notable that
giving up the enmity is not required, but rather an acknowledgement that the way enemies are
treated should take into account the circumstances. Although Blundell is right to maintain that
the Kat in Kat rov EX8p6v(95) "shows that such disinterested magnanimity was not the norm,,181
the seriousness of the injunction cannot be doubted, as the qualification of clveiv by nnvri 81)110
GUV "C£ 8iKc;t (95-96) shows. As in the case of facing outside enemies a citizen should suspend his
personal conflicts for the sake of civic pride and should moreover do so with full engagement,
this being regarded as the just thing to do.182The passage shows an awareness of the limitations
of absolute adherence to reciprocity as retaliation in accordance with the dictum that enemies
must be harmed. As such it may be regarded as an example of the "(m)annigfache(n) Gedanken
zur Uberwindung des Vergeltungsgrundsatzes, ... vor und aufserhalb der philosophischen
Ethik.,,183
179 Blundell 1989:48.
180 Cf. Blundell 1989:58: "Enmity directed towards outsiders may thus promote a kind of social cohesion
whose value may be seen most clearly in military contexts. '
181 Blundell 1989:51.
182 Cf. Eur. Heracl. 997-999: £lowe; ~£v OUK ap\8~ClVaU' tnrru~(J) iivop' DVTarov O'OVrrai:oa' xui yap
tx8poe; &vl aKOUO'£1at,¥oflv E0'8M XPllO'TOe;&v aVllP ("I knew that your son was no cipher but a true man - for though
he is my enemy, he shall at all events hear good things spoken of him as befits a noble man," trans. Kovacs 1995).
Measured against what the epinician narrator expects of his audience Eurystheus' acknowledgement of Herakles
worth seems at best grudging. This is understandable in the context: although Eurystheus is prepared to give
Herakles his due as a worthy man he still has to contend with the "inherited enmity"* (£x8pav rraTpc!lav 1002) of the
latter's children.
183 Dihle 1962:45. For his discussion of ideas going beyond retaliation, see pp. 45-48.
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Although most of the gnomai which reveal views on relationships outside the family deal
with intangibles such as honour and recognition the very real practical implications of friendship
or its lack are also dealt with. According to the opening lines of Pythian 5, for example, the
power of wealth resides in its divine origin, the moral excellence of the man who has received
this gift and his use of it as "a companion which brings many friends" (0 7tAolrrOe;Eupucr8Evf]e;,!
otcv He; UPE't~ KEKpallEVOVKa8ap~/ Bpornou»; UVTlP7t6'tIlOU7tapa06v'toe; curov uvuyn/
7tOAu(jnAovE7tE'taV,Pyth. 5.1-4). The gnome assumes that the purpose of wealth is to promote
friendship. 184This is in line with a social system which depends heavily on an exchange of
services between well-disposed individuals rather than transactions where no personal bond is
involved.P' Ifwealth is used to build up a network of friends and guest-friends it is Eupucr8Evf]e;,
otherwise it has little value and can even be a man's downfall, as Isthm. 1.67-68 shows (see p. 71
for text).186 The importance of wealth for maintaining friendship and its benefits also appears
from the comment on a saying of Aristodemos quoted as "closest to the truth" (uAa8Eiae; ...
ayxlO''ta) in Isthmian 2:
"xpf]lla'ta XP11Ila't' uvf]p" 187
oe; <pCiK'tEUVCOV8' ulla Ac:t<p8c:ie;Kat <pi.ACOV
"Money, money makes the man,"
said he who lost his possessions and friends as well. (Isthm. 2.11)
When a man loses his wealth the loss of his friends is practically inevitable, and this in turn has a
negative impact on his standing in the community: "(h)onor disappears when a man loses his
friends" (olXE'tal Hila <piAcov'tatcollEVcp qxori, Nem. 10.78). The importance of recognition of
184 Cf. Hands 1968:34 and Millett 1991: I 17. For a brief treatment of the portrayal of wealth in Pindar, see
Woodbury 1968:537-538.
185On the difference between these types of transaction and their relative prevalence, see Herman 1987:80.
1861nhis discussion of this passage Hubbard says that "(m)oney, ... , has no intrinsic worth, but exists only
as socially recognized medium of exchange," but he ignores the role of exchange in establishing the value of wealth.
He contends that wealth is €UpuCJe£v~~if it is founded on apwl and mediated by the divine (Hubbard 1985: 124-
125). However, ap€TCland noruo; only ensure the potential of power for wealth. It is when a man invests it in
friendship, i.e. in a system of exchange, that this power is activated.
187On the saying as pivot for reflection on the use of wealth in the poem, see Kurke 1991 b:240-256 passim.
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one's achievements and worth, and the crucial role of friends in this regard have already been
discussed, but the reality is that "few mortals remain faithful in time of toil/ to share the labor"
(nuupol 8' EV n6vq:>moroi ~po't&v/ KUIl(l'tODIlE'taAUIl~6vElv, Nem. 10.78-79).188
Like the natural envy citizens tend to display when someone is successful the fickleness
of friendship betrays the essential weakness and meanness of human nature. 189 This is of course
not the picture presented of the laudandi, their families and associates. They are exceptional not
only by virtue of their success in sport but also through the qualities of character and personality
that set them apart from the normal run of humankind. The somewhat dismal picture of human
nature revealed in man's relationships outside the olKOC;highlights these admirable qualities even
more, especially in so far as it refers to obstacles such as envy, slander and deceit that the victor
has overcome in his pursuit of greatness.
In summary it can be said that relationships functioning only within the social group, i.e.
between family members and ~EVOl, are portrayed in a positive light while those in which the
political unit (usually the city) figures prominently are seen as more exposed to negative
forces. 190 Friends and neighbours give valuable support, but their goodwill can become
compromised in spite of a shared social background. As for those with whom a man has no
particular bond, they are as likely to display ill will as admiration.
The representation of human relationships is conventional to the extent that it
acknowledges as their foundation the principle of reciprocity. When people are well disposed to
one another this principle can function unchallenged, but otherwise problems may be
encountered which necessitate modifications. In the epinician context these problems are clearly
188 Cf. Blundell 1989:57n 147 (with references) on the effect of misfortune on friendship. The notion that
"even friends betray those who have died" (Bcvovrorv O£ xui q>IA,Q\npooorm, Pindar fr. 160) also demonstrates the
precariousness of human relationships.
189 Many gnomai refer to negative aspects of human nature. Some examples are greed and the impulse to
excess (01. 2.95-98, Pylh. 3.54, Pylh. 4.139-140, Nem. 9.33-34, fro203) foolish striving (Pyth. 3.21-23, Pae. 4.32-
35), selfcentredness (Nem. 1.53-54), forgetfulness (01. 7.45-47, Isthm. 7.16-19), deceitfulness (Pyth. 2.81-82, Nem.
8.32-34).
190 Cf. Herman 1987:30 on the potential for conflict between members of the same rr6AH;.
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felt and dealt with in a way which furthers the epinician agenda of praise. On occasion the
accepted view that enemies must be harmed is pronounced inappropriate and replaced by a call to
praise regardless of possible animosity in one's relationship with the successful man. However,
the usual strategy is to invoke reciprocity as a positive response by portraying the successful man
as a benefactor who is therefore entitled to recompense.
Chapter 4
Literary analyses of victory odes
In Chapter 3 the cosmology on which Pindar's work is founded is reviewed on the basis
of the gnomic statements found throughout the work. In this chapter the focus changes from a
broad outline derived from one element of all the poems to a consideration of particular poems as
a whole to investigate how Pindar applies cosmological ideas for encomiastic purposes. Analyses
of Olympian 12, Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 follow on some general remarks on cosmology and
praise and a brief discussion of Pythian 7 and Nemean 2 as examples of the ubiquity of
cosmological concerns in Pindar's poetry.
The overview of cosmological ideas presents a world in which man has to recognize both
his frailty when confronted with the divine order and the expectations and obligations attached to
his position in human society. In such a world the position of the successful man can be a
precarious one. While his success is proof of the goodwill of the gods, the danger is that it may
lure him into trespassing on their terrain. His preeminence makes it all the more important that he
should remember his mortality and the limits it imposes on him. In the social sphere success can
also be a mixed blessing. Although it provides the satisfaction of being admired and praised by
one's fellow men, their goodwill cannot be taken for granted and there is always the danger of
attracting envy and slander. Therefore it is important to fit into the accepted patterns of society
and conform to the norms it holds dear.
For the poet called in to praise the achievements of successful men these realities can
pose tough challenges. The justified desire for recognition of athletic and other achievements
mu t be balanced with the claims of the divine and the sensitivities of society. An awareness of
this broader context can be found in even the shortest of the odes. Pythian 7 and Nemean 2 may
serve as examples. I
I See also Chapter 5, pp. 178-185 passim on the expression of cosmological concerns in these poems.
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In Pythian 7 the chariot race victory of Megakles of Athens is presented as the latest
achievement of a great city (ni IlEyaAon6AU:~'A8frvat, 1) and a powerful family (AAKllavLbfrv
Eupu<J8EVEUYEVEq.,2-3). They are the preeminent city and house in Greece (5-8), and the latter is
known everywhere for its brilliant restoration of Apollo's temple at Pytho as well as its athletic
successes (9-17a). Nevertheless Megakles is not exempt from social disapprobation and suffers
as a result of the envy of his fellow citizens (<p86vovo.IlELP61lEVOV'to.KaAo.£pya, 19). Instead of
being reciprocated with the honour the poet implies he deserves, he celebrates his victory in exile
after having been ostracised.? A closing gnome interprets this vexing situation in terms of a
broader outlook on life: ouvrt yE llo.V/oiitro K' o.v8ptnnpuovtucv/ 8o.MQL<JUVEUbatllOVUXV'to.Kat
'to.<pEPE<J8at("Yet they say/ that in this way happiness which abides/ and flourishes brings a man
now this, now that," 19-21). Megakles' recent experiences are seen as a manifestation of the
vicissitudes to which all men are subject, even if they are from a great family such as his. In fact,
as Theunissen points out, the gnome indicates that "bestandig bltihendes Gluck," such as that
experienced by the Alkmaionidai, is bound to attract more than its fair share of negative
reaction.' Enduring happiness is of course only possible through the continuing goodwill of the
gods." As restorers of Apollo's temple the piety of the Alkmaionidai cannot be doubted, nor that
the gods support them. In the long run, therefore, their Eu8atllovia is assured, something of which
Megakles' victory is a sign.
In Nemean 2 (the only ode in which no gnomai occur) the cosmological context is
provided by framing references to Zeus.s The opening strophe not only compares Timodemos'
victory to the prelude to Zeus (L1t6~EX npoouiiou 3) with which Homeric hymns often begin, but
also links it emphatically to Zeus' sanctuary at Nemea (08' o.vTjp/KawpoAeXviepcovo.yci:>V(l)V
vucctpopior; 8E8EK'tatnpw'tov NEIlWtOU/£v nOAuullvTj't(f)L1L6~ a<JMt, 3-5). The penultimate line
2 Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.5. See also Burton 1962:32 and Hornblower 2004:250.
3 Theunissen 2000:262. See also Bulman 1992:20.
4 Theunissen 2000:263.
5 On the careful ring composition of this poem, see Krischer 1965:37.
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again refers to Nemea as "Zeus' contest" (L\tOC; aycDvl)and calls on the citizens to celebrate the
god with a victory procession for Timodemos (rov, wn:oAt-rm,KCD!la~an;Tt!l08Tjwp GUVEUKA£t
VOGTq:>,24).6 By these references the poet establishes a divine framework for the young athlete's
budding career." Also, in addition to serving as an acknowledgement of Zeus' role in his success,
the KcD!lOC;places the victor and his victory in their social context. The citizens are encouraged to
acknowledge Timodemos' success and, unlike in the case of Megakles and his envious fellow
citizens, there seems to be every expectation that they will follow the injunction to "lead off with
a sweetly melodious voice" (a8U!lEAd8' £~apXETE<pCDV~,25).
The dearth of specific information about the victories being celebrated confirms that, as
Carey observes, Pindar "concentrates on the principle involved in victory, not the physical
facts.t" However, this does not mean that every victory is forced into a pre-determined
interpretative model. Although the gnomai portray a conventional world view the particular
circumstances of a victor are not ignored and, if necessary, adjustments are made to
accommodate unusual situations, as the analyses of Olympian 12 and Isthmian 4 will show. On
the other hand, in several poems the realities facing a victor or his family are the motivation for
an appeal to recognise traditional values, usually so that transgression may be avoided or solace
provided under difficult circumstances. Examples of such realities are manifestations of the
human condition such as illness or the loss of family members in war (e.g. in Pythian 3, Isthmian
7 and 8), or social circumstances such as high office and the challenges associated with it (e.g. in
Pythian 4). The analysis of Olympian 13 demonstrates that the poem is unusual in focusing on
the victor's family to the virtual exclusion of the victor. Furthermore, exposed as they are as
members of the ruling elite, they have to be reminded discreetly of the need to act with restraint
in both the divine and the social sphere.
6lnstone 1989: 116n29 reads T6v as referring to LlIO<;<iyWVI, not just M6<;. The difference does not seem
ign ificant. A celebration of Zeus' contest would ipso facto have been a celebration of Zeus.
7 f. lines 6-14 and Hubbard 1995:55.
g Carey 1980: 161.
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1.1. Olympian 12: An immigrant and his adopted city
The central role of the family in the social outlook of archaic Greece reflected in the
gnomai in Pindar's poetry is given concrete expression in numerous references to the family of
practically every victor. The father of the victor is mentioned in all but a handful of the epinikia,
while praise of the larger family often includes the group name (e.g. Emmenidai, Eratidai,
Oligaithidai) as well as enumeration of the athletic victories of named relatives or of the family
in general."
The liberal mention of personal particulars (names, achievements) in the family sphere
reflects the importance of enhancing family prestige as an item on the epinician agenda. Leslie
Kurke remarks as follows on the victor in his social context:
Pindar's victors, like the characters in tragedy, are completely enmeshed in a
social system which defines them first as members of a household and a family,
and then (often) as members of a polis. Within such a system, the identification of
father and son in the song of praise glorifies the entire family rather than just the
individual victor. ... Pindar's victors base their self-definition on identification
with the family and particularly with the patriline.!"
Kurke's article discusses naming practices and Pindar's use of ambiguity to stress the patriline.
Its importance for a man's identity can also be gauged from the ubiquity of the patronymic in the
epinikia of both Pindar and Bakchylides.' Although the family in general and the patriline in
particular are no doubt the most important reference points for the self-definition of many
Olympic victors Pindar's use of this topic, manifested in family and homeland praise and often
in choice of myth as well, is by no means formulaic, but displays sensitivity to the circumstances
9 The nature and status of the patronymic groups to which Pindar refers vary. According to Parker
1996:631126 those referred to as patrai are confined to Aigina. In other states they are usually oikoi e.g. the
Ernrnenidai in Akragas (Of. 3.38, Pyth. 6.5) and Timodemidai in Achamai (Nem. 2.18), but some show
characteristic ofa genos, e.g. the lamidai of Syracuse (Of. 6.71). For the Eratidai of Rhodes (01.7.93) and the
Oligaithidai of Corinth (Of. 13.97) he regards the evidence as "unclear.' See also Dickie 1979:204-209.
10 Kurke 199Ia:289.
II It occurs in 34 of Pindar's 45 victory odes, and, despite their often fragmentary state, in 12 of
Bakchylides' 15.
III
of a particular laudandus and insight into the realities of his position. Olympian 12 for Ergoteles
of Himera illustrates this point. 12
Gildersleeve says of this poem: "Himera and Ergoteles are paralleled. The city and the
victor mirror each other. The fortune of Himera is the fortune of Ergoteles. ,,13 On the surface the
correspondence lies in the parallel histories of city and victor. The ode begins with a hymn of
supplication to Tycha (Fortune) on behalf of the city of Himera (Aioooum, rruLZnvo;
'EA.£u8£piou,I'lIlEpuv £uPUcr8EvE'a.1l<PmoA.£t,ororsipu Tuxu, 01. 12.1-2). A reference to the city
of the victor is a common occurrence in the opening of epinicians, sometimes taking the form of
extensive praise, for example in the comparable short odes Olympian 5, Pythian 7 and Pythian
J 2.14 In Olympian 12, however, in spite of the perhaps somewhat exaggerated estimation of
Himera's power, praise is not the aim of naming the city. IS Rather, its turbulent history of
subjugation and very recent attainment of freedom is evoked by both the earnestness of the
entreaty to watch over the city and Tycha's double qualification as "child of Zeus the Deliverer"
and "saviour.?" The positive turn of events also resonates in the following description of
Tycha's ordering power in the world (3-5a). The relevance of Himera's history to the occasion of
the ode becomes clear in the epode, which is devoted to the victor, whose history has followed a
similar course from hardship to felicity. He was forced into exile by civil strife in his home city
of Knossos and settled in Himera, a reversal which turned to his advantage since it enabled his
participation in the Panhellenic games where he achieved great success (13-19). However, the
12 For a detailed treatment of the ode, with special emphasis on the role of Tuxu (2), the nature of f:A7rl<; (6a)
and the implications of the image evoked in KUT£<j>UMOp6T)o£(v)15), see isetich 1977.
13 Gildersleeve 1908:225.
14 For opening city praise in longer odes, see Olympian 13 Pythian 2 emean 10 and Isthmian 7.
15 Cf. Barren 1973 :35. He calls the city "undistinguished." Praise could conceivably have been in the form
of "Him era with its warm baths, ' like for example "Kyrene with its fine horses" (Pyth. 4.2), "Akragas on its river'
(Pyth. 6.6) and "the Aiakidai's high-towered domain" (Nem 4.11-12).
16 According to Barrett's reconstruction the city was subjected to harsh treatment from the rulers of Akagras
after the removal of the tyrant Terillos (before 480). With the fall of the Akragantines to Hieron c. 470 the city came
under the power of Syracuse. True freedom wa attained onl in 466, the most probable date of the poem. through
the revolution in yracuse which drove out the Deinomenidai. ee Barrett 1973 for the historical details and the
dat ing of the ode. For a defence of the traditional earlier dating against Barren, see Cole 1987:562n 13.
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aim is not just to draw parallels between the fortunes of Himera and Ergoteles, but to interpret
the vicissitudes experienced by both city and victor in their "schicksalhaften Bedeutsamkeit." I 7
On the one hand the experiences of Himera and Ergoteles demonstrate the (literally) central
gnome that "(m)any things happen to men counter to their judgment" (nOAAa8' av8pci:mote;napa
yvcD)laVEnecrev, 10), that life is uncertain from the limited human perspective. On the other hand
their example shows that the divine, represented by Tycha, is in control and that from that
perspective life is not randorn.l!
A close association between a victor and his city is found in most odes. However, the
relationship between Ergoteles and Himera is unique since he is an immigrant, not a native. As a
result the poet cannot exploit the usual tools such as links to local heroes from myth or the
establi hed status of the victor's family in the community to recommend him to his fellow
citizens. The need to affirm a victor's loyalty can be assumed to be even stronger in such an
exceptional case, and Pindar skilfully structures the epode, taking into account that Ergoteles has
a birth identity as well as an adopted identity, to strengthen the association between victor and
city.
While the patriline is recognized, it is at the same time relegated to the past and even
subtly downgraded. The first four lines of the epode are bracketed by references to the birth
identity, the patronymic (UtE <DtAaVOpOe;)at the beginning and fatherland (Kvcooicz; ... na"Cpae;) at
the end, with an account of the past, of life at home, in between:
uii: <DlAavopOe;,i1"COtKat "Ceo.KeV
Ev(0)l(xxae;th' aAEK"CCDPCJUn6vqJnap' Ecr'tiq.
aKAclle;u)la Ka"Ce(j)uAAop611cre(v)n08wv,
ci ~lT]crco«; nvturvetpu Kvoiotcc o ' U)lepcrena"Cpae;.
Son of Philanor, truly would the honor of your feet
like a local fighting cock by its nati e hearth,
have dropped its leaves ingloriously,
had not hostile faction deprived you of your homeland, Knossos. (01. 12.13-16)
17 trohm 1944:20.
18 On Tycha in Olympian 12, see Strohm 1944: 13-21 and lisetich J 977:237-242.
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In the city of his birth the victor would have had no recognition of his talent, no fame would have
been attached to his name. He would have achieved no more honour than a fighting cock which
never ventures from the safety of his own surroundings to test his mettle.'? The devaluation of
the birth identity further appears from the use in connection with the ineffectual cock of
cn'.lyyovo<;,one of the many terms in Pindar's epinicians which otherwise refer to the superiority
of what is native or inherited." In addition to the limited opportunities it offered for attaining
distinction the fatherland was also an arena of conflict and violence for the victor. Nevertheless
the loss of the fatherland is not portrayed as insignificant, as shown by the use of all£pcr£,
through which it is likened to a robbery or a bereavement (see LSI S.v.).2! It is only with
hindsight, aware now of how the divine has ordered his life that the victor's fatherland and birth
identity can be put in its proper perspective as not promoting achievement and distinction.
In the final lines of the epode the attention turns from the past to the present, the victor's
uccess and his connection with his adopted city:
virv 8' 'OA.Ullniq.creocvciouuevoc
Kat.8i<;f:KITu8&vo<;'Icr8,.iot T', 'EpyOT£A.c<;,
8£PW1NUIl<PUVA.OUTPa.PacrTusct<;oiu-
MCOVnap' otxeicu; cpoupc«;
But now, having won a crown at Olympia,
and twice from Pytho and at the Isthmos, Ergoteles,
you exalt the Nymphs' warm baths, living
by lands that are your own. (Ol. 12.17-19)
The difference between the past and the present is strongly underlined by the emphatic virv Of:
which opens this section. Significantly, the victor is now addressed by his own name, Ergoteles
19 Cf. the indictment of the parents of Aristagoras ofTenedos for not allowing him to compete at
Panhellenic level (Nem. 11.19-26).
20 For a list of such words, see Rose 1974: 152. For the conventional use of crUyyovo see Pyth. 8.60 and
Nelli. I 1.12. On the force of cruyy6vo<;,see Verden ius 1987:99. He glosses cruyy6vQlnap' £<Jliq as '''home' in the
sense of 'one's own country" (98).
21 f. Verden ius' gloss "(t)o deprive somebody of something naturally belonging to him' (1987: 101).
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(17), the patronymic used earlier (13) belonging to his former identity.F In Himera Ergoteles
cannot rely on the support of an established family, his standing depends on his own deeds. The
enumeration of several Panhellenic victories, in contrast with the image of decline and failure
called up by UKA£T]<;and KU't£<j.>UAAOp6T]0£(V)in the previous section (15), announces that the
mediocrity and obscurity that would have been the victor's lot at home had not in fact
materialised. There is no independent evidence for the time of the victor's exile from Knossos.P
but 0't£<j.>UV(J)0U!l£VO<;... ~U0'tUS£L<;makes clear that the whole of his Panhellenic athletic career
is dedicated to Himera.
His association with the "Nymphs' warm baths" (19) has been interpreted variously
depending on the meaning attributed to the verb ~U0'tUS£L<;.On the basis of the meaning "lift up,
raise" it is interpreted metaphorically as exalting the city (so LSJ s.v.) or more literally as an
indication of taking the water in one's hands while bathing, which in tum symbolises the victor's
integration into his new community." The latter interpretation emphasises the victor's adopted
identity and fits in with the deliberate consignment of his birth identity to the past. The final
phrase of the poem, 6!lLA£(J)Vncp' oixstc«; upoupm<;, also concerns Ergoteles' status as a citizen
of Himera. 6~lLAE(J),although used absolutely, has such a strong sense of social intercourse= that,
read together with the reference to the warm baths, it conveys more than just the neutral fact of
living somewhere and can be taken to emphasize Ergoteles' acceptance in the society of Himera.
22 Most victors are of course identified by both their own name and that of their father (see note 10 above).
However, nowhere except in Olympian 12 is the identity thus established problematic. That the father is named first
deliberately to consign that identity to the past is supported by the fact that it is highly unusual to mention an adult
victor after his father. In 25 out of 34 cases mentioning the father the victor's name precedes that of his father and of
the remaining nine six are boy victors. In Nemean 10 Theaios and his father Oulias are mentioned in the same line
(24). That leaves Ergoteles and Hagesias of Syracuse (Olympian 6).
23 Barrett 1973:23-24 makes a case for his arrival in Himera around 476 as part of Theron's resettling of the
city. Since his argument is based on events in Sicily, not Crete, the date remains highly speculative (as he also
acknowledges, see p. 25).
24 On the symbolic possibilities of the bath, see Frankel 1955. For a discussion of the different positions, see
Nisetich 1977:264n93. Although he seems to favour the bathing interpretation, he acknowledges the possibility of
both meanings being intended. Kirkwood 1982: I 18 expresses some unease with both interpretations, opting for a
somewhat vaguer characterisation of the association as symbolic of "Ergoteles' new life and success in Himera. '
25 See LSJ S.v.
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As for oixsim apoupm, it literally means the fields attached to Himera that he now owns, but
OLKctOC;also indicates that he has established for himself that institution central to archaic social
life, the olKOC;,and enjoys the recognition that goes with being head of a household.i" Whether
Ergoteles' position in Himera was in fact as assured as the closing images of the poem suggest
must be a matter of speculation. The implication of the first interpretation of ~a(J'[aS£lC;, that he
brings glory to Himera with his victories, nevertheless shows that Ergoteles' settling in the city
must be understood to have benefited not only himself, but the city as well. In that light 8£PIla.
NUIl<PUVAOU,[Pa.~a(J'[aS£lC; is also a reminder of the principle of reciprocity in terms of which his
new fellow citizens would owe him acknowledgement for his contribution to the city's fame."
The nature of that fame appears from Nisetich's analysis of the first part of the epode (13-
16). He shows how the litotic use of xsv ... aKM~c; ... KU'r£<pUAAOpOT](J£(v)evokes man's
mortality simultaneously with the means to overcome it, the song of praise. Through the song in
his honour Ergoteles' athletic triumph has given him the means to escape his mortal limitations.f
Since the pointed identification of Ergoteles with his adopted city means that what applies to the
one applies equally to the other, Himera is also immortalised in the song. Similarly the prayer for
the preservation of the city's newly acquired freedom becomes by the end of the poem through
this identification a prayer for the continued wellbeing of Ergoteles as well. The song, even
though it assures enduring fame for him and his adopted city, does not eliminate their need for
prayer and the protection of the divine since their perspective remains the human one of
26 f. Hubbard 1985:57. He concludes that the Herakles myth in Nemean I "shows that expansion beyond
the oikeion into the allotrion can lead to a superior redefinition of the oikeion and then describes Ergoteles' career
as a movement from oikeion to allotrion to a new oikeion. The use of OiKEIOC;instead of rraTpLOc;/rruTp())lOC;with
cpoopc may even hint at Ergoteles' broken connection with his homeland if it is compared with the references to
ancestral land in 01. 2.14 (dpoupcv ... ncrpicv) and Isthm. 1.35 (rrurpcpav apoupav) (although the use of the plural
in Olympian 12 weakens such an interpretation). Cf. also Poe. 6.106: £Io£v OUTErruTpwlmc; tv apou[pulc;/·umouc;. The
fields ofNeoptolemos' father here stand for his ancestral land which he was destined not to see again.
27 Reading this obligation into the presentation of Ergoteles as benefactor of Him era is supported by the use
of puonil,w in a gnome in Isthmian 3 regarding the duty of praise in recompense for a man's great deeds. See
Chapter 3, p. 96 for the text and discussion.
28 Nisetich 1977:260-264.
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uncertainty portrayed in the poem's gnomi c section.?" The fusion of prayer and praise song in
this ode acknowledges both the precariousness of human happiness and the power of poetry to
immortalise the brief moment of balance and harmony shared by victor and city.3o The prayer for
the preservation of Himera and its implied immortalisation by the song can also be seen as
Ergoteles' acknowledgement of the city where he was able to forge a new identity for himself
when circumstances forced him to relinquish the traditional identification with his family.
1.2. Isthmian 4: Creating X6.pt<;for an ill-favoured victor
The discussion of how nature as a cosmological category is presented in Pindar's oeuvre
has shown that god-given natural ability, (j)u6.,is the indispensible basis of human achievement
(see Chapter 3, pp. 52-55). The success of victors at the Panhellenic games is often attributed to
the excellence they have inherited from their forebears be it father, grandfather or the family in
general, or even a god. Thus, with his Pythian victory Hippokleas of Thessaly follows in the
footsteps of his father, himself an Olympic victor (to DECJUYYEvE<;JlPEPo.KEVi:XVECHvno.'tp6<;/
'OAUJlnlOvixo. Pyth. 10.12-13). A few lines further on this example of ability passed on from
father to son is generalised in a gnome which declares a winner at Olympia who sees his son
winning at Pythia "blessed and a worthy subject for song in wise men's eyes" (22-26). The
Bassidai of Aigina demonstrate 'COCJUYYEVE<;,as far as athletic ability goes, in alternate
generations (Nem. 6.8-26). Thus Alkimidas "plants his step in the tracks/ of his own true
grandfather Praxidamas" (i:XVEcrtvEVrrpo.~tD6.Jlo.V'tO<;Mv 1t68o.VEJl(1)V/no.'tpoml'topo<; oucunou,
15-16) who in turn emulated his grandfather Hagesimachos. In Olympian 2 Theron, tyrant of
Akragas, is praised as the "foremost upholder of his city from a line of famous ancestors" who
enhanced their inborn excellence by acquiring wealth and honour (EU(1)vUJl(1)Vre no.'tEp(1)VU(1)'tov
6p86nOAtv-l ... / ... nAoih6v 'CExni X6.ptVuY(1)v/yvnotc«; En apE""Ca.l<;,7, 10-11). Alkimedon of
29 Cf. Verden ius 1987:90 with n7 on <lJl<j>m6A£1 as a prayer for continued protection.
30Cf. Young 1993:127.
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Aigina and his close relative Timosthenes" are examples of athletes owing their success to their
family's connection with a god. Their successes at Olympia and Nemea respectively imply
inherited ability, but in addition these victories are attributed to the intervention of Zeus whose
relationship with them is described in genetic terms (Tt!l6<JScvEC;,U!l1lE8' EKAa.PCD<JCVn6T!l0C;/
Z11ViYEVESAtcp·OC;<JE!lEVNE!lEq.np6q)UTOv,l'AAKt!lf:80vm 8Enap Kp6vODA6<pcp/SilKEv
'OAD!l1[lOVtKa.V,01. 8.15-18). He can thus be regarded as the founding father of the family and the
ultimate source of its inborn excellence.F
In Isthmian 3 Melissos of Thebes' chariot race victory at Nemea is credited to the
excellence he inherited from both his paternal and maternal family (11-17b). That Melissos'
achievement affirms the natural ability of his forebears, and by implication his own, is stated
with litotic emphasis: av8pcDv8' apETav/ ouuqrutov ou Ka.TEMYXEl("He brings no disgrace/ upon
the prowess inherited from his kinsmen," 13-14).33 The ou Ka.TEMYXELVexpression is also used of
Alkimedon of Aigina, but instead of affirming his outstanding ancestry it confirms the promise of
his beauty: ~v 8' soopdv Ka.A6C;,EPYCPT' ou KUTad80C;EAEYXCDV("he was beautiful to look at and
with his efforts did not dishonour his appearance,"* 01. 8.19). Alkimedon's deeds match the
expectations of excellence raised by his beauty. The preceding lines (15-18, see above) deal with
the divine source of Alkimedon's ability and consequent success, this statement with the
manifestation of <pDafirst in appearance and then in action. Physical beauty as a marker of
ecxellence and predictor of success also appears in Nemean 3 when the pancratiast Aristokleidas
is described as "being beautiful and performing (deeds) fitting his form (appearance)"* (EcDV
31 Carey 1989: 1-6 proposes that Timosthenes is the grandfather of Alkimedon, rather than the brother as
traditionally accepted following the scholiasts. Kurke 1991a:294n27 makes a convincing defence for the traditional
position.
32 Note that all the examples cited are also instances of the self-definition based on family connections
referred to above (p. 110).
33 Cf. Kohnken 1976:63: " ... die negative Fonnulierung ou 1(UT£A£yX.€I( ) ... (entspricht) einer besonders
nachdrucklichen positiven Feststellung ('er bestatigt sehr wohl')." At Pyth. 8.36 and Isthm. 8.65 this expres ion also
refer to continued family excellence. On its use at 01. 8.19 see below.
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KaAO<; £pDWV r' soucoro IlOP<P~, Nem. 3.19).34 It comes as a surprise then, given his inherited
excellence and the connection between excellence and beauty, that in Isthmian 4 Melissos is
described in uniquely unflattering terms as not having the "bodily nature" (<pucn.<;) of Orion and
being "contemptible to look at" (ovoroc ... i.D£G8at, 49-50).35 In spite of his Panhellenic success
he seems to have enjoyed less than universal admiration, since he did not conform to the
aristocratic notion of a well-built, beautiful victor."
The contradiction of conventional views of excellence represented by Melissos' victory in
the pancratium at Isthmia is not the only challenge the poet has to overcome in the execution of
his commission to celebrate this victor and his family. It appears that the fame of Melissos'
family, the Kleonymidai, as warriors and as horse breeders, had suffered in recent times. Four
men were lost in battle on one day (Isthm. 4.16-17b), and although they had been successful in
chariot races at local games, at the Panhellenic games they had to be satisfied with the rewards of
taking part (25-30). Indeed, their <palla naAata ("ancient fame") , had fallen asleep" (sv U7LVCP...
nEGEV,23). Pindar's response to the problem posed by the family's decline has received attention
in detailed treatments of the ode by Kohnken and Krummen.V The KJeonymidai's lack of
success at the Panhellenic games is linked to their great losses in war: they were on the brink of
winning, when fortune robbed them of their chance (31-35). Therefore the poet can portray them
as winners even though they had not actually won. This is done by turning the Theban festival in
honour of Herakles and his eight sons into a simultaneous funeral celebration for Melissos' dead
34 Note that the ou KUT£A£yX£IVtopos (in noun form) appears a few lines earlier: MUP!lIOOV£<;.. .I ... , rov
rra.Auiq>uTOVayop6.v/ OUKEAEYX££GmV'ApIGTOKA£ioa.<;.. .IE!li.a.V£("the Myrmidons .. .I ... ,whose long-famed
assembly place/ Aristokleidas did not stain with dishonor" Nem. 3.13-16. See Chapter 5 p. 194 for a discussion of
this passage.
3 1 read lsthmians 3 and 4 as two separate odes, following Kohnken 1971 :87-93. The following
interpretation of Isthmian 4 is a slightly revised version of Boeke 2004.
36 On the connection between KaA6<;and a.p£T~ as an aristocratic idea see Donlan 1980: 106-107. Cf. also
Pfeij ffer 1999:283-285 who includes a list of relevant literature.
37 Kohnken 1971 :87-1 16 has as his main aim the interpretation of the function of the Aias myth while
Krumrnen 1990:33-97 interprets the ode on the basis of the Theban festival for Herakles described in the last
anti trophe. Although neither of these authors approaches Isthmian 4 from the perspective of the Kleon midai's
mi fortunes, their interpretations eek to explain how their losses at war and in the Panhellenic games are presented
in such a way as to be deemed "praiseworthy." The following brief account is based on their readings.
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relatives where they, who "pleased bronze Ares" (XUAXEcpT' "Apst aoov, 15), together with the
"bronze-clad" (xuAxoapuc;) sons, metaphorically receive winners' crowns «H£<puvcDIlUTU,61-66).
This analysis focuses on why it is such a challenge to praise an ugly victor and how the
poet rises to the occasion, not only by metaphorically enhancing Melissos' appearance, but also
by defending his right to be accepted as a worthy winner.
Krummen is the only scholar who has tried to account in some detail for the candid
depiction of Melissos as an ugly victor." She comes to the extraordinary conclusion that
Melissos was a dwarf and that the passage describing him should actually be read directly as
praise. Certainly the exaltation of the victor is the ultimate objective of Isthmian 4, as of all
Pindar's other epinikia, but it is not done by ignoring the realities of a victor's circumstances.
Here it is achieved in the face of real obstacles which the poet does not shrink from exposing: the
precarious position from which the Kleonymidai family has emerged thanks to Melissos' victory,
and the victor's unprepossessing appearance.
According to Steiner "athletics was an erotically charged 'spectator sport' which put
beautiful bodies on display.?" In the late sixth and early fifth centuries this appears from the
portrayal of athletes in both verbal and visual media, i.e. poetry, vase painting and victory
monuments." A closer look at Pindar's epinikia shows that competitors in the combat events
especially are singled out as worthy of admiration for their appearance, which makes the
unflattering remarks on the physique of a pancratiast such as Melissos all the more exceptional.
If the victors Pindar celebrates are categorised according to their events three main groups
may be distinguished: winners in the eque trian events the combat sports events (boxing,
wrestling, pancratium) and the running events (including the mixed event pentathlon). As far as
general form and content are concerned - aspects such as mention and praise of the victor his
38 Krurnrnen 1990:91,94-96. T. Schmitz 1994:213 sees humour in the depiction of Melissos, as does
Willcock 1995:83, who suggests a "private joke between poet and victor" as an explanation. Race 1990: 191 notes
the" incongruity between the pankratiast's appearance and his actual performance" but does not explain it further.
39 teiner 1998: 126.
40 Steiner 1998: 123n2 124, 142.
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father and his city, and use of myth and gnomai - there is no apparent distinction on the grounds
of this categorisation. However, explicit praise of the physical attributes of an athlete is confined
to victors in the combat events, and while the praise of someone's appearance implied in certain
images and myths covers a broader range of victors, it too centres on the combat sports victors."
Unequivocal statements of the beauty of the victor are found in six of the sixteen odes
dedicated to combat athletes. Aristokleidas, pancratiast of Aigina, is simply called beautiful
(KaA6s;,Nem. 3.19). The boy wrestler Alkimedon of Aigina "was beautiful to look upon" (~v b'
ecopdv KaA6s;,01. 8.19), the wrestler Epharmostos of Opous, winning in the men's class as a
youth at Marathon, finds himself admired from all sides for his blooming youthfulness and
beauty (dipnior; EWVxui KaA6s;,01. 9.94), and the boy boxer Hagesidamos of Western Lokroi is
not only "beautiful of form" (ibEq ... KaA6s;,01. 10.103), but also EpaT6s;("handsome,
de irable," 01. 10.99). In addition to their beautiful bodies, the pancratiasts Aristagoras of
T n dos and Strepsiadas of Thebes are noted for their strength. Aristagoras, at his installation as
councillor, still deserves praise for his wonderful physique (Bcnrov bE).LaS;Nem. 11.12), which is
moreover gnomically said to surpass that of others ()..lOpcp~nnpcusucetm CiAAOUS;,Nem. 11.13),
and the ode expresses regret that he never had a chance to display his strength (Bic, Nem. 11.22)
at the Panhellenic games. Strepsiadas has a powerful impact on the viewer: his strength is
awesome and his body shapely (08EV£tT' EK7taYAos;i.bdv T£uopqxis«; Isthm. 7.22).42 Two more
pancratiasts are praised for their strength (UAKU... TAU8u)..l0S;,Nem. 2.14-15' £upu08£Y1lS;,Nem.
5.443), and the famous boxer Diagoras of Rhodes for his extraordinary size (7t£AcDPWS;,01.7.15).
41 ee Steiner 1998: 136-142 for a discussion of Pindar's present.ation of victors as a "source of visual
pleasure" (137) comparable to that provided by vase paintings and ictory monuments. Although she qualifies the
victor singled out for praise of their beauty as mostly adolescents (137) she does not take into account the sporting
discipline in which they take part, thus leaving the impression that her analysis applies to ictors across the board. In
what follows I am indebted 10 Steiner's insights on the physical radiance \ ith which many victors are endowed by
the poet, and the implications of the use of verbs of seeing.
42 £KrrayA.O is used otherwise in the odes onl of heroes, Jason (PYIh. 4.79), Alk oneus ( em .4.27) and
Aias ilsthm. 6.54).
43 See also /'117111. 5.61 for a reference to this victor's dexterity and cle erness.
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The explicit praise of the appearance of several of these victors is supplemented by
imagery which shows them radiating with the lustre of victory or by associating them with
certain deities or mythical figures." The Muses illuminate the beauty of Strepsiadas (<pAEYE'tUl8£
ionA6KolCHMoiomq, Isthm. 7.23), Alkimedon is a "radiant adornment" for his family (Atnup6e;
xoouoc, Of. 8.82-83), and Timodemos a xccuo; for Athens (Nem. 2.8). Aristokleidas, a "suitable
adornment" for a praise song, is bathed in light from his victories (norirpopor; ... xocuoc; riv ...
OEOOPKEV<paoe;,Nem. 3.31, 83-84), Aristagoras is imagined adorning his hair with "gleaming
garlands" (aopoupeo«; EPVW1V,Nem. 11.28-29), and Diagoras, a member of "Herakles' mighty
race," is portrayed crowned with blossoms (Hpuilioe; Eupucr8EvELyEWq.; av8Ecrl ...
£cr'LE<pUVcDcrU'LO,Of. 7.22-23, 81-82). On Hagesidamos the lyre and pipe "sprinkle lustre"
(nvcxcooet xapLV,01. 10.94), while Epharmostos' beauty is foreshadowed by the "indescribably
handsome body" of Opous, the eponymous hero of his city (UnEp<pUlOe;... 1l0p<p~,01. 9.65).
Similar allusions to the pleasing or imposing appearance of the victor can be found in
several of the remaining odes for combat events. Like Diagoras, the boy wrestler Timosarchos of
Aigina, "splendidly victorious" son of Timokritos, is described as being crowned with blossoms
(KUAAivlKOe;;av8ECH~Lc:iyvUOV,Nem. 4.16,21). He is also linked to the mythical heroes Herakles
and "powerful Telamon," who, amongst others, overcame the enormous, awe-inspiring warrior,
Alkyoneus (xpcrcux; TEAUllcDV;IlEYuvnOAc:lltcrTavEKnUYAOV'AAKDOvfj,Nem. 4.24-27). In
Nemean 6 a relative of another boy wrestler, Alkimidas of Aigina, found himself "set ablaze by
the loud chorus of the Graces," a description that can be applied to Alkimidas himself, since he
has made his "inherited ability," which in this family alternates between generations, "plain to
see" (XUpiTCDV... 61laocp <PAEYEV;'LEKIlUipEl... T() cruryEv£e;iOdv,45Nem. 6.37-38,8). Finally 111
44 f. teiner 1998:138-140.
45 According to Gerber 1999:51 "the infinitive is explanatory and somewhat superfluous." However, in light
of the importance of the internal viewer in many of the odes discussed so far (see below) its deliberate use can be
assumed with some confidence.
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Isthmian 5.1-10, the opening invocation of Theia, Mother of the Sun, and the following gnome
paint a picture of the crowned victor, Phylakidas of Aigina, bathed in golden sunlight.
Although none of the runners and pentathletes receives direct praise for his beauty most
of the odes in their honour contain references to youthfulness, grace and the charms of love.
Asopichos of Orchomenos, with his "youthful hair" (VEUV... xuhuv, 01. 14.22-24), is celebrated
in a short ode dedicated to the Charites, the source of wisdom, beauty and splendour for mankind
(01. 14.5-7). Hebe, goddess of youth, and Hora, youthfulness personified, are invoked in the
openings of Nemean 7 and 8 respectively, with Aphrodite adding an erotic note to the latter. In
Pythian 9 for Telesikrates of Kyrene the erotic element is to the fore throughout, both in the myth
of Apollo's pursuit of the nymph Kyrene and in the story of the victor's mythical ancestor
Alexidamos' success in winning the daughter of Antaios in a foot race. The desirability reflected
on the victor in this way is expressed by the internal spectators (of whom more below), women
who, seeing him victorious, wish him for a husband or a son (Pyth. 9.97-100). For the boy runner
Hippokleas of Thessaly the circle of admirers includes his peers, older men and unmarried girls
(Pyth. 10.55-59). In Pythian 10 praise of the physical prowess of the victor's father is transferred
to him by stressing the inherited nature of his own abilities (Pyth. 10.12,22-24).
Victors in the equestrian events rarely drove their chariots themselves, so that youth and
physical prowess were not significant for success. It is therefore not surprising that few of the
odes celebrating them mention either beauty or youthfulness although on these victors too
uccess is said to shed a beautifying light as appears from a gnome on the envy aroused by
"tho e who ever drive first around the twelve-lap course and on whom revered Charis sheds a
glorious appearance" ("tOLe;,Ote;non; npO)TOLe;m:pi 8co8EKU1:0V8p61l0v/ EA.auv6vn;crCHvui80ia
noncr1:aSll Xcpu; Euilia uopocv, 0/. 6.75-76).46 A pecific instance of this radiance is
Xenokrates of kragas. His Isthmian victory makes him a "light" (<paoe;)among his fellow
46 The envy seems to be not only on account of the ictory it elf, but also the fact that it enhances the ictor
in the eyes of others.
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citizens, previously at Pythia Apollo gave him "splendour" (U),AUtU) and at Athens the charites,
graceful favours, of the sons of Erechtheus, attended him (lsthm. 2.12-20). InPythian 5 the lustre
of victory is not attached to the chariot owner, Arkesilas of Kyrene, but to his charioteer,
Karrhotos, whom the "lovely-haired Graces are setting ablaze" (mncouoi <p1J:)'OV'H Xuprreq, Pyth.
5.45). However, Arkesilas is associated with Aphrodite and Apollo, and is praised for standing
strong in competition (Pyth. 5.24, 103-104, 113) - he and his charioteer make an impressive pair.
That a charioteer could be as imposing as any other athlete, appears from the comparison of the
only owner-charioteer, Herodotos of Thebes, with Kastor and Iolaos, the "most powerful
charioteers among the heroes" (npcooiv 8t<pPllAamt ... xpcrtcroi, lsthm. 1.17).47
The options open to the poet regarding praise of a victor's appearance may now be
summarised as follows:
The victor's appearance is not mentioned. This applies to most equestrian victors, but the
group also includes a few runners and combat athletes.
Deities and personifications such as Aphrodite, Apollo, Hebe, the Charites and Hora are
used to paint a picture of youthfulness, grace and erotic aIlure. It is mostly runners and
combat athletes who are depicted in this way.
The victor is depicted as bathed in or giving off light. Victors in all disciplines show this
"halo effect," but proportionally more combat athletes are treated in this way.
Explicit references are made to the beauty, size or strength of the athlete, often in
combination with one or both of the two previous options. These statements are confined
to combat athletes."
AI though appearance features with regard to thirteen of the sixteen combat event victors
celebrated by Pindar,"? it is clear from the above that for those who perhaps do not merit an
'17 For a discussion of the sensual appeal ofa charioteer depicted on a victory monument, see Steiner
1998:135-137.
48 Herodotos' strength is implied in a comparison (see discussion of equestrian victors above), while chariot
race winner Chromios of Aitna's prowess in battle is alluded to in two gnomai (Nem. 3.26-28, Nem. 9.37-42).
49 No reference is made to the appearance of Aristomenes of Aigina (Pyth. 8) Theaios of Argos (Nem. 10)
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accolade like KUA.6<;,there are other more subtle means available to portray them as handsome
and desirable, or the subject can be avoidcd.l" This raises the question: Why did the poet go so
far as making negative comments on the appearance of one athlete? Why not pass over this detail
and concentrate on his success in the games, which has provided plenty of material for praise?
Why not stop at the techniques of idealisation which, as will be shown, are in fact applied to
Melissosv"
A closer look at how Melissos' appearance is presented in Isthmian 4 will provide some
clues as to the answer to these questions.
The first statement, "for he was not allotted the bodily nature of Orion" (OU yap qnxnv
''oUptCDvc:iuv EA.UXtv, Isthm. 4.49) can be read as an explanation of why Melissos needed the
special skills and tactics described in the previous lines to overcome his opponents. The negative
comparison with the giant Orion points to his shortness, a disadvantage in the combat sports,
which were "the domain of the large and strong. ,,52 However, Orion was famous not only for his
size, but also for his handsorneness.f a feature Melissos clearly does not share. This statement is
thus already an indirect indication that what he has been granted (EA.UXtv) as far as suitability for
and Kleandros of Aigina (lsthm. 8), although the latter's youth (aAIKla) is mentioned in the opening line.
50 Praise for the form or beauty of boxers was rare on victory monuments as "boxing was disfiguring'
(Poliakoff 1987: 10). Poliakoff also notes the absence of the title atraumatistos ("unwounded") for boxers (165n9),
pre umably becau e an ugly appearance was silently passed over rather than commented on. The portrayal of an ugly
boxer on a vase is regarded as an exception to the rule of showing only "lithe and slender" figures (Bonfante
1989:555-556).
51 On idealisation and "youthening" in the portrayal of victors, see Steiner 1998: 132-133.
52 Poliakoff 1987:8. Contra Krummen 1990:91 who interprets his small physique as ideal for the
pancratium.
53 Orion was a hunter and a giant, the son of Poseidon. In the Odyssey Otus and Ephialtes at nine years
already "nine cubits in breadth and in height nine fathoms," are described as the "tallest, and far the most handsome,
after famous Orion" (Od. II :305-312). Odysseus also refers to his huge size when he sees him in the underworld
(Od. II :572). There may even be a hint at lack of sexual prowess in the negative comparison with Orion. Cf.
Griffiths 1986:66-67 on the hero's "irrepressible randiness." On the arious elements of the Orion myth, see
Fontenrose 1981, esp. 5-32.
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a combat event is concerned, is not the prized inherited nature regularly praised in other
athletes. 54
The suggestion that Melissos is ugly is confirmed by the blunt observation that he was
ovoror; to look at (Isthm. 4.50). Although the meaning "to be blamed or scorned, contemptible"
(LSJ, s.v.) seems obvious, considering its derivation from ovouci, "to blame, find fault with, treat
scornfully, throw a slur upon" (LSJ, s.v.), most commentators and translators appear to find it too
strong, preferring renderings such as "paltry" (Race 1997b: 169), "unansehnlich" (Dont
1986:257), "aulsere Unscheinbarkeit" (Kohnken 1971:94), "unimpressive" (Willcock 1995:83)
and "ill-favoured" (Bury 1892:73).55 These renderings make of OVOTOe; mainly an indication of
someone's appearance, and underplay the fact that it also, perhaps even primarily, points to a
negative attitude towards the person observed on the part of the onlookers. 56The rarity of the
word in the extant literature does make it difficult to assess its impact, but the four instances
besides Pindar cited in LSJ all centre on the element of scorn or contempt. One example will
suffice. In Apollonios Rhodios' Argonautica Medea says to Jason and the other Argonauts after
having fled her home to join them on their return journey: 11118Ev8EVEKa(nEp(J)oPIl118£icrav/
X~-r£lK118£1l6v(J)vovotnv Kat anKEa 8£1.11e; ("do not make me now that I have fled far away from
there, scorned and dishonoured for want of protectors," 4.90-91).57
54 ome examples are 01. 8.15-16, 01. 13.13, Pyth. 8.35-45, Pyth. 10.12, Nem. 6.8-16. As has already been
noted (p. 117), in the praise for Melissos' chariot victory he is credited with not disgracing his inherited excellence
(avopGlv 0' apsTav/ m)1..I(PUTOVou KOTsI.J:n:Sl, lsthm. 3.13-14).
55 Bury does give "contemptible" in his line by line commentary, but softens it to "ill-favoured" in the
translation of the whole passage preceding the commentary. In his commentary on these lines Thurnmer 1969:76
ignores this reference to Melissos' appearance. Pfeijffer 1999:284 recognises "to be scorned' as the intended
meaning, but his suggestion that the remark about Melissos' appearance was necessary to set up the complimentary
comparison with Herakles does not explain why the poet followed such an unusual strategy.
56 Dover 1974:72 describes this distinction with reference to actions as follows: 'Clearly we can qualify an
act either by an epithet suggesting how one reacts to it or by an epithet denoting the attribute by virtue of which one
has that reaction." I contend that 6VOT6~ denotes the former, with the comparison with Orion playing the role of the
latter.
57 The other instances of the word are Hom. II. 9. I64 (gifts to Achilles not to be despised) Callim. H) mn
4.19-20a (Cyrnus is no mean island) and ps-Lycoph. 1235 (Aeneas not to be despised in battle).
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That ovoroc is meant to convey the attitude of observers is confirmed by its use in
conjunction with ib£cr8m, "to see." Positing an internal viewer through whose eyes the audience
of the poem is invited to look at someone in a particular way, is a well-established technique in
Greek literature.f As far as Pindar is concerned, Steiner suggests two related functions for this
technique. On the one hand it "marks the athlete's perfect physique as an object of display," on
the other hand it mediates the onlookers' "erotic longings, and desire to possess (the athlete) in
all his loveliness.v'" Clearly neither of these functions applies to Melissos. While beauty attracts
admiration, the implication is that Melissos' appearance has given rise to scorn. This attitude can
be explained with reference to the Homeric epics, in which epithets on the beauty and strength of
both Greek and Trojan warriors are common. The notable exception is Thersites:
He was the ugliest man there at Troy:
bandy-legged, lame in one foot, with shoulders
hunched over his chest - and above all this,
a pointed head with some scraggly hair. (ll. 2.216-219; trans. Reck 1994)
He was certainly no hero, and his ugly physique is a mirror of his contemptible nature. He is
always trying to ingratiate himself with the other warriors by bad-mouthing the commanders, but
this costs him a strong reprimand and a beating from Odysseus and earns him no respect from his
more subservient fellows. The positive correlation between beauty and excellence has already
been noted. The example of Thersites shows that ugliness in turn is regarded as a marker of
58 Cf. Hom. Hymn Apollo 198, Hom. Hymn Pan 36 victory statue epigram Ebert 12 = Anth. Pal. 16.2
(dated to the first halfofthe fifth century, also known as Simon. epigram 30) Xen. Symp. 1.8-10. On the role of the
gaze in va e painting, see Frontisi-Ducroux 1996.
59 Steiner 1998: 137, 140. Examples of the former are 01. 8.19 Isthm. 7.22, and of the latter 01. 10.99-105,
01. 9.89-98, Pyth. 9.97-100, fr. 123.2-6, 10-12. Cf. also Nem. 6.8 (inherited ability plain to see) and lsthm. 2.18
(Apollo sees the victor and adds to his lustre). With reference to Pindar's Fr. 123 an enkomion for Theoxenos,
Hubbard 2002:273 criticizes the "one-dimensional view of the lover's perspective as a simple objectification or
reification of the desired beauty, whose value exists only as confirmed and constructed by the 10 er's eyes." Based
on an investigation of relevant vase paintings and the insights of modern French philosophy his interpretation of the
poem leads him to the conclusion that the "scopic transactions create a dialectic in which subject and object
con tantly change position and visual 'penetration' moves both wa s'' (290). However, even ifsuch a reciprocity of
the erotic gaze can be postulated for the athletic context, Pindar does not make it explicit in the epinikia in the way
Hubbard sees it in this enkornion. 8akchylides comes closest to this concept in Ode 9 with his description of
Automedon showing off his beautiful body as he throws the discus and the javelin and performs his wrestling moves
(EAA.Uv(J.)v01' urr[€l]pova KUKJ...ovl q>alv€ 8auJl[a]cnov OEJlac;l o(aKov TPOXO€lOEa piJ['[(J.)V,Kat Jl€A.aJlq>UMou KMoovl
UKTEa~ E~ ain:€IVUV nponsumov al8Ep' EKX€lPO~ pony (i:lTPUV€"-aG:Jv,l ~ T€[A.€]UTna~ UJlupu'YJla rraA.a ,30-36).
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inferiority. Melissos' victory would therefore have seemed incompatible with his appearance.
Beauty promises the ability to perform, and great deeds fulfil this promise, but ugliness, ovoroc
implies, can provoke scorn even in the face of achievement. 60
To return to the question of the purpose of the negative comments about Melissos'
appearance: I propose that by conceding, instead of passing over, his physical shortcomings,
Pindar indicates that an important object of the poem is to defend Melissos' claim to be
acknowledged a worthy winner against those who would have it otherwise." This thesis is
supported by the myths he uses, as well as the ways, direct and indirect, in which he portrays
Melissos and the strong emphasis he places on both heroes' and humans' deeds.
Central to this interpretation is the poet's treatment of the myth of Aias' suicide, placed at
the exact centre of the poem, between praise of the family and praise of Melissos.f The myth is
introduced as an illustration of the gnomic comment that a weaker man can overcome a stronger
through ski II (xni xpeccov' av8p&v XElp6v(J)vlscrcpaM't£xya Kamllap\jIatcr', Isthm. 4.34-35).
Aias committed suicide after the Greeks voted to give Achilles' armour to Odysseus instead of to
him: he was undone by the craft of 7tOAUllllnc;Odysseus ("of many wiles' ). However the poet
underplays Odysseus' role in this incident - he is not even mentioned and there is nothing of the
strong anti -Odysseus sentiment evident in his portrayal of these events in Nemean 7.20-33 and
Nemean 8.20-34. The focus is elsewhere: the blame is placed on all the Greeks who went to Troy
(nspi Ql cpacryavCflllollCPav£XEV7tai8ccrcrtv'EAAav(J)vocoi Tpoiav8' s~av, Isthm. 4.36-36b) and
who, through their choice, refused to acknowledge Aias as the strongest and handsomest warrior
after Achilles (If. 17:279-280). In contrast, Homer did for Aias with his poetry what the Greeks
would not. He
rsrtuo-
KEV8t' aV8pcl)7t(J)V,ac;au-rou
60 Cf. Carey's remarks on the link between appearance and excellence or its lack (1976:26).
61 Parallels can be drawn between this undertaking and efforts to ward off the envy that success attracts. Cf.
Willcock 1982:9 on envy as a Hindernismotiv; i.e. one of the "imaginary difficulties set up b the poet to make his
praise more valuable and convincing.' In Isthmian 4 the difficulties are of course anything but imaginary.
62 For a detailed analysis of Pindar's treatment of the Aias myth in this ode, see Kohnken 1971: 104-114.
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mlcJUv op8w<Jats a.PE'!aV KCna pa.~bOV Eq>pa<JEv
8W7l:E<JtCOVE7l:ECOVAOt7l:0tSa.EhJPE1V.
has made him honored
among mankind, who set straight
his entire achievement and declared it with his staff
of divine verses for future men to enjoy. (Isthm. 4.37-39)
Through Homer the Greeks' bad judgement was reversed Aias was redeemed and his deeds were
made known to posterity. Thus the poet uses the myth to demonstrate the extraordinary power of
poetry. It can set the record straight and confer immortality. "If someone says it well" the report
of noble deeds will cross land and sea and they will acquire a radiance that can never be
dimmed, they will become an inextinguishable light (roirro yap a.8a.va'!Ov qxovdsv EP7l:El,lEl ru;
EDElnn n· Kat 7l:a.YKap7l:0VE7l:tx86va Kat b1a zrovtov ~E~aKEV/ EPY).la.'!COVa.KnS KaAWV(i<J~E<JLOS
aid, j·thm. 4.40-42).
The part of the poem which precedes the Aias-Homer myth is devoted to praise of the
deeds of Melissos' family. Like Aias, the Kleonymidai have suffered reversals of fortune, and the
poet makes it clear that his poetry has the power to restore them to their former glory. Poseidon,
patron god of the Isthmian games,
'!6VbE nojxov YEVEq.Ocouccrov U).lVOV
EKAEXECOVa.Va.YEl<pa.).lav 7l:aAata.v
EUrucov EPYCOV
by granting this marvelous hymn to the clan
is rousing from its bed their ancient fame
for glorious deeds (Isthm. 4.21-23)
The unexpected use of U).lVOSin line 21 - vixc would have been more 'logical" - is significant.
Without Melissos' victory there would have been no hymn and in that sense the victory is the
basis of the restoration of the family's fame. However by letting the song stand for the victory
here, the poet claims the real redemptive power for his poetry, which makes the achievement
known. It is through the poetry accompanying Melissos' victory that his family's fame is revived.
As has been shown, this power of poetry, as well as the immortality it bestows, is evoked
quite explicitly in the Aias-Homer myth, which can then be read as a reinforcement of the idea
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that the present poem will re-establish the family's tarnished fame. However, the main force of
the myth is found in its application to Melissos. It forms a bridge from praise of the family to the
second part of the poem which is devoted to Melissos. This section of the poem starts with an
unequivocal statement of what the poet hopes to achieve, namely "to light such a beacon-fire of
hymns for Melissos too" (KctVOVU\jIUtmipcov U!lV(J)V/Kat MCA-taacp,Isthm. 4.43-44 - note the
emphatic use of xni at the beginning of the verse). Thus a direct line is drawn from Homer and
Aias to Pindar and Melissos. Homer's poetry has set the record straight on the whole of Aias'
achievements, which, it is implied, had been blighted by the events surrounding his suicide. In
this way he has safeguarded Aias' honour among mankind and has ensured the immortality of his
deeds. The poet has already implied that his poetry will restore the family's fame. ow he states
his aim as celebrating Melissos' achievements in such a way that he will receive the honour and
immortality he deserves.v'
Significantly, the poet includes the audience, among them presumably those who found
Melis os ovoroc to look at, in this key passage of the poem. The Aias-Homer myth is introduced
by a direct address to the audience: LaLcurrv Aicvroc aA-KaV("surely you know of Aias' ...
valour," Isthm. 4.35-35b), and when the subject thus raised is rounded off with the application of
the myth to Melissos, the request for the Muses' assistance is made in the first person plural:
npotppovoiv Moicdv -ruXOL!lcV("may we find the favour of the Muses,"* Isthm. 4.43). By
including the audience so pointedly in this passage it is implied that the blame attached to the
Greeks for disrespecting Aias will also adhere to the audience if they do not acknowledge
Meli sos. However, it aJ 0 makes them co-responsible for and provides them with an opportunity
of prai ing Melissos properly.
In the course of praising the family the poet has in fact already lighted the mipcov the
"beacon-fire," for Melissos through his choice of images to celebrate their return to prominence
63 Cf. Pyth. 10.55-59. Here the poet also expresses the hope that his songs will enhance the standing of the
athlete. However, the circumstances are rather more favourable - he need not establish the ictor's worth only make
him "even more admirable" (£1\ xni Il6.Uov ... 8arrr6v).
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and fame. Viewed in the light of Melissos' unimposing appearance, these images are especially
instructive.
His victory is likened to the arrival of spring after the darkness of a harsh winter.P" Spring
is represented by red roses blossoming forth from the earth (X8wv ... cowixeoiotv av8llcrev
p68otC;, Isthm. 4.18b).65 The lushness of the flowers attests to the vigour imparted by success,
and the image may be compared to a similar one used of Arkesilas' success in Pythian 4 to show
that the Battidai are still flourishing after eight generations of rule in Kyrene: (inc <potvtKuv8Ej..I.OU
~pOC;aKj..I.Q,,!nmcrirourou; oy800v 8aAAet j..I.EpOC;'APKecriAuC;("as at the height of red- flowered
spring,! the eighth generation of those sons flourishes in Arkesilas," Pyth. 4.64-65). The vigour
of success made visible in the roses also points to the triumph of life over death which Melissos'
victory means for a family reeling under the simultaneous loss of four men.66 The red roses are a
striking metaphor for vitality and beauty, qualities thus indirectly attributed to Melissos.v
The second image is even more lustrous and explicit. By granting the victory at the
Isthmos Poseidon has roused the ancient fame of the Kleonymidai from its sleep, and now "its
body shines/ like the Morning Star, splendid to behold among the other stars' (f:KMXE(J)Vavayet
<paj..l.UvnUAatav/ eUKM(J)vEPY(J)V'f:VU1tVCf)yap nEcrev' aAA' aveyetpOj..l.EvUxp&ta Mj..I.net,!
'Aoccopoc 8mrroc; mc;acr-rpotc; ev aAAotC;,Isthm. 4.23-24).
The family's fame, which is compared to the Morning Star, can again take its prominent
place in the community. From being hidden in a bedchamber it has moved to a place where it is
clear for everyone to see in all its splendour. It is significant that the family's fame is given a
concrete form by the use of xpmc; - the simile would have worked equally well without it. And no
64 For a detailed discussion of the winter imagery, see Krurnmen 1990:80-81.
65 Cf. Pindar's extensive description of spring in fro 75.13-19 which includes the cowrcoscvci "Opal (red-
robed Horai) and roses.
66 In Threnos 7 (fr. 129) the pious in Hades find them elves "in meadows of red roses" (q>OlVIKOp6&Ol~<S '>
A£lflclW£<Jcrt).ee egal 1981 :84n 13 for more examples of roses symbolising victory over death.
67 For the use of roses in an erotic context, see Bakchylides 17.109-129. Theseus receives from his mother
Amphitrite a purple cloak and the "garland ... dark with roses" (rrMKov ... p6&Ol<;EP£flV6v)given to her at her
marriage by Aphrodite. Back at his ship his splendid appearance ("the gods' gifts shone on his limbs, , Aaflrr£ 8' D.flq>i
yuio~ 8£&v 8&p') evokes universal admiration.
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one but Melissos can be that body. In the introduction to the poem Melissos is proclaimed as the
source for the current praise of the family, having amply displayed his skills at the games
(cU!-lUXUVlUVya.p E(j)UVU<;'Icr8!-llot<;,Isthm. 4.2). At this point their fame is literally embodied in
him and he is as bright as the Morning Star. Through his victory he has outshone the other
competitors, and, as their first Panhellennic victor, has also become the foremost athlete in his
family. The luminosity associated with successful athletes.f already hinted at in the images of
spring, is now fully expressed. The significance of the image of the Morning Star for the
perception of Melissos as a worthy winner, becomes clear from Bakchylides Ode 9.27-31, where
a similar image is connected explicitly with the victor's imposing appearance. Automedon is said
to be "conspicious among the pentathletes, as the bright moon outshines the light of the stars in
the midmonth night: even so in the immense circle of the Greeks did he display his wonderful
form ... ," his 8uu!-l[u]cr"CovD£!-lU<;(trans. Campbell 1992).69
The images of red roses and the Morning Star not only make the splendour of the family's
new fame visible but also metaphorically endow Melissos with striking physical qualities. When,
in the second half of the poem, the poet moves to direct praise of the victor he focuses on his
actions and the inner qualities they reveal. To achieve this he uses two animal images and the
mythical figure of Herakles.
In contest Melissos is likened to the lion and the fox:
"C6A!-l<tya.p dKcD<;
Oouov EPt~pc!-lc"Cav811pmvAc6v"C(J)v
EVn6vcp, !-lll"Ctv8' <lAcDml';,
Ulc"COUii "C'<lVum'tVU!-lEvUp6!-l~ov lcrXct·
For in spirit he resembles
the courage of loudly roaring wild lions
during the struggle, and in craft he is a fox,
which falls on its back and checks the eagle's swoop. *
(1 thm. 4.45-47)
68 ee analysis above of the ways in which victors' appearance is presented.
69 Note too how Bakchylides' description of Automedon illustrates Steiner's statement that' (b)oth visual
and verbal media exhibit youthful bodies at their prime that glisten, gleam, and combine strength with sexuality and
erotic allure. Artists and poets both explicitly or implicitly surround their pictures of fleeting loveliness with viewers
who gaze admiringly on the scene" (Steiner 1998: 142).
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With these images the poet ascribes a range of qualities to Melissos. His spirit is daring and
courageous (the T6'q.1U of the lion), but he is also aggressive and ferocious (the loud roar and
wildness of the lion). Yet there is more to his effort than brute force. He possesses the wiliness of
the fox and knows how to thwart the attacks of his opponents.I? The gnomic comment which
follows, "one must do everything to weaken (obscure) one's adversary"* (xp~ of: nav £POOVT'
U)luup&O'mrov EX8p6v,Isthm. 4.48), justifies the tactics implied by these images." The tactics
and the comment are in turn explained by the description of Mel issos' unimposing physique.
The myth that flows from this description has Herakles as its theme (Isthm. 4.52-66). The
poet leaves no room for doubt that he wishes to make a direct connection between Melissos and
the hero: Herakles set out from his and Melissos' home town, Thebes to wrestle with the
barbaric giant Antaios. He used not only his strength, but also his cleverness to outwit Antaios, as
the poet has implied Melissos did to overcome his opponents - as soon as Herakles realised that
Antaios gained strength from being thrown on the earth, his mother he held him in the air and
throttled him. The poet even goes as far as linking them physically, by describing Herakles as
uopqxrv PPUXD<;, short in stature.F With this stature, however, goes an unflinching spirit that will
not bend or give in, Herakles is \jfUXuv UKU)l7rTO<; (53b). It is this spirit, to which the lion image
has already alluded, which is at the heart of both Heraldes' and Melissos' success.
The rest of the myth refers briefly to Herakles' exploits on land and sea (55b-57), and the
reward of immortality he received for his achievements (55a, 58-60). Moving back to the human
70 On the wiliness of the fox, see Detienne and Vernant 1978 (French original 1974):34-37 and, for an
explanation of the technique involved Krurnrnen 1990:90, with notes 38 and 39, and Willcock 1995:82.
71 On helping friends and harming enemies, see Chapter 3, pp. 100-103.
72 Most commentators find this description of Herakles a "surprise" (Willcock 1995:84). Thurnmer
1969:76-77 speculates that it may stem from comedy. An indication that a relatively small Herakles was perhaps not
completely unusual is his depiction on a vase by the Niobid Painter from the middle of the fifth century which
probably refers to an earlier wall-painting (Osborne 1998: 164-167). Osborne describes the figure in the foreground
of the a e painting as "a giant compared to the stocky Herakles above him' (1998: 164; my emphasis). Race
1990: 191n6 refers the topos of the small but effective man back to Homer's description ofT deus as "small in
stature, but a warrior" (TUbEUC;TOI fllKp6C;flEVEllVbf:flUC;,6J.J.iJ.. flaXllnlC;,II. 5.80 I). By using the negative
comparison with Orion the dimension of beauty/ugliness is added to this topos.
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sphere, the poet describes the festival in Herakles' honour held by the citizens of his birthplace
(61-66). Thus the myth exemplifies the twin aims of the poem already stated in the Aias- Homer
myth, namely achieving for Melissos the honour of his fellow citizens, and immortality. Here, as
in the Aias myth, the audience is directly involved in the implied praise for Melissos by the use
of the first person plural: ocroi ... a:uS0!lEV ("we citizens ... honour," Isthm. 4.62-63).73
In both myths the hero's reward of honour and eternal fame is grounded in his deeds.
They demonstrate that on the strength of Melissos' deeds, i.e. his victories in the local and
especially the Panhellenic games, he deserves the praise of his fellow citizens as well as
immortality through great poetry, not the scorn implied in the description of his physique. In fact,
the pre-eminence of his deeds is precisely what the poet emphasizes even as he admits the
deficiencies of Melissos' appearance.
The aAAa ... !lEV ... 8£ construction used in the description of Melissos signals that the
statement about Melissos' strength in hand-to-hand fighting counters both previous ones about
his appearance.i" ODyap <puCHv'D.apt(lwEiav EAaXCY'/ ill' OVOT()(,!lEV i8£<J8at,l cru!l7I:E<JELVb'
aK!lq, ~apu<; (Isthm. 4.49-51) can be rendered "He was not allotted the bodily nature of Orion,
but he is heavy to grapple with in his strength" and "although he is contemptible to look at, he is
heavy to grapple with in his strength." The chiastic structure of lines 50 and 51 heightens the
contrast between ouuneosiv and i8£<J8at, and emphasises the former. This is especially
significant considering the usual force of verbs oflooking in the context of an athlete's
appearance, and underlines that to look at Melissos is one thing, to meet him in the close
encounter of the pancratium something quite different. Melissos' power is described with the
phrase aK~lq, ~apu<;. There is some textual uncertainty about aK!lq,,75 which could mean "in his
trength " or, perhaps, "in his prime." For ~apu<; a choice must be made between the literal
meaning "heavy in weight" in Homer mostly with the collateral notion of "strength and force'
73 On the interpretation of au~o~EV, see Krummen 1990:42-43 and 54.
74 Cf. Race 1990: 191.
75 ee Thummer 1969:76.
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(LSJ, s.v.), and the metaphorical sense "heavy to bear, grievous" (LSJ, s.v.). The former would
enhance the notion of Melissos' strength in combat, and might at the same time be an oblique
reference to a heavy body. Other occurrences of the word in the epinikia favour the metaphorical
sense." in which case the word would apply more to Melissos' effect on opponents in fighting,
that it was grievous for them to encounter him. But whether his strength, or even weight, or his
effect on others predominates, the point is made that he is superior in combat, regardless of his
looks.
Melissos' success challenges the conventional notion of a connection between beauty and
deeds. The closeness of this connection is quite evident in the odes in which explicit reference is
made to the beauty of the victor. The idea that beauty signifies ability which is confirmed by
deeds has already been noted regarding Alkimedon and Aristokleidas (01. 8.19, Nem. 3.19).
Admiration for the strength and beauty of Strepsiadas of Thebes is followed by the statement that
"he upholds excellence as no worse than beauty of form"* (aYElT UPET(XVOUKUt0X.WV<puu<;,
Isthm. 7.22). Epharmostos of Opous, besides being young and beautiful, performs "beautiful"
deeds (KUA.A.t0TUTEPf:~Ul<;,01.9.94), thereby following in the footsteps ofOpous, his city's hero,
who is famous for both his handsome body and his deeds (Un:f:P<PUTOVav8pu ).lOp<pqTEKUiJ
EPyol0t,OI. 9.65-66).77
In Isthmian 4 Pindar responds to the "beauty equals great deeds" convention by
transforming the related idea, that deeds show the real worth of the beautiful man. That deeds are
traditionally valued in this way appears from two negative examples in the Iliad. Hektor is
contemptuous of Paris who is all beauty and no action (ll. 3.1-57).When Hektor sees him shrink
back from Menelaus he reacts scathingly: while Paris' extraordinary beauty - the narrator has
already used the epithet 8£O£l8~<;("godlike in form") four times in this scene and Hektor calls
7601. 2.23, PYIh. 1.75, Pyth. 3.42, Pyth. 5.63, Nem. 10.20. In em. 6.50-51, about Achilles' defeat of the
Eth iopians, the diction, including the ambiguity of meaning, is remarkably similar to that of the passage on Melissos:
papu 8f. (J(j)lvlVCiKOC; 'AXI),.f:6c;1 €~1[£cr£ ("upon them fell a heav opponent, Achilles' ).
77 For a discussion of the variety of ways in which Pindar expresses the topic of appearance and deeds see
Race 1990: 188-192.
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him dooe; apw"CE- marks him out as a man of the first rank, he has neither strength nor courage
to show for it (<panEe;aptcY"Cf]unpouov £IlIlEVUL,OUVEKUKU/JJV/dooe; £n', aU' OUK£an ~iYj
opsoiv OUO£ru; aA-Kll,If. 3.44-45). The shamefulness of not matching an admirable appearance
with admirable deeds is also clear in the formulaic reproach uttered by Hera (II. 5.787) and
Agamemnon (If. 8.228) when the Greeks waver in the face of Trojan attack:
Shame, Argives, base things of dishonour, admirable in appearance only! *
The analysis of nature as a cosmological category postulated the dependence of culture on nature
(Chapter 3, pp. 47-56). As far as appearance, a gift of nature, is concerned, this means that beauty
is the prerequisite for noteworthy achievements. However, the Homeric examples show that a
praiseworthy appearance is not enough, and the man of excellence will confirm the promise of
his beauty with great deeds. By implication the same holds for Pindar's epinikia, since every man
whose appearance is prai ed has already proved by winning that he is capable of the deeds
"fitting his form." However, in the case of Mel issos the link between beauty and deeds, nature
and culture, is broken and deeds alone are presented as sufficient for earning grace, a form of
beauty, and immortality." The praise for Melissos contradicts the traditional world view by
attaching the worth of a man to his deeds alone, regardless of his appearance. The poem not only
holds out the promise of fame in times to come but also in the here and now succeeds in
transcending the victor's physical limitations. In fact, the conventional movement from beauty to
deed is turned around so that deeds become the forerunner of beauty. Melissos' success makes
him worthy of being likened to red roses and the Morning Star and as a final tribute, just as the
"lyre and ... pipe shed grace" on the beautiful Hagesidamos of Western Lokroi (A-Upal... "C'
UUA-Oe;aVUnaaaEl XaptV,01. 10.93-94) the poet "Iet(s) fall upon him delightful grace"* ("CEp7t:VaV
781n his discussion of nature and culture, designated physis and lee/me, Hubbard 1985: 111 comes to
essentially the same conclusion regarding Melissos' appearance. For his full discussion of the topic, see pp. 107-124.
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E1tl0'tasCDvXaptV,Isthm. 4.72). Through the celebration of his deeds in poetry Melissos is
transformed from a man "contemptible to look at" to one covered in grace.
The analysis of relationships outside the intimate social group has shown the extent to
which envy or indifference is perceived as a barrier to recognition of a man's excellence, with the
consequent need to convince fellow citizens that a victor is worthy of their support and praise
(Chapter 3, pp. 90-99). Often the call for recognition is based on the principle of reciprocity in
terms of which the victor's success is interpreted as an achievement from which his city and
fellow citizens derive as much benefit as he does, but praise can also simply be demanded as due
reward for a successful man's efforts. In addition to the natural reluctance to admit the
superiority of another, acknowledgement of Melissos' excellence would require his fellow
citizens to overcome their contempt for his ugly appearance, an example of the prejudice inspired
by conventional thought. Twice in Isthmian 4 the audience is not exhorted, but rather more or
less obliged to praise Melissos by being included in the poet's actions (see pp. 129 and 133). By
ending the poem on the image of Melissos covered in grace, Pindar challenges his audience one
final time to look past his appearance and give him the honour he deserves as a man of action. 79
1.3. Olympian 13
The occasion of Olympian 13 is Xenophon of Corinth's victory in both the stadion and
the pentathlon at the Olympic games of 464. Considering the importance of victor and victory
praise in most odes this unique feat and the man who achieved it receive surprisingly little
attention. Although the victory ode is designated as a tribute from Xenophon to Zeus in
recompense for his uccesses (ZEDna'tEp,I ... I O£~at 't£ oi crsocvoav E)'KcD)llOV'tE8)lov, 26, 29),
an analysis of the opening of the ode and the victory catalogues preceding and following the
791n the light of the emphasis on the topic of acknowledging a man's praiseworthiness in Isthmian 3 (see
Chapter 3, pp. 95-96 for text and discussion of the two elaborate gnomai in olved) it is tempting to doubt the
effect iveness of this appeal. According to Lardinois 200 I :99n36 Austin's conclusion that "(i)n paradigmatic
digre sion the length of the anecdote is in direct proportion to the necessity of persuasion at the moment' (Austin
1966:306) is equally applicable to gnomai. If so, Isthmian 3 betrays a strong need to win 0 er the audience. Cf.
Steiner 1998: 137n82 on the "special pleading" demanded b Melissos' ugliness.
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myth shows that the emphasis is not on him and his achievements, but on his family, both
immediate and extended, and their aspirations.t" This will form the first part of the following
treatment of the ode. In the second part a detailed examination of the ode is made with specific
reference to the presentation of the topic of finding the balance between man's ambition and his
mortal limitations, and how this applies to the Oligaithidai, the victorious family.
1.3.1 An Olympic victor in the shadow of his family
The poem opens with praise for a 'tPtcroAu~7novi.Kav/ ... OLKOV(1-2). Although it would
have been immediately clear to the audience that the reference is to the three Olympic victories
ofXenophon and his father Thessalos, the attention is placed firmly on the OLKO~,not its
individual members. This is confirmed by the fact that it is the OiKO~,not the victorious athletes,
which receives further praise at this stage, for its exemplary conduct to both insiders (ii~c:pov
acr'tot~, 2) and outsiders (~£VOtcrt8£ 8c:panov'ta, 3).81 Also, as far as Xenophon is concerned, ills
victories as an individual achievement are relativized by presenting them together with that of his
father and as a glorification of his family, not of himself.
The only direct reference to Xenophon occurs in the second strophe following praise of
his city, Corinth. A general prayer for the well-being of the Corinthian people leads to an
intervention on behalf of the victor. Zeus, who in Pyth. 5.122-123 is acknowledged as the one
who KUPc:pV~/8ai~ov' av8p&v <piAcov("steers/ the fortune of men who are dear to him") is asked
to keep the "fair wind" ofXenophon's 8ai.~cov on a favourable course, i.e. to sustain the good
fortune experienced in his recent success (xni 't6v8c: Aa6v apAa.p~ v£~cov/ 2c:vo<p&v'tO~c:u8uvc:
80 In contrast the skolion commissioned by Xenophon following his success (fr. 122) commemorated his
personal dedication of prostitutes to Aphrodite. This was not a family undertaking and Xenophon would have figured
prominently, even if initially the emphasis would have been more on the public religious ritual and the
acknowledgement of the goddess than on his own achievements. At the banquet and symposium following the
offering he would presumably have been the centre of anent ion. For a discussion of the poem as ancient
"pornography," see Kurke 1996-1997.
81 For other examples of this "common universalizing doublet" see Young I968:45n2. Tellingly, all except
01. 13.2-3 concern praise of an individual. Bundy's examples concern praise ofa victor b both citizens and
foreigners (Bundy 1962, repro 1986:67). Cf. also Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:24 and for examples of other
universalizing doublets 24n56.
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8aiIlOVOt; oiipov, 27-28). After the dedication of the celebration to Zeus, Xenophon's Olympic
victories in the pentathlon and stadion are announced with the comment that "(h)e has attained!
what no mortal man ever did before" (n:EV'w£8A,q:>(lila O'W8iODVtKWV8p61l0v' aVTE~6AY]O'EV/TWV
av~p Ovcro; ounw ru; nporepov, 30-31). This remark, while acknowledging the exceptional
nature of his achievement, also introduces the idea of his mortality and suggests the limits to
which even someone of his ability must adhere. A statement of two victories each at the Isthmian
and Nemean games concludes the praise for Xenophon (32-34).82
In contrast to the sober treatment ofXenophon's achievements the victory catalogue of
his immediate family is much more expressive. His father Thessalos' Olympic victory is
described as "foot-racing glory" (a\:YAan08wv, 36), his double victory in one day at Pytho has
brought him honour (ruurv, 37), in the same month as his Pythian success he received "three
fairest prizes" (rpic £pya ... KaAAtO'T',38-39) in one "swift-footed" day (n08apK1l9 all£pa, 38-
39) in Athens.l" and at the Hellotian games at Corinth he boasts seven victories (40). It is also
worth noting that although praise for Thessalos' athletic achievements immediately follows that
for Xenophon's no explicit link is made between their talent as, for example, in the case of
Hippokleas and his father Phrikias (Pyth. 10.12-18) or Deinias and his father Megas (Nem. 8.16,
47-48).84 This would indicate that the catalogue ofThessalos' victories is not a means to the end
of exalting his son, but an end in itself and an indication that others beside Xenophon have a
major interest in the celebration.
Faced with the many victories at the Isthrnos of three more close relatives, Ptoiodoros,
Terpsias and Eritimos, the poet protests that it would take too long to go into detail about them
82 On the possibility of only one victory at Nemea see ole 1987:563-564.
83 n the Pythic and Panathenaic festivals falling in one month, see Barrett 1978: 16n2.
84 For father and son praised together for their athletic ability, see also Pyth. 11.41-50. Cf. Ot. 7.15-17 and
lsthm. 1.34 for other joint praise of father and son. Nem. 7.58-60 and lsthm. 6.66-73 contain independent praise for
the father of boy victors. This can be explained by the fact that they would have commissioned the songs.
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(ITWtObWpcP ouv nrrtpi !lUKP0'"CEPUv'TEp\jfi~ 8' ihvov'"C' 'Eprriuqi '"C'aOtbui, 41-42).85 He also
professes himself all but overcome by the "multitude of successes" at the Pythian and Nemean
games which are hyperbolically compared to the "pebbles of the sea" (ococ '"C'£v ~EA.<pol()lV
aptcr'"CEucrU'"CEillb£xop'"COtC;i» A.£OVLOC;,bllpio!lat 7l:0A.£crw/nspi 7l:A.1l8EtKUA.cDV·WC;!lav cru<p£C;/OUK
frv dbEillv A.£yEtVnovrurv \jIa<pcovapt8!lov, 43-46). Whether the actual number of victories
concerned here exceeds that of Thessalos and Xenophon or not," an impression of abundance is
successfully created."
Although Xenophon's unique double Olympic victory heads the first catalogue as
unquestionably the most prestigious in the family the focus gradually widens and moves away
from him to the rest of the family.88 The lesser victories of other family members are poetically
enhanced to the extent that there is no impression of their inferiority, with the final image of an
incalculable number of victories reaching forward to the second catalogue which celebrates the
Oligaithidai's numerous achievements ranging across the whole of Greece.
85 Opinion is divided on whether Ptoiodoros is the father ofThessalos or of Terpsias and Eritimos. Barrett
1978 makes a case for the former (which is also the position of the scholia), while Koniaris 1981 :95 defends the
latter against Barrett. Gildersleeve 1908:232 mentions the scholia, but "judg(ing) by Pindar," reads Ptoiodoros as
father of Terpsias and Eritimos. Their relationship to Xenophon and Thessalos probably cannot be definitively
settled, but it does not seem unreasonable to regard it as close (so Barrett 1978: I). On the reading of ucxporspm
(41) as "too long" rather than "longer," see Koniaris 1981 :95-96, and cf. lsthm. 6.56.
86 Koniaris 1981 :96 argues that a larger number is not necessarily implied. However, his arguments are
hardly more convincing than those of Barrett which he sets out to counter (e.g. "If all the victories of Thessalos were
to be counted would Pindar have had difficulty in describing the number as \jIu<p(J.)vUpt8116v? Probably not.").
87 I assume, with Koniaris (1981 :96), that the referents of occc ... cptcrsuccre (43) are the three last
mentioned fami Iy members. Race's translation "your family's victories" (1997a: 193) implies the wider family group,
while Hubbard ignores the reference to individuals and treats the whole passage (40-46) as praise of the athletic
success of the Oligaithidai clan (1986:40-41). Since numbers are given for the Pythian Isthmian and Nernean
victories of the Oligaithidai later in the poem (98-100, 106-107) it seems to me more likel that the earlier catalogue
refers only to the immediate family. Although it is unusual to mention Isthrnia before Pytho and this could be used
a an argument to attribute only the Isthmian victories to the named athletes it is not unparalleled: the precedence of
the 1 thmian victories can be explained by the family's Corinthian citizenship (see Gerber 2002:72-73 on the usual
sequence used for Panhellenic victory catalogues and reasons for deviations). Also, the relatively small number of
six Pythian victories of the Oligaithidai as a whole provides a further explanation for mentioning them together with
those won at Nemea rather than first on their own. Two of these Pythian ictories have been won by Thessalos, so
that between them Ptoiodoros, Terpsias and Eritimos have at most four, hardly enough to justify the hyperbolic style
in which they are presented. By separating Isthmia and emea (where the extended family are claimed to have 60
victories) and adding Pytho to the latter, the impression of a large number of victories at all these games is created.
Cf. ole 1987 on Pindar's use of ambiguity as an encomiastic technique to enhance the number of victories.
88 Cf. Hubbard 1986:46.
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The precedence of the family is confirmed in the final triad of the ode in which instead of
the usual return after the myth to the victor and his achievements the focus is firmly on the
family. The poet's statement preceding the second elaborate victory catalogue announces that he
has "come as a willing helper for the Muses/ ... , and for the Oligaithidai" (Moionu; yap ...
E:KcDV/,OAlyat8ioamiv '"C' Epav Enl.KOUP0C;,96-97). As ally of the Muses he has the ability to
immortalise the achievements of men, in this case the Oligaithidai, whose ally he becomes in turn
by undertaking this task on their behalf. 89 Family praise is of course part of the epinician
agenda. 90As an extension or expansion of victor praise, which Thummer characterises as
"wichtigstes Thema und Anlaf des Liedes,"" its aim is to increase the prestige of the victor by
pointing out that he belongs to a noteworthy family. In Nemean 4, for example, the poet
introduces the victories of Timasarchos' 1t(i'"Cpain much the same terms as the Oligaithid
catalogue, saying "(i)t is for the Theandridai that I contracted to come/ as a ready herald ... "
(0wvopioatO"l .. .IKcXpU~EWtl.WC;Epav/ ... O"Uv8£j..LC:voC;,73-75). Although his obligation to the
family is stated strongly by O"Uv8£W:voC;,the poet involves the victor by direct address
(Tlj..LcXcrapxc:,78) and by referring to "your clan" (mrtpuv ... '"CC:cXv,77-78). He is also the
addressee of the praise for his maternal uncle (79-90). The success of Timasarchos' relatives is
clearly intended to enhance his own achievement."
In contrast, Xenophon has all but disappeared from the scene by the end of Olympian 13.
The second catalogue begins with the Oligaithidai's victories at the Isthmos and Nemea, so many
that the poet feels called upon to confirm his truthfulness by appealing to the herald at the games
as his "true witness/ under oath" (cXAa8~c;'"C£ j..Lot!E~OPKOC;EIt£crcrc:'"Cat.. .I poa KcXPUKOC;,98-100).
89 Cf. Nem. 7.30-34. Here the poet's support is linked more explicitly to the immortalisation of human deeds
by god. A gnomic passage about divine acknowledgement of a man's achievements as the means to gain lasting
honour despite the inevitability of death, is followed by the poet's self-presentation as a helper in this endeavour
(aUa KO\VOVyap epx£wu Ki)~' 'A i8a, nEo£ 8' a86KllTOV i» Kat 80KEovw· n~a 81':yivETau cOv9£o~ appov au~£\
A6yov "t£9vaK6T(J)v./ poa90&v TOt ... / ~6A,ov).
90 For an overview of family praise, see Thummer 1968:49-54.
91 Thummer 1968:54.
92 Some other examples of family praise honouring the victor are Pyth. 8.32-45, Nem. 5.40-46, Neill.
10.37-54.
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The Isthmian and Nemean victories are presumably placed first on account of their large
number.l" but this placement also serves to focus attention on the Oligaithidai rather than on
Xenophon and his father who would have been in the prominent position with their Olympic
victories if the normal order (Olympia, Pytho, Isthmia, Nemea) had been followed. Instead, these
victories are now appropriated by the family, albeit in a curious way: 10.8' 'OAUfln:i~u1.n&vl
£OtK£V11811 n:o.pot8£A£MX8ut(101-102). utn&v refers unequivocally to the family at a point
where it would have been conventional to join the victor to his family'S achievements by naming
him again. Hamilton's analysis of the formal aspects of myth odes shows that naming the victor a
second time is a "strong norm," with exceptions pointing to special circumstances. For Olympian
13 he concludes that the omission probably means the poem is intended "as much for the whole
family as for Xenophon.''?" The insertion of £OtK£Vin a statement that would have made perfect
sense without it strengthens the impression that this reference to the Olympic victories is not an
oblique way of praising Xenophon and Thessalos but rather an indication of the family's concern,
which, as the next line makes explicit, is a wish for more of these prestigious victories. Read
with the poet's undertaking to commemorate future Olympic victories (10.r' ECYCY6fl£vU161' (iv
<publvcyu<p£<;,103) £OtK£Vchanges what would have been an assertion that the family's success at
Olympia has already been described before into a statement that this only seems so, it is only on
the face of things the case, since they confidently expect more victories in the future that will also
need celebration. With the addition of £OtKEvthe fixed state of the family s Olympic victories
implied by the infinitive in the perfect tense, AEMX8at,is effectively denied.
The victory wish is unusual in several respects. First, it is the only such wish which does
not conform to the norm for explicit victory wishes, namely that the success aspired to should be
higher ranked than any already achieved." Also, the expectation of not just one, but several
93 ee Gerber 2002:73 with n5.
94 Hamilton 1974: I08n5. The only other exceptions are Pythian 2 and Nemean 8.
95 The victory wish for Hieron in Ot. I. I06- I I I is only apparently an exception. Since the wish is for an
Olympic victory in the chariot race, the most prestigious event at the most prestigious games and therefore more
highly regarded than the single-horse race celebrated in Olympian I, it does in fact tit the norm. For a list and
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future victories ('ra sooousvc, 103) is out of the ordinary." The only plausible explanation is that
this uncommon wish is not for more victories for the victor being celebrated, but for his wider
family group, another deviation from the norm." Although the Oligaithidai can already boast
three Olympic successes this is apparently not enough. The wish for multiple future victories and
the fact that there is no indication that it concerns Xenophon must mean that there are several
other athletes in the family who desire the same prestige for themselves."
The irregular nature of the victory wish confirms that the purpose of the ode is as much
the exaltation of the Oligaithidai as of Xenophon. The extent of the second victory catalogue
further underlines the exceptional importance of family praise in this ode. After the Olympic
victory wish the catalogue continues with victories at Pytho and twelve other locations, making it
the longest list of victory sites in the epinicians." In his analysis of Olympian 7 Young argues
persuasively for the victory catalogue as a testimony of greatness comparable to the "superlative"
discussion of explicit victory wishes, see Hubbard 1995:35-37.
961n five of the seven other cases the wish is for a single more prestigious victory, while Isthm. 1.64-68
hopes for victory for Herodotos of Thebes at both Pytho and Olympia. The statement that Timodemos of Acharnai
"is still indebted .. .I to pluck again and again the fairest prize of the Isthmian festivals' (6q>£1A£18' STl, .. .I ... 8Ulla
Iltv '1<J81l.t(l8wv8pi:7rw8Ul KUMtCITOVawTOv,Nem. 2.6-9) comes closest to Olympian 13 in wishing for multiple
victories. However, there is a strong sense of hyperbole in the use of 8uIlCtwhich is absent in TIl£<J<J61l£vu.As the
record of the Oligaithidai shows, Isthmian victories are much easier to win than Olympian and thus lend themselves
more readily to exaggeration. Contrast also the sober expression of the expectation that Timodemos will win at
Pytho: i» nu8iOl<J( ts VtKaV(9). For a convincing refutation of the view that Nem. 2.10-12 implies a further wish for
an Olympian victory for Timodemos, see Hubbard 1995:5 I-55.
97 Six of the seven other wishes are for the victor who is being celebrated. In Isthmian 6 the prayer for an
Olympian victory concerns the victor Phylakidas as well as his older brother Pytheas. This is clear from the
preceding reference to both the earlier Nemean success of Pytheas and the current Isthmian victory of Phylakidas
(Is/hill. 6. I -9).
98 Seen from the perspective of such family members the victory wish is of course "regular" since it is for
higher ranked victories than those they have so far achieved.
99Counting two, Aitna and Syracuse, for the "splendidly rich cities under Aitna's lofty crest" (tui 8' urr'
Atrvc; u~ftA.6q>ouKaAAt7rAOUtOt!7r6AU:~,I 10- I I I). See Gerber 2002:71-72 for a list of catalogues of two or more
victories. He lists the Oligaithidai's Isthmian and Nernean victories separately, ignores the reference to Olympia
(101 - I02) and starts a new list with Pytho. Thummer 1968:23,27-28 puts all these victories in one list. Either way
the Oligaithid catalogue lists more sites than the second longest that of Diagoras of Rhodes (01.7.80-87).
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compliments most often paid to tyrants towards the end of an ode.loo The striking similarity of
both position in the ode and range of victories enumerated makes Young's conclusion that the
catalogue for Diagoras (01. 7.80-87) is "about the highest praise Pindar can bestow upon him"
equally applicable to the Oligaithid catalogue, with the important difference that the compliment
is not for the victor, but for his family. The compliment for the Oligaithidai is underlined by the
pointed reference to the Panhellenic significance of their achievements: Kat na.crav K(ital'E))"ao'
EUPl10EtC;£PEUVWVuccoov' f] cOC;iosf-lEV("and if you search throughout! all Hellas, you will find
more than the eye can see," 112-113).101 It is the fourth statement in Olympian 13 (the others are
at 41-42, 43-46, 98-100) aimed at creating an impression of a noteworthy multitude of victories
for the family. Although the motif of abundance is a general feature of victory catalogues, 102 and
could be treated as mere encomiastic hyperbole, it fulfils an important additional function in
Olympian 13. Its repeated use in connection with the family ensures that by the end of the poem
the attention is on their accomplishments even though Xenophon's unique achievement at
Olympia is qualitatively the most outstanding in the family. 103 The earlier supreme compliment
paid to Xenophon, that "he has attained what no mortal man ever did before" (av'tE~6A;rlcr£Y/'tWV
av~p 8va'toc; ounro ru; nporspov, 30-31) is finally balanced by the "highest praise" of an elaborate
victory catalogue for the Oligaithidai.
The low-key presentation of the victor and his victory in this ode, coupled with the close
attention paid to his family'S achievements and concerns, can be seen as evidence that
Xenophon's victories at Olympia were merely the starting point for the poem's primary
100 Young 1968:91-93 and 52 with n2. In addition to the examples of "superlative" compliments cited by
Young (52n2), cf. several gnomic statements which identify laudandi with a unique group or emphasize the
superiority of their achievement or position: 01. 1.113-114, 01. 3.42-44,01. 9.100, Pyth. 1.99-100, Pyth. 10.22-29.
101 On the importance of a Panhellenic vision for this ode, and the second catalogue as a demonstration of
that vision, see Hubbard 1986:44-48.
102 See Race 1990:201121.
103 Contra Koniaris 198I :95-96 who argues that the qualitative superiority of Xenophon's achievement is
such that it cannot be overshadowed by the mere numbers of other family members' victories. However, in addition
to a questionable interpretation of both Thessalos' and the three other named relatives' victories, he completely
ignores the effect of the final catalogue and consequently does not consider that the ode may be an exception in
focusing more on the family than on the victor.
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objective, the glorification of the Oligaithidai. As such Olympian 13 is also an expression of the
priority of the social group over its individual members in an interconnected society. It shows
that in such a society personal achievement, however outstanding it may be, is regarded in the
first place as a confirmation of group ability and prestige. 104
l.3.2 The poet's balancing act: Tempering ambition with restraint
The particular circwnstances which led to a praise song in which the victorious family all
but overshadows the victor can no longer be recovered. However, the recognition of this
emphasis is important for a proper appreciation of the poem's main concern, in addition to
praise, namely balancing human potential and ambition with the demands of society and the
gods. The most recent treatments of Olympian 13, by Hubbard, Dickson and Jouan, focus on the
central myth ofBellerophon's taming of Peg asos with the help of the bridle provided by
Athena. lOS All three refer to the dual nature of the bridle which releases potential by restraining
raw power, and Hubbard in particular pays close attention to the "tension between mortal
achievement and restraint" thus symbolised which rW1Sthrough the poem. 106 Since he is more
interested in the broader significance of the topic than in the particular relevance it may have had
for Xenophon and the Oligaithidai he tends to underemphasise the cautionary elements in the
poem in favour of its encomiastic aims.l'" Two factors suggest themselves as reasons for the
poet's concern with the constraints that need to be placed on ambition, the Oligaithidai's political
position as part of the ruling elite and the desire of at least some of them for still more success at
Olympia. The following analysis focuses on the ways in which the theme of ambition and
104 Cf. Oudemans and Lardinois 1987:67, 96.
105 Hubbard 1986, Dickson 1986, Jouan 1995. See also Detienne and Vemant 1978 (French original
1974): 186-212. They too concentrate on the Bellerophon myth. Olympian 13 is one of the least discussed poems in
Pindar's oeuvre. For the more than fifty years covered by Gerber's bibliography, for example, there are only eleven
entries (Gerber 1989:216-218).
106 Hubbard 1986:48.
107 The tendency to convert every aspect of an epinician into an element of praise, largely the result of
Bundy's influential Studia Pindarica (1962, repr. 1986), often seems to blind commentators to both the very real
portrayal of human feebleness in the odes and the warnings sounded against man s exaggerated opinions of his own
importance. See p. 119 for one example of the distortions to which such a position can lead.
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restraint is developed in the poem. It shows that acknowledgement of the gods is the key to
achieving the desired balance and that the poet offers his own achievement of combining inborn
excellence with restraint and reverence, as exemplified in the poem, as the example to emulate in
this regard.
In Olympian 13 an intimate connection between the victorious family and the city of
Corinth is postulated at the outset when the poet says that through praising the olKOC;,YVcD<Joflati
TaVoA~iav Koprvuov (3-4). He recognises and acknowledges the prosperity of Corinth in the
success of the family and thus establishes the latter as representative of the former. The nature of
the connection is further specified when the poet gives the reason why he can know Corinth
through this family, namely because the city displays the benefits of the presence there of the
Horai, Order, Justice and Peace (ev T~yap Euvouic vcisi Ka<J1YVllmTE,... ,I i11KaKat
OflOTPO<pOC;Eipnvc, 6-7). This unmistakable reference to the way the city is governed can only
mean that the olKOC;in question was part of the oligarchy ruling at the time ofXenophon's
Olympic victories.l'" Although the time of the Kypselid tyranny in Corinth was long past and the
Corinthian oligarchy was exemplary in its stability, the awareness common to such governments
of the danger that one family or one man might aspire to exclusive power will nonetheless not
have disappeared. 109 The two extensive victory catalogues preceding and following the myth
display the outstanding accomplishments of both the present victor and the Oligaithid clan as a
whole. For the poet contracted to praise such high excellence in a family sharing political
responsibility in the city with other families the challenge is to give due recognition to greatness
while at the same time allaying any possible suspicions of inappropriate ambitions arising from
it. Avoiding the envy of fellow citizens is a common topic in the epinikia but in spite of the
Oligaithidai's numerous victories, this is not a primary concern for the poet. Rather, he is at pains
throughout to point out the necessity of restraint i.e. he is not defending the victor and his family
108Cf. Hubbard 1986:28n5. On the oligarchy in Corinth, see Salmon 1984:231-239.
109On stability in Corinth, see Salmon 1984:236-237 and on the fear of tyranny Andrewes 1956: 15-16 and
Berve 1967:9-12.
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against the negative perceptions of others, but reminding them what is required of them
considering their position in the Corinthian political arena.
Significantly the topic of restraint is introduced first in a political context. Corinth is
presented as a city in which good order reigns (Euvouin, 6), which is built on the firm foundation
of j ustice (~a8pov 1toAiCDVacrcpuA£c,,16iKU, 5-6) and enjoys the peace necessary for creating and
maintaining wealth (Elpnvc, "Ca)ll' uv8pacrl 1tAOU"COU,7). By implication the victorious family is
praised for its share in this admirable state of affairs. However, order, justice and peace are not
self-evident. Where there is success such as that achieved by the victor, his family and his city
the danger of arrogance and excess has to be taken into account. Therefore the Horai not only
positively support prosperity, but also have the negative task of protecting the city and its
inhabitants against the risk of overstepping their limits (t8£Aovn 8' a,)J:}:'£lV/"Yjiptv, Kopou
ucrspc 8pucru)lu80v, 9-10). In the oligarchic political arena U~PlC,would mean self-assertion at
the expense of others of the ruling group, ending in the KOPOC,of appropriating more than one's
fair share of power. The implied danger here is the re-establishment of tyranny. I 10 The vigour
with which the task of safeguarding the city against such destabilising political ambitions is
executed at the same time signifies the extent of the danger and praises the rulers for their efforts
in warding it off.
As if to counter any momentary suggestion that the laudandi may be inclined to exhibit
uch arrogance and excess, the poet steps forward again with the assurance that he has "fine
things to expound" and will do so boldly (£XCDKaAa "C£cpcom "CoA)la"C£)lot! £u8da YAcDcrcrav
OPVU£l')J;YElV,11-12). The urgency of the task and the fact that it requires "CoA)la,daring or
courage, point to the ever-present tension between the need to praise KaAa and the danger of
110 On tyranny as the subject of this passage, see Will 1955:408--409. Cf. also Fisher 1992:221-223 on the
pol irical irnpl icat ions of 01. 13.6-10. His suggestion that the danger posed by "YPPL and Kopec refers to the efforts
of those outside the ruling elite to destabilise the city must be rejected. Apart from the fact that there is no evidence
of uch a group anywhere in the poem, it does not take into account that the topic of restraint is de eloped with
reference to the victorious family and the activity of the poet. For an analysis of other Pindaric passages where tiPPlC;
and KOpOC; are condemned in a political context, see Kurke 1991 b:209-218.
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offending either god or one's fellow men in so doing. Praise requires boldness if it is to do justice
to excellence, but it must also be kept "straight" (Eu8E"£U,12), i.e. within proper limits if it is to be
acceptable to god and fellow men. The gnome which follows, U!lUXov8£ KpU\jfat 'to cruY'YEV£C;
~80C; ("it is impossible to conceal one's inborn character,"* 13), provides the basis for this daring
encomiastic endeavour. On the one hand cruY'YEV£C;~80C;, in this case of the Oligaithidai and the
Corinthians, cannot be hidden and must be praised. I I I On the other hand it is the natural ability of
the poet that enables him to accept the challenge of praising success in such a way that the order
established by Themis and her daughters is not disturbed. I 12 The significance of the control to
which the poet promises to subject his celebration of excellence appears in the contrast with the
over-confident rashness of speech characteristic of UpptC;(10).113 Whereas the inability of those
indulging in UpptC;to stay within acceptable limits impels them to excess, the poet will
demonstrate in this poem how the fine line between appropriate and injudicious behaviour should
be trodden, thus establishing himself as a positive exemplum.
Praise of the Corinthians, now particularly of their natural ability, is resumed with
reference to their outstanding talent on both the physical and intellectual level. They are known
for their many athletic successes as well as for "inventions of long ago" (apxu"£u cootoucrc, 14-
17); both the Muse and Ares, the arts and military prowess are prominent in their city (sv 8£
Moio ' a8uTCVooc;,1£v 8' "APTJC;av8El VECDV OUA-tatc;uiwuimv av8pcDv 22-23).114 These
complementary abilities are reflected in the extensive victory catalogues on the one hand which
stres phy ical excellence, and the mythical content on the other, which concentrates on the
Corinthians' intellectual achievements, their !l~nc;. While the positive aspects of !l~nc; are placed
in the foreground, as befits a victory ode, its ambiguity as a force which can be used for good or
111 Note the immediately following genetic reference to them as nalSE 'AAara (14).
112 On the ambiguity of the gnome with respect to its referents, see Hubbard 1985: 144.
113 Cf. Hubbard 1986:37. His reading of lines 9-13 (pp. 36-38) highlights their general moral significance
without reference to the political context.
114 Hubbard 1986:34. Note that since they are the gifts of the Horai (U!l!lIV8£, ... vixcoopov aYAafav
CJmacrav/... £v KapSla~ avSpu)V £paA-Ovl'npm ... apxa1a croq>lcr!la8', 14, 16-17), the praise for these physical and
intellectual abilities also continues the praise for the good governance of the city.
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for evil is nonetheless always present. I IS As such the mythical content functions both in praise of
the physical success being celebrated and as oblique critique of the excesses to which it may give
rise. Just as the presence of the Horai in the city does not mean the absence of the danger of
Hybris and Koros, the examples of products of Corinthian intelligence (18-22), while praising
their inventiveness, also point to the necessity of restraint and by implication the negative
potential of f.rfrw;. As a literary construct the dithyramb exemplifies containment, in this case of
what used to be unregulated dance and song.116 However, that its original wilder connotations
lurk just below the surface appears from its characterisation as ~ol1Aa:rq,("ox-driving," 19) and
its connection with "the delights of Dionysos" (rei Auovucoo .. .I ... xapnE<;, 18-19) which are
known to include intoxication and riotousness. I 17 The second example of Corinthian ooqiiountn
is the bridle for restraining horses (i:ll:nElOt<;tv EV'CWcrtV1l£'CPU,20). While the unusual
designation 1l£'CPOVin its literal meaning as a curb or check refers to the physical instrument for
reining in natural power, it also, by its very singularity, draws attention to the general notion of
limits or measure as a theme ofthe poem.!'" The third example, from the fields of architecture
and sculpture, is the decoration of temple pediments with eagles. I 19 The capture, metaphorically
speaking, of these kingly birds (otovov ~UcrtA£U,21) in art can be read as a further expression of
the idea that soaring ambition must be restrained, or as Hubbard suggests, simply as a reflection
of the poem's parallel themes of the "stimulative" (the soaring eagle) and the "retentive" (the
fixed pediment). 120
115 f. Jouan 1995:284.
116 Will 1955:219-220 with reference to Jeanmaire 1951.
117 f. Hubbard 1986:38.
118 See Dickson 1986: 126-127 with 139n22 on ~ETPOV as the "concrete device or tool by which measure is
imposed upon objects."
119 See Hubbard 1986:38n37 for the different views on the actual content of the innovation.
120 Hubbard 1986:38-39. Both possibilities perhaps tend to overinterpretation. The kingly nature of the
birds suggests their close connection with Zeus, which would make the notion of constraining them in art somewhat
overambitious. However, there may be an allusion to the victor as eagle or a link between the "twin kings of birds '
and Xenophon's double victory in which case this example could more readily be interpreted as a reflection of the
theme of ambition and restraint. Cf. Pyth. 5.111-112 where it is said of Arkesilas that "in courage he is a long-
winged/ eagle among birds" (8apcro~ 8e ncvunrspoo' EV OPVl~IV clsrot; £nwo). On the eagle as image of both poet
and victor in 01. 2.86-88, Nem. 3.80-82 and Bakchylides 5.16-30, see Pfeijffer 1994.
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The exaltation of Corinth is followed by a prayer to Zeus which acknowledges the
possibility already alluded to earlier (9-12) that praise may transgress the norms of propriety. The
poet entreats the "(m)ost exalted, wide-ruling lord! of Olympia" not to "begrudge (his) words! for
all time to come" (unaT' EUpUuvuO'O'(J.w/'OAU).miac;,ucp86vT]TOC;£n£CJ(Jlv!ytvOtO x.p6vov anavTa,
24-26). Bulman notes that the references to divine cp86voC;in Pindar all occur in conjunction with
myths in which mortals test the limits set for them by the godS.121 The prayer is thus designed to
ensure that neither the poet's nor his patrons' actions attract divine displeasure by transgressing
those limits. As for himself, the poet acknowledges that the confidence he has already expressed
in his ability to praise appropriately is subject to the endorsement of Zeus. In this respect the
qualification x.p6vov anavLa is significant. With it he asks for the success of the poetic
endeavour, which rests largely on the claim that it provides a means of mitigating the pain of
man's mortality. Praying in effect for the acceptance and approval of his words for the rest of
time, he is at the same time appealing for acknowledgement that his laudandi deserve immortal
fame. 122
The prayer also recognises that the Corinthian people, their stable political situation and
physical and intellectual pre-eminence notwithstanding, need the protection of Zeus (Kat T6vOE
Aa6v u~Aa~f] vsucov, 27). The intervention on behalf of the victor, Xenophon, has two
complementary parts. First Zeus is asked to steer straight the "fair wind" ofXenophon's good
fortune (3EVOcp&VTOC;Eu8uVEoailJ.ovoc;oiipov, 28). Like the poet, he needs the guidance of Zeus
if he is to keep within his mortal limits. Secondly, the entreaty that the song of praise should not
be regarded as a cause for divine envy is now restated positively as a request to accept the victory
121 Bulman 1992:31. For her discussion of divine <p86vo<;, see pp. 31-34. The other references are at Pyth.
8.71 (mythical exempla Porphyrion and Typhos), Pyth. 10.20 (Perseus) and lsthm. 7.39 (Bellerophon).
122 For a different approach to divine envy, see Kirkwood 1984: 173-177. He concludes that "the possibiliry
of divine envy is for Pindar essentially the highest possible praise' (176). This is another, admittedly ingenious effort
to turn every word of a Pindaric ode into praise. While a secondary implication of the evocation of divine envy may
be that the victor has come "to the verge of the divine condition" (176), in Olympian 13 at least Kirkwood's
interpretation neglects both the primary element of warning against the gods' displeasure if man strives beyond his
mortal nature and the fact that containment of human overambition is a major topic of the poem.
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celebrations as a tribute from the victor (8£~at TE01. crsocvrov £YKcDlltOvTE81l6v,29). The
potentially dangerous praise of human achievement is positioned as an offering to Zeus, thus
giving the assurance that it will keep within the bounds set for humans. The reason for the
anxiety about the acceptability of exalting human achievement becomes clear from the victory
announcement which flows from the prayer. Xenophon's unprecedented double victory at
Olympia makes him an exception among mortal men (avTE~6A,l1cr£V/TroVaV1lP8v(XTO~OU7tCOtu;
7tp6TEPOV,30-31), raising the fear that he may have aspirations beyond his mortality or that the
gods may resent the achievement itself.
The victory catalogue introduced by Xenophori's achievements ends with his immediate
family'S successes at the Isthmian, Pythian and Nemean games (see pp. 138-139). These
statements give a strong impression of a vast number of victories, but by their summary nature
also demonstrates the poet's commitment to appropriateness in his praise. This principle, the
need to temper human striving, alluded to several times already, is now stated unequivocally:
E7tETat8' EV£KacrTco
)l£TPOV'voftorn 8£. ~atpo~ (iPLcrTO~.
For each thing there comes its full measure, and it is best to recognize what fits
the circumstances. * (47-48)
Pfeijffer defines IlETPOVas a "'terminative' concept, evoking connotations of a limit, a border
line, the cup being filled to the brim: more is too much," whereas Katp6~ "denotes the opportune,
the expedient, referring to what is (in the given circumstances) exactly right in relation to one's
aims and purposes.v'P He is undoubtedly right that these concepts here pertain to the common
compositional strategy of a break-off passage and thus comment on the poetic endeavour.F" but
more is at stake. Keeping to IlETPOVand Katp6<;is a theme as applicable to the victor and his
family as to the poet, since their exceptional achievements must make going too far and not
observing the behaviour appropriate to their circumstances both as part of the ruling elite and in
123 Pfeijffer 1999:659,649. For his full discussion of xcipo; with bibliography, see pp. 647-653. On
ustpov, see pp. 659-662 as well as Dickson J 986: 126, J 32-134.
124 Pfeijffer 1999:650-651.
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relation to the divine, a tempting possibility. With the gnome the poet gives the reassurance that
he intends to observe the proprieties and implies that the laudandi should, and will, do the same.
The following myth section of the poem, consisting of brief references to Corinthian
heroes and the main narrative concerning Bellerophon and Pegasos, demonstrates how difficult it
is to achieve what is "exactly right," to use one's capabilities to the full without doing "too
much." By placing the accomplishments of the mythological examples in the foreground the poet
attributes their intellectual and physical prowess to the Corinthians and the Oligaithidai.
However, this praise is not absolute. The heroes of Corinth are imperfect, liable to excess, to
letting the cup overflow. They are models of outstanding talent but not always of usrpov and
Kmp6<;in applying that talent. In the final analysis their exploits cannot be recommended
unequivocally. 125 Instead, the poet offers his balanced presentation of praise for success coupled
with discreet reminders of mortality and its limits as an exemplum of the optimal use of talent.
The progression away from Xenophon to the family in the first victory catalogue
prepares for the ambiguous introduction of the myth which indicates that it concerns the
Oligaithidai as much as Corinth. The poet states his intention to "proclaim( ... ) their ancestors'
intelligence/ and warfare amidst heroic achievements" (!IT]Tivre yupucov nut...my6vcov/n6M!l6v r'
EVT)pcoim<;a.pcLaLCHV,50-51). Since the passage follows immediately on the praise of Xenophon
and his family's athletic success the first impression is that their ingenuity and martial prowess
will now be demonstrated following the same sequence as the earlier praise of Corinth which
referred to these three spheres (14-23). Although his subject then turns out to be Corinth (a.!l<Pi.
Kopiv8cp, 52) the initial ambiguity serves to mesh the family with the city so that what follows
applies equally to the family. Just as the OtKO<;stands for the city in the opening of the ode the
city's ancestors from myth now function as ancestors of the Oligaithidai.
Two first-person statements frame the mythological material in Olympian 13. In the first
the poet claims that he will not lie about Corinth (EyeD8£ .. .I ou \jfEU()O!l'a.!l<Pi.Kopiv8cp, 52) by
125 Cf. Bowra 1964:297.
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mentioning Sisyphos, Medea and the Corinthians before Troy, among them Glaukos, as
examples of the "intelligence! and warfare amidst heroic achievements" of the city's ancient
forebears which he now wishes to proclaim (ufrrtv re yUpUCDVnuAaty6vCDv!n6Ml-I.6v 't' EVTjpCDi.uu;
cpsruiotv, 49-51). The poet's insistence on his truthfulness is a common topic in the epinikia.F''
In this poem he has already described his way of telling of the KUAaof the Corinthians as
"straight" (Eu8du, 12), and in the victory catalogue of the Oligaithidai he confidently appeals to
the herald's announcement to support the truth of his statements (aAu8Tjc;'tE 1-1.01)'ESOPKOC;
EnECYO'E'tat.. .I ... ~oaKapuKoc;, 98-100). However, the conspicuous juxtaposition of ou
\jfEUCJ0l-I.atnd a reference to the arch-deceiver Sisyphos raises questions about the nature of truth
intended here. 127 A closer look at the second statement, at the end of the myth, reveals that not
telling lies does not necessarily mean telling everything, and that what is implied can have as
much significance as what is made explicit. The short catalogue of Bellerophon's exploits with
the bridled Pegasos (87-90) ends resoundingly on the verb EnE<j>vEV,which indicates the lethal
effect of this combination. In the next line the poet declares that he will be silent about the hero's
own fate (8tuCJCDnaCJ0l-I.ui.o uopov EyeD,91), but it is an eloquent silence. The final word
regarding Bellerophon's deathly deeds still resonates. Moreover, Pegasos is shown on Olympos
with Zeus (92), his immortality contrasting tellingly with Bellerophon's doom, his punishment
for provoking the gods. It is clear that the poet's silence is not a denial of what Bellerophon did
and what happened to him as a consequence. On the contrary, it focuses attention on what has
been left unsaid.128 As such the view that such a break-off is aimed at avoiding the introduction
of unpleasant matters at the joyous occasion of a victory celebration is at best only a partial
explanation.P" The pointed silence is not just a way of being discreet for the sake of encomiastic
126 For a brief discussion of Pindar's attitude to truth, see Pfeijffer 1999: 122-123 and 124 for bibliography.
127 Detienne and Vernant call Sisyphos "a hero possessed of the most amazing guile" (Detienne and Vernant
1978 (French original 1974): 189). On the juxtaposition cf. Jouan 1995:285.
128 f. Bulman 1992:33.
129 This is the position taken by Fuhrer on break-off passages in Olympian 9, Nemean 5 and the passage in
Olympian 13 under discussion (Fuhrer 1988:62-67). Cf. also Hubbard 1985: I02 and 104-105 on Nemean 5. In
contrast, Pfeijffer sees the poet's reluctance to tell of the murder of Phokos by his Aiakid half-brothers and the
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propriety, it is an effective means of conveying an important point discreetly. An audience
steeped in the myths of their homeland can be expected to fill in the details and make the
appropriate conclusions, in this case that the gods must be respected and talent used with
circumspection.
The framing statements 0'0 \jfcucrollat and 6tacrconucrollat can now be seen as two sides of
the same coin. The presentation of mythical characters and events will be truthful, but not
necessarily complete. The audience is not expected to accept the assertions about not lying and
being silent at face value, but rather to interpret them by adding what is necessary from their own
knowledge of the myths and the circumstances that may be relevant to the occasion. 130
Against this background the mythological references in the introduction to the main myth,
while stressing positive aspects as they do, cannot be read as a negation of what is passed over in
silence, as a sanitised version of the truth aimed at flattering the Corinthians by smoothing over
the unmistakable flaws of their heroes.':" It is certainly not a lie that Sisyphos was "most shrewd
in cleverness like a god" (nU1(v6m'COvnaAullat<; w<;Oeov, 52), but even though it is not said in so
many words, it would be difficult not to associate this god-like cunning with his efforts to outwit
the gods and cheat death. 132 He is an example of Corinthian 1111'[1<;, but also of presumption with
regard to the divine. Like Sisyphos, Medea is prominent in the founding myths of Corinth, but
this is only relevant insofar as it qualifies them as naAaiyovOl (50). In fact, the example of
Medea's Illln<;, her role as saviour of the Argonauts (va~ otoretocv 'Apvoi Kat npon6AOt<;,54), is
taken from the time before her association with Corinth. Although her intervention in the affairs
explanatory gnome that silence is sometimes better than telling the exact truth (Nem. 5.14-18) for what they are, the
mean to appeal discreetly to the audience to consider certain pertinent aspects of the political situation in Aigina at
the time (Pfeijffer 1999:36-37,62--68,86-88).
130 Cf. Pfeijffer 1999:23-34 on implicitness in Pindar inter alia as a way of involving the audience and
keeping their attention.
131 See Hubbard 1986:40 with n41 for this approach. Cf. Gildersleeve's unease with Sisyphos and Medea
betrayed by his explanation that they "were held in higher esteem in Corinth than in most parts of Greece"
(Gildersleeve 1908:233).
132Cf. Pfeijffer 1999:614.
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of the Argonauts involved her magic powers, it is significant that here it is not credited to these
powers, but to the fact that she married Jason against the wish of her father (Kat '[(XV1taTPO<;ovrto,
MllbElav 8E)..lEVaVycl.1l0Vai)T(~, 53). Thus her act of benevolence is linked to an independence
which constitutes a serious violation of the customs of the time. 133 For all their excellence on an
intellectual level, Sisyphos and Medea also represent the abuse of intelligence, the one in his
defiance of divine law and the other in her disregard for social norms. They show that the Ilf]n<;
of mortals can threaten both the divine and the social order. As in the case of Bellerophon no
mention is made of their ultimate fate, but it is not unreasonable to assume that Sisyphos'
punishment of having to push a boulder uphill again and again (see Od. 11.593-600) and
Medea's loss of Jason and flight from Corinth are in the background as a reminder of the wages
of sin.134
The Trojan war provides the material for the second element of the poet's praise of
Corinthian, and by implication Oligaithid, achievement prowess in war. Corinthians are
represented among both the Greek and the Trojan forces (58-60). The ambivalence inherent in
such a position is mitigated by their success on the battlefield: even though conflicting loyalties
are implied, they can be praised because they distinguished themselves on both sides by playing a
decisive role in the outcome of battles (E86K11<Jav/En' cl.WPOTEpaIlaxuv Tcl.IlVELVT£A-O<;,56_57).135
An example is given from among the Trojan supporters, Glaukos of Lykia, who is said to have
133 Gildersleeve 1908:233 notes that "(t)he middle and the emphatic pronoun show the unnaturalness of the
action from the Greek point of view." On marriage customs, see Lacey 1968: 105-110. Contrast this portrayal of
Medea's independent action regarding her marriage with Pyth. 4.213-219 where her lack of respect for her parents is
attributed to the influence of Aphrodite through Jason. Only later, when they leave Kolchis after Jason, with Medea s
help, ha accomplished the tasks set for him, is his abduction of her qualified as being ouv alJT(~, "with her own
help," or "of her own free will" (Pyth. 4.250; see Braswell 1988:344).
134 Note, however, that there is no allusion to Medea s attempt to penetrate the divine sphere by her efforts
to have her children made immortal. Sisyphos is the representative of that form of mortal presumption, she is the
example in the human sphere.
135 Hubbard 1986:45 denies any negative connotations. He reads the passage as praise for "the extent of
orinthian diffusion and influence" in the context of what he terms "Corinth's internationalism."
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made the Greeks tremble (EKAmdw; ?)f: rAa:uKovEA86vra tpousov Aovcot, 60).136
Glaukos' Corinthian roots through Bellerophon effect the transition to the main myth
about the latter and Pegasos. He boasts to the trembling Greeks of the pre-eminence of his
father!" in Corinth: he rules there, has a rich estate and a palace (WtGlIlEV/E~£UX£-r'EVaG-r£t
Ilstpcvcc cr<.pELEpOUna-rpoc;apxav/ Kat ~a8uv KAUPOV£1l1l£VKat IlEyapov, 60-62). Glaukos'
statement makes two important points about Bellerophon. First, it portrays him as firmly
connected to Corinth. This is not surprising in an ode for Corinthians, but it is interesting to note
that in Homer's version of the Bellerophon myth (ll. 6.152-211) a share of the kingship and
extended property are part of the reward given to him by the Lykian king after he has killed the
Chimaira, the Solymoi and the Amazons as well as the Lykians sent to ambush him. These
exploits are the result of his banishment from Ephyre in Argos following false accusations
against him by the king's wife, and his success proves his innocence. Clearly this context for
Bellerophon 's heroic deeds, although it provides ample scope for praise, did not answer the
poet's purpose. Hubbard's discussion of Pindar's sources focuses on the Bellerophon/Pegasos
myth, and probably because Homer does not mention Pegasos, does not consider his influence on
the version presented in Olympian 13,138although the figure of Glaukos and the transfer of
Bellerophon's status and property from Lykia to Corinth make it highly probable that at least the
opening scene is an allusion to the Homeric story.139The implication is that Pindar deliberately
excluded that part of the myth in which Bellerophon was cast as an innocent victim vindicated by
his heroic deeds. Hubbard's conclusion that the myth is a reworking of a Corinthian cult-myth in
which Athena is prominent so that on the one hand Poseidon and his followers are placated and
136Compared with the Homeric version, this is a considerable enhancement of Glaukos' prestige. In II.
12.309-331 Sarpedon, the leading Lykian (/1. 12.101-104), urges Glaukos to join him at the head of the Lykians. One
man, Menestheus, is then described as shuddering at the sight of the two leading the mass of Lykians (TCD 8' 18ue;
piltllV !\UlclWVIl£ya s8voe; ayovt£.l tOUe;8t i8ffiv plno' \)10e;nEWIlO MEVEo8rue;,330-331).
137 II. 6.196-206 makes Bel1erophon the grandfather, not father, of G laukos. Perhaps ceersoou 1wtp6e; (61)
should be read more loosely as "of his ancestor" (thus Gildersleeve 1908:233).
138Hubbard 1986:28-33.
139Cf. Dickson 1986:127.
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on the other Bellerophon is given a more active role stops short of the full implication of the
latter change. 140 The suppression of the Homeric context for the exploits shows that Pindar was
in addition seeking for a presentation which would make Bellerophon accountable for his deeds.
The second point made by Glaukos' boast is that Bellerophon enjoyed a position of power
in Corinth when he embarked on his quest to tame Pegasos."" As the backdrop to his active
involvement in the unfolding of events this will prove to be an important reference point for the
evaluation of his ultimate fate and the relevance of the myth for the commissioners of the poem,
the Oligaithidai.
The contents of the myth as told by Pindar are briefly as follows. Bellerophon wishes to
obtain control over the horse Pegasos, but his efforts to yoke him fail. He takes his problem to a
local seer who recommends incubation at an altar of Athena. She appears to him in a dream,
gives him a golden bridle and commands him to dedicate it to Poseidon with the sacrifice of a
bull. On awakening he returns to the seer who tells him to follow Athena's instructions and also
to erect an altar for her. Bellerophon bridles and mounts Pegasos and together they slay the
Amazons, the Chimaira and the Solymoi. After an allusion to Bellerophon's doomed effort to
reach Olympos the myth ends with Pegasos enjoying the hospitality of Zeus.
The narrative begins with a summary in which two of the main themes that will be
worked out in the full account already figure prominently, namely Bellerophon's active pursuit of
a dream and the role of the divine in the fulfilment of that dream. In other versions of the myth
Bellerophon, rather than acting on his own impulses, reacts to outside impulses. He receives
Pegasos already bridled from Athena or Poseidon, which enables him to perform his exploits, or,
as in Homer, is driven to action by conflict with his peers. In contrast, in Olympian 13
Bellerophon himself initiates the quest to control Pegasos. He has an active role not only in
140 Hubbard 1986:31-32.
141 Note that Corinth as the centre of action is confirmed by the fact that his efforts to yoke Pegasos take
place "beside the spring" of Peirene in that city (awpi xpouvoiq, 63).
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bridling Pegasos, but also in conceiving of the necessity to do SO.142He is introduced as the one
"who once suffered much indeed in his yearning to yoke Pegasos, the snaky Gorgon' sl son,
beside the spring" (0<;Tci<;oqnwo£O<;UtOVnon: Fopvovoc ~ nOAA' UIl<PiKPOUVOL9Ikryuoov SEi)~at
n08£c.ov Ena8Ev, 63-64). In spite of his undeniable power and possessions among mankind
Bellerophon reaches for more, control over a creature who represents the raw power of nature. 143
His intense suffering (~ nOAA' ... Ena8Ev) is an indication of both his inability to tame the horse
and the intensity of his desire (n08£c.ov).144His frustrated ambitions reveal the limits of his
abilities as a mortal, but the rest of the narrative shows that this does not paralyse him, but spurs
him on to find other ways of achieving his goal. The opening scene characterizes Bellerophon as
a driven man of extreme emotions, thus anticipating the overconfidence that will lead to his
doom.
Bellerophon's suffering ends when Athena presents him with a golden bridle and turns
his dream into reality ( ... Ena8Evi npiv y£ oi :x,<PuCJull1l:UKaxoupn :x,aAtvovl ITaUuc; ~VEYK',£~
oveipou 0' aUTiKal ~v unap, 64-67). This confirms the role of the divine in human intellectual
pursuits, a topic introduced earlier with the Horai inspired ootpiountn of the Corinthians (16-
17).145 An enigmatic gnome precedes the list of Corinthian inventions (18-22): anav 0' EUPOVTO<;
EPYOV("All credit belongs to the discoverer," 17). Who is the EUpc.oV?Although the Horai are the
source of the inventions the credit does seem to be given to the Corinthians who revealed,
"discovered," what had been put in their hearts. 146However, when Athena presents Bellerophon
with the bridle, one of the inventions attributed to the Corinthians, the relationship becomes more
complicated. Slater translates the gnome "every work of art has its creator.v"" Athena clearly is
1421nthis respect Pindar's version may owe something to the story which has Bellerophon capture Pegasos
without the intervention ofa god. See Hubbard 1986:30.
143On the mysterious powers represented by the horse in general and Pegasos as the offspring of Medusa in
particular, see Detienne and Vernant 1978 (French original 1974): 190-196.
144See Dickson 1986: 127-128 for other examples of rr680<; and rra80<; in Pindar.
145See Detienne and Vernant 1978 (French original 1974):207n4 on the connection between fl~n<; and
0'6qHO'j.lU.
146Cf. Dickson 1986: 124-125. Walsh 1984: 148n87 reads invention here as "finding what the gods give."
147Slater 1969: 195.
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the creator of the bridle, but Bellerophon can be said to have discovered it and he is the one who
puts it to use. While the role of the divine is muted in the general overview of Corinthian
intelligence, the elaboration of the specific example of the bridle involving Athena and
Bellerophon shows that man's abilities have limits that can only be overcome with the support of
the divine. This is confirmed by the gnome which ends the account of how Bellerophon finally
obtained the instrument that would put Pegasos in his power: 'tEA£l8£ 8EeDV8UvaI-W;xci tuv nap'
OPKOVKat napa EAni8axouocv xriotv ("The gods' power easily brings into being even what one
would swear impossible and beyond hope," 83). Bellerophori's fruitless yearning and consequent
suffering demonstrate the limits of human effort, while Athena's gift of the bridle is an example
of the effortless power of the gods, which, if man submits to it, can make great things possible
for him. This is exactly what Bellerophon does. When he realises that his efforts are in vain he
turns to the local seer, the representative of the gods, for advice. He takes the initiative to solve
hi problem, thus showing the active involvement which is also the basis of his accountability for
his deeds, and is rewarded with the magic bridle for doing the seer's bidding to sleep on Athena's
altar (8£L~Evre Kotpcvioc nU0av 'tEA£U'taVnpaYIla'to~, &~ r' avO.~(1)Wfl8EU<;/KOt'ta~a'to vuxr'
ano KcLVOUXPll0tO~,&~ 'tEoi au'ta/ Zl1vO~EYXEtKEpauvounai~ EnopEv/ 8alla0L<ppOvaxpu06v,
75-78).
Bellerophon's driving ambition, already evident in his anxious striving to gain control of
Pegasos, is again displayed in the incubation episode by the intensity of his actions. On
awakening he leaps straight up to his feet (ava 8' EnaA't' 6p8cpnoDi, 72), seizes (0UAAa~cDv,73)
the bridle and gladly (a0IlEVO~,74) goes to the seer. He tells the whole outcome (ndoov
'tEAEU'tav,75) of his encounter with the daughter of Zeus herself(au'ta/ Zl1vO~... nai<;, 76-77).
The reaction of the eer shows that Bellerophon s urgency has been transferred to him. He bids
him to obey the dream as quickly as possible ('taXt0'ta, 79) and follow up the sacrifice to
Po eidon straightaway (Eu8u~ 82) with the erection of an altar to Athena.!" Whereas
148 Cf. Dickson 1986: 130. He sees Bellerophon's vigorous action as a result of his contact with the mazic
b
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Bellerophon's ambition was continually frustrated before his encounter with Athena, her
intervention channels the energy reflected in the fast-paced narrative towards success by making
him acknowledge his dependence on divine support. The divinely donated bridle will be the
instrument of his triumph, but he will only be able to use it after he has given recognition to the
gods of the superiority of their power by the sacrifice and the erection of the altar. This is
underlined by the placement of the gnome about divine Duval-l\,(;and its ability to transcend
human limitations between the seer's commands regarding Bellerophon's religious observances
and the final realisation of his goal. 149
Upon the fulfilment of his duties towards the gods the impossible becomes possible for
Bellerophon. Not only is he now for the first time identified by his name, but with the backing of
divine 8UVaI-lLC;he has been transformed from a yearning suffering man into 0 xuprspor; ...
B£AA£po<p6v'WC;(84), strong, mighty Bellerophon, who is able to capture Pegasos and worthy of
doing so. Although the efficacy of his efforts has undergone a radical change, his basic character
still asserts itself in the eagerness with which he acts out his dream. He excitedly exerts himself
to seize the horse (opunivcov EA£.. .I rsivrov, 84-85) and having done so immediately engages
in a martial display (£u8uC;EV07tALa e7tats£V,86).150
In the following battles Bellerophon and Pegasos, both empowered by divine
intervention, work together to achieve success against the Amazons, the Chimaira and the
Solymoi (87-90). The importance of Bellerophon's relationship with Pegasos is indicated by the
emphatic placement of ouv DEKc:lVCPat the beginning of the passage. Bellerophon' s strength lies
in the cooperation of Pegasos who, like his master, has been transformed by the contact with the
bridle, not as an expres ion of his personality. Taken to its logical consequence this would mean that the bridle was
the root cause of his downfall, not his own overconfidence.
149 Cf. Jouan 1995:276.
150 On this war dance, see Detienne and Vernant 1978 (French original 1974): 196 and Jouan 1995:283-284.
Jouan links it to the state of excitement prior to a battle. A display of nervous tension would be thoroughly in
keeping with Bellerophon's excitable nature.
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divine in the form of the bridle from the offspring of a monster ('ru~ o(j)Lm~£O~uiov ... Topvovoq,
63) to the winged horse (tmwv 7r"tEp6EV't',86) with the power to operate "from the cold recesses
of the empty air" (Ui8EPO~\jfux.pwv ana K6AncovEPll!lOU, 88).151 Both Bellerophon and Pegasos
are the offspring of a god, Poseidon, and a mortal mother. Up to this point they have followed the
same trajectory, moving from the limited earthbound existence of their mortal ancestry to the
intermediate space of the sky from where they are empowered to act through the grace of Athena.
However, only Pegasos completes the journey to the divine realm. 152 The poet declines to
comment on the hero's ignominious end (91, text p. 152), but shows Pegasos on Olympos
enjoying the hospitality of Zeus ( <pa'tVUlZl1vO~aPXUtUl bEKOV'tat,92). This draws attention to the
contrast between their closeness when they confronted opponents and their ultimate separation,
and invites the audience to add the details of why and how the tie was severed. Homer states only
the fact that Bellerophon incurred the hatred of all the gods (xeivo; anilx8E'tO nuOl Geoioiv, fl.
6.200), but in Isthmian 7 Pindar is more specific. When Bellerophon tries to enter Olympos on
Pegasos the winged horse breaks the bond by throwing him (0 tot 7r"tEp6EL~EPPt\jfEIIayu(Jo~/
8wn6'tUv E8EAOV't'f:~oupcvof cr'tU8!lou~! EA8Elv!lE8' o!layuptv BEAAcpO<p6v'tuv/Zl1v6~, 44-47).
The following gnome explains that a "most bitter end awaits/ that sweetness which is unjust" (ro
8£ mxp 8i.Kuv/ YAUKUmxporcrc !lEVEL'tEAEu'ta, 47-48). Bellerophon's uopo; (01. 13.91) is the
result of his appropriation of the good (YAUKD)he has been given for unacceptable ends (nap
8i.Kuv). When he acted within the bounds set for humans Pegasos worked with him, but when he
tries to go beyond his powers Pegasos becomes the instrument of his downfall. Homer paints a
bleak picture of Bellerophon's rEAcu'ta: he wanders the Aleian plain alone, cut off from all
human contact and devoured by grief (~ rot 0 Kan nE8iov 'to 'AAlli:ov o{o~ aMro, / QVOuuov
KU'tE8cov,ncrov av8pmncov aAEEivcov,ll. 6.201-202). The myth of Olympian 13 ends on the
151 Cf. Dickson 1986: 129-130 and 131-132 on the signalling of transformation by the use of different
names or epithets.
152 For BelJerophon's origins, see Hesiod Cal. 7.3-16. For Pegasos' origins and his flight from earth to the
house of Zeus, see Hesiod Theog. 274-287.
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contrast between the ultimate fates of Bellerophon and Pegasos: Pegasos reached Olympos and
immortality while Bellerophon did not. The failure of Bellerophori's final effort not only means
that he forfeits the company of the gods to which Pegasos has been elevated, but also, looking
back at the beginning of the narrative, that he has lost his earthly ties and possessions, the
"kingship and rich inheritance and the palace" (61-62) that belonged to him before he set out on
his quest. His isolation from god and man is complete.
The myth about Bellerophon and Pegasos shows what a man can achieve with divine
help, but it also hints strongly at the danger that someone so gifted may be tempted to stray into
forbidden territory. In the transition from the myth to the final praise of the Oligaithidai the poet
shifts the focus from the doomed Bellerophon (91) to Pegasos on Olympos (tov 8' EVOUAu!lnCJ),
92) and then turns to himself and how he fulfils his obligations (E!l£8' ... , 93-95) before he
begins the enumeration of Oligaithid victories. The transition from the first victory catalogue to
the myth is in the form of gnomic comment on the necessity of observing !lETPOVand Kmp6<;(47-
48), in the first place with reference to the poet's task, but also as a general principle with
implications for the laudandi. After the myth it takes the form of a metaphor, the poet presenting
himself as a javelin thrower who, "in casting whirling javelins! on their straight path, must not
hurl! those many shafts from (his) hands beside the mark" (£u8uv aK6vT,(J)v!iEVTap6!l~oV napa
oxoxov ou xpil! Ta nOAAeX~EAc:axcprovsrv X£POlV,93-95). The image is that of a warrior for
whom accurate aim is a matter of life and death.153Also, he has to be able to hit the target
repeatedly, not just once, something which requires great skill. The target of the poetic javelin is
in the first place praise, and by admonishing himself not to miss this mark the poet gives an
undertaking that praise will indeed follow. Helping the Muses to exalt the Oligaithidai is after all
153 Hubbard 1986:42n45 implies that it is an athletic metaphor. However, war is indicated by the reference
to aiming at a mark, and the emphasis on accuracy. In athletic competition achieving distance was the goal, not
hitting a mark as in war. See Gardiner 1910:339,347-348 354-355 and Harris 1964:92. The context of war is also
the more likely considering the immediately preceding account of Bellerophon's martial exploits and the poet's
positioning of himself with reference to the hero (see below). Moreover, he comes as brlKOUpO~ (97), "rnilitarischer
Verbundeter" to praise the Oligaithidai. See Nunlist 1998:23 I and 309-310 on this image.
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his primary purpose (Moiocu; yap aYAu08p6vot~ £KWV/ 'OAtyat8i8atcriv "C'£~uv Eni,KODPO~,96-
97).154 Like the skilled warrior who launches nOAAa~EM:Usuccessfully he will celebrate the
many victories of the Oligaithidai appropriately, on the one hand giving recognition where it is
due, but on the other hand not making himself guilty of the excess that could attract the <p86vo~
of gods and men.
However, the metaphor conveys more than just encomiastic propriety. With the
emphatically placed EJ..lE8' (93) at the beginning of the line, strophe and triad and parallel to the
rov 8' (92) which refers to Pegasos, the poet positions himself, like the winged horse, as the
antithesis of Bellerophon regarding the outcome of their endeavours. He will not fail as
Bellerophon ultimately did. At the same time this position means that his is the example to
follow for making optimal use of one's talent, the cruYYEVE~~80~ of line 13, within the
boundaries set for mortals. The nOAAa~EAw can therefore also refer to topics of a more general
nature addressed in the poem, such as combining extreme effort with restraint. The "whirling
javelin" embodies the emphasis on accuracy, on throwing "straight" (Eu8uv, see n. 154). This
reaffirms the broader moral context of the encomiastic activity announced in the opening triad by
contrasting the poet's control, his "C6AJ..lu. .IEu8ELU(11-12), with the excess that comes from
bold-tongued arrogance (Yjiptv, K6pODJ..lU"CEpU8pucrUJ..lu80v,10). In the concluding triad of the
poem the poet demonstrates both elements of the metaphor, in his commitment to his
commission of praise and by his statement of the moral stance required of successful people,
particularly as it pertains to their relationship with the divine.
154 f. Most 1985: 194-195 on statements in the epinikia that deny or reject the danger that the transition
from myth to praise will not be made. Although Hubbard 1986:42 also interprets the metaphor in terms of the
transition from myth to praise, he misreads the image by likening the mythological section to the "whirling wind-up"
of the javelin and linking the "final spear cast" with the supposedly "singular and linear (ru8uv) praise of the victor."
In fact the whirling motion does not refer to the way the javelin is prepared for launch but to how it moves after
release. Rotation around its axis can be achieved with the help of a thong and improves accuracy. See Gardiner
1910:346 and Harris 1964:93. The spinning javelin therefore strengthens the poet's implied assurance that he will
indeed be on target.
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It has already been shown that the second victory catalogue admirably fulfils the poet's
duty to praise the Oligaithidai. His comments on their unusual wish for more Olympic victories
tactfully suggest the proper attitude when people who have achieved much have even higher
ambitions. In desiring more Olympic victories when they have already achieved three of these
highest achievements the Oligaithidai resemble Bellerophon, who not only desired power over
Pegasos when he already enjoyed a rich life but, having achieved that power, reached even
further to the realm of the gods. His unhappy fate demonstrates the need for a reminder that
human desires are subject to divine sanction. The poet links the Oligaithidai's possible future
success to the opportunity it would give him to exercise his poetic talent ('ra T' E000)..lEVUTOT' frv
<puillV0U<p£<;,103). In this way his declaration vUVb'EA7W)..lUl)..lEv,EV8E0 yE )..lav!T£AO<;("(a)t this
point I am hopeful, but with the god is! the outcome," 104-05) expresses qualified optimism
regarding his own ambition to celebrate more Olympic victories as well as the Oligaithidai's
goals, thus softening the injunction to bow to divine will. In the light of the family's proven
record of success it is certainly reasonable to indulge in hope, but just as Bellerophon needed
divine help to realise his dream the final outcome of expectations of victory (and the
commissions for poetry that may follow) must be left to god. Whereas the gnome explaining
Bellerophon's success (83) highlights the restrictedness of the human perspective considering the
blNU)..lt<;of the gods, here the danger of exaggerated hopes is pointed out. In the first case what to
man may seem impossible and not even worth hoping for can easily be achieved if divine power
comes to his aid. In the second what to man may seem an obvious possibility with every chance
of real isation may be contrary to the gods' plans, as Bellerophon found out to his cost. The
fundamental role of the gods in the unfolding of human life is reiterated with specific reference
to the Oligaithidai and their aspirations: ei 8£ bui)..lwVyevE8AtO<;i::pnOt,l 6.i TOUT''EVUUAiq:>T'
EKbW00)..lEVnpcooew (105-106). Future success must be surrendered to the gods. With the
pointed inclusion of the laudandi through the use of the first person plural EKbW00)..lEVthe poet
proclaims that they share with him the conviction that their best hope lies in acknowledging the
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power of the gods and trusting them for the outcome of their future endeavours. 155 In addition to
its function as praise the following enumeration of victories (106-113) can then be seen as a
recognition that their past victories were a gift from the gods which at the same time strengthens
their hopes for the future. 156
At the end of the victory catalogue the poet urges himself to "escape by swimming out
with nimble feet"* (aYEKOU<potOWEKVEUcrovnoow, 114). The impression of having been all but
swamped by the "sea of victories't'V and the allusion to danger in escaping from it once again
imply the ever-present risk of succumbing to UPPl.<;and xopo; where great human achievement is
involved. 158 However, as KOU<pOWl.V... zociv shows, the poet is confident that he has avoided
these pitfalls and structured his praise in a fitting manner. Significantly, with KOU<pO<;he applies
to himself the same word which describes the gods' ability to bring about what man regards as
impossible (xouocv xtiotv, 83). This means that with his poem he has succeeded in the task of
praising the numerous achievements of a politically prominent and ambitious family within the
framework of IlETPOVand Katp6C;as it pertains to man's social relations as well as his relationship
with the divine, something which many may have regarded as impossible. With this image of the
accomplished swimmer who negotiates difficulties with ease the poet also reinforces his position
as the positive exemplum in the poem.
The poem closes with a brief prayer: ZEUTEAct',aLocDOlOotKat wx.av TEP7I:VcDVYAUKdav
(115).159 The epithet "accomplisher" is a recognition of the power of Zeus, representing the gods,
155Cf. Theunissen 2000:394: "Gleichwohl ermutigt er den Wettkampfer zu einer starken Hoffnung, stark
nicht irn Selbstvertrauen, aber im Vertrauen auf den Gott in dessen Handen die Zukunft liegt." For his analysis of
01. 13.104-105 as an expression of the EA.nic;"aus der (Pindar) spricht" as it distinguishes itself from that "von der
(er) spricht," see pp. 393-395, and for his full discussion of the topic pp. 307-340 (archaic lyric) and pp. 341-395
(Pindar).
156Cf. Theunissen 2000:394-395.
157Gildersleeve 1908:236.
158For EKVE(J)as escaping, swimming out of danger or difficulty, cf. Euripides Cye. 1186, Hipp. 469 and
Hipp. 823. Cf. also Nunlist's conjecture that with KOUCPOlO'1V ... nooiv "das Herauswaten gemeint ist, nachdem der
Schwimmer wieder festen Boden unter den FOf3enhat" (Nunlist 1998:308).
1590n "last requests" as a closural technique in Greek lyric, see Rutherford 1997:44-46. Most of the
examples in his article are from Pindar. See also Race 1990: 119-127 on concluding prayers in epinicians.
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on the one hand to make things happen for mortals (reAd of:SECOVouval-uc:;,83), on the other to
determine whether their endeavours will have the longed-for result (tv SEc?.. .IrtAoc;-, 104-105).
The first request, for aioffic:;,is a reminder that this power should be respected. aioffic:;is a complex
concept. In the closing prayer of Olympian 7 Zeus is asked to grant the victor aiooi.av xupw,
"respectful favour," from both his fellow citizens and strangers (89-90). In the opening lines of
Olympian 13 the victor's olKoc:;is praised for its good treatment of citizens and foreigners
(ilIlEPOVuCHOtc:;,1~EVOtcrtof: SEpunovm, 2-3) so the closing prayer may well allude to the respect
owed them in return. This is Bundy's reading of the prayer which he sees as consisting of the
conventional "'double crown' of success and good repute." He interprets aioffic:;in a passive
sense, rejecting the active sense of "modesty.v'" It is therefore something received, not
exercised. However, according to Hubbard this meaning only applies when aioffic:;is used with a
dependent genitive (as at 01.7.44 and Pyth. 4.218), and he reads its use in 01. 13.115 as the
modesty or restraint which should be exercised equally by victor and poet.'?' Theunissen's
interpretation resembles Hubbard's in attaching to aioffic:;an active meaning, but is closer to
Bundy's in defining it as "Scheu," awe or reverence, not "Scham," modesty. 162Unlike Bundy,
however, he reads the reverence prayed for at the end of Olympian 13 not as a wish for
acknowledgement in society, but as an acknowledgement that man does not command the future.
The prayer for aioffic:;thus becomes an "Erkenntnis ... , daf die Scheu vor einem Gott, der allein
kunftiges Gluck schenken kann, von eben diesem Gott selbst noch geschenkt werden muI3."163
Such reverence for the power of the divine is the prerequisite for granting the second request, that
for the "sweet fortune of pleasant things." The image of the swimmer preceding the closing
prayer alludes to the danger of overestimating mortal ability and forgetting that it is subject to
divine favour. aioffic:;,reverence for the gods, will counteract any such tendency and make the
160 Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:72 with n93, followed by Race 1990: 122.
161 Hubbard 1985: 142 with n32.
162 Theunissen 2000:355.
163 Theunissen 2000:395.
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desired future success possible.
In Olympian 13 Pindar evokes the human condition with reference to its implications for
the proper conduct of life. Man's responsibilities in society receive attention, but it is the
question of the optimal use of his talents, which involves the divine dimension, which forms the
main thrust of the poem.
In keeping with the fact that this ode celebrates a family, the Oligaithidai of Corinth, on
the occasion of the Olympic victories of one its members, the social focus is their position in the
city and how they acquit themselves of their responsibilities. 164 While they are commended for
their role in preserving the stability of the ruling oligarchy they are also reminded that this role
has limits. If family ambition should turn into D~PtC;, the danger of KOpOC;, usurping more than
their share of power, cannot be excluded. The consequences of such a social transgression are not
elaborated, but the desolation which is Bellerophon's ultimate fate for disregarding the gods may
be regarded as equally applicable to the overstepping of social limits.
The major focus of the praise of the Oligaithidai is their inborn talentedness,
demonstrated by their prodigious athletic success and, by association with figures from
Corinthian myth, their intellectual abilities. Their quest for more of the prestige attached to
victories at Olympia betrays their ambition to reach even higher. The poem tracks two ways of
pursuing such a goal, the way of D~PtC; and KOpOC;, exemplified by Bellerophon, which disregards
the limits placed on mortals, and the way of ~.tf:TPOV and KatPOC;, exemplified by the poet, which
gives due recognition to the power of the gods.
Bellerophon's story makes it clear that it is not wrong to strive to exploit one's talents to
the utmost. On the contrary, Athena's support shows that if the help of the gods is sought in this
endeavour even the seemingly impossible can be achieved. However, mortals are also held
accountable for their use of the divine gift. Like Bellerophon, if they do not recognise their
164 Apart from the matter-of-fact reference to Thessalos and Ptoiodoros as fathers (35 41) and Glaukos'
boast of the prominent position of his "father" in Corinth (61-62) personal relationships do not feature in Olympian
13, nor do these references make any comments on the nature or obligations of the father-son relationship.
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dependence on the gods but use their gifts to further a personal agenda in defiance of mortal
limitations, they will inevitably be ruined. In contrast, the poet is the epitome of the proper
exploitation of god-given talent. He sees his task as a service to the Muses and recognises the
need to keep his praise, now and in the future, within the bounds demanded by Zeus. Yet his
circumspection is not a case of cringing submissiveness. His confidence in his gift, apparent
throughout the poem, is founded on the certainty that he is exercising it in accordance with divine
will and is therefore assured of success. As far as the Oligaithidai are concerned he knows that he
has convincingly held up for them the alternatives open to anyone wishing for greater glory. They
are bound to respond in accordance with their <JUYYGV£S ~eOS, which means that the sweet
pleasure of continued good fortune is theirs.
Chapter 5
The poet as mediator of cosmology
The overview given in Chapter 3 of cosmological tenets underlying Pindar's poetry is by
its very nature a simplification of a complex web of beliefs, norms, traditions and practices that
are seldom explicitly acknowledged as determining the ordinary conduct of life. The
simplification results in the first place from the categorisation imposed from outside on the
cosmology described. Categories are not an inherent characteristic of cosmology as defined in
this study (a popular, unsystemized world view; see Chapter 3, pp. 29-30), and are therefore not
only to a large extent arbitrary, but also inevitably portray the views of various aspects of life as
more coherent and consistent than they are likely to have been. A second contributing factor is
that the overview is based on only a selected element of the poetry, the gnomai, which in spite of
their suitability for such an undertaking as argued in Chapter 2 may at times lead to a degree of
distortion in the picture presented.
The simplification provided by an overview is, however, a useful backdrop against which
an evaluation can be made of the presentation of cosmological concerns as they pertain to a
specific victor and his unique circumstances, as well as of Pin dar's general strategy regarding the
positioning of a poem in its cosmological context. The epinikia analysed in Chapter 4, Olympian
12, Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13, demonstrate to varying degrees how the complexity of an actual
situation compels the poet to emphasise different aspects of the cosmology or even to suggest
variations to accepted views. The analyses suggest that Pindar is not an unthinking spokesman
for a rigidly enforced world view, but that he consciously exploits this element to further his
encomiastic ends.
In both Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 the poet figure plays an important role. His actions
indicate that presenting the cosmological context of a particular celebration in an appropriate way
is part of the poet's task. In this chapter I take a closer look at the role of the poet in mediating
cosmological ideas. First Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 are considered again with the focus on the
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poet's modification of a cosmological principle in the former and demonstration of such
principles in the latter. Taking as point of departure the oblique presence of the poet in Olympian
12 the section on short odes investigates how the narrator is identified as poet and to what extent
this influences his role in the communication of cosmology. In addition to Olympian 12, the four
short poems Olympian 5, Pythian 7, Nemean 2 and Isthmian 3 are treated. In conclusion the
perspectives the poet gives on the same cosmological theme in two full-length odes, Olympian 9
and Nemean 3, are compared.
At this point a clarification of the possible referents of the term "the poet" is needed.
Following the near universal rejection of the autobiographical tradition in Pindaric scholarship a
distinction is often made between the man Pindar and the narrator of his poems, most importantly
in order to prevent the identification of the feelings and opinions expressed by the latter with
those of the former. A recent example is Mackie's statement on this issue: " ... , when I refer to
'the poet,' I am speaking of the constructed, fictional narrator of the odes - I do not mean to
imply anything about the real live poet Pindar."l Divorcing the narrator-poet so absolutely from
the biographical poet may be effective for exonerating Pindar from all kinds of presumed failings
(such as being "backward-looking") and avoiding unsubstantiated biographical and historical
assertions, but it does not account for the fact that the odes are the products of the "real live poet
Pindar" and that he created the narrator-poet of each poem.? More useful is Rubin's distinction
between the epinician speaker, the poet figure who acts in what she terms the Encomium World,
and the poet Pindar who acts in the real world, as well as her recognition that, just as the former
world resem bles the latter, the poetic roles of the epinician poet figure correspond to a large
degree to the social functions of the real poet and that "the way Pindar depicts the E-speaker in
I Mackie 2003:3n8.
2 The implied denial of any link between Pindar and "the poet" can have absurd results. Mackie's definition
of "the poet" is given in a note to another statement: "I interpret the persona constructed and projected by the
epinician poet as a convention specific to the genre and its function" (Mackie 2003:3). Substituting her definition for
"the epin ician poet" in this statement gives "the persona constructed and projected by the constructed, fictional
narrator of the odes," which, if Pindar has nothing to do with it means that "the poet" is a self-constructed construct
(Mackie uses "the epinician poet' and "the poet" interchangeably).
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all his intensional roles has important implications for his own self-presentation in the real
world."? An important consequence of Mackie's strict separation as against Rubin's more
flexible approach is that Mackie's "poet" seems to be a convention which, like other rhetorical
conventions, may admit of variation in expression, but in essence remains the same throughout
the oeuvre, whereas Rubin's epinician speaker is "objectified" and "shaped" by the real-world
poet as his purposes change in accordance with the circumstances of the particular victor he is
celebrating." Rubin traces correlations between the mythic and non-mythic sections of Olympian
1 which "allow Pindar to show a highly efficacious E-speaker attempting to alter reality for the
victor ... , and, in the process, for himself." Her ultimate aim is to show how the real-world poet
Pindar uses the narrator-poet to express his own concerns about the possible outcomes of his
poem.' With reference to the cosmological context of Pindar's victory odes Rubin's distinction
between the poet Pindar and the E-speaker can be used first to show how the narrator-poet
constitutes the cosmology according to the particular circumstances of the victor and his family
and then to make conclusions about the real poet's approach to the presentation of cosmology in
his poetry. However, unlike Rubin's interpretation of the narrator-poet as the indirect
mouthpiece for Pindar's own views about the effect of his poetry, in the case of the incorporation
of cosmological concerns into a poem the issue is not what Pindar believed about the world and
man's place in it, but how he applied such beliefs to his patron's advantage through his
manipulation of the narrator-poet. As far as cosmology is concerned the narrator-poet is not the
mouthpiece of the author-poet but a persona used by him to further his encomiastic aims. In the
following discussion "the poet" is the constructed narrator-poet unless clearly indicated by a
reference to the author-poet Pindar.
3 Rubin 1984:377-379,382.
4 Rubin 1984:391. Cf. Pfeijffer 1999: lOon the bonds between Pindar and his patrons: "We cannot possibly
tell whether Pindar's personal concern was genuine. All we can say is that a hired occasional poet is more likely to
express his commissioner's viewpoint at the cost of his own than vice versa. ' Pfeijffer makes no formal distinction
between Pindar and the epinician speaker, but does regard the depiction of intimacy with the poet's patrons and
audience as probably fictional (p. 9), which amounts to an implied distinction.
5 Rubin 1984:378,391-393. Cf. also Rubin 1988:1070.
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1.1. Isthmian 4: The poet modifies a cosmological premise
Isthmian 4 opens with a confident statement by the poet of his mission to praise Melissos
and his family and the ease with which it can be accomplished because of Melissos' achievement
at the Isthrnos and the family's excellence in general. This opening establishes a strong presence
for the poet in the ode which is maintained until the final line. Initially the poet's emphasis is on
his role as praise singer (1-4), but the introduction of certain conventional cosmological elements
subtly changes the focus. Both the poet and the Kleonymidai enjoy the support of the divine, but
they are mortal men and thus subject to vicissitude like everyone else (l, 5-6). Praise for the
family's standing in the community and their achievement of the utmost in excellence (7-12) is
followed by a reminder of the limits to which mortal men must adhere (13). The family'S loss of
four men in war (16-17b) demonstrates the vicissitude which has previously been stated generally
in a gnome. Since this setback a "different wind" in the form of Melissos' Panhellenic victory
has however turned the tide for them again and it is the poet's task with his hymn in honour of
the victory to restore the family'S fame (18-24). The victory as compensation for losses in other
spheres of life is a topic in several other odes. Ergoteles' success in the greater Hellenic world is
his reward after the loss of his fatherland (Olympian 12), Herodotos of Thebes' chariot race
victory provides relief to his father after he experienced political trouble (lsthm. 1.32-40) and for
Arkesilas of Kyrene a Pythian victory represents the return of calm after the storms of political
turmoil (Pyth. 5.5-11). The closest parallel to Isthmian 4 is found in Isthmian 7 where the grief
caused by the death in battle of Strepsiadas' uncle turns to song and celebration because of his
victory (23-39).6 In contrast to Isthmian 7, which celebrates a traditionally well-built and
handsome pancratiast whose success mirrors his beauty (22), the situation is complicated in
Isthmian 4 by the fact that the victor does not conform to the norm which links excellence with
an imposing appearance. The task of the poet is therefore not just the straightforward
presentation of the glory of victory as an antidote to suffering and loss, but the more difficult one
6 For a discu sion of the topic with reference to all these passages, see Bundy 1962, repro 1986:48-52.
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of convincing the audience that the victor is worthy of glory. The prestige of both the victor and
his family turns on the poet's ability to cast Melissos and his victory in a new light. The analysis
of the poem has shown how he does this by challenging the traditional outlook that beauty
promises great deeds (which is accepted without comment in Isthmian 7) and replacing it with
the idea that deeds alone warrant glory, while at the same time implying through his choice of
images that success confers its own grace. The poet's consciousness that he is confronting
society's prejudices is clear from his comparison of his song for Melissos with Homer's poetry
which rehabilitated Aias in the eyes of the world. Although the references to the Kleonymidai's
losses and Melissos' ugliness are made only after both the family and the victor have been
comprehensively praised, it can be assumed that the audience of the poem was well aware of
these uncomfortable circwnstances. The poet's confident opening statement that he has a
multitude of options to choose from for the current celebration can therefore also be seen as a
direct challenge to a sceptical audience. His intentions are underlined by the Homer comparison
which includes the audience in the project of giving Melissos appropriate recognition for his
efforts. The important role of the poet in changing reality for the victor, and in consequence for
his beleaguered family, is confirmed by the final image which shows him pouring grace on
Melissos and thus symbolically fulfilling his assignment to turn an ugly man into a worthy and
respected winner.
The poet's treatment of the cosmological issues involved in Melissos' victory and his
family's misfortunes is a blend of conforming to traditional views regarding a mortal's position
in the world and challenging the norms that regulate a man's position in society. The divine is
acknowledged as the foundation of hwnan prosperity. When man suffers the setbacks that are an
inevitable consequence of his mortal nature it is in the power of the gods to relieve his suffering,
as Poseidon's gift of victory to the Kleonymidai after their losses in war demonstrates. Man's
mortality also means that in reaching for excellence he must always be aware of the limits of his
powers and refrain from trying to reach what is only accessible to the gods. These ideas, firmly
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established in the first triad of the poem, can be seen as the shared cosmological platform from
which the poet sets about the more delicate task of convincing the audience that they should
change their judgment that Melissos is ovotoc, a judgment based on conventional notions of a
man's appearance and his worth, by considering his deeds and the lustre they confer on him."
It is fair to say that the notion that beauty is a manifestation of the god-given natural
ability which is the foundation of all great deeds is part of the outlook on life reflected in
Pindar's poetry (see Chapter 4 for details). However, the fact that the narrator-poet of Isthmian 4
challenges this commonplace proves that such ideas are used pragmatically, not to further any
personal cosmological agenda, but to enhance the glory of a particular victor. While it is possible
and perhaps even likely that Pindar, like his aristocratic contemporaries, subscribed to the idea
that beauty and deeds go together, his presentation of the poet in Isthmian 4 as the one who
modifies this idea to the advantage of the laudandus shows that the latter's circumstances rather
than any convictions the author is presumed to have determine the emphasis of praise, even
where the supposedly rigid aristocratic outlook is concerned.
1.2. Olympian 13: The poet demonstrates cosmological principles
As in Isthmian 4 the narrator of Olympian 13 immediately identifies himself as poet
(snmvscov OtKOV ... vvroooum ... Koptvtlov, 2-4) and is a prominent character throughout the
7 The myth of Olympian 4 for Psaumis of Karnarina contains the only other example in Pindar's work of a
discrepancy between a man's appearance and his achievements. The story of the Argonaut Erginos and the Lernnian
women is told to illustrate the truth that a man's deeds prove his worth (bt6.ltEtp6. TOI PPOTUlV £AcyX0C;, 18). Erginos
elicits the scorn (cnuic, 21) of the women on account of his prematurely grey hair. Since this makes him look older
than his years, he is judged unfit for action. (Although his ability to perform well at Hypsipyle's games seems to be
questioned, it is more than likely that the women in fact doubt his virility - having killed their husbands, they planned
10 seduce the Argonauts in order to repopulate their island.) By winning the race in armour he demonstrates his speed
and can therefore confidently assure the women of his strength and courage (OtlTOC; tyw TaX\)T<xn·j XEtPEC; bE Kat ~TOp
'(Jov, 24-25), i.e. his manliness. There is still no agreement on whether the myth should be read to imply that
Psaumis' abilities were doubted because of his appearance or not. For example, T. Schmitz 1994 argues that the
function of the myth, with the gnome which it elucidates, is merely to support the poet's contention that his praise of
Psaum is is truth fuI (ou \VEubE'i T{:;yE,Wj Myov, 17-18) and that it says nothing about Psaumis' appearance, whi Ie Erbse
1999: 15-16 (without reference to any other scholars) assumes a physical resemblance between the victor and
Erginos (for brief discussions of the different positions, and references, see Gerber 1987:22 and T. Schmitz
1994:210 with nn3-5). Even though the gnome underlines the preeminence of deeds, the myth demonstrates, as does
the case of Melissos of Thebes, that the accepted view was that a man's appearance could be used to appraise his
potential for success. On the topic of proving one's worth in deeds, see Gundert 1935: 13-14 and Bowra 1964: 178-
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ode. However, the poet plays completely different roles in the two poems. In Isthmian 4 he relies
on the power of his craft to change reality for the victor and consequently for his family. By
poetic means he transforms an ugly winner into someone worthy of the recognition of society.
The focus is the relationship between the victor and his fellow citizens with the poet acting as
mediator between them. In Olympian 13 no special claims are made for the powers of poetry to
enhance the prestige of the victor and his family. It is clear from the opening praise of the family
and the city of which they are co-rulers as well as the two extensive victory catalogues that
grounds for glorification are not lacking. Rather, the issue is how to keep the tribute for such a
prominent and successful family within acceptable bounds. These bounds are defined primarily
in terms of man's mortality and his relationship with god. To be sure, the opening praise of the
family for their contribution to political stability in the city of Corinth introduces the topic of
restraint, but in the rest of the poem the main concern is with finding the limit of human striving
and achievement beyond which lies trespassing on the terrain of the gods. The focus is on man's
position in the world rather than in society.
In the search for balance between mortal aspiration and the limits of mortality the
narrator-poet of Olympian 13 plays a vital role. Two intertwined strands of action characterise
this role of the poet in the ode. Most conspicuous is his recurring commentary on the way he
performs his task of praise, but equally important is his acknowledgement of the ambit of divine
power in both the world inhabited by him and his patrons and the world of the heroes of myth.
The poet makes visible the presence and influence of the divine as a general force in
human life through the dealings of particular gods with Corinth and the Oligaithidai. The bond
between the city and Poseidon is apparent from its designation as the "portal! ofIsthmian
Poseidon" (IG0Ill0U/ np60upov ITOTElbdvoC;,4-5), but it is also closely linked to Dionysos, the
Muse and Ares (rei L1lCDVUGOU... XaPLTEC;,18-19; EVbEMOLG'a8Unvooc;,1EVb' "APllC;clv0d,
180, and for parallels from other poets Gerber 1987:20.
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22-23). Both the political stability in Corinth and the physical and intellectual abilities of its
citizens are attributed to the Horai, the daughters of Zeus (6-10, 14-17). Zeus is the highest
representative of divine power and the poet addresses two prayers to him in that capacity. The
prayer preceding the first victory catalogue stresses the supremacy of the god and recognises his
power over the fortunes of men, both in their social group and as individuals (24-28), while the
concluding prayer confirms that the family's readiness to entrust future victories to Zeus and
Ares (105-106) is an acknowledgement that the fulfilment of all human desires rests with god
(115; see Chapter 4, pp. 149-150 and 164-165 for texts and more detailed discussion). As far as
the world of heroes is concerned the Bellerophon myth demonstrates a gnome about the absolute
difference between human and divine 8Uval-Ue;(83). The former is in fact shown to be worth little
without the intervention and support of the latter. In the myth divine DUVaI-Ue;is demonstrated
primarily in the actions of Athena, but the respect accorded to Poseidon, the "mighty
Earthholder" (£upu08£v£u ... fULa6XCP,80-81), shows that his goodwill is also indispensible for
the fulfilment of Bellerophon's dream of control over Pegasos.
In his presentation of the reach of the divine in the world of heroes and men the poet
twice demonstrates the appropriate human response by referring to his own attitude. Excessive
praise for human endeavour constitutes a transgression on the divine terrain. By praying that his
words may not provoke Zeus' envy (a<p86vl'l'we;£7t£0(JlV/yEvOLO, 25-26) the poet simultaneously
acknowledges the limits of his powers and undertakes to stay within those limits. His reaction to
the Oligaithidai's wish for more Olympic victories shows similar restraint. Although such
victories could benefit him as much as the victors he takes care to leave control of the future to
the gods and to imply that the family should and will follow his example (101-106).8
8 It has to be said that in this passage the distinction between the author Pindar and the narrator-poet he has
constructed is close to breaking down. The problem arises from the anticipated participation of the poet in the
commemoration of future victories. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Pindar is referring to himself as author,
but if this is the case the expression of hope that he may have this opportunity, combined with deference to the will
of the gods, must also be attributed to the historical Pindar, something which the use of a distinction aims to avoid.
One olution would be to assume that the same narrator-poet appears in all the poems, but this would negate the
flexibility in points of view which the postulation of a narrator distinct from the author recognises. A compromise
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The poet's acceptance that his work is circumscribed by a divine plan is part of his self-
presentation as someone who makes optimum use of his godgiven talents. These talents enable
him to do justice to the Oligaithidai's many achievements within the limits ordained by the gods.
His tribute to them exemplifies Katp6<;, what is "exactly right," since he has mastered the difficult
demands of IlETPOV, exploiting his poetic gifts fully without going "too far," trespassing on the
terrain of the gods (47-48). Unlike Bellerophon, who, forgetting that the bridle was a divine gift,
ultimately lost everything, the poet faces the future confidently in the knowledge that his
relationship with the gods is sound.
In Olympian 13 the poet's own actions and attitudes demonstrate the views with respect
to god and man's place in the world expected of a family such as the Oligaithidai. The
confidence with which he expounds this particular world view shows that he fully expects the
family to be in accord with him. Furthermore, any possible misgivings in Corinthian society as to
the family's aspirations, be they athletic or political, are countered by the poet's reassuring
insistence on the values of moderation and reverence for the gods.
1.3. Cosmology and the poet in short odes
The analysis of Olympian 12 in Chapter 4 traces the deliberate way in which the victor's
association with his family, city of birth and adopted city is presented to take account of his
immigrant status. As in the two longer poems discussed so far the narrator's presence is apparent
throughout the poem, from the opening first person singular verb Atccouci (1) to the direct
olution is to posit continuity as regards the narrator for poems for the same victor or family. (Pindar's poems
provide enough material in the form of multiple poems for one victor to test this proposition; however, such an
undertaking is beyond the scope of this study.) Of course, the fact that an author can construct a different narrator for
different poems implies that he himself is capable of conceiving of the differences embodied by these narrators. If
scholars would accept archaic poets' ability to promote agendas other than their own the need for splitting hairs
about the identity of the narrator might disappear. A positive contribution in this regard is Mann 2000. He shows that
the political structure ofa victor's home city and his position in that structure, not the views of the poet, determine
whether a specific poem will extol a "Herrschafssystern" or a "Polisideologie" (see pp. 45-46 for his conclusions).
Mann's concern that such pragmatism should not prompt a devaluation of the poetry of Pindar and Bakchylides, but
rather be recognised as proof of their poetic greatness (p. 46) can only be attributed to the still current prejudice
against archaic value systems.
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address of the victor in the last lines (Epy6'rEMC;,!... ~acmiSELC;,18-19).9 However, it is not
immediately clear as in the longer poems that the narrator has assumed the persona of a poet, nor
is there any obvious indication of the narrator's role in modifying the usual identification of the
victor with the patriline to suit Ergoteles' circumstances comparable to, for example, the poet's
openly expressed intention to use his poetry to benefit Melissos of Thebes (Isthm. 4.43-44). To
establish whether the mediation of cosmological ideas can nevertheless be regarded as part of the
poet's task in Olympian 12 it is necessary to determine whether the poem contains any references
to a poetic programme. According to Nunlist "(p)oetologische Bildersprache ist ein fester
Bestandteil des Programms eines Pindarischen Epinikions," but Olympian 12 is the one
exception which contains no such image. 10 However, as indicated in the analysis (Chapter 4,
p. 115), the narrator's assertion ~'rOtKat 'rEa KEV/... / uili~<; TIIlUKa'rE<puAAOp6Tl0E(V)noo&v
("truly would the honor of your feet,! ... / have dropped its leaves ingloriously"; 13, 15) is a
litotic expression of the power of poetry to overcome man's mortality and thus refers to the
poet's task in this regard. The reference to song is admittedly oblique, II but in the light of
Nunlist's finding about the pervasiveness of poetological imagery it seems reasonable to assume
a poetic persona for the narrator in Olympian 12 as in the other odes.
As for this narrator-poet's role in establishing the poem's cosmological context, it
appears in his prayer to Tucha, daughter of Zeus, on behalf of Himera (and by implication
Ergoteles), which acknowledges divine power over human fortunes (1-5). Less direct, but also
part of the cosmological ideas the poet presumably wishes to convey, are the following gnomic
expressions of the human condition (5-12a). In the epode the presence of the narrator is again
strongly felt through his continuous direct address of the victor (13: uiE <DtAaVOpo<;,... rsc;
9 For a list of signs of the narrator in a text, see Louw 1992:3 I.
10 Nunlist 1998:347,346. He defines "poetological ' statements as "diejenigen Aussagen, aus denen ein
dichierisches Programm (eine 'immanente Poetik ') abgeleitet werden kann" (p. 10).
II Ni etich explicates the reference as follows: "Ergoteles' honor has not shed its leaves and so it is not 'in-
glori us' - a-KA_£~C;,without K)J;OC;.This is equivalent to saying that it has found its way into song, for song dispenses
d£oC;. Indeed, from an etymological and practical point of view song and K)J;OC;are the same' (Nisetich 1977:261).
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16: o"; 18: 'Epy6"CEA.E<;;19: ~acr"C(lsEt<;),but, as has already been noted, he gives no overt sign that
he is structuring the social references to fit Ergoteles' unique circumstances. 12 Overall, although
cosmological themes are prominent throughout the poem their communication is not portrayed as
a function of the poet and can only be deduced to be such from the assumption that the ode has a
poet as narrator.
Nunlist seems to suggest that the absence of poetological images in Olympian 12 can be
attributed to its brevity. 13The question then arises whether other short odes show a similar
ambiguity as to the identity of the narrator and the issue of the role of the poet in the mediation of
cosmological concepts. The odes that will be considered are Olympian 5, Pythian 7, Nemean 2
and Isthmian 3. While all these poems contain imagery suggesting a poetic programme," there is
considerable variation in the prominence given to the narrator and in how emphatically he is
identified as poet. The effect of these variables on the role of the poet as mediator of cosmology
will now be investigated.
Nemean 2 opens and closes with images of poetic activity. The prelude to Zeus with
which the Homeridai begin their songs serves as comparison for Timodemos' first victory at the
sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea (1-5), but it can also be linked self-referentially to the introduction of
the poem itself. 15This is confirmed in the final lines when the narrator calls on Timodemos'
fellow citizens to begin a celebration with song (24-25), thus positioning this short ode as a
prelude to the following KWIlO<;.16In spite of the attention thus drawn to the poem's function as
poetry the narrator remains in the background and reveals himself as poet only indirectly. His
presence is first felt in the deictic 08' av~p (3), which points to the victor but does not specify
him and thus leaves open the possibility that the narrator is also referring to himself as having
12 Or at least not a sign that present-day readers can still recognise. The way in which the social particulars
pertaining to Ergoteles are presented, as set out in my analysis, may conceivably have been sufficiently different
from the norm to alert the original audience to the poet's intentions.
13Nunlist 1998:346 with n41.
14 For details, see the Stellenindex in NUnlist 1998.
15Ntinlist 1998:117.
16Hubbard 1995:55.
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made a beginning with his poem in the same way that Timodemos has laid a foundation for
future success with this first victory (Ku"Ca~oAav... VtKUCPOpi.UC;8E8EKTatnpWTov, 4).17 An
allusion to the narrator as poet can also be detected in a second meaning of KUTU~oM,
"instalment" or "down-payment" (LSJ s.v.), which hints at the poet's remuneration for the poem
as well as the possibility that Timodemos' expected future victories will mean more commissions
for him.'! Although this poet-narrator gives the victory a divine framework and acknowledges its
social context (see Chapter 4, pp. 108-109) he draws no attention to these cosmological
categories or his representation of them. To the extent that he is visible at all, the poet fulfils the
role of laudator, not commentator on or representative of a world view.
Isthmian 3 is similar to Nemean 2 in that the narrator does not act in the first person, but
reveals himself indirectly, for example in relation to his addressees, Zeus (ZED, .. .I f:K <JE8Ev,4-
5) and the audience (t<JTEI.icv, 15). In contrast to Nemean 2, which contains no gnomai, this
poem consists only of direct praise for the victor and his family (9-17b) and gnomai (1-8, 18-
18b).19 Consequently there is a strong emphasis on cosmological topics, including the importance
of reciprocity in human relations (1-3, 7-8), the role of the gods in human life and the need to
acknowledge their power (4-6), and the vicissitude inherent in the human condition (18-18b).
The gnomic assertion of the views on these topics is another way for the narrator to make his
presence felt.2o This presence is especially noticeable in the strong value judgment expressed by
the anaphoric modal xpr, in Eumcov 8' £pycovc'inotVuXPll ~v Uflvll<JatTOVE<JAiJv,IXPll 8E
KCOflUSOVT'ayuvu1:c;XUPLTw<Jtv~U<JTU<Jat("In recompense for glorious deeds one must hymn the
good man! and must exalt him, as he revels, with gentle poems of praise," 7-8). Significantly, this
17 Nunl ist 1998: I 17. Other signs of the narrator are the apostrophe and second person pronoun in line 14,
and the afostrophe and exhortations in lines 24-25. The first person does not occur.
8 ontra lnstone 1989: 113n 16. Since he does not make a connection between the prelude of the Homeridai
and the 0p,ening of the ode, he rejects this meaning for KarapoM here on the grounds that it can only apply to Pindar.
9 Because of the direct address, ZEU,fl.£yOAat8' cperni evaToi:<;bcovrav (X GteEv (4-5) technically does
not qualify as a gnome, but in the context it can be read as equivalent to "great achievements come to mortals from
Zeus."
20 ee Louw 1992:31 and 45n40.
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gnome deals with the topic of reciprocity specifically as it relates to the poet's task of praise and
can therefore be regarded as the narrator's self-identification as poet." As for the poet's
mediation of cosmological ideas, although he does not take an explicit stand in this regard, the
succession of gnomai as well as his acknowledgement of Zeus shows that the communication of
certain values is essential to the success of his task as laudator. On the one hand the gnomai
imply that the victor Melissos exemplifies the good man who avoids excess on the social level
and recognises the divine dispensation for his life, on the other hand they exhort his fellow
citizens to demonstrate their commitment to these values by rewarding Melissos with praise.
The narrator of Olympian 5 addresses three divinities in succession, the nymph Kamarina,
daughter of Ocean CDKwvoD 8uyan:p, 2), Pallas Athena (co nOALuoXEITaAAuc;, 10) and Zeus the
Saviour (ICO"CTlPU\jfWE<j)EC;ZED, 17). The song begins with a reference to itself as the reward,
dedicated to Kamarina, for Psaumis' success at Olympia (1-3). Although the narrator as poet is
thus implied he stays in the background while elaborating on the victor's "lofty deeds" CY\jfllAUV
UPE"CUV,I; 4-8). In the following city praise, addressed to its guardian Athena, the narrator
retreats behind the victor whom he presents as a poet figure coming from Olympia to sing of the
city's sacred places (tKCOV8' OivOIlUOUKat ITEAonoc;nap' EU11PU"CCOV/cHa8llwv, ... , U£i.8EL... ,
9-10; 9-12).22 Further praise of the victor (13-14) is followed by a gnome, which again
establishes the narrator's presence, about the requirements and risks of achievement and the
response of fellow citizens (15-16; see Chapter 3, p. 92 for text and discussion). However, only
in the final address to Zeus does the narrator both step forward as character in the text and
identify himself unequivocally as poet: ... ZED, .. .I .. .I iKE'WC;CJE8£vEPXOllat Au8im.C; un'0cov EV
aUAoLC;(17, 19; "Zeus, ... as your suppliant I come, calling to the sound of Lydian pipes"). The
21 On this gnome as an expression of the poet's task see unlist 1998:351n53 and for the poetological
image it contains pp. 287-288 (song as recompense) and 307 (song as embrace).
22 On the retreating narrator, cf. Nunlist 1998:351: " ... poetologische Bildersprache (zieht sich) wie ein
Faden durch Pindars Liedgeflecht, del' bald an die Oberflache tritt, bald wieder hinter anderen Erzahlstrangen
verschwindet." On the arrival motif see Bundy 1962, repr. 1986:27-28 and for details of its use as poetological
image Nunlist 1998:229-238.
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poet approaches the supreme god as suppliant on behalf of the city and the victor, praying for
fame for manly deeds for the former and that the latter may continue to enjoy prosperity
(symbolised by "Poseidon's horses"), and experience good cheer in old age from the support of
his sons (20-23). In the prayer for Psaumis the poet explicitly assumes the task of mediating
cosmology. By portraying himself as suppliant he demonstrates the appropriate attitude towards
the gods, while his prayer alludes to the human condition with its reference to old age and
acknowledges the importance of proper social relations, specifically in the family context.
Cosmological concerns are of course already raised in the addresses to the nymph
Kamarina and the goddess Athena and more particularly, from the point of view of the poet's
role, in the gnome about the broader social context of victory preceding the invocation of Zeus.
While the narrator is only retrospectively speaking as poet in this gnome the concluding gnome
which follows the prayer is clearly part of the poet's presentation of cosmological ideas. In it he
positions the successful individual in both the social and the divine sphere by enumerating the
conditions for "healthy prosperity": u')'t£v"W8' t\: n~ 6A~OVap8£l,l f:~apKECDvK1£a:wJ<HKat
£uAo')'lavnpO(J"n8£l~,)1.11)1.a-r£ucrl18£6~ ')'£vEcr8m(23-24). This man must combine possessions
with a good name, i.e. respect from his community. f:~apKECDvsuggests that this is possible with
the right attitude to wealth ("sufficient possessions"), namely being generous with it.23 A man's
attitude to his prosperity also has implications for his relationship with the divine. However
successful he may be, he must realise his limitations as a mortal and "not seek to become a god."
From the first two triads Psaumis appears as an example of a man who "fosters a sound
prosperity." He uses his wealth to honour the gods and benefit his city and fellow citizens, and
therefore enjoys their goodwill. In the last triad the poet steps forward boldly to assume the task
of reminding the victor and the audience of what is necessary for continued prosperity. Whether
the poet's emphatic self-presentation through the image of the suppliant, and the particular
23 Cf. Nem. 1.31-32: OUKi';pu~U\ 1tOAUVEV~cya.pQl ITAOUTOVKa-ruKpUljlmc; i';XElv,! MA' EOV'TCl)V€D T€ ITu8€lv
Kai uKoucrm <ptAOISE~UpK£(JJV("I do not desire to keep great wealth hidden away in a palace,! but to succeed with
what 1 have and be praised for helping friends").
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cosmological topics he highlights, reflect the victor's unique circumstances or his standing in the
community is not revealed in the poem. The poet's mediation of cosmological ideas can therefore
only be evaluated in general terms, not as a response to, for example, an affront to a man's
dignity (Melissos, Isthmian 4) or actions that may lead to overstepping mortal limits (the
Oligaithidai, Olympian 13).
In contrast, in Pythian 7 the narrator explicitly reacts to the circumstances of the victor
when he contrasts the joy of victory with the unpleasant consequences of envy (VEq,8' dm:puyiq,
xuipw u' 'to 8' axvu~at,l <peavova~Et~a~£vov 'ta KUAa£pyu, 18-19), and gnomically explains
such setbacks as part of the inevitable vicissitude that accompanies enduring happiness (19-21;
see Chapter 4, p. 108 for text and discussion). He identifies himself as the poet who has come to
sing of Megakles' and his family's victories (ayovn 8E~£ ... vixci, 13; " ... victories ... prompt
me,,).24Another part of his duty as poet is to be a SEVOC;for the victor." His reflection on the
human condition involves changing his objective stance as laudator of the family's successes to
subjective involvement in the victor's circumstances, signalled by the intimate tone of the first
person statements in line 18, which project the image of a solicitous friend. It is from this
position that he provides a cosmological contextualisation for Megakles' ill-treatment at the
hands of his fellow citizens. It is the poet as friend, not just a contractually bound associate, who
crafts a positive interpretation of vicissitude. In Olympian 5 the suppliant-poet intervenes on
behalf of the victor and at the same time conveys relevant cosmological views. Similarly, in
Pythian 7 the poet acting as SEVOC;offers his gnomic interpretation of the world as consolation
and explanation for the trying circumstances accompanying Megakles' success."
24Note also the self-conscious reference to song in the poem's opening lines (1-4).
25 Cf. Lefkowitz 1991 :35. For details of the ~£via motif as a poetological image, see Nunlist 1998:291-294.
See also Kurke 1991b: 135-159 for a discussion of ~£via relationships, including that between poet and victor, in
Pindar's e~inikia.
2 Cf. Nem. 8.42-44 on the need for friends (in the more personal sense of <piA.Ol) in adversity and prosperity
(for text and brief discussion see Chapter 3, pp. 99-100).
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It is clear from the above discussion that there is no consistent pattern for short odes
regarding the identification of the narrator as poet, the weight given to cosmological ideas and
the role of the poet in conveying these ideas. The use of the first person is neither a necessary,
nor a sufficient means of identifying the narrator as poet. In Olympian 5 and Pythian 7 a first
person verb and pronoun respectively express the narrator's poetic activity, but in Olympian 12
the opening first person verb only retrospectively and obliquely, if at all, makes that connection."
In Nemean 2 and Isthmian 3, neither of which contains first person statements, descriptions of
the nature or role of poetry nevertheless confirm that the narrator acts in the capacity of poet.
With the exception of Nemean 2, which refers to cosmological topics almost in passing, the
cosmological context of victory is a prominent element of the poems. Some of the major issues
addressed are the supremacy of the gods, the limitations and vicissitude of mortal life,
identification with the family, including inherited ability, and reciprocity in social relations, with
the emphasis, to judge from Olympian 12 and Pythian 7, determined by the circumstances of the
victor.28
As for the poet as mediator of cosmology in these poems, since the narrator has been
shown to be the poet in every case, whatever is conveyed in this regard can in theory be ascribed
to the agency of the poet. However, measured against the emphatic self-presentation of the
narrator as poet in Isthmian 4 and Olympian 13 and the noticeable impact this has on the
representation of cosmological issues relevant to the victor or his family, the narrators in the odes
under discussion are to varying degrees less outspoken about their task as poet and consequently
do not emphasize to the same extent the presentation of a particular cosmological outlook as a
distinctive function of their fulfilment of this task.
27 Although the opening stance of the narrator of Olympian 12 is very similar to that of the suppliant-
narrator of Olympian 5 he gives no sign, as the latter does that his intervention on behalf of Himera is that of a poet.
28 Since the focus in the above brief treatments of the odes is on the poet and his role as mediator of
cosmology rather than on the cosmological issues themselves not all of these as they appear in every poem have been
mentioned.
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In Olympian 12 the power of poetry to immortalise fame is symbolically evoked, but the
narrator does not claim any role in this process (as he does emphatically in Isthmian 4). The
narrator of Nemean 2 refers to the working of song and hints at his own activity in constructing
the current poem. However, he does not comment on the song's goals as they pertain to his
action as poet, but adresses his exhortation to honour Zeus and the victor with song to the
citizens, thus making them responsible for demonstrating reverence in the divine sphere and
reciprocity in the social sphere. Isthmian 3, the third of the poems in which the narrator is
indirectly identified as poet, is the only one which combines this identification with reflection on
the poet's task, specifically the obligation to reward the good man for his efforts. The gnomic
statement of the poet's duty to praise is in fact the transition to the specific praise for Melissos
and his family (9-17b). The general statement made concrete in this way shows that this
particular poet has accepted the responsibility to act in accordance with the outlook expressed in
the gnome. As such his praise also demonstrates to the citizens of Thebes, whom he reminds of
the family's fame and that Melissos has now made a further contribution to it (13-17b; note the
emphatic tCrCE !lav, 15), how to fulfil their duty, generally expressed in the opening gnome,
towards this particular victor. The poet-narrator of this ode thus reveals himself, albeit indirectly,
as mediator for a given outlook and its associated conduct.
Even when the narrator's action as poet is expressed in the first person this does not mean
that all the cosmological themes found in a poem are necessarily presented specifically as part of
the poet's task. For example, in Pythian 7, in addition to the closing reflections of the poet as
friend on vicissitude and happiness, a particular world view is represented in the identification of
the victor Megakles in terms of his family membership. However, although the poet reveals
himself as such in praising the family's achievements there is no indication that he regards his
presentation of Megakles' identity as part of his poetic endeavour. His duty is to praise, and the
reference to family ties is part of the conventional way of doing this.
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The poet as suppliant in Olympian 5 to some extent resembles the poet as friend in
Pythian 7, for example when he evokes an intimate picture of Psaumis enjoying a pleasant old
age, surrounded by his children. However, whereas in the latter case the narrator metamorphoses
from poet as laudator to poet as friend in the course of the poem, in the former his stance
remains essentially the same throughout. When he makes explicit his identity as poet in the
process of interceding with Zeus on behalf of the city and the victor, this is just the culmination
of a series of similar actions, first his offer of the song to Kamarina and then his presentation of
the singing victor to Athena. On this basis it can be said that the poet has structured the whole
poem, not just the final strophe in which he makes explicit his intentions, to convey the
cosmological ideas appropriate to a proper celebration of victory, and that he himself leads the
way by showing deference to the gods and using his authority as dispenser of wisdom to
pronounce on social relations as well as the successful man's attitude to the divine in the form of
gnornai.j"
1.4. Olympian 9 and Nemean 3: The poet assumes different attitudes to a central
cosmological tenet
Family connections are conspiciously emphasised in many of Pindar's victory odes. On a
superficial level the nanling of kinsmen and clan serves to identify the victorious athlete, but its
real function is to support the idea that inherited ability, <pu<i,is a divine gift that runs in families
and provides the foundation of achievement.
Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 are two full-length odes for athletes of whom practically
nothing is known apart from their success at the games. It is of course not unusual to find
references to an athlete only in sources linked to the games, such as epinikia and victory lists, but
the almost total Jack of information about the social connections of Epharmostos of Opous and
29 In her studies of Pindar's first person statements Lefkowitz regularly points out that these statements cast
the poet as moral judge and example; see "poet: as moral adviser" in the General Index of Lefkowitz 1991. The
above discussions ofIsthmian 3 and Olympian 5 show that the expression of this role is not restricted to first person
statements.
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Aristokleidas of Aigina is rare. Apart from Midas of Akragas (Pythian 12) Epharmostos is the
only victor commemorated by Pindar for whom no clan membership or family ties (e.g. father,
grandfather, uncle) are spccified.r" Although Aristokleidas' father Aristophanes is named (Nem.
3.20) there is no further allusion to a family of any notable ancestry or achievement.'! Given the
importance attached to natural talent inherited from a man's forebears in Pindar's odes one can
reasonably assume that part of the challenge of these commissions was how to account for
success in the absence of praiseworthy family connections. Both poems display the common
strategies of linking the victor's success to the great deeds of his city's heroes as well as to those
of Herakles, the hero par excellence, and making strong general claims for the superiority of
inherited excellence.V However, although in both cases mythical ancestors fulfil the function of a
real family, the value ultimately attached to (jma, and especially its divine basis, differs
considerably. This difference is reflected most conspicuously in the actions and attitudes of the
30 If the epithet £u80/;0<; (5), which constitutes the only direct praise of Midas, is more than mere convention
he was probably famous enough for Pindar to dispense with family detail. Also, the same importance was
presumably not attached to inherited ability in playing the uuM<; as in sport. For details of the specification of
relationships, see Carey 1989:3 with nn. 12-14. See also Miller 1993a: 113n lOon odes in which the victor's father is
not mentioned. It is also worth noting that of 8akchylides' victory odes only the very fragmentary Ode 12 contains
no family references. It is impossible to determine whether the victories enumerated in lines 33-42 are those of
Aigina or of the victor's family. Carey includes Lampromachos (Of. 9.84) in a list of named relatives in Pindar
whose relationship with the victor is not specified. However, it is by no means certain that Epharmostos and
Lampromachos were related. The reference to l(PO/;£VlU (83) could indicate a political role which brought him into
contact with Pindar. Although a literal interpretation of the "arrival motif' (see n. 22 above) in passages such as Of.
9.83-85 runs the risk of positing biographical information where there is none, the poet's statement does seem to
indicate that he came for Lampromachos' Isthmian achievement and that Epharmostos happened to win on the same
day. It is possible that Lampromachos introduced Epharmostos to Pindar as a fellow citizen. The reference in the ode
for Epharmostos could then be the athlete's acknowledgement in return for the introduction to a famous poet, and the
poet's for the introduction to a very successful athlete. For discussion of these issues and further references, see
Gerber 2002:57-59.
3 J The only similar case of a private citizen praised in a full-Ienght ode is Hagesidamos of Western Lokroi.
In Olympian 10 his father is mentioned twice (2, 99), but Hagesidamos is praised as a Lokrian rather than as member
of a particular family (93-100). This link with the city is made even more emphatically in Olympian 11.13-15, the
short ode in honour of the same victory. The factthat Hagesidamos had a trainer (Of. 10.17-19) may however
indicate a family of some status and means.
32 Rose 1974: 151 notes Pindar's "preference for myths which view the achievement of the victor as the
validation of his blood heritage - literally where possible, otherwise what we might call "metaphorically," that is, as
if the heroes of the victor's homeland were direct bloodline ancestors. ' He lists 23 odes containing such myths,
among which Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 are the exceptions which do not also refer to actual family excellence (p.
152).
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poet as he relates to the victor and in his portrayal of himself as representive of a particular
outlook.
Although Epharmostos' athletic achievements could speak for themselves - with the
Olympic victory celebrated in Olympian 9 he has not only become aperiodonikes, but of
individual victors celebrated by Pindar only Diagoras of Rhodes (Olympian 7) boasts victories at
more sites - these successes as such do not constitute his praiseworthiness. It is what they
represent, his inborn excellence and with it the favour of the gods, that makes him a man to be
reckoned with. In fact his extraordinary athletic prowess, since it cannot be represented as the
logical outcome for a member of a distinguished family, needs an explanation.P The creation of
a genealogy for Epharmostos that posits an exceptionally close relationship with the city of
Opous and its mythical ancestors is the centrepiece of the argument. It is supported by the
Herakles myth, which emphasises the divine basis of ability, and the special characteristics of the
extended victory catalogue.
The intimate association between Epharmostos and the city of Opous is established early
in the poem when the poet urges himself to "praise her (i.e. the city) and her son" (nlvnou«; £ Kat
uiov, 14). The city as metaphorical parent is a common enough image in Pindar's odes, in fact
only a few lines later Opous is called "the Lokrians' mother" (AOKp&V ... uursp ', 20). In
addition to the city as mother the homeland is often evoked as father with the words nCX'tpa and
na'tplc;.34 However, the image of a man as son of his city is unique to Olympian 9. While the city
as mother implies the citizens in general as children, the specific designation of Epharmostos as
son of Opous makes it clear from the start that theirs is a special bond. This is confirmed in the
imm diately following praise of Opous when Epharmostos' achievements at Olympia and Pythia
33 For examples of a victor's success being directly linked to that of his father, see Chapter 4, p. 138 with
11.84.
34 In the opening of Isthmian I the poet refers to Thebe the nymph representing the city of Thebes, as his
mother (Mdtsp £IlCt I), states the preeminence of parents by means of a gnomic rhetorical question (ri <piA:t:€POV
wl)vGlv 'WK£(J)V aya8olC;; 5) and calls Thebes the fatherland of Kadrnos' people (KaliIlOU (JTparQl ... ,1 ... 1WTpilil,
I 1-12). For the city as mother, see also 01. 6.100 and Nelli. 5.8 and as fatherland Ot. 8.20 and 12.16, Pyth. 7.5 and
9.74, Nem. 7.85 and 8.46, Isthm. 2.27 and 5.43.
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are merged with those of the city so that he both exemplifies and enhances the latter's prestige
(16-20).35
The poet interrupts his city praise to elaborate on his own role in spreading the city's
glory by sending out the news of Epharmostos' success (21-25). The ultimate purpose of this
digression is to draw attention to the divine foundation of all human ability, summarised in the
gnome "men become brave and wise as divinity/ determines" (aya80t (,f, Kat ooooi Ka-ca oaiJ..lov'
avopc:<;/£y£vov-c',28-29). The poet first presents himself as an example of this principle at work
(25-28) and then proceeds to the mythical example of Herakles who successfully fought the gods
Poseidon, Apollo and Hades (29-35). Although he goes on to distance himself from this story
because of the implied impiety (35-41) he has forcefully made the point that such power can only
be from god ("for how else/ could Herakles have brandished his club in his hands ... ?" £7tc:t
cvriov/ 7tco<;iiv ... 'Hpw(A£l1<;()JclnaAov-civa~c:Xc:pcriv/... ; 29-30) and must therefore
demonstrate divine favour."
Epharmostos' lack of family prestige has already been noted as creating a special need to
prove his praiseworthiness. Having established both the athlete's special bond with the city and
the divine source of all outstanding ability, the poet now sets out to demonstrate through the
main mythical narrative what the implications of the former are for Epharmostos and with the
victory catalogue how his athletic career exemplifies the latter.
The crux of the poet's structuring of the foundation myth of the city ofOpous is how its
early demise as a result of the childlessness of its king Lokros is avoided. The involvement of the
gods is crucial. Zeus is instrumental in establishing the city (42, 52-53) while the daughters of the
Titan Iapetos and the sons of Kronos (55-56) ensure its continuance under "a native line of
kings" (£YXcbpLOlpacrlAf]c:<;,56). When this line is threatened by extinction Zeus again intervenes.
35Cf. Miller 1993a: 125.
36 Gerber 2002:39 makes the important point that the myth is not rejected as untrue. For a detailed
discus ion of lines 21-41, see Miller 1993a: 123-130. For a discussion of the various arguments in the controversies
about both the relevance of the Herakles myth and the narrator's rejection of the story, see Gerber 2002:34-36 39.
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He impregnates the daughter of Opous and brings her to Lokros, who adopts the son born from
the union, calls him Opous and hands over the rule of the city to him (57-66). Significantly, these
events demonstrate that ties of blood are not the only means of transmitting excellence. However,
the adopted son has a divine ancestry, and together with the gods' ongoing involvement with the
city, this underlines the point already made by the Herakles myth that all significant human
endeavour depends on divine favour. In the last section of the narrative Patroklos, the son of an
immigrant, is singled out for his steadfast support of Achilles in the Greeks' battle against
Telephos (67-75). His role as paradigmatic figure parallels that ofOpous insofar as he is, in
Miller's words, "heir to a native tradition of excellence that is maintained without continuity of
bloodline." He adds to the paradigm an engagement with the wider world and a demonstration of
courage and "mighty spirit" (~u:nav voov, 75).37
The designation of Epharmostos as son of the city places him in the same genealogical
line as the two heroes singled out in the myth and makes him the latest example of Opountian
excellence that is not dependent on ordinary mortal heredity. The comparison is a bold one,
flying as it does in the face of traditional notions of the roots ofa man's worth. It can only hold if
the implication of special divine favour can be shown to be well-founded, which would also
validate the use of Herakles as exemplum. The poet knows that this is no easy task and therefore
prefaces his presentation of the final proof, the victory catalogue, with an elaborate wish for the
success of his endeavour, which at the same time pays prospective homage to the greatness of the
victor's achievements (80-83).38 The catalogue (84-99) gives concrete evidence of much that is
implied by the mythic examples. The range of victories across Greece parallels Patroklos'
movement away from the home city, while the description of Epharmostos' youthful beauty and
concomitant "fairest deeds" (ropuioc erov Kat KatvO<; KUtvtvlOTU 1£ pE~m<;, 94) links him directly
with Opous who has already been described as "a man beyond description for his beauty/ and
37 Miller 1993a:136, 137.
38Cf. Miller 1993a: 139. My remarks on the catalogue owe much to Miller, esp. pp. 128, 137 and 140-142.
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deeds" (um':p<pU1::oVavopa 1l0P<Pq.-C£ KaiJ EP'YOl<Jl,65-66). Beauty is moreover an accepted
indication of a man's inborn ability and contributes to the argument that Epharmostos is divinely
favoured. The most prominent feature of the catalogue is the description of the contest at
Marathon, unique in the odes for its comprehensiveness and detail.V Apart from displaying the
victor's beauty the victory at Marathon supports the notion of natural talent by emphasizing his
extraordinary success in youth. He wins in fine style against older and more experienced
competitors, "without a fall" (nnrcori, 92). The victory in a class above his own is reminiscent of
Patroklos' exploits against Telephos and especially Herakles' fights against the gods. The point
is that such courage and skill at such a young age can only be inborn, a gift from the gods, and
that Epharmostos must thus be regarded, together with the poet and Herakles, as one of those
men who are a'Ya80i and cocot in accordance with the divine dispensation (Ka-caoaiIlOV', 28).
The ecstatic reaction of the spectators, not only in Marathon, but also in Arcadia and Pellana,
furthermore signals to the present audience that others before them have recognised
Epharrnostos' godgiven talent."
After the victory catalogue the natural ability and divine support it implies are first made
the explicit subject of general reflection and then directly applied to the victor. Gnomai about the
superiority of talent above learning and (litotically) the indispensible role of god in achievement
place Epharrnostos' victories in the general context of cosmological convictions (l00-1 07) and in
a self-address the poet states unequivocally that "with divine help this man was born with! quick
hands, nimble legs, determination in his look" (-covo' aVEpaOUlIlOvi(f'Y£'YallEv/£UX£tpa,
O£~tO'YUlOV,optovr' aAxav, 110-111).41 With this final statement the poet announces his
conviction that he has succeeded in portraying a victor who does not have the requisite family
39 See Pfeijffer 1999:579-580 on other passages containing particulars of a contest and for an assessment of
Pindar's use of such information.
40 Miller 1993a: 142n62 compares the audience's awed reaction with that of three mythical "audiences,"
Amphitryon, Artemis and Athena, and Apollo and Cheiron. Significantly their admiration is directed at young
prodigies, the baby Herakles (Nem. 1.37-47,55-58), the child Achilles (Nem. 3.43-52) and the young girl Kyrene
(Pylh. 9.17-35). Cf. Carey 1980: 158 with n65.
41On the verbal link with the earlier gnome on god-given ability, see Miller 1993a: 146 with n73.
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status as nevertheless belonging to the elect group favoured by god and therefore a worthy son of
his city. His position in the city is confirmed in the last line of the poem which shows him
dedicating his victory crown to the local hero, Aias, son of Ileus, at the hero's feast (Aiov, rsov
T' tv buni, 'lA-labU, VlKWV br£0TE<pavCOcrE PCOIl6v, 112). According to Kurke such a dedication
signifies mutual recogniti on between the victor and his city, the victor sharing his triumph with
the city and the citizens praising him in return.V It is thus an apt image to round off a poem in
which the relationship between victor and city is of crucial significance.
The narrator of Olympian 9 immediately identifies himself as poet with a series of
poetological images (5-8, 11-12)43 and a statement about his praise of the victor and his city (13-
14). His presence is manifested throughout the poem, most notably in self-addresses (6, 11, 12,
14,36,40,41,47,48,80, 109) but also in first person statements (21, 25, 27,83).44 The poet's
most obvious defense of cosmological principles seems to be his rejection of a A-6yoc, that places
the gods in a negative light, both by involving them in "war and fighting" (7r6MIlOV Ilaxuv TE, 40)
and attributing inappropriate powers to a mortal (TO KuuXacr8at 7rUpa Katp6v, 38), Herakles (35-
42). While this outburst of piety is in accord with the reverence owed to the gods it paradoxically
also seems to reject the poet's own example of the divine working in man (28-35), which is
unlikely to be his objective. The story of Herakles' exploits having been told, the poet assumes
righteous indignation at his own folly in order to make the transition to the main myth about the
heroes of Opous. The poet's stance is not in the first place a passionate plea for respect, but the
exploitation of traditional views to justify moving on to more pertinent material, i.e. he uses
cosmology for a rhetorical purpose. However much he professes to protest, the example of
human ability KUTa buillOV stands." This is in line with the fact that the actual subject of
42 Kurke 1991b:205-209.
43See NUnlist 1998: 145-146 and 279 for details.
44 Gerber 2002:56 notes that the number of self-addresses is unusually large but doubts that the
phenomenon has any particular significance.
45 The effect is analogous to the poet's supposed omission of certain particulars of a mythical character's
life which evokes them all the more surely. (See analysis of Olympian 13, Chapter 4, pp. 152-153). Miller's
interpretation of this passage (1993a: 128-130) takes the poet's stance more seriously as "an apologetic
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cosmological reflection in the poem is the supremacy of natural talent founded on its divine
origin. Since the victor cannot claim such talent on the basis of his family history other means
have to be used to explain his success and thus incorporate him into the society which espouses
these values. This is done by linking him genealogically with the heroes of his city and
presenting his history of athletic success as proof that "(w)hat comes by nature is altogether best"
(to 8E<pDq,KPa.UC)'tOVa:rrav, 100).
In Isthmian 4 the poet unequivocally offers his poetry as the means to set the record
straight for the victor. In Olympian 9 he is more circumspect, perhaps because Epharmostos was,
whatever the deficiencies of his family background may have been, a very successful athlete who
had just won his most prestigious victory. He does not portray his praise of the victor explicitly
as an effort to enhance the latter's social status, but he does connect this specific poem, which
praises the city ofOpous through the announcement of Epharmostos' success, with the
characterisation of his poetic activity as an example of talent received from god and exercised in
conjunction with the Graces. He promises that his songs will spread the news everywhere (EYro8£
rot <pi.Aavn6Alv/ flaA£pai<;E'ITl<pM<pcova.0l8ai<;,1.. .I a.yy£Aiavn£fl\jfco rcnrcv, 21-22, 25), because
it is "with the help of some skill granted by destiny" that he finds himself tending the "garden of
the Graces," i.e making poetry (ei cuv UVlflOlP18icpnaAa.fl~/ E~aip£tov Xupirorv vsuoum KCinov,
26-27).46 Since the Graces "bestow what is delightful" (xsivc; yap o:macravta rspzrv', 28) the
implication is that as their "gardener" the poet will do the same for the victor. The immediately
following gnome indicates that in this case these delights will centre around natural ability and its
acknowledgement, even a kind of exorcism, of whatever 'boastful' overstatement may be involved in the unspoken
analogy between Herakles' exploit and that of Epharmostos." However, he does not account for the paradox this
"apology" involves. Carey 1980: 153 with n. 43 acknowledges the primary rhetorical purpose of the passage, but
cautions against assuming that Pindar "saw no impiety in the myth.' See also Pfeijffer 1999:34-37, with references,
on the fictional mimesis of ex tempore speech in Pindar, of which this passage is an example.
46Gerber 2002:32 notes the causal force of £1, with Pyth. 9.50 as parallel. In his explanation of the
speaker's train of thought in vv. 21-29 Miller retains the regular conditional (1993a: 126). While vv. 26-30 specify
the conditions for successfully sending the message of victory the poet's intention is surely also to convey that he
meets the criteria.
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source. By attributing men's courage and wisdom to divine will (28-29) the poet simultaneously
confirms that he, one of the ooooi, owes his talent to god and implies that the victor, one of the
aya80i., is also among the elect who enjoy divine favour. By the end of the poem, having
developed his argument for the divine foundation of Epharmostos' success through myth, victory
catalogue and gnomai, the poet turns the implicit gnome ofvv. 28-29 into an explicit statement
that "this man" (,r6vb' aVEpa, 110) has enjoyed divine favour, as demonstrated by his physical
skill and mental strength, from birth (110-111).
In Olympian 9 the poet does not modify the traditional outlook to suit the victor's
circumstances as he does in Isthmian 4. He changes the perspective on the victor's family
circumstances by linking him genealogically to the city, and emphasizes his extraordinary
success at Marathon, thus presenting his ability as natural and godgiven, not taught, in order to
show that he conforms to traditional views. The difference in approach underscores the central
importance of family and the divine natural excellence it represents for the cosmology which
forms the background to Pindar's odes. It shows that although beauty is considered as a marker
and predictor of excellence, the central principle is heredity. In the opening of Isthmian 4 the poet
immediately identifies Melissos of Thebes as a member of a family whose many achievements,
of which his is the latest, are credited to divine support (,EO'n uoi 8EcDVEKan uupic 1tavTq.
KEA£U80~,IcD MEAlO'O',, £l.l)laxaviav yap E<pava~'I0'8)li.Ot~,/ U)l£TEpa~apETa~U)lvC[)blcDKElV';aIm
KA£(J)VU)li.bal8aAAovTE~ai.d/ ouv 8Eep,1-5). Melissos' victory is attributed to Poseidon and the
positive turn of events it signals for the family after their heavy losses in war is the result of the
"gods' designs" (Scuiovcov ~ouAa\:~,19; 18-21). Because Melissos has acceptable family
credentials the poet can reject the idea that his ugliness deserves scorn and can represent his
deeds as sufficient grounds for praise and recognition, indeed as bestowing their own beauty.
However, the poet is careful not to question the importance of family for Epharrnostos as he does
appearance for Melissos, because that would undermine a central proposition of the outlook of
the society which must accept Epharmostos as one of their own.
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It is all the more interesting that in Nemean 3 the poet-narrator acknowleges the role of
<puu and family, but in the end emphasises Aristokleidas' own hard work and determination as
the basis of his success. He uses some of the same strategies found in Olympian 9 to establish the
victor Aristokleidas' praiseworthiness in spite of his apparently indistinguished family
background.l" Just as Epharmostos is linked genetically to his city as her son, Aristokleidas'
bond with Aigina is expressed in terms usually reserved for a family relationship: Mup~.n86vES
.. .I ... ,mv 7WlcUi<pu'Wvuyopuv/ OUKElcEY'X/:,E(J(JtV'Apt(J'Wwi.8uS y' Eav48/ EI-.ti.uvEKU-r' Ut(Juv
(13-16; "the Myrmidons ... , whose assembly place of ancient fame Aristokleidas did not sully
with disgrace, according to his own destiny," trans. Pfeijffer 1999:268). OUKEA.cYXEE(J(JtV...
ElliuvE is a slightly elaborated form of the litotic expression ou KU-rEA.£yXCOused in Pythian 8,
Isthmian 3 and Isthmian 8 to connect the victor's success with his family's athletic prowess, i.e.
to prove his inherited natural ability."? For Aristokleidas the ancient Aiginetans fulfil the role of
an illustrious family. As a descendant of the Myrmidons it was his destiny to succeed and his
victory thus reflects the ability he inherited from them. Like Epharmostos Aristokleidas is also
KUlc6S,a sign of natural talent, and his deeds as pancratiast, that merit comparison with Herakles
(21-26), are a fulfilment of the promise of his handsome appearance (scov KuMS Ep8cov t '
EOtK6m 1l0p<p~, 19). When the poet turns from Herakles to "Aiakos and his race" (AiuK<fl ...
YEVEtTE,28) and urges himself to "(s)earch at home, for you have been granted a fitting
adornment/ to laud in sweet song" (01K08Ev IlU-r£UE.norupopov 8£ K6(JIlOVElcuXE9 ylcUKUrt
YUPUEIlEV,31-32) Aristokleidas is implicitly included through the family link already established
with the Myrmidons and the talent displayed in his deeds. Similarly the reference to Zeus' blood
(ZED, TEOVyap UiIlU, 65) after the main myth not only signifies the Aiakidai's descent from the
47 Pfeijffer 1999:20 I remarks on an "absence of ... a strong athletic tradition in his family." Rose 1974: 152
says more generally with reference to Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 that "presumably the family of the victors was not
sufficiently distinguished to permit specific praise." My brief reading of Nemean 3 is indebted mainly to Pfeijffer's
interpretation (199-23 I) and commentary (241-421). See also Carey 1980: 153- 160 and Instone 1993.
48 On substituting y' Mv for rscv here, see Pfeijffer 1999:626-627.
49 Pyth. 8.35-37 (maternal uncles), Isthm. 3. I3- I7b (both paternal and maternal kin), Isthm. 8.65b-66
(cousin). Cf. 01. 8.19.
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god, but also Aristokleidas'. It confirms that he is to be seen as following in the footsteps of the
local heroes celebrated in the main myth, Peleus, Telamon and Achilles (32-63),50 just as
Epharmostos continues in the tradition of Opous and Patroklos.
The importance of family as the basis of ability is reflected in the myth which deals with
the Aiakid brothers Peleus and Telamon and Peleus' son Achilles. A gnome separating the
stories of the brothers from that of Achilles focuses the theme of qma on the superiority of
someone with inborn glory over the "shadowy man" who makes his efforts, based only on
learning, "with an ineffectual mind" (cruYY£VELOEn<; £uoo~iq IlEya Ppi8Et./ 0<;OEotoaKT' £X£t,
~'£<PEWO<;avilP UAAO'!'uAAa 7rVECDVou no'!' a'!pEK£V Ka'!Epa noM, IlUpu'iv 0' ap£'!uv a'!£A£t v6ep
YEU£Lat,40-42). Sullivan remarks that the "inadequacy of vooc in this passage lies ... in an
inborn moral weakness resulting from birth. Even though it may somehow be the receiver of
'teachings', it cannot bring these into effect.v" The gnome thus contrasts inborn greatness with
inborn and irremediable inadequacy. The Aiakid heroes, and Aristokleidas as their "descendant,"
display inborn greatness, but the general observations of the gnome are most fully explicated in
the recounting both of Achilles' exploits and his response to Cheiron's teaching. His ll£yaAa
£pya (44) as a child (43-52) can be explained only in terms of natural talent, and are presented as
a precursor of what he will accomplish later in life (£~ETIl<;'!OnpQ)"[ov, OAOV0' £n£t'!' <Xvxp6vov,
49). However, he is also an example of the ability to turn OtOaKLainto effective action, in
contrast therefore to the "shadowy man" of the gnome. To the totally instinctive heroic actions of
the child, a specific form of training under "deep-devising" (pa8ullfj'!a, 53) Cheiron is added for
what awaits him as all adult at Troy. The object of this training is to "mak(e) his spirit great in all
things fitting" «EV> apllEVOt<HnU<H8UIlOVau~CDv,58), so that (oepc, 59) he will be ready for
the challenges he will be set. The result of the interaction between Achilles and Cheiron is that
the hero has the mental strength to succeed on his own against formidable opponents (57-63). In
50See Carey 1980: 157-160 for details of the stories and their relevance for Aristokleidas. He concludes
that "(t)he Aeginetan heroic tradition lives on in the victor" (160).
5! Sullivan 1990:188.
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contrast to the failure of the naturally inferior man's efforts, Achilles' inborn ability to tum
instruction to his advantage enables him to plan and see through his actions. 52
While the divine foundation of <puQ.dominates in Olympian 9, this aspect is only briefly
touched in Nemean 3 in the reference to the Aiakidai's descent from Zeus. In fact, the gods are
all but absent from this poem. Although it is twice characterised as a hymn in honour of Zeus
(10-11, 65) no further mention is made of the power of the gods or their role in the fortunes of
mortals.v Against this background the emphasis on the superior man's self-reliance in the
exercising of his talent is noteworthy. Aristokleidas fulfils "'his very own' destiny'v" (M.vl ...
KaT' alcmv, 15-16), Herakles explored the seas on his own (i.8i.~,24), Peleus alone (uovoc, 34)
overcame Iolkos, Achilles' speed was enough to catch deer, he had no need for either dogs or
nets (51-52) and he is portrayed single-handedly battling whole nations at Troy. These
achievements in the wider arena of the Trojan war also confirm "in the test" (EV ... ncip~, 70)
the ability Achilles displayed as a child by killing wild beasts. His story thus illustrates how
talent inherited from one's forebears is converted into triumphant action. That this involves an
important principle, namely that talent must be validated in action, is expressed in a gnome about
proving one's superiority in every life stage, as a child, a man and an elder (70-74). The emphasis
on proving one's talent by excelling against others, combined with the treatment of ability as a
contrast between the one who is naturally superior and the one naturally inferior, places this topic
firmly in the human sphere. In comparison with Olympian 9, which not only deals with <puQ.as a
divine gift, but also stresses the gods' role in the lives of the heroes, Nemean 3 is a secular
celebration with only passing reference to the gods.
52 Sullivan 1989: 160 on <PPEVES; in Achilles' encounter with the Ethiopians (EV <ppual 7[a~ate', 62) being
"associated with the formation of plans and also with the will to carry them out."
53 The Muse as the deity involved in the poetic process is addressed in the opening (1-12), and mentioned
again twice (28, 83). Her role is particular and says nothing about the god-man relationship in general. The Thearion
of Apollo (70) is assumed to have a religious function, but little firm evidence is available. See Pfeijffer 1999:380-
382.
54 Pfeijffer 1999:201. See also n. 48.
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The poet's portrayal of Aristokleidas confirms that the poem is more concerned with the
victor's own efforts than any divine support he may enjoy. The description of how he achieved
his victory emphasises his hard work and endurance, equal to that of Herakles in his quest to
reach the ends of the earth (16-26). The poet credits him with the apEmi of proving his worth in
every life stage, while at [he same time "heed(ing) what is at hand" (<pPOVElV... TOnapKEi)lEVOV,
75), i.e. keeping to mortal limits, (TroVOUKanEcrcn,76). The myth of Achilles shows that "utmost
deeds of manhood" (cvopecu; unEpTamu;, 20) such as those displayed by Aristokleidas require
mental strength in addition to physical excellence. In the penultimate line of the poem
Aristokleidas is credited with just this essential character trait. It has given him the victories
which in turn have provided the material for spreading his fame through poetry (rtv yE )lEv,
Eu8p6vou KAEOUe;8EAoicrae;,aE8Ao<p6pouAY))laTOe;£VEKEV/NE)ltae; 'Emoaup68Ev T' ano Kat
Mcyapwv OtOOPKEV<paoe;,83-84). The preceding image of the highly efficient eagle functioning
literally and figuratively on a level high above the screeching jackdaws (80-82) confirms that the
focus of the theme of ability is on how it functions in the world, not its divine source as in
Olympian 9. By nature the eagle flies the highest, and the way it stalks and snatches its prey
shows its purposefulness. In contrast the jackdaws, naturally inferior birds, achieve nothing but
discordant sounds. By placing this image between the presentation of the poem to the victor as a
carefully mixed drink (76-80) and the final tribute to the latter's "determination for success" the
poet claims the natural superiority and strength of mind it praises for himself and for his
laudandus"
The main similarities between Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 are that each victor is linked to
hi city and its heroes as to family and that inborn ability is a central theme of both poems.
However, as has been shown, different aspects of natural talent are emphasised in the two poems.
A further marked difference between the two poems is the stance of the poet and his relationship
with the victor. In the ode for Aristokleidas the poet once again has a prominent presence. The
55 See Pfeijffer 1999:221-223 for a detailed account of this double applicability.
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first thirteen lines of the poem deal with him and his song and he steps forward several times
more, either directly or by referring to the song (17-18, 27-32, 52-53, 64-68, 76-84). Poetry is the
reward for victory, "the fittest companion for crowned achievements" (crsqxrvcov apETUvTE
8E~tWTaTaV07rUbOv,8), and for the hardships of competition (17-18), it ensures that the light of
fame shines for the victor (83-84). Compared to Epharmostos, with his long list of victories and
spectacular win at Marathon, Aristokleidas is a minor athlete. He has only three victories to his
name (84) and seems to have had to work hard for his victory at the least prestigious of the crown
games. Yet the poet greets his success with great enthusiasm. His Nemean victory is cause for
joyous celebration of his homeland Aigina (12-13,65-66) and "loud acclaim" for him (67-68).
His "utmost deeds of manhood" are likened to Herakles' mastery of the dangers of the sea (19-
26) and he is presented as an example of a man who has achieved success throughout life (70-
75). The impression of warmth and goodwill in the poet's attitude is confirmed by his direct
interaction with the victor in the close of the poem. The poet greets the victor as friend before
dedicating his song to him (XUtpE,qJi.AO~·EYcbT08ETOU 7rEjl7rWjlEI.uYjlSVOV.. .I .. .l7rOjl'
noioutov, 76-77, 79).56 The outstanding value of the "draught of song" is reflected in its unique
makeup of honey, milk and dew57 (jlSAtMUKcp/ouv yaAUKTt,KtPVUjl£VU8' £EPcr'eXjlqJS7rEl,77-
78). As such it represents both the poet's confidence in his own work and his recognition that
Aristokleidas and his achievements are worthy of special praise. The close relationship of poet
and victor is underlined by the image of the eagle and the jackdaws (80-82) which joins them as
the "eagles" in their respective fields, vastly superior to their opponents.
In contrast to the poet's open friendliness towards Aristokleidas in Nemean 3, the poet-
narrator of Olympian 9 preserves a certain distance between himself and Epharmostos. Apart
56Pfeijffer 1999:396-397 defends the punctuation X.aiPE·q>tAOC;,which makes the poet, rather than the
victor, the friend. His contention that the "q>tAla motif gains in force" througb this change is debatable. That would
depend on whether the intention is to highlight the importance of the poet's friendship for the victor, or the victor's
for the poet. However, in oral performance the distinction is unlikely to have been noticeable. A reference to mutual
friendshi~ therefore seems a preferable interpretation.
7 On ££paa as dew, not froth, see Pfeijffer 1999:405 with n. 321.
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from presumably including the victor when he addresses the Opountians about the origins of
their ancestors (xsivrov 0' £cruv/XUAxacrmo£<;U!lE1:£Potnpovovoi/ apxu8cv, 53-55) the poet does
not address him. 58 The victory catalogue contains lavish praise for Epharmostos' achievements,
but it nevertheless gives the impression that the poet regards the athlete as an object for public
display, rather than personal commendation, especially in the description of his success at
Marathon where "he passed through the ring of spectators to such great shouting" (oulPX£1:0
KUKAOV ocrcrq.~oq.,93) and in Arcadia and Pellana where "he made a marvellous appearance"
(8uu!lucr1:o<;£cDV orrvr], 96). This impression is strengthened when the poet dedicates the poem to
the victor by pointing him out as L6vo' cvepc, "this man" who is an example of god-given inborn
ability (108-111), a stance in marked contrast to the portrayal of the dedication as an interaction
between friends in Nemean 3. The poet's concern in displaying the victor is to show that he does
indeed conform to the ideal of <pua.There is a seriousness to his treatment of this cosmological
theme, focusing as it does on the divine dimension of ability, that is lacking in Nemean 3, in
which the joy of the occasion is paramount. 59
In the image of the eagle and the jackdaws at the end of Nemean 3 the poet aligns
himself, even if indirectly, with the particularly secular view of ability, in which the human
perspective is in the foreground, he has up to that point communicated in the poem. While
superiority is acknowledged to be inherited and Aristokleidas is presented as the descendant of
the Myrmidons and Aiakidai, in the final analysis his own efforts, his A:f]!lUand the victories it
gave him, are the basis for the poem that makes the light of his fame shine out (83-84). It would
be an overstatement to say that the cosmology the poet presents in Nemean 3 rejects the divine
58 See Miller 1993a: 134n53 on the question of the referents of uuerspoi. He rejects the view that
Epharmostos' family is intended, to which Gerber 2002:48 objects that since he is an Opountian there is no reason to
exclude Epharmostos. In fact Miller does include Epharmostos (see p. 138). The point is that the myth provides
Epharmostos as individual, not as member of his family, with a genealogy linked to that of the city. Although the
absence of direct address of the victor or a family member is not unusual, direct address does occur in two-thirds of
the odes.
59 Cf. also the serious tone in which the poet expresses his wish for "the right words' "boldness and ample
power" so as to proceed in the appropriate way in his praise (£IT]V£UpT]<JI£1[~~uvaY£I<J8at! npocoopoc tv MOl<JUV
bl<ppcp/ r6)"..Ia 8£ xni a~<ptA.a<pl1~liuva~t9 E1[OnO, 01. 9.80-83).
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foundation of human ability, but it certainly comes nowhere near the insistence on this principle
and the seriousness with which it is defended in Olympian 9.
1.5. Summary remarks
The poet-narrator is the most important vehicle Pindar uses to situate a victory in its
cosmological context, although the outlook projected by a poem is not always explicitly linked to
a poetic programme.
In Olympian 12, which deals extensively with cosmological issues, and Nemean 2, in
which in contrast such issues are not prominent, the presentation of cosmology is not connected
to the narrator's poetic programme. The poet can be said to mediate cosmology only to the extent
that as the narrator he is the one articulating it. In neither of these odes does the poet demonstrate
a particular outlook, and even though the traditional assumptions about family identity are
modified in Olympian 12 the narrator takes no overt responsibility for the change.
In Olympian 13, Olympian 5 and Isthmian 3, on the other hand, the poet demonstrates
certain preferred attitudes which in turn presuppose particular cosmological convictions. The
process of demonstration is, however, different in each case. In Olympian 13 the poet assumes a
vigorous and constructive presence right from the start and finally emerges as the positive
exemplum for using one's inborn gifts to the full without breaching any social or divine borders.
By adhering to these limits in his poetic activities the poet achieves his goal of simultaneously
praising an exceptionally successful family appropriately and retaining the favour of the gods so
that he can confidently pray for their future success and, by implication, for further opportunities
for himself to exercise his talents. His success in praising them demonstrates to the Oligaithidai
the attitudes towards god and man they should follow in their pursuit of further victories.
Although song is a prominent subject in Olympian 5 the actions and statements of the poet do not
concern the nature of his poetry and poetic endeavour as they do in Olympian 13. The poet
establishes a cosmological framework for Psaumis victory not by commenting on how he
constructs his poem, but in direct actions: presenting song as a gift to the gods so that it becomes
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a means to express reverence, interceding with Zeus on behalf of the victor and his city and
pronouncing truths in gnornai.f? Through his conduct he also tactfully reminds both the victor
and his fellow citizens how to act in accordance with the world view he espouses. In Isthmian 3
the poet comments on the duties involved in his poetic function and then proceeds to perform
this function as required, thus once again setting an example and exhorting his audience, victor
and citizens, to accept the outlook he represents and heed the code of conduct it implies. In spite
of the poet's indirect self-presentation, which makes him seem almost anonymous, his address to
the audience (15) is a clear challenge to them in this regard and echoes the more elaborate
challenge on behalf of the same victor by the poet-narrator of Isthmian 4.
The poet's role as mediator of cosmology sometimes involves changing the perspective
on the circumstances or attributes of a victor or his family through a modification of
cosmological principles, for example in Pythian 7 and Isthmian 4. References to vicissitude
usually act as a warning that this fact of mortal life must not be forgotten in times of success (the
most explicit example is Pyth. 8.88-94, but cf. also Ol. 7.94-95, Isthm. 3.18-18b). In Pythian 7,
however, the poet as friend reinterprets the manifestation of fluctuating fortunes in the victor's
life as a characteristic of enduring prosperity." The poet's grief at Megakles' misfortune can
reasonably be assumed to reflect the victor's own feelings about it. The reinterpretation then aims
60 The same actions also occur in Olympian 13. In the poet's first prayer to Zeus, for example, he intercedes
for the Corinthians and Xenophon, and offers the song as a tribute from the victor (27-29). However, both the
intercession and the song as tribute are consciously marked as poetic activities by the preceding plea to Zeus to look
favourably on the poet's efforts (24-26). Cf. Lefkowitz 1991 :35. She distinguishes between dedicatory odes such as
Pythian 12 and Olympian 14, in which the poet's primary task is to offer prayer, and epinikia, in which the
encomiastic aims make his task more complex. In the former he refers to himself only as a traditional aoidos, in the
latter his "epinician functions" are reflected in his statements about his poetry. The distinction is, however, not
always as clear-cut, as Olympian 5 shows. While the prayers to deities and the poet's traditional self-reference
(£pXO~Wl!\ u8iOlC;cmuwv £v uUAolC;,19; cf. Of. 14.17-18: !\u8(j) yap 'AcrcD1tlXov£v Tpomp/ £v J.l€).J;TatC;T' a€i8wv
£~loAov)point to the poem's dedicatory nature the extensive praise of Psaumis is characteristic of the epinician.
61 Cf. Pyth. 5.54-55. While the ubiquity of toil is acknowledged, the concomitant ups and downs are not
regarded as threatening the long-term prosperity of an ancient family like the Battid royal house of Kyrene (1l:0VWV8'
ou r«; o1l:odupoC; scnv OUT'£cr€TUI'/0 Brrttou 8' E1l:cWI1l:aAUlOC;oAPOC;EJ.l1l:UVTa KUtni vsucov). The long-standing
prominence of Megakles' family, the Alkmaionidai, is recalled in references to their famous deeds in the sixth
century, rebuilding Apollo's temple at Delphi in 548 and an Olympic victory in 592 (Pyth. 7.9-12, 14-15; see Burton
1962:32,34).
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in the first place to console him, but it will also signal to his envious fellow citizens the ultimate
futility of their conduct. On a much larger scale the poet -narrator of Isthmian 4 sets out to change
reality for Melissos of Thebes. Melissos is scorned in spite of his success because his ugliness
does not fit the conventional idea that a man's handsome or imposing appearance reflects his
inherited apE"Ca. The poet seeks to redress this problem with two complementary strategies.
Using mainly myth he makes the case for judging a man by his deeds alone, regardless of his
appearance, while he applies imagery to suggest that great deeds make a man beautiful, thus
further undermining the conviction that beauty equals greatness and ugliness inferiority. The poet
also plays the more regular mediating role that sees him demonstrating the preferred outlook. He
explicitly assumes the task of making Melissos "honoured among mankind" and "setting straight
his entire achievement" as Homer did for Aias (37-45), thereby making his whole poem a
demonstration of the way the victor should be acknowledged for his achievement. Significantly
he also shows himself at the end of the poem actually celebrating Melissos in a revel song.62 The
poet proves with word and deed that he regards Melissos as a winner worthy of admiration.
Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 celebrate victors who seem to have much in common
regarding their social background. However, the treatment of the cosmological theme of inherited
ability, which has a strong bearing on that social background, is markedly different in the two
poems. In the former the divine basis of <pua is stated as an absolute principle with which the
poet completely identifies himself: man is and does nothing of value without god. In the latter the
man of superior talent, with whom the poet once again associates himself, wins through because
of his own efforts and the role of the divine is all but completely ignored. Whether the difference
results from a difference in the victors' convictions about this matter, or in their position in their
respective cities, or any other factor, can never be known. However, what it does demonstrate is
62 The verb K(J)1l0J,(J) is more often used of the victor himself or the citizens celebrating a victory (for the
victor, see 0/ 9.4, Pyth. 4.2, Nem. 11.28 and Isthm. 3.8; for the citizens Nem. 2.24 10.35 and, represented by the
nymph Thebe, lsthm. 7.20). The poet celebrates Theban heroes in Pyth. 9.87-89 and joins the Muses in an imaginery
revel to Chrornios' home in Nem. 9.1-3.
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the author Pindar shaping the narrator-poet to fulfil different roles and represent different
viewpoints in order to praise a specific victor in the manner most suitable to his wishes and
circumstances.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
A striking feature of Pindar' s victory odes is the regularity with which pronouncements
on life issues are made in addition to statements aimed more obviously at the glorification of a
successful athlete. Mostly in the form of gnomai matters such as life and death, man and the
gods, and man in his social environment are by implication turned into subjects of concern to
men who have achieved the highest honour in the pursuit of physical excellence. This
preoccupation with the cosmological context of victory has been the starting point for the
preceding inquiry. With the gnomai as basis it has sought to establish the topics considered
relevant to the victors and audiences and the generally accepted views about those topics. The
overview gained in this way presents a fairly uniform traditional outlook on man in his
relationship to both extra-human powers and his fellow man. Fate is ineluctible, the power of the
gods transcends that of man by far and nature is a force which man may sometimes use to his
advantage but can never consider conquered. The human condition is defined by mortality. As a
result man's abilities are limited and he is subject to vicissitude. Nevertheless, ifhe strives for
excellence with the right attitude he can hope for fame that may outlive him. The social network
is an important part of a man's defense against his inherent frailty. Its foundation is the principle
of reciprocity which functions most satisfactorily in the contexts of family and ritual friendship.
In the city friends and neighbours are also part of the support system, but a successful man
cannot always rely on the goodwill of his fellow citizens and must be prepared for their envy.
The overview of cosmological topics suggests that Pindar's work is founded on an
outlook that does not admit of any serious variation and that the same cosmological ideas will
therefore be found in poem after poem. This is true to the extent that, for example, the supremacy
of the gods is acknowledged in practically every poem and family ties and the abilities they
bestow are a recurrent concern. However, the analyses of individual poems show that just as the
teachers and orators of antiquity chose gnomai to support their educational and rhetorical aims
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according to their relevance to a particular situation, so Pindar emphasises different aspects of
cosmology for encomiastic purposes as the occasion requires. In Isthmian 4, to compensate for
the ugliness of the victor the poet focuses on deeds as the basis for praiseworthiness. He turns
around the idea that beauty equals ability so that ability proved in deeds gives the victor
metaphorical beauty. In Olympian 9 and Nemean 3, on the other hand, the traditional link
between beauty and deeds is used to support the victors' claim to inherited ability in the absence
of noteworthy family connections. In Olympian 13 a politically prominent family with further
athletic aspirations is reminded of their mortal limitations, the supreme power of the gods and the
deference they owe them. Divine power also features prominently in Olympian 9 but here the
focus is on acknowledging it as the source of all human ability. While this poem and Nemean 3
both establish close family ties between the victors and the ancestral heroes of their cities the
former's emphasis on the divine is completely lacking in the latter which instead praises the
victor's own efforts in securing success.
These varying perspectives on cosmological ideas are communicated by the poet persona,
an important role player in most of the poems. In some cases the poet allies himself closely with
the victor, especially when his circumstances demand encouragement. So he sympathises with
Megakles of Athens as with a friend (Pythian 7) and offers the redemptive power of his poetry to
Melissos of Thebes as counter to the scorn of his fellow citizens (Isthmian 4). Often he presents
himself as the example to follow regarding certain cosmological principles. In contrast to
Bellerophon, who abuses the support of the gods, the poet demonstrates to the Oligaithidai
through the propriety of his praise what it means to use one's native talent without trespassing on
the terrai n of the gods (Olympian 13). In the role of suppliant to Zeus he shows Psaumis of
Kamarina how to proceed if he wishes to enjoy his prosperity into the future (Olympian 5).
From the poems treated in this study it has become clear that it is part of the poet's task in
the victory odes to deal with cosmological issues. This task assumes most prominence when he
treats such issues with particular reference to the circumstances of the victor or his family. These
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cases demonstrate most pointedly that winning, while desirable in the quest for fame, does not
have meaning in isolation from the world in which the victor finds himself. For Ergoteles of
Himera success means bad fortune turned to good in a generally unpredictable world and the
validation of his new identity in his adopted city as well as his acceptance as a member of that
community (Olympian 12). For Melissos of Thebes social recognition in spite of his physical
shortcomings is a prerequisite for the proper celebration of his victory. The Oligaithidai of
Corinth are reminded of the context of human endeavour when they aim for even more victories
than those already granted to them. Epharmostos of Opous is provided with mythical ancestors so
that, like Melissos, he can be presented not only as a victor but as one who conforms to the ideals
of his society. The fact that the poet's task includes situating the victory in its cosmological
context thus means that the glorification of a victor entails much more than celebrating merely
the moment of victory. It also entails presenting him as praiseworthy in terms of broader life
issues, such as the role of the divine in human achievement, a man's attitude to success and his
status in society.
As mediator of cosmology the poet persona in Pindar's odes provides a diversity of
perspectives on human endeavour in general and victory in particular. In some cases the poet's
position on a specific issue, such as the role accorded to the divine in human ability in Olympian
9 and Nemean 3, and the evaluation of beauty in these poems and Isthmian 4, differs markedly
from poem to poem. As for the question to what extent the cosmology presented in the odes
coincides with the point of view of the historical poet the cases just mentioned prove that it
would be difficult to reconstruct Pindar's position on the basis of that of the poet persona. His
use of cosmological themes in general speaks of pragmatism rather than conformity to and the
consistent defense of a rigid framework of values. However, the prominence of cosmology in the
odes and the sometimes very conspicuous role of the poet in communicating it also reveal
Pindar's abiding interest in man and his position in the world.
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